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Abstract
The Australian landcare movement is considered to be a major success, with an extensive
community landcare network developed, raised levels and depth of awareness, and a range
of demonstration projects undertaken. It has inspired people across Australia and has been
emulated overseas. However, negative trends in environmental conditions continue
unabated. If the approach of the Australian landcare movement to date has not addressed
the current unsustainable farming practices, what approach will?
This Australian study explores the history of the ‘mechanistic’ worldview, its influence on
the attitudes to and treatment of landscapes and indigenous knowledge from colonisation,
and the ongoing impacts on current social and natural rural landscapes. Increasing tension
between the mechanistic worldview and the growing landcare ethic based on relationships
is apparent.
Through the focus project, Watershed Torbay, a different way of seeing and treating the
world is explored by praxis. A worldview based on relationships and connection as the
end purpose is proffered. Strengthening connection with one’s own moral framework, and
relationships with people and place in community, are seen as the path to achieving
sustainability based on ecological and values rationality.
It is recognised that there are multiple ways of seeing and experiencing the world, and it is
important to give voice to all players with a connection to decision-making. This also
means that there are different forms of knowledge; these can be grouped under the
typology of epistemic or scientific knowledge, techne or technical/practical capability, and
the central form of knowledge about values and interests.
I have worked with the focus project as a reflective practitioner undertaking action
research; this is evident in the movement between theory and practice through the thesis.
The thesis concludes in praxis taking the learning from the focus project, and exploration
of theory, to answer the question posed at the outset by outlining how the relational
worldview can be applied to the regional bodies now delivering major landcare programs.
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Chapter 1. Introduction to the Study

1.1

Setting the Scene

Land managers across Australia have come under increasing pressure to change
landuse practices as environmental deterioration has become more widely felt across
the entire population. The Australian landcare movement is considered by most as a
major success, with development of an extensive community landcare network, raising
levels and depth of awareness, and undertaking a range of demonstration projects. It
has inspired people across Australia and been emulated overseas. However, negative
trends in environmental conditions continue unabated, through lack of an adequate
response.
Some perceive this lack of behaviour change as a consequence of individual farmer’s
inability to change financially, in terms of knowledge and skills, or by having
economically viable farming systems available to change to. Others consider that the
issues are more systemic, arising from the nature of current farming systems
themselves and the institutional frameworks within which they were established and
continue to be supported.
This Australian study explores the worldview within which the landcare movement
operates, including the history of Australia’s colonisation when agricultural systems
were establishment. It examines the ensuing influence of that worldview, and attitudes
to landscapes and indigenous knowledge from colonisation to the rural social and
natural landscapes of today.
Through the focus project, Watershed Torbay, a different way of seeing and treating
the world is explored in praxis.
In this chapter I will outline the motivation, purpose, framework and methodology for
this study, providing the conceptual background to the study question: If the approach
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of the Australian landcare movement to date has not redirected the unsustainable
practices of current farming systems, what approach will?

1.2 Motivation for the Study
I have worked in landcare since 1986 particularly on the south coast of Western
Australia. This work has been part of a lifelong passion to assist the process of positive
social change, particularly in rural areas. I believe it is possible to develop farming
systems that are economically viable in the long-term, socially rewarding, culturally
appropriate, and protective of biophysical resources and values. This future, however,
is based on a definition of viability where quality of life is not based on increasing
financial wealth but on meeting the needs of humans and other species and
maintaining the quality of the social, cultural and natural environments. This
definition places much greater emphasis on quality of life derived from close
connection with family and community, opportunity for creative expression, and
connection to the natural environment. Lakoff (2004, 48) would categorise this value
set as progressive framing.
I attended the first state landcare conference, held in1990 to launch the Australian
Decade of Landcare. I was already involved in running courses and projects in
landcare, firstly through the Denmark Environment Centre, which I helped to establish
in 1987, and then through the statewide Greenhouse Corps (now Green Skills Inc),
which I set up in 1989. The aim of Green Skills is to train people in the skills to
implement projects showing the way toward more sustainable systems, with
agriculture as a key focus. As articulated in the Green Skills mission statement:
Green Skills strives to be a model of a proactive and professional community
organisation, which provides inspiration and support to all who share a vision of
sustainability. We aim to do this by promoting community and personal development
within a sustainability framework, which acknowledges the need to balance the
following four principles: biodiversity and ecological integrity, equity and human rights,
long-term economic health and personal wellbeing (Green Skills Inc., 2007).
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From 1991 the learning-cycle approach to reflective action was adopted as the way
Green Skills staff would approach all its projects. This helped to develop a philosophy
of change across the organisation.
Green Skills became an active player in the delivery of programs to implement the
Decade of Landcare vision. Early courses, funded partly through the Decade of
Landcare, emphasised the development of technical and communication skills through
participation in eight-week live in courses such as Whole Farm Planning and
Communication Skills. Since then, courses have attracted hundreds of students, many
of whom are now working as landcare coordinators, in landcare businesses, within
relevant government agencies or with Green Skills. The mixture of technical
information, communication skills and the practical application of technical concepts
was a feature of all courses that Green Skills ran, and continues to drive current
training. Green Skills has become a Registered Training Organisation, delivering
accredited and non-accredited training in horticulture, farm forestry, landcare, organic
horticulture, communication and marketing skills, energy auditing and retrofitting, and
a wide range of short courses on sustainable lifestyles. Participants include university
graduates, farmers, small business owners, school students, young school leavers and
long-term unemployed.
Green Skills has won a range of landcare awards for the success of projects and
programs. The organisation has been the subject of case studies on community
sustainable development (Stocker and Pollard, 1994; Duxbury, 2006d).
During the Decade of Landcare I was also involved, during the mid 90s, in the
establishment of the regional natural resource management body South Coast Regional
Initiative Planning Team Inc (SCRIPT). As a member of the management committee
and deputy chair for some time, I played a role in strategic planning sessions, helping
to facilitate community input into the early draft strategic plan, and facilitating
working groups to develop strategic projects across the region.
The draft strategic plan developed for the south coast region, which runs from
Esperance through Walpole and inland to Gnowangerup and south of Katanning,
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included a description of the status of natural resources, and social and economic
indicators for the region. The issues faced by the region were identified by both
community and staff within natural resource management agencies. The involvement
in SCRIPT gave me a clear insight into landholder attitudes, and visions for the wider
region; the magnitude of land degradation and changes in landuse behaviour required
to address it became even more apparent.
During the latter part of the Decade of Landcare I was also involved as the
communication coordinator for part of the four-year, nationally funded National
Eutrophication Management Program research project based on the Wilson Inlet in
Denmark. I was responsible for the collation of a community vision for Wilson Inlet
and its catchment, to answer the question: ‘What is your vision for Wilson Inlet and its
catchment in 20 years?’ (Green Skills Inc, 2001).
For the past three years I have been involved in SCRIPT’s Changing Futures advisory
group, which has provided further insights into the strengths and limitations of the
landcare movement. It became clear that a key cause of difficulties across a range of
projects I was involved in, both for communicating research and drawing groups with
different interests together to negotiate common directions, was the different ways
people saw the world. Yet this aspect of projects was rarely discussed explicitly.
When the opportunity arose to be involved with the Watershed Torbay project, as its
communication coordinator, I saw it as an opportunity to employ my skills in a
coherent program which aimed to significantly change landuse behaviour. The
opportunity to undertake postgraduate studies while working on this project provided
an ideal opportunity to reflect on the philosophy and processes of change, to enrich my
practices and increase behaviour change outcomes.

1.3 Purpose of the study
This study is an exploration of how the processes of social change for sustainability in
rural areas can be most effectively managed. I am a practitioner conducting action
research and civic science. I therefore come to this research as a reflective practitioner
first and foremost, and then as a researcher, meaning that my exploration of effective
4

social change comes out of applying change processes. I have reflected on these
experiences and referred to theoretical literature to inform my practice. The focus of
this thesis is the catchment restoration project, Watershed Torbay. It charts the course
of my communication work within the Watershed Torbay project, my efforts to
understand the processes of change, and my attempts to increase behaviour change
toward sustainable land management.
I saw research as a way to review processes of change, more clearly understand the
frameworks within which I could operate, and enrich my practices for increased
behaviour change outcomes. My previous experience suggested that this would be
benefited by more consciously understanding the theory behind my practice.
I have approached my task with the intention of being transparent about my worldview
and the subsequent research methods, both to myself and to the project partners with
whom I work, on the basis that ‘to know how a researcher construes the shape of the
social world and aims to give us a credible account of it is to know our conversational
partner’ (Miles and Huberman, 1994, 4).
I build on a theoretical base of the importance of a personal and collective-values
framework, and integrating all forms of knowledge, with values as the most central
form of knowledge on which to base decision-making. This comes from my
assessment that the institutional framework within which the Australian Landcare
program was initiated is based on a worldview of nature, society and values that will
not bring about the changes purportedly desired through the landcare movement.
This thesis will discuss the implicit worldview of Australian landcare, and propose a
different worldview which offers an alternative way of seeing the natural world and
our relationship to it. This alternative viewpoint leads to the adoption of approaches
that build on counter-modernist perspectives of meaning, rationality, knowledge and
methodologies that fit with values and ecological rationality.
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1.4 Framework for study
My thesis is based on a worldview that focuses on relationships and values, and the
argument that participatory democracy is desirable and able to be best achieved
through the use of constructive dialogue. In Watershed Torbay, a rural community in
partnership with key state government agencies has elected to uncover why the
environmental health of their catchment has deteriorated, and plan for its recovery.
While similar approaches have been offered within the social science field, based on
the concept of phronesis, that work has not been explicitly extended to the field of
agricultural land management (Flyvbjerg, 2001).
As the Watershed Torbay communications coordinator I built on the ontological
approaches of Merchant (1992), Princen (2005), Plumwood (2002), Smith (2001) and
others in the sustainability and deep ecology movements, and the phronetic social
science epistemology articulated by Flyvbjerg (2001) and the reflective-practice
approach of Schon (1983) to work with the community and facilitate positive land
management changes. Flyvbjerg provides a contemporary interpretation of a tradition
of philosophical thought first articulated by Aristotle. Other social commentators,
such as feminist philosophers (Harding, 1986; Marchant, 1992; Midgley, 1992;
Reinharz, 1992), professionals (Schon, 1983; Birch, 1990) and counter-modern
philosophers (Bernstein, 1983; Harding, 1986; Dunne, 1993; Hayles, 1995; Lease,
1995; Shepard, 1995; Soule and Lease, 1995) and Aboriginal and non-European
philosophers and activists (Inada, 1998; Langton, 1998; Shiva, 1998; Graham, 1999)
have generated similar critiques of the primacy of the current worldview and epistemic
knowledge.
The attraction of Flyvbjerg’s approach is the focus on applying his philosophical
approach to community issues and processes. Flyvbjerg rejects the historical dualism
between objectivism and relativism, and argues that phronesis is central to establishing
a new future for social science. Values, as a form of knowledge, lie at the heart of this
phronetic approach.
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In this thesis it will be argued that relationships between ourselves and the natural
world, and within human society, provide the meaning and direction for exploration of
how we as individuals and communities set directions for our lives, give life purpose
and meaning, and enable decisions to be made. It is argued that placing relationships
and values as the central form of knowledge does not displace the importance of other
forms of knowledge; by its very nature, a focus on relationship and values incorporates
and integrates all other forms of knowledge to undertake sound judgement. The need
to integrate epistemic, technical and phronetic knowledge is emphasised. This thesis
will explore how processes can be adopted for the integration of these different forms
of knowledge.
My assertion is that the underlying ontological and epistemological framework evident
in the Australian landcare movement does not address the main causes of
unsustainable land management. This thesis is a journey from praxis to an exploration
of philosophical underpinnings around meaning, knowledge and ethical judgement
back into praxis. It discusses the challenges associated with efforts to use a valuesdriven approach to social change in a focus project. The experience of applying a
relational approach to social change in Watershed Torbay is discussed in reference to
its relevance to the Australian landcare movement.

1.5 Study methodology
The phronetic approach to research taken in this thesis incorporates action research, as
a reflective practitioner, and uses the concept of civic science. The phronetic approach
to research is based on the recognition that each context is unique, power differentials
are important to knowledge legitimisation, and that reflection is critical in responding
appropriately to the situation at hand (Flyvbjerg, 2001). Research was undertaken
recognising that there are different kinds of knowledge and that all participants are part
of the research situation, including the researcher. The researcher brings skills to each
situation as a new context that demands attention to the unique characteristics of that
situation, to develop appropriate solutions. An experienced researcher builds a
repertoire of exemplars to assist in responding to each new situation, rather than
applying generalised theories and rules(Schon and Rein, 1994).
7

As a reflective practitioner I have attempted to respond to the situation of the focus
project Watershed Torbay by framing the issue in the context, firstly, of the current
worldview, secondly by understanding the history of Australia’s colonisation,
particularly of the Albany-Torbay area, and thirdly by gathering information about the
Torbay catchment’s current biophysical and social environment. The understanding of
context and applying analysis is important for creating ‘reflective conversation with a
unique and uncertain situation’(Schon, 1983). As described by Schon this process is a
form of experimentation with the aim of bringing about positive change. Within this
approach the key players, including the researcher, are active participants. The
participants both provide critical information and question the results of action taken
through reflection; this includes challenging the researcher’s approach. Accountability
is a key characteristic of phronetic or reflective practice with the researcher being
accountable for their essential part in the research (Schon, 1983; Burman, 1997;
Flyvbjerg, 2001).
This approach also recognises the relationships within the research situation and the
overarching responsibility for research to move towards sustainable relationships
between people within community, and between people and the natural environment.
The thesis methodology incorporates the action-learning model of research which is
explicitly used in the Watershed Torbay project outlined in Chapter 5. This approach
leads to praxis based on constant reflection and re-evaluation within the phronetic
social research described by Flyvbjerg (2001), and the reflective practice described by
Schon and Rein (1994). The principles of civic or community-based science, then, are
an important approach to the practice of applied research under the overarching
phronetic social research approach (Schon, 1983; Wynne, 1992; Flyvbjerg, 1993;
Schon and Rein, 1994; Brydon-Miller, 1997; O'Riordan, 1998; Flyvbjerg, 2001).
As outlined in the focus project, Watershed Torbay, civic science provides a
framework for undertaking research that recognises and values different forms of
knowledge, and integrates the epistemic and social research undertaken. As described
by O’Riordan (1998) if sustainability is the goal, and this is the rhetoric of landcare,
then empowerment of a local community to fully participate in the setting of research
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agendas, the gathering of knowledge and, in particular, interpretation and decisionmaking based on different forms of knowledge, is critical. Brydon-Miller (1997)
emphasises the need for participatory action research methodology, within which civic
science comfortably sits as a component. The action research approach taken in
Watershed Torbay is nested in the more encompassing phronetic approach to research
which recognises the central importance of values in good judgement, and seeks to
explicitly discuss and negotiate the worldview within which decision-making occurs
(Flyvbjerg, 2001). This approach also recognises that methods used are not so much
aligned to worldviews as worldviews and power relations impact on the methods
selected, the subjects of research, the assumptions applied and how data are used
(Burman, 1997).

1.6 How the thesis is organised
The organisation of the thesis moves between theory and practice that come together
in praxis in Chapter 5 and in Chapter 7. This organisation reflects the nature of
reflective, action-research. In order to provide meaningful input on a philosophical
framework for the Watershed Torbay project I undertook a literature review of the
history of philosophy which I considered important to understanding the genesis of
current adherence to individual economic progress as the main goal in western
societies. This goal has gained ascendancy from the time of the Industrial Revolution
and caused unsustainable natural resource exploitation in the focus project area and
across Australian landscapes.
Chapter 2 is an exploration of the development of the ‘mechanistic’ worldview, its
antecedents and its critics. Of particular interest to me was the very broad body of
work generated, particularly since WWII, that questions the assumptions of the
dominant worldview and offers a range of new perspectives. This critical body of
work encompasses postmodernists but has been called ‘counter-modern’ in this thesis
to include deep ecologists, sustainability researchers and commentators from a variety
of research disciplines who have highlighted the deficiencies of the dominant
worldview in meeting social, environmental and cultural wellbeing values.
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In Chapter 3 the history of British colonisation of Australia is reviewed in light of the
mechanistic worldview and the key visions driving it. This provides important
insights into the way Australia’s environment and Aboriginal people were regarded,
and therefore treated. Current environmental, social and economic challenges in rural
areas can be traced back to colonisation’s nationalistic, colonial and scientific
ambitions, the agricultural systems introduced, the attitudes to Aboriginal people and
the institutions created. The history of the Albany-Torbay area is given particular
attention as context for the Watershed Torbay project.
Chapter 4 explores the history of the Australian landcare movement, particularly from
the inception of the Decade of Landcare in 1989. An assessment is made of the
successes and limitations of the Decade of Landcare – the government program, the
community-based ‘landcare movement’, and the major post-Decade of Landcare
initiative of devolving ‘natural resource management’ and directing major federal and
state government funding to regional bodies. This provides an analysis of the overall
framework of the landcare movement, within which the Watershed Torbay project sits,
and the challenges that a project of this kind is likely to encounter.
The implementation of Watershed Torbay is described in Chapter 5, which outlines
the attempt to invest the project with an alternative worldview based on strengthening
relationships between all key players, and between stakeholders including the
catchment community, with the catchment’s social, cultural and natural environment.
The chapter provides reflection on the success of the philosophical approach taken,
and the processes and techniques used to implement that approach.
In Chapter 6 the theory behind the ‘relational worldview’ underlying my approach to
the focus project is explored in more detail. This provides the understanding to take
the learning from Watershed Torbay and extend it for use in future projects.
The final Chapter 7 moves back into praxis, taking the theory of the relational
worldview, together with the experience of Watershed Torbay, to comment on how the
relational worldview could assist the regional bodies with implementation of
sustainability principles.
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Chapter 2. The impact of worldviews

2.1 Why articulating a worldview is important
Frameworks are critical to making sense and meaning of our lives. Our individual
‘theory of being’ or worldview is fundamental to the way we see and interact with
other people and the natural world around us. Individuals and societies construct
frames to actualise worldviews.
Frames are mental structures that shape the way we see the world. As a result, they
shape the goals we seek, the plans we make, the way we act, and what counts as a good
or bad outcome of our actions (Lakoff, 2004, xv).

Framing is the use of policy, laws, institutions and language to reflect the assumptions
underlying a worldview, to ensure that the way society works reflect that dominant
worldview. It is about ‘getting language that fits your worldview’ (Lakoff, 2004, 4).
Language is not just a mirror of the world but profoundly shapes our view of and
relationship to it (Arthur, 2003; Fischer, 2003). Worldviews are not only imprinted
within language and societal institutions but across landscapes.
The term worldview has been used in this thesis to encapsulate how individuals or
societies see the world and make meaning of their place in it. The term has been used
because it is important that common language is chosen to describe the underlying
assumptions we make as individuals and societies to make meaning in our lives, and
the way these assumptions impact on the nature of the laws, policies and institutions
we devise. I use the term worldview to encompass both ontological and
epistemological questions, as these are not common language concepts and terms. It is
difficult to critically reflect on assumptions in the general community if there is no
common language at the level of the meta-narrative or broadest scale of human
creation of meaning.
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Frames are typically taken for granted, unrecognised or not understood; this means we
are often unaware of their impact on our thoughts, perceptions and actions. The first
step required to be able to reflect on conflicting frames is to become aware of them.
This is possible by analysing frames through their construction in texts, speeches,
decisions, policies and regulation and through reading landscapes (Gray, 1986;
Dovers, 1994; Schon and Rein, 1994; Gray and Lawrence, 2001; Arthur, 2003).
Articulating the worldview underlying a nation’s culture and therefore elements of it,
such as the agricultural system, is a primary step in reflecting on the appropriateness
of that worldview in meeting the social, environmental and economic challenges faced
by that society.
This chapter briefly examines the history of the rise of the mechanistic worldview and
its central assumptions. The challenges to the mechanistic worldview from
romanticism and a broad body of counter-modernists will then be discussed. The
mechanistic worldview is important to understand, as it continues to dominate
meaning and knowledge creation in today’s western world. The assumptions of the
western mechanistic worldview are examined in light of these critiques.

2.2 The mechanistic worldview
Throughout the history of western philosophy a key preoccupation in philosophical
thought has been the changing beliefs about the nature of being, or ontology. Central
concerns include definitions of truth and existence, free will and morality; and the
relationships between humans, god, and the natural world. Ontological position
impacts on beliefs about the way humans seek and interpret knowledge and truth, i.e.
epistemology. The development of the mechanistic worldview has been part of this
human effort to create meaning, and to understand and explain the world. I use the
term ‘mechanistic worldview’ to describe the dominant paradigm of western society
since the 16th century; a paradigm is used in this context to mean an all-encompassing
view of the world.
The term ‘mechanistic’ describes the way of seeing the world governed by laws of
mathematics and physics, which arose during the scientific revolution of the
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European-centered ‘Age of Reason’ during the Enlightenment (1600 -1800). Decartes
(1596 -1650), who has been called the ‘father of modern philosophy’, played a critical
role in questioning prior philosophical beliefs, and the relationship between
philosophy and theology (Bernstein, 1983; Gaarder, 1995; Burnham and Fieser, 2005).
Descartes, a mathematician, physicist and physiologist, set out to integrate
philosophical thought with the new sciences based on deductive reasoning which he
believed was able to explain the true laws governing the material world. The machine
became the unifying model for science and society where ‘nature, society, and the
human body are composed of interchangeable ‘atomised’ parts that can be repaired or
replaced from outside’ (Merchant, 1992, 48). Bernstein argues that there have been
enduring strands of philosophical thought throughout the ages gaining preeminence at
different times (Bernstein, 1983). With the Age of Reason came new sciences such as
physics that provided radically new insights into the workings of the world. This led
to the belief that there was a ‘fixed foundation for our knowledge’, and the search for
an overarching framework that would be understood through science (Bernstein, 1983,
18). Science does provide information about how the world works but is not very good
on answering why, a teleological question of fundamental importance (Midgley,
1992).
Up until the scientific revolution the beliefs established by the church, which held
massive political, economic as well as theological power, dominated society. The
mechanistic worldview set out to explain the world rationally. The image of the world
as a clock, with time and space controlled with mathematical precision by the ultimate
watchmaker, engaged the western world from the 1600s onward. This image
maintained the connection between god, the watchmaker, and science, but placed god
at a greater distance from the everyday concerns of humans and the workings of the
world. This left science room to explore and explain the laws of nature.
The scientific revolution grew in symbiosis with the industrial revolution and
coincided with a rise in exploration and extension of overseas colonies by western
nations. At the same time the weakening of monarchical rule occurred, with the
separation of church from both state and science, and a rise in individualism and the
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rights of the individual as citizen. The overarching belief in man, as the only part of
nature with rational free will and purpose, placed man above nature, and man above
women, and master of both. This view has been described as binary, separating mind
from body, self from other and fact from value (Morawski, 1997).
Carolyn Merchant summarises the key assumptions within the mechanistic worldview
as:
1. Matter is composed of particles (the ontological assumption).
2. The universe is a natural order (the principle of identity).
3. Knowledge and information can be abstracted from the natural world (the assumption
of context independence).
4. Problems can be analysed into parts that can be manipulated by mathematics (the
methodological assumption).
5. Sense data are discrete (the epistemological assumption) (Merchant, 1992, 49).

Key ontological debates encompass how we create meaning and the sources of moral
authority in this quest for meaning, how we construct reality/ies and view the natural
world and our relationship to it. Epistemologically, there are central debates
concerning how we intercept knowledge, what knowledge is true or valid, and the
legitimacy of different forms of knowledge. The positions taken in these ontological
and epistemological discussions then impact on the methods and techniques used in
research, politics, social structures, and the way we treat other humans and the
environment. That is, motivation and actions are critically linked to worldviews
determined by ontological and epistemological positions whether this is expressed in
science, community, politics, the establishment of institutions, or colonisation of other
countries.

2.2.1 The development of the western mechanistic ontology
Merchant (1992) suggests that the changes in the way nature has been viewed within
the western world are central to treatment of the natural environment. Merchant
describes the relationship with the natural world by ancient cultures, through to the
industrial/scientific revolution, from both the west and the east, as organic. In the
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organic view of nature the cosmos is seen as a living entity demanding a direct
relationship between humans and the earth. The living of a good life extends to
responsibility toward the natural world, which is seen as a living organism, the
nurturing mother of all creation including humans. Human action is judged as good or
bad depending on its impacts on ‘mother earth’, thereby setting ethical constraints
upon human interactions with, and uses of nature.
The organic view of nature within the first direct democracies of the city-states of
ancient Greece, provided a moral framework for those identified as citizens (Davidson,
1997). The ancient Greeks and Romans believed in the need to propitiate nature as a
living entity and the multitude of gods who determined the fate of humans. Many of
the myths surrounding gods acted as carriers of moral directions (Grimal, 1965). The
moral directions from the gods were reflected in the responsibilities of the citizen
devised by the democracies then formed. The good citizen was expected to act on
behalf of his community rather than personal interests, after due consideration of the
case and application of reason and judgment. Aristotle maintained that there were
three forms of knowledge that were all important in the making of good judgment
(Thomson, 1976): scientific knowledge, technical knowledge or the ability to make
things, and knowledge about values and morals. The man – for Aristotle and the
Greeks it was the man as women were seen as inferior – capable of bringing these
forms of knowledge together and applying them on the basis of experience was
referred to as a phronimos (Thomson, 1976; McGee, 2001). The role of the
phronimos, as described by Aristotle, was to act in his best judgment on behalf of the
whole community. One acting on their own self interest, was referred to as a deinos
(McGee, 2001).
Ethics is a branch of politics. That is to say, it is the duty of the statesman to create for
the citizen the best possible opportunity of living the good life. It will be seen that the
effect of this injunction is not to degrade morality but to moralize politics (Thomson,
1976, 14).

It is important to recognise that the Athenian direct democracies were restricted to
blood relatives of original family groups within the city-states. This excluded the
majority of people – women, slaves and foreigners (Davidson, 1997). When the
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Christian church became the centre of learning, education and moral guidance the
Aristotelian view of the world was adopted, with God as the prime mover and humans
at the top of the chain of being. The Aristotelian view of women as ‘unfinished man’
was also maintained (Gaarder, 1995). While the transition to the domination of
Christianity was gradual, Gaarder (1995, 143) marks the turning point of the church as
the centre of learning from 529, when the church closed down Plato’s Academy in
Athens and the first religious order, the Benedictine monastic order, was established.
God was the causal agent in the world, with the scriptures providing the truth of God’s
word demanding human adherence (Teichman and Evans, 1991).
Davidson (1997) suggests that the emergence of the absolutist state, firstly through the
rule of feudal lords with expanding territories, occurred in the 15th century. Monarchic
rule dominated as populations grew and the nation state emerged. The church was
closely associated with ruling monarchs, wielded significant political power, and was
the largest landholder in many nation states. Teaching was controlled and carried out
by the clergy, who therefore held intellectual authority and power as well as moral
authority. The religious wars of the 15th and 16th centuries were significant in
questioning the certainty of the church’s religious authority up to that time. With the
rise of scientific observation and experimentation new ways of seeing the world were
deliberated. Science gradually replaced the church as the primary source of
knowledge about the material world (Merchant, 1992).
The western mechanistic worldview, arising during the Age of Reason saw matter as
‘dead inert stuff, so alien to mind that there could be no question of any continuity
between them’ (Midgley, 1992, 34). The notion that physical nature is composed of
particles, and is therefore objective and discontinuous with life, has lent endorsement
to the manipulation and domination of nature by humans for their own purposes,
without moral recourse (Merchant, 1992; Midgley, 1992).
The western mechanistic science and economic approach to the earth saw it as without
purpose of its own (Birch, 1990; Merchant, 1999). Merchant (1992, 48) maintains that
‘the removal of animistic, organic assumptions about the cosmos constituted the death
of nature – the most far-reaching effect of the scientific revolution’.
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The mechanistic worldview based on development of technological capability and new
science discoveries supported ‘maximum capability for manipulation and control over
nature’ (Merchant, 1992, 54). Scientific methodology fitted well with this worldview,
separating fact from value so that truths were based on logical or empirically verifiable
statements (Berman, 1981). Science gained significant authority over what was
considered true, and in constructing a new view of the natural world (Midgley, 1992;
Edge, 1995). The separation of science and the church was not conducive to
combining epistemic knowledge with values to make moral judgments for the
community as a whole.
The moral and cultural authority of the churches has been in decline since the late
mediaeval period, and religion has not been able to claim a monopoly on truth since at
least the dawn of the scientific era (Tacey, 2000, 29).

With the scientific revolution and concurrent rise of the individualistic capitalist state
it was increasingly assumed that scientific and technological progress was good, that
focusing primary attention on the material wellbeing of the individual would benefit
society and that rational thought would lead to ‘progress’. Or put another way
‘progress would be assured in a society that used the best scientific knowledge’
(Weintraub, 2002). The organic view of nature and its constraints upon exploitation of
the environment were no longer central to the primary worldview. Midgley (1992, 81)
asserts that there was a concerted campaign against ‘the 'wrong' religion i.e.
paganistic nature worship’ to be replaced by the mechanistic worldview.
The increase in material wealth and perceived control over nature from the scientific
industrial revolution meant that the universal bond between personal destiny and the
destiny of nature, which provided belonging and meaning, was broken (Berman,
1981). Progress became the key meaning for human action, in the belief that economic
progress is good for the individual and the community. This way of seeing and
understanding the world (supported by Merchant’s summary of the key assumptions of
mechanism) will be termed the mechanistic worldview throughout this thesis.
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2.2.2 The mechanistic epistemology
Aristotle’s concept of knowing the world through the senses dominated the western
world from the ancient Greeks to the Enlightenment. Aristotle meticulously recorded
his own observations across a wide range of disciplines, and is credited with the
creation of the first biological taxonomic classificatory system (Gaarder, 1995). Much
of his definition of epistemic science as ‘the coming to conclusions about universals
and necessary truths’ was later taken up and applied during the scientific revolution
(Thomson, 1976, 156).
The rise of science caused conflict between religious authority and the information
arising from scientific research. The magical-spiritual tradition remained strong for
many in society, including scientists such as Galileo and Newton, during the transition
from an organic, animist and magical worldview to a mechanistic worldview based on
abstractionism (Slife, 2004).
Gaining acceptance for new ways of seeing the world arising from scientific
observation and experimentation took time in a world where astrology, astronomy,
theology and philosophy were studied alongside physics, mathematics and geography.
When teaching astronomy to medical students for example, Galileo had to familiarise
himself with astrology, since doctors needed to cast horoscopes, ‘to see what the stars
foretold of patients’ lives, as an aid to diagnosis and treatment, as well as to ascertain
reasons for particular illnesses and determine the most propitious times for mixing
medications’ (Sobel, 2000, 29). Despite their desire and efforts to reconcile their
scientific and theological beliefs, researchers such as Galileo and Descartes challenged
the authority of the church through their scientific and philosophical writings. Galileo
ended his life under house arrest and Descartes’ work was officially prohibited by the
church soon after his death (Gaarder, 1995).
Changes to the way the workings of the natural world were understood took place
during major political and social upheaval. Belief in absolute monarchic rule was
under question with a renewed rise in the demand for the rights of the individual and
collectively as citizens. Toward the end of the Enlightenment this movement resulted
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in the French revolution (1789 – 1799) (Gaarder, 1995). The concurrent extension of
exploration by England and Europe brought new information about cultures, lands,
technology and specimens from the natural world influencing science, philosophy,
religion and cultural norms. Exploration and scientific experiments provided real
world secular evidence that further reduced the authority of the church.
Many of the claims of orthodox Christians about the universe and living organisms were
shown to be false...God, as causal agency in the world, was pushed out of the universe
depicted by science (Birch, 1990, 142).

Scientists and philosophers associated with the scientific revolution saw the laws of
physics and mathematics offering a way to comprehend not only the natural world but
to also explain human behaviour. Descartes maintained that nothing could be accepted
as true unless there was evidence to prove it. He questioned everything in philosophy
up to that point and began reconstructing knowledge from first principles based on
what could be clearly and distinctly known. He differentiated between reason as
primary knowledge and information through the senses as secondary, as the senses can
deceive. However, he concluded that we can rely on our senses to some degree as the
external world can be verified by reason (Burnham and Fieser, 2005). Descartes’
separation of reason and faith, and of mind and soul, was a fundamental shift in how
people pictured reality and what information was considered of value in building that
image.
Movements such as Positivism were created to promote a science-based approach to
knowledge founded on ‘discoveries of rational and objective truths’ discounting past
mythologies (Grimal, 1965, 9). Positivism, a term coined by Auguste Comte in the
1820s, outlined a theory that applied scientific methods to the social sciences and
placed sociology at the pinnacle of science in the search for the immutable laws of
society. He was regarded as the progenitor of sociology (Simon, 2003). Positivism
was an ideology that took the mechanistic worldview into the social sciences, in the
belief that ‘technical mastery of human action through 'objective' knowledge is a
viable project’ (Dunne, 1993, 104). The mixing of scientific methodology with
religion by Comte is an example of the continued close association of religion and the
new sciences in the early scientific revolution. Comte’s thesis developed a detailed
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philosophy promoting the adulation of science through his Religion of Humanity
which had eminent followers such as philosopher John Stuart Mill and novelist George
Eliot (Simon, 2003).
The mechanistic worldview became increasingly secularised, with advances in natural
sciences and the social sciences cementing the authority of scientific methodology for
‘knowing’ the world (Birch, 1990; Midgley, 1992). Science methods were
incorporated into Marx’s political theory and Darwin’s evolutionary theory that
challenged prevailing beliefs in creationism. The advances in science dovetailed with
the rise of both mechanisation, during the Industrial Revolution beginning in Britain in
1760, and economics. Adam Smith articulated much of the foundation for classical
economics on the basis of scientific philosophy.
Smith's writings were both an inquiry into the science of economics and a policy guide
for realizing the wealth of nations. Smith believed that economic development was best
fostered in an environment of free competition that operated in accordance with
universal "natural laws" (Henderson, 2002, 2).

Smith’s economic philosophy outlined how rational self-interest in a free-market
economy leads to economic wellbeing. As the market was based on ‘natural laws’ and
the rights of the individual, interference with it would result in sub-optimizing of the
system. In his recent encyclopedic explanation of modern classical economics,
Weintraub illustrates how embedded science was, and is, in the development of
economics.
Neoclassical economics conceptualized the agents, households and firms, as rational
actors. Agents were modeled as optimizers who were led to "better" outcomes. The
resulting equilibrium was "best" in the sense that any other allocation of goods and
services would leave someone worse off. Thus, the social system in the neoclassical
vision was free of unresolvable conflict. The very term "social system" is a measure of
the success of neoclassical economics, for the idea of a system, with its interacting
components, its variables and parameters and constraints, is the language of midnineteenth-century physics. This field of rational mechanics was the model for the
neoclassical framework (Weintraub, 2002, 2).
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Economics is both embedded in, and a key exposition of, the mechanistic worldview.
Once neoclassical economics was associated with scientific methodology, to challenge
the neoclassical approach seemed also to challenge science, progress and modernity
(Taylor, 1989; Weintraub, 1999; Weintraub, 2002).
The mechanistic worldview based on rationality and logic rests on the key assumption
that knowledge derived through scientific methodology is objective, logical and
rational, providing ‘true’ knowledge about the world. This assumption means that
non-scientific knowledge is not true and therefore of little value. Scientific
methodology early in the scientific revolution was applied to all fields of endeavour
with such enthusiasm that other ways of knowing were by and large discounted.
The adoption of the ontological position of the mechanistic worldview has resulted in
elevating the view of the western, white, privileged male as the correct view of the
world, with science providing objective, rational truth. Nature has been treated as an
inert resource, there for the exploitation of humans. Not only are philosophies of
women and cultures other than western middleclass society treated as ‘other’ but the
whole of nature is treated in the same manner (Merchant, 1992). This is a departure
from the concept of nature as alive, responsive and for which humans are responsible.
The creation of otherness is critically connected to the changed view of what is
regarded as living a good or moral life.
The process begun by the Greeks and Romans of separating myth from reason,
continued through the Christian eras with the ultimate separation of fact and value
occurring during the scientific revolution. The key assumptions of the mechanistic
worldview are now under challenge. It is important to consider the history behind
current concepts, so that new perspectives are examined in the light of that history.
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2.3 Challenges to the mechanistic worldview
2.3.1 Romanticism
'Mock on, mock on, Voltaire, Rousseau'
Mock on, mock on, Voltaire, Rousseau;
Mock on, mock on; 'tis all in vain!
You throw the sand against the wind,
And the wind blows it back again.
And every sand becomes a gem
Reflected in the beams divine;
Blown back they blind the mocking eye,
But still in Israel's paths they shine.
The Atoms of Democritus
And Newton's Particles of Light
Are sand upon the Red Sea shore,
Where Israel's tents do shine so bright.

by William Blake (Bateson, 1957, 83)
The Romantic era in the 19th century was a counter to the mechanistic worldview. It
emphasised feelings, individuality, the supernatural and irrational in human life, and
expressed a yearning for nature as one, living world spirit. Romanticism
predominated in the arts and philosophy, and did not detract from the momentum of
the sciences (Gaarder, 1995, 290). Romanticism was neither one idea nor an easily
distinguished movement but was most easily defined by its opposition to the narrow
scientific thinking of the Enlightenment (Baumer, 2003). Romanticism, like the
mechanistic worldview, is a way of seeing the world. The Romantics questioned what
was important through painting, music, poetry and other art forms used to explore
human feelings and connections with the natural world and the numinous. This was
expressed by poets such William Wordsworth: 'all good poetry is the spontaneous
overflow of powerful feelings' (Stillinger, 1965, 448), and Lord Byron: ‘The great
object of life is sensation – to feel that we exist, even though in pain’(Bostetter, 1951,
640).
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Poets such as Wordsworth, Byron and Coleridge engaged in philosophical debate,
particularly aiming to defend the place of poetry. Coleridge, for example, argued that
moral guidance comes from a deeper place than science or scientific demonstration.
He argued that internal morality must guide humans, and that poetry has a special
capability for opening up creativity and perception to assist in exploration of the place
of man and determining moral behaviour (Stauffer, 1951).
All speculative disquisition must begin with postulates, which the conscience alone can
at once authorize and substantiate: and from whichever point the reason may start, from
the things which are seen to the one invisible, or from the idea of the absolute one to the
things that are seen, it will find a chasm, which the moral being only, which the spirit
and religion of man alone, can fill up….
This elevation of the spirit above the semblances of custom and the senses to a world of
spirit, this lite in the idea, even in the supreme and godlike, which alone merits the name
of life, and without which our organic life is but a state of somnambulism; this it is
which affords the sole sure anchorage in the storm, and at the same time the
substantiating principle of all true wisdom, the satisfactory solution of all the
contradictions of human nature, of the whole riddle of the world…But let it not be
supposed, that it is a sort of knowledge: no! it is a form of BEING, or indeed it is the
only knowledge that truly is, and all other science is real only so far as it is symbolical
of this (Stauffer, 1951, 526-527).

Poetry and other forms of art and literature were seen to engage the higher self in the
full range of human emotion, connection with nature and deliberation on the greater
meaning of existence and man’s moral behaviour in the world. While Romanticism
did not have a unified view on science there was agreement that science alone could
not provide the means for making the moral judgments required in the life of any
human (Gaarder, 1995).
There was a revival of religion during the Romantic period which emphasised the
oneness of the universe uniting mind and matter (Gaarder, 1995). There was a desire
to ‘bring God back ‘inside’ the Universe and to find him in the human heart and
nature’ (Baumer, 2003). This view of the world celebrated the presence of God in
nature and in all things. Merchant has described the Romantic notion of nature as
continuing the organic view of nature (Merchant, 1992). The Romantic era questioned
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the widely held mechanistic concept of nature abstracted into its components,
governed by physical laws, and considered to be knowable and governable. The
Romantics opposed this mechanistic conception, and supported poetry and the arts as a
key way of tapping feelings as a higher source for moral guidance and connection with
the numinous. However, many Romantics were internally focused, preoccupied with
projections of the world through their feelings and art, rather than engaging with it.
Their lack of a fully formed theory and disparate approaches meant that Romanticism
remained a subdominant view.

2.3.2 Counter-modernism
More recent challenges to the key assumptions of the mechanistic worldview have
come from a variety of disciplines that can be grouped under the banner of postmodern
or counter-modern approaches. It would be creating a false sense of uniformity to
speak of the mechanistic worldview, Romanticism or Postmodernism as if they
represented united movements and approaches (Smith, 2001). It is important to
recognise that many different perspectives are held during any period of history and
within each of these movements. The postmodern or counter-modern critiques of the
mechanistic worldview can be loosely grouped on ontological and epistemological
grounds, recognising that not all would agree on the points below nor do these points
constitute a single body of thought or grand narrative. Postmodern is identified
particularly by its critical view of the ontological assumptions and way of intercepting
truth held by the mechanistic worldview leading to a rejection of the notion of an
underlying metanarrative based on materialism and association with relativism. Smith
makes the distinction between Postmodernism as understood in the literature (with a
capital P) and his use of the term post-modern in reference to his own work.
Because of the provisos set out above there is a necessary ambiguity about whether this
work is itself postmodern. All things considered, accepting such a label would probably
do more harm than good since it inevitably evokes misunderstandings from those with
preconceptions about its meaning. This work is however post-modern in the sense that
it seeks to support the development of cultures that might subvert and succeed (come
after) our currently ecologically and socially damaging forms of life (Smith, 2001, 13).
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In common with Smith’s terminology of post-modernism and Mathews’ (1999)
countermodernity, the term counter-modernity is used in this thesis to refer to a wide
range of literature both critical of the mechanistic worldview and pointing to the
urgent need to form a more appropriate response to the ecological and social damage
caused by this worldview. Given this context, ‘it does not occupy or express a unified
position but reflects, in its forms and contents, as modernity's own discourses do, the
fragmentation of contemporary society’ (Smith, 2001, 13).
The purpose of this discussion on counter-modern thinking is to understand its
strengths and to move from counter-modernism as a reaction to elucidating an
alternative way or ways of seeing and treating the world and all that resides within it.
Ontologically it has been variously argued by the broad church of counter-modernists
that:
 Science and technology have not delivered the promise of progress and the
attainment of a ‘good life’. This failure can be seen in the negative impacts on the
environment and society from ‘progress’.
 Separation of morality/ethics from science, politics and decision-making has
resulted in a moral vacuum, opening them to manipulation for attainment of power.
The dualism between fact and value is a false dichotomy.
 Science does not provide the source of moral/ethical authority; this authority comes
from the inherent sense of what is right, shared by every human being.
 There is not one true way of seeing the world (the Relativists argued that there are
multiple realities) and the one way of seeing the world offered by the mechanistic
worldview excludes the majority of the world’s population and their legitimate
views. The adherence to one truth, then, treats the majority of the population and
nature as ‘other’ with significant implications for the way that ‘others’ – women,
non-European cultures and the environment – are treated.
 The world is comprised of processes in a constant state of flux, not inert units
where the whole is static and the parts within the whole interact predictably
according to underlying ‘natural laws’.
Epistemologically it has been variously argued that:
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 The acceptance of science as the way to understand and define the ‘true’ underlying
‘natural laws’ is flawed ontologically. There is not one truth and science is only one
way of providing an understanding of the world and human behaviour.
 Other forms of knowledge such as technical knowledge and knowledge about
values and interests are valid.
 There are significant flaws in scientific assumptions.
 Science itself does not function in the way it is taught in science textbooks.
While there are many differences between the counter-modern approaches there are
significant agreements. Many offering a counter-modern approach do not have an
argument with science and science methodology per se but take issue with the way
science methodology has been used to justify the mechanistic worldview. The major
critiques are directed at the separation of facts and values within science leading to
inadequate attention to moral considerations in decision-making; the way science has
been used inappropriately or abused for political and economic ends; and that science
is only one way of describing and understanding the world, and there are other ways of
knowing. Strong criticism has come from philosophers, ecologists, social activists,
feminists, indigenous peoples and from within the scientific community itself.
Ontology – ‘progress’ and leading the ‘good life’
Counter-modernism questions the meta-narrative of progress itself. The idea of
material progress is a recent one and it has been assumed that it goes hand-in-hand
with moral progress (Wright, 2004). There has been heavy reliance on science to
provide a materially rich lifestyle, and this has shaped our guiding myths and coloured
the way we see the world (Midgley, 1992).
The impact of ‘progress’ on the environment is unsustainable on a global scale
(Fischer, 2003; Princen, 2005) and unsustainable on a more local scale, such as
regional agricultural systems. While some have benefited from ‘progress’, they are in
the minority and concentrated around those with power to influence decision-making.
The United Nations, for example, has calculated that ‘the worth of the combined assets
of the three richest people in the world now exceeds the total of the GDPs of the forty26

eight least-developed nations of the world and the wealth of their 600 million people’
(Kerr, 2001, 13).
After forty years of development, the state of affairs is dismal. The gap between
frontrunners and stragglers has not been bridged; on the contrary it has widened to the
extent that it has become unimaginable that it could ever be closed ... the world might
have developed – but in two opposite directions (Sachs, 1999, 25).

Not only has ‘progress’, through capitalist economics and science as the major
vehicles of the mechanistic worldview, not delivered, it has threatened the future by
degradating natural support systems and creating weapons of massive destructive
power. There is no doubt that science has resulted in extensive technological
innovation and increased understanding of the natural world around us. However, the
way knowledge has been utilised is under criticism.
Twentieth-century science and in particular the nuclear arms race are obviously
phenomena of an industrialised and industrialising world in which the masculine
objective of ever-increasing power over nature has been its seemingly inexorable
driving force. The ongoing achievement, however, of such ever-greater domination
over nature exacts, as we have seen, a very heavy penalty on its proponents and
practitioners (Easlea, 1983).

The absence of ethical judgment has resulted in development and use of nuclear and
other weapons, sustained oppression of women, inequality and oppression of less
developed nations and minority groups, and exploitation and degradation of the natural
environment (Berman, 1981; Easlea, 1983; Flax, 1983; Birch, 1990; Merchant, 1992;
Morawski, 1997; Flyvbjerg, 2001; Princen, 2005). The over exploitation of the
world’s biophysical elements has been calculated through the work on ecological
footprints (Loh, 2002; Rees, 2003).
If all countries followed the industrial example, five or six planets would be needed to
serve as 'sources' for the inputs and 'sinks' for the waste of economic progress....
Economic expansion has already come up against its biophysical limits; recognising the
finiteness of the earth is a fatal blow to the idea of development …(Sachs, 1999, 26).

The mechanistic worldview’s reliance on economic progress has not resulted in higher
levels of real or perceived happiness and security (Eckersley, 2001). Rates of
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imprisonment have grown across western and newly industrialised countries. The
number of Australians in prisons has doubled since 1985 (Kerr, 2001). Hamilton and
Denniss (2005) quote from a wide range of research that points to the increasing
prevalence of psychological disorder, and drug and alcohol use in rich countries.
Since the Second World War, for example, the incidence of depression in the United
States increased tenfold. They calculate that at least 30 percent of Australian adults
rely on medications, alcohol or illicit drugs on a daily basis for mental wellbeing
(Hamilton and Denniss, 2005, 114-118).
Many counter-modernists are concerned with a redefinition of what constitutes a
‘good life’. Berman (1981) maintains that meaning and belonging is ultimately bound
to the destiny of nature. Yet this deeply connected and participatory relationship is
denied in the mechanistic worldview, where fact and value, and the observer and the
observed, are separated.
... historically, our loss of meaning in an ultimate philosophical and religious sense – the
split between fact and value which characterises the modern age – is rooted in the
Scientific Revolution of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (Berman, 1981, 2).

The disconnection, or as Berman describes it the disenchantment, of humans from
their environment the way humans relate to and treat the environment and the
definition of purpose by individuals. This disconnection combined with ‘the promise
– real or illusory – of personal self-fulfilment’ of western individualism, leaves little
room for the individual to take up the role of a responsible and conscious citizen (Saul,
1997, 56).
Ontology – rejoining fact and value
The separation between church and state, the material and spirit worlds, and between
fact and value resulted in objectivity being a cornerstone within scientific
methodology. Counter-modernists point to this separation of fact and value as the root
cause of a lack of attention to morality within science and politics.
As Flax (1983, 248) has argued, this separation has meant that philosophers and
scientists have been silent on the ‘issues of utmost importance to human life’. The
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connection between being and knowing within philosophy has been separated from
each other and from ethics and politics. This approach has not led to the long-term
thinking required to meet the best interests of humans and other living things. Instead
it has ‘brought us to our present mixture of intellectual triumph and socio-ecological
peril’ (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 2003, 1). The gathering of increasing levels of detailed
information, which western society has placed great importance on, is not necessarily
valuable in guiding moral decision-making.
The number of facts is endless, and, on anybody's view, many of them are trivial.
Hawking's 'complete description of the world', if gathered, would be chiefly an endless
telephone directory, unusable by any conceivable kind of enquirer (Midgley, 1992, 58).

Western society has placed particular confidence in mapping through methodical,
detailed study to provide a structure to explain the world. The maps drawn show
increasing levels of fine detail but less about ‘the whole territory needed for actual
journeys’ (Midgley, 1992, 34).
There is also concern that the faith placed in scientific expertise has resulted in a
concentration of power within institutions to those in decision-making positions and
the ‘experts’ they consult to support preferred ideologies (Plumwood, 2002). Data
provided by scientists is not unbiased and, more importantly, scientific information
does not have moral considerations embedded in the collection of data or analysis of
them. Counter-modernists argue that such data must be considered together with other
forms of knowledge from a wide range of stakeholders, so that representative decisionmaking can take place for the good of society, and not merely to support the interests
and values of those in positions of power. The concern with the manipulation of
scientific information by the powerful for their own ends has led to a renewed interest
in and support for engendering democratic processes. The emphasis is on people
engaging in decision-making according to their own responsibility and perspectives,
instead of conceding this task to the expert (Bernstein, 1983).
The importance of power in determining what is legitimised knowledge is an
important aspect of the criticism of the mechanistic worldview (Rabinow, 1984;
Flyvbjerg, 1993; Dryberg, 1997; Flyvbjerg, 2001; Plumwood, 2002; Fischer, 2003).
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Habermas’ theory of communicative action focussed on how to establish the context
for dialogue to equalise power, so that communication is truly constructive dialogue
(Bernstein, 1983). Gadamer explored Aristotle’s three forms of knowledge and the
importance of valuing the different kinds of knowledge. Gadamer, like other countermodernists is critical of the dominance of science, and sought to include Aristotle’s
techne, technical knowledge, and phronesis, knowledge about values and interests,
into everyday decision-making (Bernstein, 1983).
Counter-modernists maintain that the assumption embedded in rationalist economics,
that looking after self interest will result in progress for all, is false. There is also
disagreement with the belief that the primary determinant of behaviour is self-interest
(Taylor, 1989; Fischer, 2003). Fischer points to the movements based on principled
beliefs, such as the campaign to end slavery and the non-violence campaign for Indian
independence, that have changed the course of history.
Democratic processes using constructive dialogue are strongly supported by countermodernists as the necessary framework for the inclusion of all perspectives and the
development of institutions working in the best interests of individuals, society at large
and the natural environment (Winner, 1993; Brydon-Miller, 1997; Warburton, 1998;
Merchant, 1999; Flyvbjerg, 2001; Fischer, 2003; Funtowicz and Ravetz, 2003;
Sandercock, 2003; Young, 2003; Slife, 2004). As discussed in the previous section, it
is also required for the active participation of citizens in the democratic processes,
providing meaning to individuals within the context of their responsibilities to
community.
Many counter-modernists call for a synthesis of previous approaches (Bernstein, 1983;
Birch, 1990; Peile, 1994; Merchant, 1999; Flyvbjerg, 2001). This does not mean the
merging of different paradigms, as opposing paradigms may not be on the same
continuum, and it is important not to gloss over the reality of conflicts that exist
between them and the political nature of knowledge development (Moulton, 1983;
Peile, 1994).
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Ontology – reality or realities?
The Romantics argued that there was a great deal more to see than the material world
could offer. Art, literature and poetry were seen as conduits to greater insights to
morality, the spirit world and to creativity. Relativists agree that there is a multitude
of realities, not one firmly fixed in a ‘real’ material world.
In its strongest form, relativism is the basic conviction that when we turn to the
examination of those concepts that philosophers have taken to be the most fundamental
– whether it is the concept of rationality, truth, reality, right, the good, or norms – we
are forced to recognise that in the final analysis all such concepts must be understood as
relative to a specific conceptual scheme, theoretical framework, paradigm, form of life,
society or culture…For the relativist, there is no substantive overarching framework or
single metalanguage by which we can rationally adjudicate or univocally evaluate
competing claims of alternative paradigms (Bernstein, 1983, 8).

Relativism calls into question the foundation of all theories, and most of all science
and its belief that rationality, facts and ultimate truth/s exist. Relativism is difficult to
define because by doing so the basic premise of relativism – that everything is relative
– is undermined. Constructivism follows on from relativism, in that everything we
think we know, including the natural world around us, emerges from the historical
context within which our concept of reality has been created. The social and cultural
conditions within which reality is formed has determined the different realities that
exist across history and cultures (Hayles, 1995). This approach threatens the
foundations of science as it implies that science does not have a ‘privileged role in
discovering the truth about reality’ (Hayles, 1995, 47).
There have been concerns expressed that relativism can lead to preoccupation with the
inaccessibility of reality, and that this can take us away from connection to each other
and the natural world (Shepard, 1995). On a policy level, for example,
deconstructionist approaches can act as an impediment to biodiversity policy, and
protection of remaining species diversity and intact ecosystems as the relevance of
such concepts is questioned (Soule, 1995).
However, relativism has played an important role in proposing that there are multiple
realities, even if there is only one physical world. This enlarged perspective can lead
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to greater insights into the nature of being and how to live a good life. This view is
inclusive of multiple perspectives that have been excluded by the dominance of
science as the central route to legitimising knowledge. It questions the dominance of
the mechanistic worldview and the belief in the superiority of western civilisation
based on capitalism, individualism, Christianity and epistemic science.
Relativism therefore represents a significant theoretical challenge to the mechanistic
worldview and in particular to the predominance of science and scientific
methodology as the primary way of describing reality. Relativism has influenced, and
at the same time been significantly tempered by, many of the more recent countermodern approaches. It is an important element in most counter-modern approaches;
although this does not mean that it has been wholeheartedly embraced (McDowell,
1995). By opening the door to a range of ways of seeing reality, relativism legitimises
women’s, working class, and ‘Third World’ experiences of reality (McDowell, 1995;
Morawski, 1997); recognises everyday experiences as important; and acknowledges
that western traditions are not the only way of knowing the world, and that indigenous
views of reality are different and valid (Langton, 1998). A range of valuable
methodologies has been developed, such as hermeneutics, grounded theory and
phenomenology, to explore different realities and perspectives.
Ontology– the world as process not inert units
Just as the relativists opened the door to multiple perspective, many countermodernists contend that seeing nature as comprising discrete inert units that respond to
external natural laws is equally an oversimplified, reductionist and inadequate way of
dealing with a particular, changing and uncertain world (Birch, 1990; Slife, 2004).
The modern worldview which was born in the sixteenth century and which dominates
our thinking to this day tends to interpret everything from the bottom up. We think of
the universe in terms of building blocks like bricks and try to put them together into a
universe. And what we get of course is a contrivance without feeling, without life
(Birch, 1990, 174).

Counter-modernists paint a different picture of the universe where entities have some
level of self determination (Birch, 1990; Peile, 1994) and the future that is not pre32

determined (Schon, 1983). In this view the universe is made up of events and
processes responding within complex systems that are not necessarily regular, simple
or certain (Schon, 1983; Birch, 1990; Merchant, 1992; Peile, 1994; Funtowicz and
Ravetz, 2003; Slife, 2004). This is contrary to the mechanistic view where ‘a thing
consists of the sum of its parts, no more and no less’(Berman, 1981, 21).
This counter-modern view of the world is commensurate with Merchant’s description
of the organic view of nature where nature is seen as a living entity with ‘a nurturing
earth at its centre’. Merchant sees Romanticism, German nature philosophers, process
philosophers such as Alfred Whitehead, the ecological movement, and the
‘holomovement’ after David Bohm, as a resurfacing of the organic view of nature,
which predominated until the scientific revolution (Merchant, 1992, 59).
If the world is not seen as inert and pre-determined, then the way the world is treated
and researched changes significantly. Traditional scientific experimentation relies on
the ability to isolate factors and study them to identify the universal laws regulating
the behaviour of those factors. If this isolation of factors is a ‘gross abstraction’, as
described by Birch, then ways to seek and interpret knowledge about the complex of
interactions both within the natural and human world requires rethinking (Birch,
1990).
Seeing the world as animate and complex, where contexts affect options and provide
choice and some level of unpredictability, also changes human interaction with the
environment. Birch’s (1990) notion of purpose in humans, in all life and the universe
brings a consistency that does not exist within the current worldview, which sees
humans and the world differently. Supporting the concepts of choice and
indeterminacy increases the perceived opportunity for change, as it supports the
exercise of free will – not only in humans but in the natural world to varying degrees,
according to complexity.
The organic view of the world maintains that humans cannot fully control nature. It
acknowledges the intrinsic value of nature well beyond being a resource for human use
(Merchant, 1992; Funtowicz and Ravetz, 2003). This view places responsibility on
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humans to consider their decision-making in the light of its impact on the intrinsic
values of the natural world (Birch, 1990). Berman describes the pre-scientific
revolution view of nature as that of an enchanted world similar to Merchant’s organic
view, where nature was alive and humans belonged in this environment as
participants, not as observers. Such a view requires the reintroduction of ethics into
decision-making processes, supports the activation of stewardship, and requires a
long-term view.
Epistemology – no underlying meta-framework
The acceptance of science as the way to understand and define the ‘true’ underlying
‘natural laws’ is considered by counter-modernists to be flawed ontologically; there is
not one truth and science is only one way of providing an understanding of the world
and human behaviour. This has epistemological implications.
As described by Gaarder, the philosophical project of many significant philosophers
and scientists up until the counter-modernists was to find the theory that would explain
everything (Gaarder, 1995). Decartes exemplified this approach with his search for a
meta-framework, whereby all hypotheses and theories could be evaluated and
justified. Descartes believed he had found this in the application of mathematicallybased logic (Bernstein, 1983). Counter-modernists argue that there is no metaframework – there are many frameworks that can be devised to assist in understanding
the world.
Science gained pre-eminence in the mechanistic worldview as the way to explain
underlying natural laws and provide the underlying framework to locate truth. The
understanding that there are an endless number of potential hypotheses calls into
question the ability of science to arrive at proven knowledge. Furthermore, the
expectation on science to deliver underlying causal theory has not been met.
In a way scientists can be said to spend much of their time trying to show that their own
theories are false. When all the scientists’ theories have been shown to be false except
one then he or she can conclude, at least for the time being, that the remaining theory is
the correct one. But no theory is safe for all time. Every theory is ultimately only a
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hypothesis, and hence permanently open to the possibility of refutation (Teichman and
Evans, 1991, 144).

Popper articulated falsification theory that has dominated normal science to the
present. There have been objections to this theory such as the impossibility of testing
every theory (Teichman and Evans, 1991; Schon and Rein, 1994). It has also been
argued that there are theories not worth testing at all, and that this selection is made on
the basis of common sense rather than rational scientific methodology. There is
concern that the falsification theory can eliminate from science a range of theories that
scientists themselves want to keep in (Teichman and Evans, 1991). Einstein pointed to
the limitations of what one can observe and the need to imagine and invent.
Altogether I really do not at all like the now fashionable [modische] ‘positivistic’
tendency of clinging to what is observable. I regard it as trivial that one cannot, in the
range of atomic magnitudes, make predictions with any desired degree of precision, and
I think (like you, by the way) that theory cannot be fabricated out of the results of
observation, but that it can only be invented (Einstein in Popper, 1959, 458).

However, Popper maintained that while scientific statements invoked values,
reasoning within science was objective and value-free (Moulton, 1983). Thomas
Kuhn disagreed with Popper and fuelled the debate within the science community,
firstly with his view that the natural sciences did not provide firmer or more permanent
answers to questions than the social sciences. Secondly, through his analysis of the
history of science discoveries, Kuhn (1970) suggested that the reality of research
methods and discovery do not follow the textbook descriptions of science.
Kuhn asserted that major scientific discoveries do not arise through the incremental
testing of hypotheses and collation of data. He was not devaluing the usefulness of
such incremental scientific work. However, unlike Popper, he asserted that there is
clear distinction between normal and revolutionary science; revolutionary science
involves a different and more intuitive process, where questions and anomalies
unexplained and often suppressed by current theory can no longer be ignored leading
to ‘tradition-shattering’ alternative theories being offered. Paradigms are therefore
never permanent.
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Paradigms gain their status because they are more successful than their competitors in
solving a few problems that the group of practitioners has come to recognize as acute.
To be more successful is not, however, to be either completely successful with a single
problem or notably successful with any large number (Kuhn, 1970, 23).

Kuhn described ‘normal’ science as tradition-bound, where a community of
practitioners accepts a paradigm because it successfully provides solutions and an
understanding of a problem or set of problems. Further exploration through
incremental research is then undertaken firmly based on the paradigm as the
foundation for further practice (Kuhn, 1970, 10).
Through his analysis of the history of science Kuhn suggests a non-linear view of
science discovery. It also allows for the comparison of different scientific theories and
encourages self-reflection within the science community. Kuhn’s analysis of the
history of science challenged both the assumption that there are underlying truths and
that science provides the framework to discover them.
Kuhn’s analysis of scientific discovery is echoed in feminist critiques of science. The
general feminist approach to knowledge is that science is a set of sustained consensual
practices based on assumptions that do not represent women’s interests and
experiences (Morawski, 1997). Feminism is not unified in its approach to the practice
of science (Reinharz, 1992). However, there is consensus that science, as traditionally
practiced, has not acknowledged women scientists, and has not taken into account
gender as a primary category of experience requiring research attention (Flax, 1983;
Keller, 1995). Science is not necessarily objective, rational and universal, instead
research can reflect the interests and motives of science researchers who are weighted
in favour of middle-class, white European males (Moulton, 1983; Reinharz, 1992;
Morawski, 1997).
Epistemology – science not the only way of knowing
The mechanistic worldview rests on the assumption that science provides the conduit
to knowing the natural world and society. Strong criticism and alternative
perspectives on the centrality and infallibility of the positivist scientific methodology
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has come from both within and outside the science fraternity. While there are
theoretical objections to scientific approaches as a way of intercepting knowledge, the
majority of counter-modern commentators continue to support epistemic science as
one useful way of understanding and describing the world (Hayles, 1995; Burman,
1997; Fischer, 2003). However, counter-modern critiques challenge the assumptions
underlying scientific methodology that have been summarised as:

Reality is objective and singular, apart from the researcher

ontology

Researcher is independent from that being researched

epistemology

Research is value-free and unbiased
Deductive process

methodology

Cause and effect
Static design with categories isolated before study
Context free
Generalisations leading to prediction, explanation and
understanding
Accurate and reliable through validity and reliability

Table 1:Assumptions of Scientific Methodology (Cresswell, 1994, 5)

As discussed previously, relativists consider that there are many valid ways of seeing
reality, and that the accepted reality is constructed within cultural and historical
contexts. Feminists have been particularly important in questioning the assumption of
the independence of the researcher from the researched, and that research is value-free
and unbiased. Like Kuhn, feminism asserts that scientists are not independent, as they
work within the prevailing orthodoxy which determines the framework and the
subjects of research (Flax, 1983; Hubbard, 1983; Harding, 1986; Midgley, 1992;
Morawski, 1997). The mythology of science says that theories lead to truth because
they are tested by different scientists and agreed on the basis of consensus. However,
all scientists are influenced by their context: ‘an era’s science is part of its politics,
economics and sociology: it is generated by them and in turn helps to generate them’
(Hubbard, 1983, 47). In other words there is the tendency to project onto nature the
desired social order (Flax, 1983).
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The central criticism of science methodology lies in the denial of both the personal
biases and the political, cultural and social contexts that influence the practice of
science. Feminist critiques of science methodology challenge the assumption that one
can observe from a position free from the influence of perception or the characteristics
of the observer. Morawski maintains that this neutral place has never been located
(Morawski, 1997).
During and since the Enlightenment, science and science methodology have been
mythologised with the expectation that science and the technological discoveries of
science would deliver both a ‘complete description of the universe’ (Richard Dawkins
quoted in Midgley, 1992, 7) and ‘progress’ through technological development and
mastery over nature. The growing concern over the state of the natural and social
world has called into question the extent to which science can deliver these promises.
The science community itself has been at the forefront in expressing concerns over the
way science has been used to justify political and economic ideological ends (Fischer,
2003).
These critiques do not mean that the practice of normal science is without merit; far
from it. Two important common but independent critiques of science theory and
methodology are that the practice of science has been based on a set of false
assumptions, and that science has been used politically and economically to justify
specific decisions for socially-driven outcomes.
The counter-modern critique has called into question the way epistemic information
has been used to justify economic, political and social aims. Not only is scientific
research subjective and only one way of understanding the world and specific
problems, but, most importantly, the way science is used in the exercise of power
determines what knowledge has authority. The assumption that science alone
provides objective knowledge, and that objective ‘rational’ knowledge is the highest
form of knowledge, leads to the assumption that everything else, including knowledge
about values, is subjective and of lesser importance (Bernstein, 1983).
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Flyvbjerg calls for recognition of the political nature of knowledge: ‘power is
knowledge not knowledge is power, power defines concepts of reality’(Flyvbjerg,
2001). Epistemic knowledge has been proffered as the ‘truth’ for answers to political
questions. This ignores that scientific knowledge is partial and provides temporary
explanations of reality at a given time, and does not incorporate moral considerations
(Peters, 1991; Fischer, 2003). An analysis of theories themselves can reveal who
benefits from particular theories (McDowell, 1995).
Considerable effort has been directed at the development of methodology suited to
counter-modern approaches to gathering and interpreting knowledge. This work has
included feminist effort to have women researchers and gender issues recognised as
central to scientific research. Midgley has described this effort as remedial feminism
based on the assumption that science can be restored by gender being a legitimate
category of analysis (Midgley, 1992). There is also support for the feminist approach
that advocates ‘transformative’ strategies. These strategies include the development
of qualitative methods challenging the assumptions of epistemic science and grounded
in extensive contextual analyses (Morawski, 1997). Feminism is particularly critical
of the assumption that the theories and methodologies used by male-dominated
mainstream science is gender-free and represents all humans.
What counts as knowledge must be grounded on experience. Human experience differs
according to the kinds of activities and social relations in which humans engage.
Women's experience systematically differs from the male experience upon which
knowledge claims have been grounded. Thus the experience on which the prevailing
claims to social and natural knowledge are founded is, first of all, only partial human
experience only partially understood: namely, masculine experience as understood by
men (Harding and Hintikka, 1983, x).

Indigenous and eastern commentators have proffered similar critiques, that the claims
to truth embedded within the western mechanistic worldview can be sustained only by
systematic objectification of all views outside this dominant worldview. From the
western European perspective western culture is the ‘centre of civilisation’ against
which all other cultures are judged (Haila, 1999, 47). This has been evident in the
treatment of indigenous communities, eastern cultures and women in general, as
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‘other’, and the extension of this objectification to the natural world (Merchant, 1992;
Callcott, 1998; Haila, 1999).
…some claims are embedded in an essentialism which posits Western science as
'human knowledge' and necessarily beneficial while Aboriginal knowledge, according
to this essentialist drama, is not part of the grand tradition of 'human knowledge'
because it lies outside the Western traditions of description, classification, verifiability
and other precepts of 'science'… (Langton, 1998, 26).

While many counter-modernists advocate using a wide range of qualitative research
methods, such methods need to be used appropriately and critically (Burman, 1997;
Inayatullah, 1998). It is important to recognise that any method is open to both
manipulation and unprofessional practices (Burman, 1997).

2.4 Summary
Counter-modern critiques are important challenges to the mechanistic worldview.
Implicit within these different views of the world are deeper questions of purpose and
meaning. How we see and understand the world has implications for the choices
made individually, within communities and about the world around us. The countermodern critique is a wide range of voices raising myriad concerns that coalesce on key
points. The concern about the accelerating degradation of the natural world; growing
inequity between countries and groups of people within nations; of those with access
to resources and those without basic needs being met; human rights abuses;
deterioration of citizen rights, even in long-standing democracies; and the threat from
nuclear weapons and global climate change, has called into question the efficacy of
science and technology in delivering the promises of progress.
Kuhn describes the proliferation of versions of a theory as ‘a very usual symptom of
crisis’ (Kuhn, 1970, 71). Counter-modernism exemplifies such a proliferation of
theories, and suggests that ‘revolutionary’ change in paradigms is required. Countermodernists have illustrated that the mechanistic worldview based on ‘normal’
scientific methodology has been applied across a multitude of disciplines and used to
justify the capitalist economic system and ‘progress’. It has significant problems
methodologically, epistemologically and, most importantly, has not addressed the
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questions of utmost importance to humans – the ontological questions (Berman, 1981;
Taylor, 1989; Birch, 1990; Merchant, 1992; Fischer, 2003).
Many counter-modernists call for a synthesis of previous approaches (Bernstein, 1983;
Moulton, 1983; Birch, 1990; Merchant, 1992; Peile, 1994; Merchant, 1999; Flyvbjerg,
2001) beyond the dualism of pitting one paradigm set against another, and the
adversarial nature of the dominant scientific research approaches. The abandonment
of the search for one truth and the underlying criteria against which all theories can be
ranked has allowed for a collage of approaches to emerge. There are many points of
intersection between counter-modernist views.
Counter-modernism is a multifaceted call for the development of a new paradigm or
paradigms to modify or replace the mechanistic worldview. There is strong agreement
across the varying counter-modern perspectives that ‘progress’ as defined in the
mechanistic worldview has led to very poor outcomes for nature and the majority of
the world’s population. There is agreement that the new paradigm/s need/s to be
inclusive of all ages, nationalities, genders and species. This inclusiveness can best be
obtained through participatory democracy and constructive dialogue, where all parties
have power to contribute. This also means representing other species at the
negotiating table. There is agreement that there needs to be re-injection of moral
judgment in all decision-making processes, beyond the current definition of individual
interest, to encompass the interests and values of the whole community. There is
strong agreement that science is only one way of knowing the world, and is not
objective and value-free. Moreover, knowledge should not be value-free; rather
scientific information needs to be tabled along with other forms of information, such
as the values and interests of all parties and the practical knowledge gathered through
everyday, lived experience.
Out of counter-modernism have arisen exciting new concepts of the world and our
interaction with it, offering possibilities of a positive future where all key players are
involved in imagining and then creating a positive future for themselves and their
environment. A wide range of new research methodologies has been devised, which
go beyond the quantitative research methods that have dominated since the scientific
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revolution. Counter-modernists urge critical application and evaluation of any
research methods used. The strengths of counter-modernism are its emphasis on
inclusiveness, moral judgment and self-criticism.
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Chapter 3. The mechanistic worldview and
Australian colonisation

The British colonists came to Australia with an all-encompassing mechanistic
worldview, radically different from the indigenous worldview (Frawley, 1994; Tacey,
1995; Gray and Lawrence, 2001; Kinnane, 2002). By reviewing the history of British
colonialism in Australia and the key visions driving the worldview we can understand
our relationship with place and each other in the past, present and into the future
(Johnson, 1994). The worldview of Australia’s colonisation is still evident in our
institutions, our landscapes and our language. To understand the challenges of current
natural resource management in Australia requires an understanding of how current
agricultural systems and the institutions that support them have developed.
The term colonists is used advisedly because, as described by Arthur, ‘within recent
historical memory, indigenous physical, social and cultural control has been displaced
by a group of peoples from a different place and from a different culture’. Any
explanation of the problem of environmental degradation must therefore be firmly
located ‘within an analysis of social structure’ (Lawrence, Vanclay et al., 1992;
Vanclay, 1992). Current farming is built on Australia’s settlement history where the
worldview from the ‘old country’ was imposed on the ‘terra nullius’ of the new
country.
The western cultural constructs of reality help by the Australian colonisers of 1788,
mixed with the power relations and British economic system, supported particular
ideas and philosophies which impacted on the way the environment and indigenous
culture was viewed and, therefore, treated (Lines, 1991; Frawley, 1994). Frawley
separates these cultural traditions into six visions. Three of these traditions,
colonialism, nationalism and scientific curiosity, dominated during the period of
exploration and settlement in Australia by the British. The competing visions of
romanticism, ecology and indigenous culture had little influence on the overall
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patterns of settlement at that time. The dominant visions in Frawley’s nomenclature
are based in the ontology and epistemology of the mechanistic worldview. The
mechanistic meta-narrative was informed by and informed the scientific revolution.
The mechanistic worldview was fundamental to the way Australia was colonised and
developed. The driving values embedded in this worldview framed not only the way
indigenous culture and knowledge, and the natural environment were treated, but also
the kinds of administrative, legal and political systems established to govern the new
colonies. It was within this framework that the agricultural systems in Australia
developed and have endured to the present.

3.1 The aspiration of progress
The time of the early colonists spanned the Enlightenment and Romantic periods, as
discussed in Chapter 2.2. The mechanistic worldview at the time of Australia’s
colonisation equated progress with the development of science and technology,
exploitation of resources and expansion of territory. There was confidence that
western civilisation was superior to all others, and this notion was supported by
scientific knowledge mixed with Christian beliefs (Bolton, 1981; Lines, 1991). The
explorers and colonists were a product of their times, as evidenced by their approach
to the Australian landscape and the original inhabitants.
The declaration of terra nullius was an important part of justifying British claims over
Australia, necessitating the establishment of legal and administrative systems for
resource ownership, management and development. While the colonists could not
deny that aboriginal Australians inhabited the land, the majority view was that
Aboriginal culture was primitive and the land undeveloped, as opposed to the
‘civilised’ and ‘civilising through development’ culture of the British (Bolton, 1981).
What made it possible for the majority of the explorers and settlers to Australia to
maintain the position that Australia was to all intents and purposes uninhabited and
justifiably Britain’s to claim as its own? The cultural constructs of reality, mixed with
the power relations within the capitalist economic system supported particular ideas
and philosophies and not others in relation to the environment and indigenous
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Australians (Reynolds, 1987; Frawley, 1994). Frawley explores the western cultural
traditions of those who colonised Australia, identifying three dominant visions within
the western worldview at that time. In addition he points to three visions that can be
identified but that exerted little influence during the colonisation and development
periods within Australia.
Nationalism, colonialism and scientific discovery were the three visions that
dominated the sense of what was good and right to achieve (Frawley, 1994). The
western worldview valued accumulation of wealth and power, and protection of
individual property, and sought the extension of western ‘civilisation’ and Christianity
to the ‘uncivilised world’ (Bolton, 1981; Reynolds, 1987; Frawley, 1994). While
romantic visions, adherence to ecological values and indigenous constructs were
understood and appreciated by some, they were unable to compete with the western
mechanistic worldview as the way to guide the colonisation of Australia (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Competing visions at settlement of Australia (after Frawley, 1994, 47).
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3.2 Nationalism
The Eurocentrism embodied in the western worldview motivated nationalistic
colonisation around the world. European nations vied for control of distant lands to
further power, resources, access to trade routes and scientific knowledge, as well as
from a belief in their superiority and a desire to spread ‘civilisation’ to the Antipodes.
Australia was claimed to ensure that the French did not do so; to provide a commercial
trading post for whaling and local products; and as a staging post to India and South
America (Lines, 1991; Garden, 2005). Annexation of Australia also provided a
solution to the overflowing prison system, by which transportation of convicts would
alleviate prison crowding. Convicts would also provide the labour necessary to
establish new British outposts. The Industrial Revolution in England caused a massive
reorganisation of labour, with people moving to cities to work in mills and factories,
resulting in increased poverty and dissatisfaction. The adoption of what was later
called Capitalism saw the introduction of mechanisation to increase levels and
efficiency of production, and the concentration of private ownership over it. Convicts
comprised both petty criminals and political dissidents. It was very convenient to be
able to transport such elements to the Antipodes (Lines, 1991; Diamond, 2005;
Garden, 2005).
Exploration generated great excitement and attracted considerable financial support.
There was nationalistic pride in claiming new territories for the Crown, as well as
scientific interest in discoveries opening up through access to new worlds. There were
significant rewards for successful voyages which government and private sponsorship
made available (Frawley, 1994). Explorers, in particular, were treated as hero figures
who embodied the nationalistic vision of extending British civilisation, increasing
scientific discovery and expanding capitalist opportunities (Flannery, 1998).
Nationalistic connections with Britain continued in Australia throughout its
development; British governance, legal and administrative systems were adopted.
Loyalty to the Crown and Empire was presumed, even through the development of
Australian federation. Australia lacked the authority to declare war on its own behalf,
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and conducted all external diplomatic relations through London representatives (Lines,
1991). Australia naturally followed the lead of England to protect England and its
territories in the Boer war, and the two world wars.
To further British nationalism, a ‘White Australia policy’ was maintained until the
1970s favouring immigrants of English and Irish descent (Diamond, 2005). At
federation 98 percent of Australians were of British descent (Lines, 1991). Even when
economic necessity saw significant numbers of Europeans, Chinese and Pacific
Islanders working in Australia during the gold rushes and expansion of agriculture in
Queensland, significant constraints were placed on their permanent immigration.
Lowenthal explores the differences between the colonising nations spanning the 18th
and 19th centuries. He identifies that Britain, unlike other colonisers such as France or
Spain, made little use of indigenous labour and primarily set out to extract
commodities for export. The reliance on settler labour resulted in the occupation of
entire countries rather than settling only more productive areas in order to secure lands
for resource extraction (Lowenthal, 2004). This was not true for the northern pastoral
development, which was founded on indigenous labour and knowledge. However, in
this case resistance from indigenous people was brutally suppressed. Continued
access to food sources and cultural sites by Aboriginal owners was dependent on the
goodwill of the white bosses (Jebb, 2002). The importance of Aboriginal labour and
knowledge was rarely acknowledged.

3.3 Colonialism
Colonisation was justified by key concepts of the mechanistic worldview, particularly
the value placed on progress through development, and the view that the natural world
was designed for human use. Civilising the Australian ‘wilderness’ was good because
uncultivated land was seen as a waste of resources. The land was seen as empty and
unmanaged, and therefore available for colonists to take up (Reynolds, 1987; Frawley,
1994; Bradsen, 2000; Kinnane, 2002).
This landholder ethos would seem to be part of the wider general ethos that
development of the land is good. Indeed, it was fundamental to the settlement of
Australia. The concept of terra nullius, which, until recently, went to the heart of the
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legitimacy of the acquisition of Australia, rested in good measure on the [alleged]
absence of development of the land by Aboriginal Australians. To consummate that
legitimacy, development was a must (Bradsen, 2000, 288-9).

Rapid expansion into land outward from the initial colonies was essential as private
capital began to replace the financial commitment of the Crown-funded original
settlements. The mechanistic worldview embraced by Britain and Europe required the
exploitation of colonies to feed continued growth. In this way colonisation acted like
a pyramid selling scheme, reliant on the outer levels, the colonies, to feed the parent
nations. As Wright’s analysis indicates this has been a pattern repeated by many
civilisations through history (Wright, 2004).
Not only was expansion required to pay back private investment but such development
was ‘progress’ and therefore ‘good’. The concept of individual possession of land,
foreign to the indigenous population, was a key element of the mechanistic worldview
that favoured private property rights. For such possession to be legitimised
exploitation of the land was required (Frawley, 1994).
The majority of colonisers were Christians, and the most commonly read text by those
who could read was the Bible. The version of the Bible at the time exhorted all good
Christians to tame the wilderness and gave man dominion over every living thing for
his use (Bolton, 1981; Reynolds, 1987; Garden, 2005). While there are different
threads within Christianity, such as the stewardship ethic of Saint Francis of Assisi, it
was the Judeo-Christian tradition that underlay the western worldview (Merchant,
1992). Birch explores why the Christian church predominantly signed onto the
mechanistic worldview, despite the fact that it undermined the pre-eminent position of
the Christian faith in directing the western world. He concludes that adherence to the
mechanistic worldview required a Christianity where god made the world and then
was unattached; god is capable of anything and can do what he wills but is not
connected to the world in any way. In this anthropocentric view god made the world
specifically for humans and god is present in the hand of man. This left man in charge
and endorsed exploitation of resources sought under the dominant worldview (Birch,
1990).
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The belief in British civilisation, the development ethos, and progress through
individual gain proved to be the strongest drivers of colonialism in Australia.
International laws at that time recognised the right to annex territory for strategic and
commercial purposes, which meant that Britain’s right to claim sovereignty as a result
of ‘discovering Australia’ was not questioned. However, these laws would have
confined settlement to specific locations for the establishment of colonies and for soil
cultivation (Reynolds, 1987). These international agreements also recognised the
rights to land of indigenous populations such as the Australian Aborigines.
The British Colonial Office supported constraints on settlement and the rights of
Aboriginal people. Instructions to the first administrators assumed that on annexation
all Aboriginal people became subjects protected under the Crown in accordance with
Australian being ‘a colony of settlement, not of conquest’ (Reynolds, 1987, 4). The
first colonisers were instructed to avoid unnecessary conflict with Aboriginals. While
the British administrators assigned to Australian colonies recognised international
laws, their ability to act on them was compromised by the drive to develop and
privately own land. ‘The squatters and the imperial government were each defending
a different concept of property’ (Reynolds, 1987, 155).
Accounts from explorers and the military commanders of early settlement indicate that
relations between Aboriginals and Europeans on first contact and in the early years
were often cordial. Good relations in settlements such as Botany Bay and Albany
continued while the settlements remained small and in the hands of fair-minded
commanders. However, when military outposts were replaced by civilian
administrations with the object of expanding populations and land cultivation,
Aboriginal protest was met by violence and injustice (Garden, 1977; Ferguson, 1987;
Reynolds, 1987; Mulvaney and Green, 1992; Flannery, 1998).
The colonists justified the eviction of Aboriginal people on the basis that the land was
not utilised and that Aboriginal people were savages who would need to make way for
superior western civilisation (Reynolds, 1987; Lines, 1991). While laws existed which
ostensibly protected Aboriginal people as well as British migrants, they were of no
value without enforcement. They were not enforced because there was an
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unwillingness to hinder progress and insufficient resources to do so, particularly once
land claims reached beyond the original settlements.
Although slavery was abolished and the British Government was developing a policy of
protection toward native peoples, the prevailing philosophy was one of racial and moral
superiority. In the Victorian period the British were almost obsessively preoccupied
with the sanctity and preservation of private property, and had a corresponding penal
code (Garden, 1977, 83).

The explorers and Colonial Office administrators were motivated by nationalism and
adherence to international and British laws, while the colonists were there for personal
gain. Individual progress dominated over the competing calls for fairness, equity and
recognition of Aboriginal land rights. Requests for restraint and adherence to laws
were ignored by colonists in the rush to claim land ‘in the most absolute manner’ and
to conquer and ‘civilise’ the wilderness (Reynolds, 1987, 190). This led to a
slackening of societal restraints and a focus on self interest (Cunningham, 2005) and
knowledge about the worst of the atrocities inflicted on Aboriginal people was
suppressed (Lines, 1991).
Consistent with the belief in the superiority of their race, most colonists remained
ignorant of aboriginal knowledge. Acceptance of aboriginal land management and
information would have undermined their assumptions about the primitive and inferior
nature of the Aboriginal race and society – despite the fact that explorers relied for
their survival on local aboriginal information to seek out routes, find water and food,
and make peace with tribes when passing through different territories (Lines, 1991;
Mulvaney and Green, 1992; Flannery, 1998; Crawford and Crawford, 2003).
Aboriginal knowledge was used without adequate recognition (Flannery, 1998).
The exploitation of Australian land was rapid without time to learn about the unique
climate, soils, and flora and fauna before the occurrence of widespread changes from
introduced species and land clearing (Bolton, 1981; Flannery, 1998; Bradsen, 2000).
In 1815 most settlement was within 100km of Sydney with smaller outposts in
Tasmania: ‘the spread of the frontier of settlement was fast even by North American
standards’ (Bolton, 1981, 22). Within 50 years pastoralists had occupied all the land
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in eastern Australia that would ever be occupied for economic use. By 1890 the same
was true for the Northern Territory and Western Australia (Bolton, 1981). By 1877
rabbits were so prolific that some pastoral stations were abandoned or stocking rates
severely reduced due to competition for feed (Bolton, 1981).
In effect natural resources were mined; that is, exploited to the degree that
regeneration was not possible, causing depletion of those resources. Seals on
Australia’s offshore islands, for example, were exploited to the point of extinction.
Sea elephants have permanently vanished from Bass Strait (Bolton, 1981; Lines,
1991). When seal numbers were severely depleted whales were exploited, regardless
of breeding cycles, causing early reduction in numbers, particularly among those with
migration lines close to the coast (Bolton, 1981). Sandalwood discovered on the New
Caledonia, Loyalties and New Hebrides islands off Sydney was ruthlessly harvested
until no more remained. Over 2000 tonnes of the aromatic wood was taken from the
small Isle of Pines alone (Lines, 1991, 37). Early colonists, struggling to feed
themselves, ravaged kangaroos, possums, koala and other native mammals and birds
for food and saleable products. Sixteen thousand kangaroos skins were taken from the
Albany area in 1848 alone, bringing populations in many places close to extinction
(Bolton, 1981). Other native plants and animals were considered pests and suffered
widespread reduction in numbers, fuelled by government payments for their removal.
The imported farming systems also devastated the Australian environment. Rolls
maintains that the original perennial pastures were destroyed within six years from the
introduction of sheep and cattle, due to compaction of the soil, overgrazing of native
grasses and competition from introduced species (Rolls, 1994). It was discovered that
crop yields declined rapidly after initial fertility was depleted. Rolls maintains that
this failure was due to a lack of understanding about the environment.
They were not greedy or ignorant, many of them had a background of hundreds of years
of good farming. They could usually estimate pasture, its stocking rate and recovery
time, but it was beyond human achievement to assess this land correctly. It was more a
new planet than a new continent (Rolls, 1994, 26).
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Other historians consider that many of the colonists were focussed on private shortterm gain and lacked the expertise to manage land wisely (Bolton, 1981; Lines, 1991;
Powell, 2000; Cunningham, 2005). As they highlight, the inability to assess land
capability and unwillingness to recognise the knowledge of Aboriginal people and
their impacts on the land showed both ignorance and greed. Lines quotes the secretary
of the NSW colony and his description of the ‘greediness’ of the settlers wanting to
produce a crop each season without fallow periods or replenishing the soil with
manures (Lines, 1991, 38). There were several waves of settlement. The first
investors – ‘farmers, gentry, retired officers, lawyers’ sons – all reasoned that with a
little capital investment they could make a fortune in Australia and then return home’
(Lines, 1991, 75). Convicts who had served their time tried their hand at farming,
many without adequate background or capital. A significant wave of settlement
occurred after the height of the gold rushes ended, and releases of land were quickly
opened up to provide occupation and to retain the population of ex-miners (Haebich,
1992). During the 1850s Victorian gold rush the state population rose within a two
year period from 77 000 to 540 000, placing huge strains on infrastructure, food,
building materials, water and land (Department of Communication Information
Technology & Arts, 2005).
Post-World War I soldier settlements had poor success rates, due to the small size of
allotments, lack of capital, and the lack of farming experience, as many soldier-settlers
originally came from towns. In addition, many soldiers suffered significant mental
and physical illnesses from their wartime experience that made them unsuitable for the
rigours of establishing farms. The 1930s depression saw many group settlers walk off
their blocks (Lines, 1991; Crawford and Crawford, 2003; Garden, 2005). For example
only 98 of the 239 blocks established in the 1920s around the town of Denmark
Western Australia, remained occupied by 1936 (Garden, 2005, 106).
Exploitation of the land was accelerated by speculation and the amount of land
available. Even though it was recognised as early as the 1850s that clearing and
overgrazing was causing land degradation and salination, the drive to make a profit
saw the continuation of poor practices (Bradsen, 2000). Early squatters made their
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money from sheep breeding and selling to other new colonists in a speculative system
dependent upon continual land expansion (Lines, 1991). When land became depleted
it was cheaper to move onto new soil than to replenish the soils, due to the system of
liberal credit and small cash payments (Bradsen, 2000). This led to a prolonged
decline in productivity, with a halving of initial levels by the end of the 19th century
(Johnson, 1994).
So long as virgin soil is to be obtained at (one pound) per acre, so long will the average
South Australian farmer prefer to spend the money in the purchase of new land, rather
than in the improvement of what has been impoverished' (South Australian
Parliamentary paper No 77, 1875, quoted in Meinig 1962: 118) (Bradsen, 2000, 276).

Boom and bust cycles have typified the Australian economy since early settlement,
due to economic reliance on exploitation of natural resources. This is evident is the
history of use-to-depletion of whales, seals, sandalwood, timber, gold, and, over a
longer period, of soil resources (Bolton, 1981). Such an economy is a price-taker
rather than a price-setter on the world market. It is therefore subject to speculation
driven by futures markets and investor confidence, with fluctuation in demand and
production levels (Johnson, 1994). There were more than 750 000 sheep in 1845, but
from 1850 oversupplies of sheep and a decline in wool and sheep meat saw two and a
half million sheep a year, plus 260 000 cattle boiled down in vats for oil, as a lowvalue alternative market (Lines, 1991). During the 1880s Victoria alone borrowed over
£50 000 000 – more than the rest of Australia combined. However, by late 1890 the
Melbourne stock exchange collapsed following the demise of Baring, one of London’s
leading financial houses (Lines, 1991).
Population influxes generated by the gold rushes exacerbated environmental decline.
Wealth generated by the goldfields and the growing need for transport saw the
building of railways. Sleepers for railway construction and fuel wood for mining
operations created significant demand for timber resources, and land surrounding
goldfields was stripped bare (Bolton, 1981). The construction of 12 000 kilometres of
railway track in eastern Australia during the 1870s and 1880s required hardwood
timber resources supplied primarily from Western Australia, where vast areas of
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timber were leased to eastern states entrepreneurs for decades at a time, at peppercorn
rentals (Dargavel, 1994).
By 1900 Western Australia had twenty-two big sawmills which employed nearly 3000
people, used 1700 horses and bullocks, and operated 480 kilometres of their own
tramways and railways on which ran their own steam locomotives. The mills were
eight times bigger than those in the east (Dargavel, 1994, 86).

Major railway development followed in Western Australia, with the construction of
the Great Southern Railway in 1888 to link the settlements of Perth and Albany,
opening up vast areas of land to development (Burke, 1991). This railway was
developed on the back of private investment that required return on that investment.
As Burke outlines, the land was already in debt before it was settled, with an
obligation for it to be productive based on level of debt accrued, rather than on land
capability. To the colonists the land and timber resources of Australia seemed endless,
leading to significant overestimates of resource availability and land capability. The
colonial drive to expand and develop land continued well into the 20th century.
Reports, such as the 1930s investigation of the drought by The Council for Scientific
and Industrial Research researcher James Ratcliffe, indicating that pastoral settlement
of inland Australia was not viable, as the ‘drought-risky semi-desert’ land was not
suitable and tended to make settlement self destructive, were not acted on (Garden,
2005).
The extent of land and water degradation was hastened by the introduction of new
technology such as railways, improved steam engines, and particularly by machinery
such as tractors and bulldozers. Bulldozers in areas such as Esperance in 1962, for
example, cleared land in days that would have taken decades without machinery.
Gus arranged for Carratti to log the new land with two large bulldozers and a mighty
chain. Mum was very excited to see this happening, and the job was finished in three
days. In earlier times it would have taken decades. Later Caratti ploughed the 1 000
acres with a giant two-way plough in five days, removing seventy-five per cent of the
stumps. Mum was amazed. This was some of the first large-scale clearing in the
mallee, and created much interest (Esperance Shire Council, 1995, 29).
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The firm belief in their own superior culture and power of progress saw Australian
colonists exploit all aspects of the environment for short-term personal gain, without
regard to aboriginal knowledge or the limits of resources and climatic conditions.

3.4 Scientific inquiry
While the expansion of exploration during the Enlightenment resulted partly from
growing curiosity for knowledge, it was predominantly fuelled by the industrial
revolution and need for resources to continue growth and progress promoted by the
mechanistic worldview. Exploration led to widespread interest in discoveries from
new colonies like Australia. On many exploratory voyages botanists accompanied
ships to collect samples of flora and fauna, take notes on indigenous populations and
assist with the surveying of coastlines.
From a scientific point of view, however, Australia was a source of fascination. The
strange animals and the unusual vegetation piqued the curiosity of those who were
interested in natural history - and there were many of these in the nineteenth century
when botanising and other forms of nature study were popular hobbies as well as
scientific studies (Garden, 2005, 68).

More significantly, science was seen as the conduit to regulating and improving on the
natural world, leading to greater human use (Garden, 2005). The scientific revolution
had already produced new technologies used in the industrial revolution. Further
‘progress’ through science, enhanced by discoveries through exploration, was
anticipated; ‘science became a metaphor for Empire itself, a symbolic expression of
what the Empire might become’ (Lines, 1991, 154).
The rhetoric of ‘science for development’ was translated into government policy and
research efforts with government funding for large amounts of applied and industrial
science work. The Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), the
forerunner of the current CSIRO, was established in 1926 on the political conviction
that it was scientific discovery that would result in the economic development sought
(Griffiths and Robin, 1997). Despite clear evidence to the contrary the Prime Minister
of Australia, William Hughes, in 1915 eulogised the potential of Australian agriculture
and natural resources and the role of science.
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I have a profound belief in the destiny of this great country… In this Science can lend a
most powerful aid. Science can make rural industries commercially profitable, making
the desert bloom like a rose…Science can develop great mineral wealth … It can with
its magic wand turn heaps of what is termed refuse into shining gold … Science will
lead the manufacturer into green pastures by solving for him problems that seemed
insoluble. It will open up a thousand new avenues for capital and labour, and lastly
science thus familiarized to the people will help them to clear thinking; to the rejection
of shams; to healthier and better lives; to a saner and wider outlook on life (George
Currie and John Graham in Lines, 1991, 165).

The development ethos in Australia was underpinned by confidence in science and
technology’s ability to provide solutions to problems and devise improved ways to
exploit resources. Science and technology research was focused on better control of
the environment and more efficient extraction of resources. This included control of
water through damming and irrigation schemes, development of new plant varieties,
faster rates of clearing, fertiliser and pesticide improvements and use of machinery to
extend the size of businesses and rates of resource exploitation.
The depth of conviction in science and development, simultaneously, was a result of
the timing of Australia’s settlement during the industrial revolution and the rise of the
mechanistic worldview.
When the British arrived in New South Wales, their industrial revolution at home was
beginning to gather pace, fuelled by the fruits of imperialism elsewhere. Therefore,
Australia, unlike most other parts of the New World, experienced colonization and
industrialization almost coincidentally, a compressed, double revolution (Griffiths and
Robin, 1997, 4).

There was reluctance to accept the soil and climate limitations of the Australian
environment, and technological solutions were sought from ‘experts’ to overcome
them. Irrigation methods devised in the United States, for example, were imported
into Australia. In 1886 the Minister for Water at the time, Alfred Deakin, organised
the land-developing Chaffey brothers to set up similar irrigation and land schemes in
Victoria and South Australian, on the Murray river (Lines, 1991; Powell, 2000). The
general expectation was that the government would provide infrastructure such as
water and roads to facilitate the opening up of country for settlement (Powell, 2000).
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The scale of water system manipulation was such that, by late in the twentieth century,
there were scarcely any significant river systems on the continent and very few in
Tasmania, which had not been dammed or diverted for agricultural, domestic, or power
generation purposes (Garden, 2005, 117).

Changing scientific beliefs impacted on the way Aboriginal people were perceived
several schools of thought held currency. During the exploration and early
colonisation period, belief in the ‘great chain of being’ dominated anthropological
perceptions. Races were arranged hierarchically according to levels of ‘civilisation’.
Europeans were invariably on top, with the least ‘civilised’ at the bottom of the chain
and merging with the more advanced monkeys. Australian Aboriginals, with other
black people around the world, were placed at the bottom of the chain. Darwin’s
theory of evolution by natural selection took over from the great chain of being but did
not significantly affect the level of racism directed at Aboriginal. In either scientific
theory, Aboriginal people were regarded as savages or wild animals with low levels of
intellectual capacity (Reynolds, 1987) in a projection of the widespread social
prejudices of that time.
Scientific study comparing sizes of craniums was popular as a subset of Darwinian
evolutionary theory. According to data from the collection and weighing of skulls and
estimation of brain size, called phrenology, Aboriginal people were placed with
Hottentots and Polynesians as nations with the lowest cranial capacity and cerebral
weight (Reynolds, 1987, 112). Such ‘scientific’ research supported the negative
treatment of Aboriginal people by colonists. The attention on science for resource
exploitation has been a key part of the western mechanistic worldview, leading to a
lack of attention to long-term environmental wellbeing and lack of recognition leading
to ignorance of Aboriginal knowledge, skills, intelligence and unique culture.
The domination of nationalism, colonialism and science during the British settlement
of Australia had an abiding effect on the environment and Aboriginal communities.
The impact of these dominant visions is now examined in more detail before turning to
an exploration of the subdominant romantic, ecological and indigenous visions in
Australian history of British colonisation.
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3.5 Attitudes toward landscape
As previously described, the colonial attitude to the Australian landscape as an
unutilised resource available for exploitation determined the colonists’ treatment of the
environment. This was in keeping with the mechanistic view of the natural world as
an expendable resource for human use and separate from the human realm. Some early
explorers described the Australian environment in glowing terms, usually with regard
to suitability for exploitation. Developers marketed a positive picture of the resources
of the Australian landscape to potential landholders in order to secure financial
investment in new colonies. Some of these descriptions were less than honest (Lines,
1991; Cunningham, 2005).
The new Settlement on Swan river is in one of the finest climates of the
Universe...highly suited for the production of cotton, silk, tallow, provisions, linseed,
hemp, flax, and corn and the culture of the vine...with excellent soil beautifully but not
too much wooded...the Emigrant will not have to wage hopeless and ruinous war with
interminable forests and impenetrable jungle, as he will find prepared by the hand of
Nature extensive plains ready for the ploughshare (quoted in Hasluck, 1990, 30).

The exploitative attitude toward the landscape was apparent in the farming approaches
of the new settlers. In 1882, Joseph Jenkins, a Welsh farmer working as an itinerate
farm labourer throughout Victoria and New South Wales, commented on attitudes to
the environment and farming practices in Australia in his detailed diary of 1869 -1894.
Jenkins observed abuse of natural resources and machinery, lack of long-term
planning, and poor treatment of farm animals and labourers. In 1882 he recorded
falling returns in crops such as corn from 30 to six bushels per acre, when the natural
fertility of virgin soil was depleted and not replenished with manures. He described
poor farming practices caused sometimes by greed, other times by ignorance, or a
symptom of the general disinterest in the natural environment.
Wheeled two tons of good manure into old mining shafts 170 feet deep. When I was
farming in Wales, I would have paid 5s a ton for it.

The land must always be

remunerated for what it produces. This lack of cultivation of land in Australia will
bring the country to insolvency before long. With proper cultivation of the soil in
Victoria and the other states, it would produce more from cereals in one year than the
income derived from the gold found by the diggers (Evans, 1975, 149).
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Jenkins indicated that the treatment of workers was poor and his wide farming
experience in most cases was not recognised or utilised. In 1886 Jenkins records the
impact of overgrazing, coupled with drought, as dust storms and severe locust swarms
devastated crops.
The dust is most annoying in the Colony. It drifts like snow in some places. Travellers
have been known to lie prostrate on the ground to avoid thick clouds of dust. Should
the rain come before the wind subsides, the rain becomes muddy. Many times when
travelling the country at harvest time, I have been obliged to lie on the ground to avoid a
thick cloud of locusts, some of them as big as sparrows (Evans, 1975, 149).

The use of European farming methods and knowledge not suited to Australia led to
long-term damage. For example, Garden suggests that the calculation of animals per
acre used in England to determine stocking rates was slow to change and that it took
time to appreciate that ‘in most of Australia, the ratio was reversed – a significant
number of acres to each animal’ (Garden, 2005, 100-101). The belief that the ‘rain
followed the plough’ persisted, and was supported by scientists, resulting in deep
cultivation up to twelve times a year, despite the fact that there was no scientific basis
for such practices and that there was early recognition by a few that land clearing was
causing salinity and loss of soil through erosion (Cunningham, 2005).
The soil became powdery and subject to drift. Under average climatic soil conditions
each hectare lost about half a tonne of organic matter per fallowing ... wheat yields
plunged from 1.8 or 2.7 cubic metres per hectare, obtained at the beginning of
agriculture, to a colony-wide average of just 0.15 cubic metres per hectare in 1896-97
(Lines, 1991, 101).

In addition there was the perception that the resources were so large that exploited
land could be abandoned for new land, and resources such as timber where limitless
(Bolton, 1981; Dargavel, 1994; Frawley, 1994; Garden, 2005). This led to
overestimations of the capability and availability of resources. For example, one
calculation of the jarrah and karri forest resources in Western Australia overestimated
them by a factor of six (Dargavel, 1994). It was also presumed, falsely, that soils
which sustained such extensive and substantial woodlands would have to be rich
indeed.
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Bradsen cites a wide range of primary sources showing that recognition of land
degradation was raised as early as 1850, and was a frequent topic in newspaper articles
and discussion (Bradsen, 2000). While the lack of knowledge about the environment
is understandable, the impact of the exploitative and utilitarian approach on its use was
evident early in settlement history, meaning that attitudes to the environment were not
duly modified. Many saw the country as the frontier rather than ‘home’. Settlers
travelled and lived with guns at the ready and would use them. In the end 'nothing was
to interfere' with progress of the colony (Reynolds, 1987, 41 ). Key elements of the
Australian landscape such as the woodlands were not appreciated except as a resource.
It was believed that human progress could be measured by the removal of primeval
forest and its replacement with the ordered garden. Clearing the towering, gaunt and
omnipresent forest was symbolic of bringing light and civilisation and allayed fears
derived from the flammable nature of most of the Australian tree cover (Frawley, 1994,
63).

The lack of appreciation of the environment and the seeking of short-term gain led to
significant damage. Evan’s cites Jenkins’ diary
Smeaton district, once considered the garden of Victoria, is now a ruinous area from
continued exhaustion of the land.

The farms are over-run by weeds.

There are

numerous deserted homesteads (Evans, 1975, 23).

There were some, such as the botanist Baron Ferdinand Von Mueller, who marvelled
at the uniqueness of Australian flora and fauna (Lines, 1991). However, the British
aesthetic favouring neat landscapes of hedgerows, tidy cultivation and the English
park, prevailed (Bolton, 1981; Garden, 2005). This aesthetic was evident in the
descriptions by explorers of the environments they encountered (Arthur, 2003). When
landscapes resembled the English aesthetic they attracted a correspondingly positive
response, such as that from Nicholas Pateshall in1803 on entering a King Island
harbour in Bass Strait.
Upon entering this spacious harbour nothing could be more pleasing to the eye than the
beautiful green plains with lofty trees which surrounded us.

In short the country

appeared more like pleasure grounds than a wild savage continent... (Flannery, 1998,
95).
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It must be recognised that the favoured landscapes of the ‘home country’, England,
had been significantly altered by long-term human habitation, and in particular
through the increased levels of resource exploitation during the industrial revolution.
Adaptation to the modified English environment meant that colonists considered
human impacts as not just normal, but desirable. Cunningham quotes from the letters
of colonist John Okey Davis who wrote back to England in 1832 comparing the
Western Australian landscape to England.
There are times when my spirits fail and I am sadly depressed ...Nothing can be more
melancholy than this miserable wilderness; in England there is not a spot that art and
labour have not in some way embellished; but here there is nothing to remind you that
the hand of man has ever been, and all those fine associations that arise from viewing
the remains of antiquity, or the more recent productions of genius and science and
industry with which your country abounds, are to me lost forever, except in
remembrance. Nature without the aid of art is but an ugly jade (Cunningham, 2005,
24).

Lack of appreciation of the nature of changes wrought on the English landscape meant
that unsustainable resource management practices were also automatically employed
in Australia.
Australia's slowness to practice enlightened forestry husbandry was to a large extent an
attitude inherited from the British, who with comparatively little remaining of their
original forests lagged far behind their neighbours in Western Europe in the art of
reafforestation (Bolton, 1981, 46).

The eulogising of the English landscapes and unwillingness to engage with the
Australian landscape except as resource, as well as the desire to introduce animals for
sport hunting, underpinned the establishing of ‘acclimatisation societies’. Societies
established in each state were responsible for introducing plant and animals species
that wreaked havoc on the Australian environment. Bolton quotes from the 1863
annual report of the NSW acclimatisation society, that their purpose was the ‘stocking
our waste waters, woods and plains with choice animals, making that which was dull
and lifeless become animated by creatures in the full enjoyment of existence, and land
before useless become fertile with rare and valuable trees and plants’ (Bolton, 1981,
97).
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Animals such as rabbits, foxes, cats and goats, as well as farm animals such as sheep
and cattle were introduced. They permanently changed the species of grasses and
understorey competing with native species for food and nesting areas, and causing
population depletion through predation. In addition to this Australia-wide disruption
to ecosystems, native animals such as kangaroos, koalas, possums, wallabies,
bandicoots and bilbies were exploited in unsustainable numbers as resources, or shot
because of their impacts on domestic animals. Natives of all kinds were seen as
inferior to species from the home country (Griffiths and Robin, 1997).
Even though the declaration of the first national parks, such as the Royal National
Park NSW in 1879, was relatively early in Australia’s settlement history, they were
predominantly ‘large and glorified picnic parks, complete with areas of green lawns
and introduced trees’ (Garden, 2005, 94). The key aim of the parks and of people who
advocated conservation lay in protection of resources for human use rather than the
intrinsic value of the environment (Rundle, 1996).
Conservation of species was not a popular concept, given that back in England
conservation was maintained through the private lands of the gentry. Australia, as a
‘free and young society’, perceived the conservation of native fauna as a relic of
control by rich over poor. In Australia it was the right of the poorest to kill as many
native animals as they wanted, without interference (Bolton, 1981, 15), though this
attitude did not extend to the poor or Aboriginal people when killing sheep or cattle.
Bolton observes that many of the earliest drawings of the Australian bush exaggerated
the size of the trees and dwarfed the human figures in them, suggestive of the way that
colonists viewed their surroundings (Bolton, 1981, 37). To many, the extensive areas
of forest represented a wilderness to tame in the name of progress and civilisation.
Rolling hills of pasture under parkland-cleared forest inhabited by domesticated
grazing animals, became the abiding vision of the desirable landscape. This vision
was reinforced through the poetry and paintings during the first hundred years of
colonisation. While the paintings depicted the Australian colours of faded blue hills,
cloudless skies and gum trees, they did not show the colonists destruction of the
natural landscape (Lines, 1991).
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Artists who observed and painted the gum trees in eastern Australia went into the
landscape equipped with axes as well as paints so that they could ‘improve’ the views
(Crawford and Crawford, 2003, 66).

The majority of the colonists plainly did not see Aboriginal cultural landscapes. On
the contrary, the aesthetic of an ordered and controlled landscape displaying the ‘hand
of man’ gave further impetus to the drive to alter the Australian environment as
quickly as possible, thereby achieving the vision of the productive, English,
‘improved’ landscape. This attitude once again ignored the fact that Aboriginal land
management had already influenced Australia’s landscape.
The term ecology was first used at an international forum in the US in 1893 as a
specialty within botany. Its genesis within the Australian science community has been
described as ‘economic botany’ investigating ecology from the point of view of plant
and animal impacts on agriculture (Robin, 2004). As described by Robin, the
development of research into the environment, even conservation science, has had
strong a focus on imported species due to the linking of such research to production
goals.
The consciousness that has shaped ecological studies has been very late to consider
distinctively Australian species. Until relatively recently, even conservation science
has, paradoxically, favoured imported species. The western thinking that is ingrained in
science is deeply imperial (Robin, 2004, 73).

As a result the level of information on Australia’s flora and fauna is still limited
(Saunders, 2005), and it is only recently that biologists have begun working with
Aboriginal Australians to incorporate indigenous ecological knowledge (Robin, 2004).
Under the mechanistic worldview the landscape was viewed predominantly from a
utilitarian perspective rather than from an ecological, indigenous or romantic
viewpoint. The landscape was therefore not attributed intrinsic value; rather, value
was derived from specific resources for production (Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006).
The dominant visions of Australian colonists, nationalism, colonialism and scientific
inquiry were driven by the mechanistic worldview, and thus had major implications
for the way the landscape was seen and treated. The utilitarian perspective meant that
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the intrinsic value of the environment was not considered, the Aboriginals’ rich
connection to landscape went undiscovered by most, and the environment was treated
as expendable. Agricultural land was considered improved when populated (and
degraded) by introduced plant and animal species, with little resource management
planning for the long-term.

3.6 Attitude to Aboriginals
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the visions held by the British about their
superiority and right to rule – intrinsic to the mechanistic worldview – made it possible
for the British to justify the colonisation of Australia without negotiation with
Aboriginal people. Australia was treated as vacant, without law but also without
knowledge of value to the majority of new settlers. This is exemplified by the
treatment of Australia as terra nullius. Bradsen argues that the term terra nullius has
been misunderstood; that rather than meaning a land empty of people it is more
accurately interpreted as meaning ‘a land empty of law’ (Bradsen, 2000, 284). This is
despite the fact that Aboriginals had a complex legal system governing all aspects of
their lives, adapted to the Australian context. The denial of Aboriginal occupation and
ownership was made complete by the lack of recognition of Aboriginal knowledge by
the majority of colonists.
The denial of the previous culture, combined with ignorance and perhaps the hubris of
an expanding imperial society, led the colonists to view the country also as terra sine
sciential – land with no knowledge (Dovers, 1992, 1).

This attitude was entirely consistent with the belief in the superiority of British
civilisation. While many explorers, governors of early colonies and colonists relied on
Aboriginal people for information concerning routes, sources of drinking water, and
access to food and labour, this reliance was not acknowledged. To do so would have
led to a need to negotiate with Aboriginal people and reassess Britain’s right to invade
and colonise Australia.
Reynolds summarises six different ways British colonisers viewed Aboriginals
(Reynolds, 1987). Only one of these, and a minority view, maintained that
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Aboriginals were equals and should be treated as such. Reynolds quotes the
Aboriginal Protector William Thomas as saying ‘I can bear testimony to their being a
rational, reflective and observant race, minutely upon earthy movements and well
conversant with the starry heavens acquainted with all the notions of the civilised’
(Reynolds, 1987, 98). There were a few like William Thomas who recognised that
commonly perpetuated views about Aboriginals were ‘ridiculous accounts’ and
‘humiliating ideas’. Negative racial views, when repeated and endorsed become part of
societal thinking (Reynolds, 1987).
The other views ranged between the expectation that Aboriginal people were destined
to die out as an inferior race, to the view that they were of limited intelligence, which
justified their treatment as savages to be ‘tamed’ and exploited along with other
‘resources’ (Reynolds, 1987; Lawrence, Vanclay et al., 1992; Griffiths and Robin,
1997). While many frontier men took Aboriginal women as long-standing partners,
the white authorities and the church actively discouraged this widespread practice.
However, in most cases, such as that described by Jebb in the north of Western
Australia, the practice was not openly discussed.
Many men, like Hann and others who came to settle the north after the turn of the
century, struggled to observe a strict division between white and black and lived secret
lives as husbands to Aboriginal women on the frontiers of settlement (Jebb, 2002, 32).

Regardless of which view was at play Aboriginals were divested of their land, had
restricted access to resources essential to their survival, were constrained from
speaking their languages or practicing their culture, and incarcerated if they did not
comply with British law. The prevailing attitude justified the annexation of
Aboriginal land and forced complete submission on Aboriginal people.
…the concept of racial equality was inconvenient in a society bent on dispossession and
a threat to all those individuals and institutions with capital invested in Australia
(Reynolds, 1987, 106).

As discussed in Section 2.2, the mechanistic worldview rests on the assumption that
there is only one reality and one truth. This assumption designates any contrary
worldview as ‘other’. Australian Aboriginal cosmology rests on a different belief in
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the connection between humans and non-humans that has more in common with the
organic view of nature (Langton, 1998; Graham, 1999). The ontological and
epistemological differences between the colonisers and Aboriginals were significant,
as indicated in Figure 1. Most British colonists, sure of their superiority, made no
attempt to understand the way Aboriginal people related to nature, or their strong
connection and responsibility to land as part of their religion and ethics. Most
remained ignorant of the complexity of Aboriginal cosmology and its relation to
Aboriginal societal governance and interaction with land (Reynolds, 1987). Langton
asserts that the ignorance of Aboriginal social and cultural structure continues to the
present: ‘there persists an underlying reluctance to acknowledge that competent
governance could occur outside European traditions’ (Langton, 1998, 22).
The different descriptions of Aboriginal characteristics provide insights into views
from the time of white exploration. The unflattering description by explorer Jules
Dumont D'Urville in 1826: ‘at first sight one is struck by their thinness and the
diminutiveness of their lower limbs, but this tendency does not appear to be peculiar to
these people; it is due to the miserable state in which they live and lack of sufficient
nourishment to develop those parts’ can be compared with that of Charles Sturt in
1830: ‘their lower extremities appear to bear no proportion to their bust in point of
muscular strength; but the facility with which they move upon all occasions, together
with their singularly erect stature, argue that such appearance is entirely deceptive’
(Flannery, 1998, 130, 138).
Some viewed Aboriginal people as noble savages, others as children of nature. More
dangerous was the most common view, of Aboriginal people as untamed and savage
animals. Explorer Emily Caroline Creaghe, 1883, describes the ‘usual method’ of
‘breaking in’ Aboriginal women in northern Queensland.
20 February - The rainy season seems to have set in properly. Mr Shadforth and Ernest
came home….They brought a new black gin with them who can’t speak a word of
English. The usual method here of bringing in a new wild gin is to put a rope around
her neck and drag her along from horseback, the gin on foot.
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21 February – The new gin whom they call Bella is chained up to a tree a few yards
from the house, and is not to be loosened until they think she is tamed (Flannery, 1998,
325).

Aboriginal people, along with local plant and animal species, were expected by many
to die out either through natural causes or with ‘assistance’.
Following 'cosmic laws', natives of all kinds were expected to 'fade away' in the face of
exotics because they were inferior - and many settlers felt it wise to help such a process
along in case the aboriginality of the country should reassert itself (Griffiths and Robin,
1997, 3).

While it was officially recognised through international law that invaded nations such
as the Australian Aboriginal people had rights and that the invading nation, the British,
had obligations to constrain their settlements and protect the first nation people, the
reality was very different. Those engaged in international agreements and theoretical
propositions were a long way from the reality of colonisation backed by the authority
of the mechanistic worldview. It was in the interests of the colonial drive to occupy
and exploit Australia’s resource to treat Aboriginal people as savages without
knowledge or law, and the land as undeveloped and therefore not owned by them.
While there were some who protested that the treatment of Aboriginal people was
unfair, brutal and unjustified, the minority protests of some colonists and resistance by
many Aboriginal groups were swept aside.

3.7 Legal, financial & administrative support for mechanistic
worldview
Belief in the superiority of British civilisation meant that the legal, financial and
administrative systems long established in England were transported and applied with
little questioning of the Australian context. Frawley identifies three eras regarding the
view of the environment and the kind of development fostered through legal, financial
and administrative institutions: the exploitative pioneering century, resting on
government financial support and minimum intervention; the move for ‘wise use’ of
resources from 1900 – 1960s; and the modern environmentalism, evident from the
1960s onwards (Frawley, 1994). Ewert, Barker and Bissix also identifies the rise of the
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environmental movement from the late 1960s and early 1970s onward (Ewert, Baker
et al., 2004).

3.7.1 Legal support
British law at the time of colonisation was based on common law supporting private
property right. The emphasis on individualism and the seeking of individual material
wellbeing was commensurate with the mechanistic worldview. Australian colonisation
occurred during the period when the rights of private property were considered
paramount and saw the legal duties, also contained within common law, subjugated to
ownership rights (Hopkins, 1995). This then led to support for private settlement and
development with minimum government constraints during the ‘exploitative
pioneering century’ (Frawley, 1994).
Common law developed from the 13th century was based on general principles arising
from the outcomes of a range of specific cases (Hopkins, 1995). Common law was
adopted as the fundamental philosophy for the type of legislation used in Australia
(Bradsen, 2000; Ewert, Baker et al., 2004).
The particular philosophical aspect in question is the common law stance that is so
strongly in favour of private property rights. This has a long and deep history. It
originates in the feudal system, in which property law and constitutional law were
virtually indistinguishable, and out of which grew the doctrines of tenure and estates
(Bradsen, 2000, 292).

The British government was instrumental in supporting private ownership and
distribution of land in the colonies. Cunningham quotes from Surveyor General John
Forrest’s 1883 annual report, outlining the British government’s philosophy behind
legislation and land release in Australia.
It is the duty of the State to do everything in its power to encourage the cultivation of
the soil…It is now pretty well established that the best way to settle a people on the land
is by making the conditions of occupation very easy, by extending the purchase money
over a number of years, and by insisting on cultivation and improvement as conditions
antecedent to the issue of deed of grant (Cunningham, 2005, 32).
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The pattern of government support for clearing and ‘improvement’ of the land was
repeated through many land allocation schemes. The 1894 Homestead Act (WA), for
example, provided 160-acre blocks free to colonists if the farmer lived on the land for
seven years and improved it – that is, cleared it and made it ‘productive’
(Cunningham, 2005, 25). The emphasis on protection of property rights and
legitimisation through exploitation was evident in the requirements on early colonists
to clear and ‘develop’ the land. Graziers had to show ‘improvements’ before titles
were secured.
Graziers could not spell any parts of their runs. If a commissioner or land inspector
found an area without stock, he immediately declared it unoccupied and allotted it to
someone else (Rolls, 1994, 26).

British law was practiced without major modification in Australia, despite the fact that
the old-world legislation was not always appropriate to the new world, leading to a
lack of regulation governing issues such as soil and land degradation (Bradsen, 2000).
Bradsen suggests that the law of waste, law of nuisance and the law of negligence that
assisted in controlling resource exploitation in England were of limited value in
Australia. The determination of waste applied to timber resources, for example, was
based on a definition of cultivation formulated in the English context and not
applicable to Australia. This resulted in some laws not being enacted, and therefore
not undergoing change through application to Australian cases (Bradsen, 2000).
Powell points to the inadequacy of British laws in water poor localities, with the
devastation of water resources and exploitation of timber in regions subject to early
gold mining (Powell, 2000).
As discussed previously, while the Colonial Office and early administrators were well
aware of international laws concerning the legitimate rights of Aboriginal ownership
of land, this obligation was not met under the greater commitment to the success of the
colonies in terms of development and ‘taming’ of underutilised and unoccupied lands.
There were attempts to constrain the rate of development using the latest surveying
methods but while boundaries to settlements were surveyed they were ignored by
pastoralists (Lines, 1991). Colonial officers moved retrospectively to legitimate and
regulate such settlements. By 1840 the best grazing lands were taken in the bid to
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supply the buoyant world market for wool. Men of means controlled large areas of
land with long leases and hired casual labour to work the land.
The legal precedence set during the colonisation of Australia for the support of
development continued through the ‘wise use’ period (Frawley, 1994). Just as the first
national parks were motivated by human aesthetics and a desire for recreation rather
than conservation, early legislation for protection of species was aimed at protecting
breeding times and overall species numbers due to diminishing resources for human
use, or aimed at control of native species such as kangaroos, dingoes and wallabies.
Legislation for the protection of native birds in the late 19th century was followed by
legislation in some states for other native animals after the turn of the century, but the
passing of legislation did not mean enforcement. There was an increasingly vocal
minority based in the urban areas calling for protection of undeveloped bush.
Legislation for the protection of wildflowers occurred across the states between 1926
in New South Wales and 1939 in South Australia. Despite protective legislation the
sale of native animals for skins and meat continued, as did the shooting of native
animals for sport. Forest areas continued to be logged and land cleared for agriculture
through the ‘wise use’ period and during the ‘modern environmentalism’ era (Bolton,
1981; Frawley, 1994). The Western Australian Forests Act of 1918, for example,
maintained that commercial production of timber was the ‘major legal responsibility
of forest policy’ (Bolton, 1981, 105).
The legitimisation of conservation during the period identified by Frawley as modern
environmentalism did result in a government response through reformist legislation.
More than 100 pieces of environmental legislation were passed in the states and
federally across Australia in the 1970s (Frawley, 1994). Federal government
legislation to protect iconic environmental areas such as the Great Barrier Reef, Fraser
Island in Queensland, and the Gordon/Franklin rivers in Tasmania provided a platform
for national conservation concern and international interest in Australia’s environment.
However, legislation to control clearing for agriculture waited until the 1990s, and
later in some states, before being invoked with significant resistance from rural areas.
The regulation of clearing controls has proven difficult to administer and enforce.
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While logging in native forests has also been significantly controlled as recently as
2002 in Western Australia, substantial areas of remaining native forest areas continue
to be managed by state agencies for logging by private interests. During the era
identified by Frawley as the environmentalism era the dissonance between the
mechanistic worldview and the ecological vision became more vocal and visible.
While the level of environmental degradation gave legitimacy to the environmentalism
era, environmental concerns remained subservient to the rising influence of
neoliberalism (Walter, 1996; Gray and Lawrence, 2001; Kerr, 2001; Lockie, Lawrence
et al., 2006). The 2003 Compact Oxford English Dictionary definition of
neoliberalism is ‘the political view, arising in the 1960s, that emphasizes the
importance of economic growth and asserts that social justice is best maintained by
minimal government interference and free market forces’. Neoliberalism is therefore
entirely consistent with the mechanistic worldview. The growing importance of
neoliberalism, particularly as a central feature of globalisation, will be discussed in
section 4.5, in relation to Landcare and the mechanistic worldview (Gray and
Lawrence, 2001).

3.7.2 Financial support
The British legal system provided the framework for the institutional support for
settlers and the infrastructure needed to protect private interests and access resources
for the parent country Britain. The government commitment to development was
apparent in the level of financial support for the expansion of the colonies. Colonies
were dependent for many decades on merchandise, including foodstuffs, brought from
England, with government control of price and distribution. As described with
admiration by French explorer Francois Peron while visiting Sydney in 1802, ‘the
English government has therefore anticipated these wants by filling large storehouses
with every article that can be required, all of which are delivered to the colonists at
fixed prices that are extremely moderate, sometimes even below what they cost in
Europe’ (Flannery, 1998. 86).
While there were tensions between those advocating close settlement as the most
desirable way of expanding the settlements, and others with large-scale grazing
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interests, there was agreement that the primary goal was to bring as much land as
possible under production. The settlement and development of land was pushed by
government through land release requirements and pulled by the demand for both land
to be made available and infrastructure to be provided. The drive for expansion
favoured speculative farming based on favourable terms of credit that placed pressure
on land to pay off debt. Large tracts of land were given to explorers, government
officials and land developers as reward for exploration information and resources to
develop land quickly (Flannery, 1998; Cunningham, 2005).
For every three pounds an emigrant held in cash or property, he was given 40 acres.
Some officials, including Lieutenant Governor James Stirling, were offered land in lieu
of a salary. Stirling selected 100,000 acres (40,500 hectares) (Cunningham, 2005, 28).

Infrastructure, such as railways, was funded through private finance borrowed from
overseas. In many cases when railway lines proved uneconomic, such as the Great
Southern railway linking Perth to Albany and the local railway Denmark to Albany,
the state government purchased back both the railway line and surrounding land. The
land was a key part of the package allocated to private investors in return for railway
construction. When land sales did not provide the anticipated return on money
invested, private interests sought financial return and received it from the state
government (Burke, 1991). While private investment in infrastructure and land
development was ideologically the preferred route to colonising Australia, the state
and later the federal governments effectively acted as guarantors to private investors.
Access to land and resources by government was central to the exploitative pioneering
century as well as the ‘wise use’ period from 1900 – 1960s. Early allocation of
concessions to forest resources in Western Australia was essential to the provision of
sleepers for railway development both in the Eastern States and Western Australia and
formed the basis of overseas sales for many years.
Between 1869 and 1871, Governor Weld granted three concessions of approximately 40
000, 80 000 and 100 000 hectares to groups of entrepreneurs from the east for periods of
28 to 42 years at little or no rent (Dargavel, 1994, 86).

The precedence of cheap and long-term access to public resources was established
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early in the history of colonisation, based on the government aim to support
development. This support continued through the ‘wise use’ period and into recent
times. The utilitarian ethos of the ‘wise use’ period saw increasing reliance on
experts and science to provide information about efficient use of resources without
detracting from the aim of maximising development and resource extraction.
Economic analysis of environmental costs and the ability of agriculture, for example,
to pay for capital invested were still not undertaken (Frawley, 1994). There were
conflicting messages from government. For example, a report by the Western
Australian Department of Agriculture in 1955, ‘The Salt Problem’, advised changes to
land management, due to the threat from salt and water-logging, by cultivation of
deep-rooted perennials and use of organic matter for soil cover and fertiliser. At the
same time the government offered tax concessions for clearing native vegetation and
the use of superphosphates for annual cropping (Cunningham, 2005, 43).
Financial support for resource development and exploitation continued in the
‘environmentalism era’ (Frawley, 1994). While the more recent adoption of
neoliberalism has embraced the rationality of market rather than state rule the
government support continued through other means, such as the facilitation of
increased business expansion to increase productivity (Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006).

3.7.3 Administrative support
Under the mechanistic worldview’s basic tenet of development and progress as the
main goal, public institutions from the ‘exploitative pioneering century’ through to the
present have been expected to provide institutional support for development. This has
most often taken the form of heavily or totally subsidised infrastructure. During the
early colonisation period, government provided infrastructure such as water and roads
to help open up new country for settlement. This was essential in areas that were
‘aggressively arid or semi-arid’ (Powell, 2000, 51). However, the provision of
services during early settlement became an expectation: ‘the frontier wisdom came to
insist that frontier families were entitled to expect an infrastructural investment from
government to compensate for the niggardly environment they were enjoined to
‘pioneer’ (Powell, 2000, 52).
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The British colonial office maintained control over land assets, preserving future
options for land allocation and use through innovative leasehold arrangements.
Holmes shows how the Colonial Office was then able to use its option on land to
further close settlement objectives: firstly by opening areas for free selection to
smallholdings between 1861 and 1884, and thereafter to subdivide pastoral runs into
family-sized smallholdings (Holmes, 2000).
In WA, government support for settlement was unquestioned as part of the drive for
progress. All government schemes were conditional purchase, meaning that continued
occupation and prospective ownership of land was conditional on a high percentage of
the land being cleared of native vegetation and planted to ‘productive’ crops, and other
‘improvements’ such as fencing, sheds and equipment being installed. Permanent
residence was to be taken up within three years and improvements completed annually
(Esperance Shire Council, 1995; Cunningham, 2005). The leasehold arrangements
established early in Australia’s colonisation, in response to rapid expansion of the
pastoral movement, contained requirements for good environmental management and
maintained ownership in the Crown. While there was almost no enforcement of
leasehold management the opportunity existed to demand controls on landuse and
levels of degradation. However, the tenure system was not focused on the obligations
of the leaseholders: ‘lease tenures were initiated as an expedient instrument for
asserting ongoing Crown ownership of land in the face of rapid, uncontrolled, preemptive pastoral occupation’ (Holmes, 2000, 214).
During the ‘wise use’ period there was continued pressure for land release. The
principle of ‘wise use’ refers to the goal of maximising the efficiency of resource use.
The government continued to play a key role in promoting land subdivision, through
schemes with legal requirements to develop. The underlying vision was to settle as
many people as possible on the land, in close settlements of private landholdings by
ideal ‘yeomen farmers’ (Bolton, 1981; Crawford and Crawford, 2003).
Schemes such as the Group Settlement scheme following WWI was aimed at
providing for Australian return soldiers as well as the migration of former soldiers
from the British Empire. The aim of the scheme, outlined in promotion material, was
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‘a more effective distribution of the white population of the empire’ (quoted in
Crawford and Crawford, 2003, 79). Land was ‘scientifically’ subdivided on a grid of
small blocks, usually under 140 acres in higher rainfall areas and around 1 000 acres in
cropping country. In many areas the size of blocks was insufficient to make a viable
income (Tovey and McPhail, 2006). Writing about one of the early schemes in the
south west of Western Australia, Crawford and Crawford conclude that it failed due to
the lack of expertise of the settlers: that none of the promised training took place: the
scheme was seriously under-funded and the fertility of the soil was overstated. The
1930s depression ‘dealt the final blow’. Despite the failure of many of the first group
settlement schemes, further soldier settlements were created after WWII, taking up
blocks abandoned in the first scheme. There was a greater level of government support
for this scheme and success in some areas (Crawford and Crawford, 2003).
Ironically, as Bradsen elucidates, the opportunity within the laws relating to
leaseholders’ responsibility to land management were not built on during the ‘wise
use’ era. On the contrary, the response to the growing unease about the level of land
degradation both in Australia and the devastation in the American dust bowl saw
Australia adopt private property style legislation based on the American model. Thus
the1930s model relied on market mechanisms and voluntary land management based
on private property rights (Bradsen, 2000). Rather than strengthen the obligations on
landholders for sustainable land management this saw the reinforcement of private
interests. Holmes describes the policy implications for the period following these
changes, from 1950s – 1970s, as a response to lessees concerns for reduced rentals and
concessions (Holmes, 2000). Lawrence provides an example of the lack of obligation
on leaseholders of high country grazing during the ‘wise use’ period.
Between 1880s and 1940s, the attitude of the Crown to the high country graziers was
one of apparent disinterest. Graziers were left in virtual control of their own runs
(Lawrence, 1994, 172).

Settlement schemes took place across the lower as well as higher rainfall zones of
southern Australia. The government of Western Australia for example, encouraged
ex-miners to take up land in the Salmon Gums mallee country north of Esperance as
early as 1906, with generous credit terms offered. By 1910 the government had
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surveyed 176 000 acres in the mallee country and 45 000 acres on the Esperance
sandplain into 1 000-acre blocks in anticipation of the railway, recently extended from
Kalgoorlie to Norseman, coming down to Esperance. Some took up land but the
railway did not eventuate until 1927. At the time of the Depression there were more
than 500 farms in the Mallee district, many walked off the land with heavy debts, and
by 1939 only 25 settlers remained. After WWII return soldiers were eligible for War
Service Loans, prices for products improved, and resettlement of the region occurred
(Esperance Shire Council, 1995).
Hence, commitment to the development ethos was not lessened by utilitarian ‘wise
use’ principles (Frawley, 1994; Bradsen, 2000). Under this policy governments and
the community anticipated that the government would continue to provide the
infrastructure and expertise for best development and exploitation of resources. The
seeking of ‘expert’ advice to establish irrigation projects and develop better plant
species, chemical fertilisers and pesticides to maximize production were part of the
drive for ‘wise use’ after the second world war. The post WWII emphasis on
provision of housing, rebuilding for a better society and addressing the inequalities of
prewar depression drove further development. The environment was a low priority on
the political agenda (Bolton, 1981; Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006).
Few saw care of the environment as an urgent priority, and many thought conservation
stood in the way of progress (Bolton, 1981, 147).

The ‘wise use’ period dominated until the rise of the environmental movement in the
1960s. In effect, the ‘wise use’ response to previous uncontrolled exploitation saw
even greater impacts on the environment due to the technological advancements
available for accessing and maximising resources, coupled with the faith in science
and expert advice to deliver progress. It continued to hold sway in some quarters
through to the 1970s with calls to protect access to resources. The Association of
Regional Parks and Countryside Commissions of Australia, for example, representing
mining, farming and forestry interests, called for the abolition of the Environmental
Protection Act of 1975. They lobbied for reversion of national parks into inhabited
parks with ‘wise use of their natural resources’ to avoid loss to the nation of
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‘productive grasses, timber, rocks, sands and minerals’ for ‘man’s benefit’ (Moriarty,
1978).
While wise use concepts were an improvement on unregulated pioneering, the
government departments established in natural resource areas such as forestry, fishing,
minerals and agriculture were all development oriented, often acting as facilitators
rather than regulators of the industries in their charge, and were advocates for these
sectional interests (Frawley, 1994, 71).

Encouragement of broadscale clearing on conditional purchase land continued into the
1970s in areas such as the wheatbelt and the south coast of Western Australia through
the ‘million acres a year’ farmland release scheme (Rundle, 1996). As described by
Allan Herbert, who had a 20-year involvement with the Esperance Department of
Agriculture:
The 1970s were very exciting times in Esperance. Big tracts of new land continued to
be knocked over for agriculture. …there was a progressive feel about the place, with
the Government battling to keep up with the provision of services and the Shire of
Esperance fully extended catering for the new people… The Esperance Land and
Development Company continued to release land for new farmers. Their Contract of
Sale scheme was especially attractive to younger tearaways with minimal capital but
huge appetites for hard work. Under this scheme, the ELD would sell virgin blocks and
the owner was paid contract rates for clearing until Government freehold requirements
were satisfied and the operator could take full possession. In this way, young farmers
with little money could finance themselves into their properties where they would
otherwise have very little hope of buying developed land …
There was an air of optimism and confidence that this pristine country could grow
anything once we worked out how to do it. However, we were largely blind to some
early messages that the land and environment were feeding back to us (Esperance Shire
Council, 1995, 170-171).

The last new land release in the Esperance region took place as recently as 1982. Later
applications for clearing required submission of a plan to outline how vulnerable areas
would be protected, and how retention of vegetation would be undertaken to reduce
the risk of degradation, such as wind and water erosion (Esperance Shire Council,
1995, 174). Such constraints provide some control over clearing, although, as
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mentioned previously, reliance on monitoring and regulation has proven difficult.
Frawley maintains that the Australian government adopted a ‘technocentric’ approach
to emerging environmental issues which continued the mechanistic worldview with
reliance on ‘rational solutions’ to development issues, and the belief that adequate
resources existed for development. Any controls on exploitation levels would be
managed through the price mechanism (Frawley, 1994, 73). The community protests
over iconic environmental issues certainly brought awareness of degradation to the
public, and demanded political attention. While the disparity between an emerging
ecological or ecocentric view of the world and the mechanistic worldview became
more apparent, business as usual continued ‘under the protection of governments more
preoccupied with income and ‘development’ than the environment’ (Garden, 2005,
127).
As summarised in Chapter 2, there is growing concern that reliance on technical
solutions has not been adequate in addressing environmental degradation. As Curtis
and Lockwood point out there is a need to focus on the activities of humans, their
values and behaviour (Curtis and Lockwood, 1998). Economic rationalism continues
to dominate environmental and agricultural policy, and institutional responses, even
though it is now clear that market systems do not adequately represent public good or
non-use values. This reliance has led to ‘limitations and contradictions’ in basic
principles, the current policy mix and institutional arrangements, critical gaps in
knowledge and planning tools, ultimately leading to inappropriate land management
practices (Curtis and Lockwood, 1998, 220).

3.8 Visions competing with the mechanistic worldview
While the mechanistic worldview through nationalism, colonialism and belief in
science was particularly strong during Australia’s colonisation there were other views
expressed, as indeed there are competing visions that coexist with the dominant
worldview of any era and civilisation.
Figure 1, based on Frawley’s analysis, identifies ecological, romantic, and indigenous
visions as three alternative threads (Frawley, 1994). The acknowledgement of
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alternative visions can be tracked throughout the history of Australia’s colonisation in
diaries and private letters, in newspapers reports and letters to editors; in parliamentary
records; in reports commission by governments; and in many other primary historical
documents. These individual voices had minimal impact on the dominant worldview
supported in Australia by the legal and institutional framework, by the church and
faith in science and technology, and the overriding nationalist and colonialist drive to
claim and develop land for the empire and for the economic progress of individuals.
The Australian Aboriginal way of seeing the world overlaps considerably with the
ecological view, although there are important differences that need to be recognised.
An important difference is the western concept of ‘wilderness’ which ignores the longterm interaction of Aboriginal people with the environment (Langton, 1998; Kinnane,
2002). The Aboriginal cosmology connecting daily life with the natural world and
the spiritual world has been renewed through cultural practice over thousands of years
(Graham, 1999). Despite extensive and persistent efforts by colonists to alternately
assimilate or decimate the Aboriginal population, the practice of culture continued,
and their unique worldview persists to the present.
Early settlers such as the lawyer William Nairne Clark in Western Australia showed
that not all were unconscious of the rights of indigenous Australians. Cunningham
(2005, 13) quotes Clarke in the 1842 newspaper The Inquirer.
The British Government, in colonising Western Australia, incurred a FEARFUL
RESPONSIBILITY – a responsibility which no ingenuity can shake off ... The jealousy
of a foreign power induced the British Government to take possession and distribute
lands to settlers, as conquerors usually do, without obtaining the consent of the natives,
who although savages were still the rightful lords of the soil. Great Britain is therefore
bound by every principle of honour and justice to protect the white population and is
equally bound by humanity to protect the black population; but one glaring error has
already been committed: in wresting their possessions from them without any
recompense...

It was not just Christians, philanthropists or the well educated such as William Nairn
Clarke who protested. Reynolds quotes John Cook, a north Queensland miner who
argued that Aboriginals were the rightful owners, ‘for even if we are born in Australia
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we are only usurpers here for if we take away the people’s property without paying for
it it does not matter how much we beautifully (sic) try to cloak it it is and always must
remain stolen property’ (Reynolds, 1987, 163).
Some explorers such as George Grey did not come to profit from land but explored in
a spirit of enlightened curiosity. Grey learnt Noongar, compiled a Noongar
vocabulary, and admired and wrote of Aboriginal culture and skills (Cunningham,
2005, 180).
There were others who recognised the uniqueness and value of local species. Botanist
Ferdinand Von Meuller lobbied to have areas of forest and streamlines in Western
Australia protected, but his advice was rejected (Crawford and Crawford, 2003;
Cunningham, 2005). As Bonyhady explores through his study of paintings, poetry and
public debates, an environmental aesthetic was a part of the culture of Australian
settlers (Bonyhady, 2000). Others recognised the fragility of the Australian landscape
and called for controls on the speed and management of colonisation. Cunningham
provides a timeline showing the recognition of increasing salinisation in Western
Australia from as early as 1863 when wheatbelt explorer Henry Lefroy reported that
... I record my opinion that subsoils must contain the salt brought into them annually for
countless ages, as salts must be left in the soil by evaporation. ... Here, as everywhere in
this colony, soil situated adjacent to imporous rocks without adequate drainage is sure to
abound in salt (Cunningham, 2005, 55).

The 1888 inquiry into 'Origins and Causes of Sand Drifts' pointed to the clearing of
native vegetation as a key cause. In 1898 the Western Australian government botanist
Alex Morrison expressed concern at the depletion of native vegetation, the reduction
in native plants for grazing and the need for vegetation in 'keeping up the level of
(fresh) water in the soil through the dry season' (Cunningham, 2005). Early Welsh
farmer Joseph Jenkins also recorded the deleterious impacts of farming practices
throughout his diary entries of 1869 to 1984 (Evans, 1975).
Individual voices continued to point to unsustainable practices until a more general
rise in the environmental perspective in the 1960s. Farmers such as Jack Ewert
commented on the ‘disastrous’ clearing practices in the 1960s. Ewert was the first
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farmer in the 1950s in Beverley with a farm plan, contour banks and water control; he
also had a keen interest in birds and habitat. He later moved to Esperance where he
experienced machine land clearing first hand.
It absolutely horrified me in the 1960s when they started opening up this area on a broad
scale. I think it would be among the most fragile ecosystems of anywhere in Australia
because it’s a sand plain area… They would just flatten everything. The paperbark
swamps were all wiped out. It nearly drove me crazy. You couldn’t get through to
these people, they had never studied the appropriate material. Some of the required
knowledge has been available since the late 1940s (Esperance Shire Council, 1995,
181).

While the alternative romantic vision was a consistent voice through the settlement
history of Australia it did not have proponents actively trying to create political and
social change commensurate with that vision. The view of many romantics of
Aboriginal people as noble savages or innocent children of nature within a romantic
wild landscape did not necessarily protect either the Aboriginal people or the
environment (Bolton, 1981; Lines, 1991; Frawley, 1994; Garden, 2005). Aboriginal
protests demanding recognition of Aboriginal rights to land, to citizenship and to
cultural practice have persisted across Australia from the time of settlement to the
present. Such protest was largely punished, dismissed and ignored (Haebich, 1992).
The rise of modern environmentalism, particularly the deep ecology perspective
(Devall and Sessions, 1985) was a direct challenge to the anthropocentric and
utilitarian view of nature that had dominated the colonisation of Australia to the 1960s
(Bolton, 1981; Lines, 1991; Frawley, 1994; Garden, 2005).
The most significant new element in environmental understandings was ecocentrism or
biocentrism, an environmental philosophy that sees ecosystems as the centre of the
natural world and, on that basis, values all life equally and sees all life forms as equally
worthy of preservation (Garden, 2005, 123).

The development of modern environmentalism from the 1960s in Australia mirrored
similar movements in other parts of the western world, described as part of a
‘maturing of cultural identity’ (Frawley, 1994). The rise of environmentalism was
more than concern for a range of environmental issues; it was also built on a growing
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appreciation of the unique Australian landscape and flora and fauna, together with an
understanding of the limitations of the Australian environment. This appreciation
developed in concert with the growing number of non-indigenous Australian-born
citizens who saw themselves as Australian rather than British, Italian or Chinese, for
example.
There was a growing public expectation that government would respond to
environmental issues and both Labour and Liberal governments enacted
environmental legislation. Bolton identifies three streams within the emerging
environmental movement: nature conservation, building conservation, and a response
to industrial and urban pollution (Bolton, 1981, 156). A number of flashpoints helped
to give prominence to conservation views including the protest to protect the Great
Barrier Reef, the failure of major developments such as the Ord River Scheme, the
‘ban the bomb’ protests against nuclear testing, the union-led ‘green bans’ movement,
and growing concern about air pollution in cities (Bolton, 1981; Lines, 1991; Garden,
2005). In addition to the rise of environmentalism there were protests concerning the
Vietnam War, increasing disillusionment with the objectivity and reliability of science,
and the rise of feminism. At the same time Aboriginal protests over land rights and
calls for their inclusion in decision-making over Aboriginal land gathered momentum.
It was a period of change and disaffection with the dominant worldview.
The concerns of modern environmentalists went well beyond those raised earlier in
Australia’s colonisation. Leaders such as Milo Dunphy followed on from international
leaders such as John Muir in articulating a deep ecology perspective, arguing that the
rights of species other than humans have intrinsic value. Resonances between
environmentalism and the view of nature held by aboriginal Australians were
increasingly recognised and the hope expressed that Australians could develop a
similar view of the earth ‘as their mother’ (Bolton, 1981; Cunningham, 2005).
The romantic, ecological and Aboriginal perspectives are important alternative ways
of viewing the world, based on different values to those of the mechanistic worldview.
There are commonalities and differences between the three perspectives. The
Aboriginal perspective is a comprehensive worldview with very long history providing
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the ethical, cultural, social, and environmental framework for the survival of a people
over a very long history. The romantic and ecological visions have persisted
throughout the history of western civilisation, with the ecological perspective coming
to the fore in Australia and in other western countries from the 1960s. The increasing
prominence of the ecological vision has been in response to concerns about
environmental degradation, and the inadequacy of science and technology to provide
solutions to problems, and provide meaning for life through ‘material progress’. At
the same time the depth of Aboriginal knowledge about the environment and social
and cultural obligation to protect the environment is increasingly recognised by white
Australians (Rose and Robin, 2004).
The coexistence of the dominant mechanistic worldview and its visions of colonialism,
nationalist and scientific inquiry driving the colonisation of Australia, with the
minority visions of romanticism, ecological vision and the Aboriginal way of life, can
be seen in the history of the Albany – Torbay area. This history is recounted here as a
necessary background to the focus project for this thesis, the Watershed Torbay
project.

3.9 History of settlement of Albany/Torbay area
While relationships between Europeans and Noongars1 in the Albany area were
remarkably close and harmonious for the first few years of settlement, the colonial and
nationalistic approach to Aboriginal people and the environment was similar to that
experienced in other parts of Australia. This was evident in the disregard for
Aboriginal land ownership and responsibilities, a lack of recognition for Aboriginal
knowledge about food sources (particularly plant based foods) and the attempts to

1

Noongar or Nyungar - the spelling of Aboriginal words differs from one reference to another, due to

the oral nature of the Aboriginal language and early Europeans recording words phonetically. There are
also words that differ in pronunciation between Aboriginal groups, which adds another permutation of
spellings.
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‘educate’ Aboriginals in British customs and Christianity (Garden, 1977; Mulvaney
and Green, 1992; Crawford and Crawford, 2003; Cunningham, 2005).
Albany’s initial settlement was a military outpost with a small number of soldiers and
convicts. Their impact was constrained, with only ten acres under cultivation to
supplement the food supplies of the garrison and 45 acres (10ha) of cleared land, even
after four years of occupation (Mulvaney and Green, 1992).
Not only was the British population very small in the first years of Albany’s settlement
but the British military commanders were humane, fair and had a genuine interest in
Noongar culture (Garden, 1977; Mulvaney and Green, 1992). These characteristics
were unusual and contributed significantly to the development of good relationships
with the local Noongars in the early years. Captain Barker, commanding the Albany
outpost from 1828 to 1831, established both a relationship with the local Noongar
community and protocols for cohabitation of the area. His attitude was the exception,
resulting in no Aboriginal fatalities and no aggression to white colonists during his
administration (Mulvaney and Green, 1992). Equally, if not more important, was the
leadership shown by Mokare, younger brother to Nakinah, the leader of the local
family group and part of the Mineng or Meearnanger.
He formed close relationships with a series of military and medical officers who were
assigned to the garrison, and when he was in the settlement he normally shared a house
with one or another of these men. He and his brother Nakina led them on all their early
explorations inland, and they came to rely upon him as their instructor in things
Australian (Mulvaney and Green, 1992, 123).

Barker’s interest led to detailed recording of material gathered from Mokare, and
many others of Mokare’s group, in a diary spanning his three years at Albany. While
the British outpost was developed on land central to Nakinah’s family on the shores of
Princess Royal Harbour and around the harbour to the west, the Noongars also
continued their occupation of this land. The sharing of their land was in keeping with
Aboriginal traditions.
They always lived on the spot where Albany was built; it was at the heart of their estate.
Nor was it out of keeping with tradition for them to let the Europeans use the resources
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of their land. Provided permission was obtained from the owners and certain rules were
followed it was common practice for Aboriginal people to allow others to forage over
their estate (Ferguson, 1987, 128).

Albany's first Resident Magistrate, Dr Alexander Collie (1831 – 1833) and his
successor, Sir Richard Spencer, were both interested in Aboriginal culture and
continued good relations. Collie in particular developed a close relationship with
Mokare and requested to be buried alongside Mokare in Albany (Garden, 1977;
Ferguson, 1987).
The land of the Mineng or Mearnanger stretches between Mt Lindesay near Denmark
to the west, just past Kendenup and Kojaneerup to the north, and just east of Mt
Manypeaks to the east. The Torbay catchment area is part of this range. While it has
been estimated that there were 250 Aboriginal people living within this area
(Ferguson, 1987), accuracy was difficult due to the continual movement of family
groups and visits by families of other language groups such as the Wilman or Wills
people, Koreng to the north and the Dibelman to the west (Ferguson, 1987; Mulvaney
and Green, 1992). Barker referred to the Noongar west of Wilson Inlet as the
Murrum, and Eyre called those responsible for Wilson Inlet and west as the Murrymin,
also referred to as Murray-men or Murram (Crawford and Crawford, 2003).
Regularly-used trails intersected the area, assisting easy travel for hunting and
foraging for food, and religious and cultural practices. As one Albany Noongar
described:
The environment was our supermarket and there were roads taking us to the different
‘shops’ for meat, vegetables, fruit and seeds. On the way you would pass sacred sites,
our churches, and community areas where artwork and dancing took place. There were
also healing places with medicinal herbs (pers. comm. L. Knapp, 2005).

Family areas were carefully managed. While other families, particularly those linked
by kinship had certain hunting and foraging rights there were aspects of management
such as fire that was strictly controlled by the heads of families. Burning was done in
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mosaics2 according to food source supply, weather conditions and burning history, to
allow for animal refuges in unburnt areas (Ferguson, 1987; Mulvaney and Green,
1992; Crawford and Crawford, 2003). Aborigines’ control of fire impressed early
colonists, one remarking that ‘the dexterity with which they manage so proverbially a
dangerous agent as fire is indeed astonishing’ (Stokes in Crawford and Crawford,
2003, 33).
While the Torbay catchment area does not have a strong record of permanent Noongar
living areas it was an important food source, with high plant diversity and many rivers
and wetlands.
The southwest is noted for a high diversity of plant types, but much of the forest is
almost completely dominated by karri or jarrah trees with as few as one hundred other
species. The great variety of species is concentrated at the forest edge, in the woodlands
and along the banks of the rivers, lakes and swamps. The Nyungar focused their
activities primarily in these areas (Ferguson, 1987, 125).

Barker recorded Mokare’s intention to go to Undiup for a month (Mulvaney and
Green, 1992), presumably, the Torbay catchment area where the Undiup Creek lies.
Mokare accompanied Barker and others such as Naval Surgeon Thomas Braidwood
Wilson in exploring the area between Albany and Denmark. Constant movement was
central to the Noongar way of life, to gather food in season, to escape poor weather on
the coast in winter, and to access resources such as resin and spears (Mulvaney and
Green, 1992). While more time was spent inland during winter for greater shelter and
wood supplies in open forested areas, trips to the coast were frequent.
Also in the winter, a considerable gathering of Murrum took place at Wilson’s Inlet
where Eyre recorded his ‘Murrymin’ taking such large quantities of flat-nosed mullet
that they invited other tribes to a great feast (Crawford and Crawford, 2003, 28).

2

Mosaic burning was the practice of controlled burning of small areas on a seasonal basis so that

vegetation was a variety of stages of regeneration thus providing succulent new growth for animals to
feed on; and to assist with control of the extent of wildfire damage by effectively provided control
burning and firebreaks through forested areas.
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While the early years in the Albany area were amicable between the nationalities, the
British severely impacted on the Noongar communities by introducing diseases that
decimated the local population. Even before the establishment of the military colony at
Albany, whalers and sealers had spread venereal diseases among the Aboriginal
population (Crawford and Crawford, 2003). On several occasions Barker records
illness and death from flu.
Mokare came with his party about this time, with Maragnan very sick. 8 or 9 women
had died & 1 man – all apparently from severe colds or catarrh (Mulvaney and Green,
1992, 372).

The cooperative relationships did not continue once colonising began in earnest.
Peaceful cohabitation was possible in Albany only while the garrison remained a
military outpost. This was in stark contrast to the commercially motivated Swan River
settlement, which rapidly took up land, dispossessed local Aboriginal people and
erected fences (Burke, 1991). Traditional food gathering, movement and cultural
practices were made very difficult, leading to constant conflict (Carter, 2005;
Cunningham, 2005).
The era of colonisation in Albany was heralded by the overland exploratory journey
by Captain Bannister, who arrived in Albany with the support of local Noongars who
found his party lost and without provisions near Mutton Bird Island, Torbay
(Mulvaney and Green, 1992). Bannister immediately announced his intention of
applying for a land grant on Princess Royal Harbour, the heart of Nakinah’s and
Mokare’s family domain. By 1837 Bannister had acquired 2 000 acres at Canning
River, 6 000 acres in the Albany region, ten acres at Swan Valley and three lots in the
Perth/Fremantle area.
At the same time the Albany military outpost was handed over to governance by the
Swan River colony. Barker tried to allay the fears of local Noongars about these
changes, and his imminent departure in his diary entry 26 February 1831 notes:
Number of natives in, anxious to know if they would be employed & fed by the settlers.
Mokare again told me in the evening that they talked of coming to stop constantly about
King George Sound. I desired him to say they must not come in numbers at first, with
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the expectation of having plenty, that it was probable few settlers would arrive, & even
if many did, their food would be limited as it would be some time before they could
grow much. If the blacks, however, would work & make themselves useful, they would
be employed & fed. On asking M if his people would make good shepherds like
Nathan, he said ‘yes’, that just at first they might not but in a little time it would be
Nathan middling, black fellow very good (Mulvaney and Green, 1992, 403).

During the early stages of agricultural settlement in the area officials and wealthy
settlers took up large blocks of several hundred or thousands of acres. The early
allocations of property were ambit claims and agricultural development did not take
place for some decades.
It was assumed by officials and propertied settlers that the society they would create
would be a reflection of English society, with a minority of wealthy and privileged
people controlling the land and other capital assets, and a poor majority providing the
necessary labour (Garden, 1977, 37).

The Aboriginals did not see the English claims in the same light. As Barker had
earlier recognised, the sharing of food sources with protocols was a central element of
Aboriginal culture; they saw European livestock as available food. Garden (1977)
points out that the Aboriginal inability to conceive the concept of private property
clashed strongly with the particularly strong focus on private property at the time of
colonisation. As discussed in Chapter 2, private ownership was central to the
mechanistic worldview of the time.
While the European settlers relied heavily on local food sources such as wallabies,
kangaroos, fish and a limited number of plants for their survival, they did not
appreciate the extent of plant-based foods used by Noongars. An early settler in the
Albany region, Ethell Hassell, learned about local foods and medicinal plants from
local Noongars but could not persuade male members of her family that what was
‘good for natives was good for us’ (Cunningham, 2005). Explorer George Grey
recorded Noongars eating seven types of fungi (Crawford and Crawford, 2003). Few
of the 120 species of edible roots in the south west were gathered, much less cultivated
by white people (Cunningham, 2005). The English colonists suffered from health
issues such as scurvy due to their ignorance of local food sources.
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The only plant found to be of much value was a type of wild celery. If pounded a juice
could be extracted to treat scurvy which periodically broke out in the settlement
(Garden, 1977, 28).

The lack of understanding of the ‘supermarket’ environment full of food sources, and
the importance of specialist fire management and selective harvesting to maintain
some of those sources was indicative of Europeans’ lack of appreciation of the
Australian environment and knowledge held by Aboriginal people. By the late 1830s
only Magistrate Sir Richard Spencer had attempted agriculture on any scale, based
only on imported plants and animals.
Throughout the 1830s and 1840s little fresh food was grown in Albany. Only the
Spencer farm produced fruit and vegetables of any quantity, although a few of the other
wealthy settlers had gardens. The majority of the population appear to have gone
without fresh food, lacking the energy to grow their own (Garden, 1977, 97).

As land was claimed and settled the early harmony between local Noongars and
colonists was broken. The first spearing of livestock on Spencer’s Hay River sheep
and cattle property took place in 1838. Incidences increased as more and more land
was purchased and taken up, ‘cases of Aboriginals being shot 'accidentally' by
Europeans defending their property pepper the 1840s, as do cases of Europeans taking
the law into their own hands’ (Garden, 1977, 84).
The taking of native food supplies by hunters exacerbated clashes between settlers and
Aboriginal people. During the 19th century kangaroo was hunted across Australia for
food and skins; 8000 skins a year were exported from the small town of Albany alone
(Cunningham, 2005, 95). Despite the use of many local Aboriginal people to help
with work, due to a general shortage of labour, there was little justice for Aboriginal
people. While there was the occasional protest such as this example of Albany
resident, John Randall Phillips, quoted in Garden, the breaking of British law was
brutally enforced.
The Subjecting the natives to our Laws, not one word of which do they understand, and
without taking proper steps for their Instruction, and not relieving them under such
distressing circumstances, would be revolting to the feelings of a Christian (Garden,
1977, 85).
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The local Noongars continued to decline as the European settlement grew. Aboriginal
populations were decimated by Scarlet Fever in 1860, brought in by an infected boat,
and also affected almost every European child. During the same period it was reported
that more than 90 per cent of Aboriginal people requesting medical help were
suffering from syphilis and associated health issues (Garden, 1978).
The worldview of the time was evident not only in the critical area of property rights
and punishment for transgression, and the attitude to the environment and social class
but also regarding religion. Christianity dominated European society and there was
little appreciation of Aboriginal cosmology. Garden quotes from the Anglican
minister, Wollaston, residing in Albany during this period.
They must be weaned from their bush habits and associations before they can possibly
be converted to the faith of the Gospel, and this can only be effected by the tender and
gentle force of the Church's authority, as God's instrument for bringing these 'other
sheep' into the true Fold (Garden, 1978, 178).

With local Aboriginal populations in decline posing a reduced threat, and increasing
numbers of Europeans in regular contact with other colonies through the P&O
shipping line, there was pressure to connect the Swan River settlement to Albany
overland by rail. There were several motivations for developing the railway, with the
primary driver being private investors who stood to profit from the sale of land opened
up along the entire 400km route of the railway line. In the rivalry between Fremantle
and Albany, particularly during the first 50 years of settlement history, Fremantle had
administrative control and starved Albany of resources, slowing the development of
the southern colony. The railway was seen as a conduit for bringing population and
development to the town of Albany and the Great Southern region. The railway would
also serve as the transport route for vegetables from the Albany/Torbay region for sale
to the goldfields, and bring tourism to Albany (Garden, 1977; Burke, 1991).
By 1880 a timber mill was established at Torbay, with logs taken to Albany firstly by
sea. By 1887 the tramway built between Albany and Torbay carried sleepers for
railway development. The line from Torbay Junction (now Elleker) to the Torbay
mills cost Millars £2 500 per mile to build (Mumford, 1996). A local population grew
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to 200, based on timber and vegetable production (Garden, 1977). By the time the
white population had grown in the Torbay area Aborigines were on the decline and
increasingly confined to camps closer to Albany (Garden, 1977).
There are registered Noongar sites in the Torbay area, such as a fish trap near Mutton
Bird Island used to catch groper; quartz mines; and an important initiation site for the
district at Youngs Siding (Beattie, Johnson et al., 1996/7). Further evidence of
Aboriginal occupation was found by a preliminary Western Australian Museum
anthropological survey including an Aboriginal skull found in Lake Powell, artefacts
near Lake William and an ochre pit on Wilgie Hill (Torbay Waterways Protection
Committee, 1990). These findings indicate the importance of the Torbay area to
Aboriginal people. Aboriginal place names covered the entire area and appeared in
some maps of explorers, but most were replaced on official maps by English names.
Construction of the Perth to Albany railway began in 1888, based on funding from a
private syndicate that would recoup its investment through access to land along the
entire length of the line which it would sell to immigrant settlers. The railway
construction agreement included taking up the town's water frontage through
resumption of land and destruction of buildings. While there was concern expressed
by residents about deprivation of access to the waterfront ‘none of the protestors
mentioned the aesthetic desecration of the beautiful town waterfront’ (Garden, 1977,
197).
The western attitude to the environment and workers was strongly evident in the
attitude to land, the immigrants and timber resource use. The businessmen involved in
funding the railway were primarily interested in making profit from the railway
opening up agricultural land (Burke, 1991). Immigrants responding to advertisements
to take up land were brought to Albany and left to fend for themselves. Many ended
up in slum areas, without resources to take up land and farm (Garden, 1977). The
demand for railway sleepers led to unsustainable cutting of timber in the Torbay area,
followed by the development of timber mills at Denmark with an extension of the
railway. By 1905 all these mills ceased operation, as the timber resources were
depleted below profitable levels (Conochie, 1979; Beattie, Johnson et al., 1996/7).
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By 1896 the settlement program along the Perth – Albany railway was still very slow,
and pressure on government for greater support led to the government purchasing both
the unsold land and the Great Southern Railway from the private interests. The
government then opened up a land settlement scheme. Grassmere in the Torbay area
was taken up during this time for horticulture and farming (Garden, 1977). The
Albany – Denmark railway line was also bought back from Millars, to provide a
service for transporting vegetables from west of Albany to the goldfields, and supplies
back to settlers who had no other form of transport. The line was never profitable;
however the Millars family did well from their enterprises (Anonymous, 1988). A
descendant of the Millars, Patricia Mary Conrad, has been quoted as saying ‘Charles
and Edwin became very wealthy through their enterprise, and they well provided for
their families, parents and sisters all of whom lived in a lavish manner’ (Mumford,
1996, 23).
The government purchase of railways was only made possible through foreign
borrowing. State governments across Australia provided assistance for settlement,
agriculture and mining expansion as a key objective in the presiding development
ethos, and the buy-back of railways was seen as a major way of supporting such
expansion (Burke, 1991). The long-term impact of such development was generally
interpreted as positive progress, despite environmental degradation and social
hardship.
Several key issues now experienced in the Torbay catchment can be connected to early
settlement. Much of the lower part of the catchment area’s timber was milled by 1905
and understorey cleared particularly in the peat swamps to grow potatoes and other
vegetables. The population increased with soldier settlement after World War I, and
by the 1940s most of the accessible and suitable farming land in the Albany-Torbay
area had been taken up. The drive to maximise the amount of land under permanent
human cultivation was unquestioned by most individuals, and was the main aim of
local and state governments. Uncultivated land was considered to be idle.
This wonderfully rich land has its drawback. No one could build upon it because in
winter it fills with water and becomes a bog.... If means could be found for keeping the
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inlet open or taking the inland waters to the ocean without entering the inlet, many
thousands of acres that are now idle or that can be used only six months in the year,
would become extremely valuable (Albany Advertiser, 1899).

The development of drainage from 1898, while permitting year-round vegetable
growing, had significant negative consequences. The clearing of trees and drainage
works meant that water in the middle catchment would run off more rapidly from
farmland, causing flooding downstream and taking sediment into the receiving
waterbodies of Lake Powell, Lake Manarup and Torbay Inlet. Sediment, together with
nutrients from agricultural land, is now the key issue in the catchment, causing regular
toxic algal blooms in waterways, Lake Powell and Torbay Inlet. The early drainage of
Ewert’s Swamp also exposed acid sulfate soils, killing all vegetation around the
swamp and some of Lake Powell and permanently creating release of acidic water.
Early drainage of the lower Torbay catchment area also required the artificial opening
of the inlet bar to the sea, to release floodwaters from the Inlet so it did not back up in
the drains and cause flooding.
As the railways extended, allowing the development of agriculture and settlement, the
number and movement of Noongars contracted. There is almost no reference to
contact with local Noongars in the historical accounts of early Torbay colonists.
The few members of the Aboriginal tribes who remained lived in camps outside of the
town (Albany) and around the district. They survived mainly on what they could obtain
by begging or by putting on displays of boomerang or spear-throwing near the London
Hotel for the steamer visitors… (Garden, 1977, 239).

As experienced across Australia, the extent and productivity of Albany-Torbay
agriculture was increased by the introduction of machinery, fertilisers, pesticides and
new plant varieties. Local Elleker resident Joyce Shiner recalls from diary entries in
1946 the first use of a bulldozer in the area, ‘as there was still a patch of good swamp
to be cleared’ (Anonymous, 1988). While natural assets such as Lake Powell were
recognised as beauty spots there did not appear to be any understanding that drainage,
exposure of acid sulfate soils and land clearing would lead to damage.
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The land agent of the Company was so struck with the beauty of Lake Powell, with its
pebbly beach and with its “shining and shimmering” waters, forming a strong contrast
with the sombre herbage around it and on the encircling hills, that he decided to lay out
a townsite there (Albany Advertiser, 1899).

Swamp areas were certainly not considered assets and, until very recently swampland
across Australia has been filled, drained and extensively farmed. Fortunately, the
surveyed town of Grassmere was never built, or further damage to Lake Powell is
likely to have occurred.
Early horticultural practices in the Torbay area were simple and effective in the rich
peat swamp areas. Successful crops included potatoes and cabbages, both planted
without cultivation into the still partly-flooded swamplands. They ‘made a small hole
in the mud and added a little blood-and-bone, and a cabbage plant’ (Anonymous,
1988). However, insect pests became a problem after the initially successful crops,
and with the advent of pesticides organic horticulture was superseded. Joyce Shiner
recalls the introduction of DDT.
One day Bly came home from town with a 150-pound bag of “wonder killer”. It was a
bag of DDT dust from Wesfarmers. Bly was quite excited about the new insecticide
and went about dusting the growing vegetables with a rotary knapsack duster. If
anybody called to see him I would only have to point them in the direction of a little
cloud of dust. Soon everybody was using DDT on their crops, and while there was
some small printed warning on the container, people became very nonchalant about it.
Then came water-soluble DDT and this was considered even better than the powder, as
it was scarcely noticeable on the plants or fruit, and much more economical. While Bly
was conscientious enough about the ‘with-holding’ period before marketing, he paid
little heed to his own safety, and often his clothing would be saturated with the solution
at the end of a spraying spree.
I was more nervous about the possible effects on him, and when he sprayed the house
inside and out for fleas I kept the children and myself out until he had finished. Then I
would go in with a mop and a bucket to sop up the puddles, wringing the mop with bare
hands. It certainly was the answer to the flea problem; but more than one vegetable
grower paid for it with his life, a few years later (Joyce Shinner in Anonymous, 1988).
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The European colonisation of the Torbay catchment was similar to that which
occurred in other parts of Australia driven by the same mechanistic worldview: Britain
was the key reference point for farming methods and crops, as well as societal norms.
The majority of colonists did not see Noongar culture and knowledge as relevant, and
there is little reference to either in the memoirs of early Torbay settlers. There were
also Chinese immigrants mining gold and growing vegetables in the Torbay area, but
they are referred to as ‘the Chinese’ without any names recorded.
The area was settled first through the desire to exploit timber resources required to
build railways, and then to access land for agriculture. This was undertaken with the
goal of maximising returns in the short term, and there was no sense of a forestry
industry in perpetuity. The clearing of trees was seen as desirable, as it made the
building of railways possible and cleared the way for horticulture, dairying and
agriculture.
Those who in the end undertook the hard labour of cultivating the land came from the
labouring classes, with little capital or resources. The main objective, therefore, was
the rapid establishment of crops to ensure survival.

While local natural assets such as

Lake Powell and Torbay Inlet were appreciated, the impact of interventions on the
environment such as drainage, land clearing, and floodgates were not understood,
appreciated or seen as a priority. There was confidence in the ability of science and
technology to provide solutions to problems, so advice on products such as new
pesticides was unquestioned.
Garden comments that white colonists in Western Australia to some extent saw their
migration as 'a colonial crusade as well as a marvellous adventure' (Garden, 1977,
261). Those contributing to the ultimate aim of ‘taming the land for agriculture’ were
given the highest accolades, such as in this newspaper article on the progress of the
Grassmere settlement at Torbay.
Situated some 12 miles from the town, it first attracted the attention of settlers the year
following the opening of the Great Southern Railway. One by one families took up
their residence there, and clearing the country turned it to account. Today fully 50
settlers live in the vicinity, and thanks to their industry and care, 1,000 of the most
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productive acres in the colony are under cultivation…When first taken up every acre
was very heavily timbered, but with patient determination, extensive tracts of land were
cleared years ago and are now in excellent condition for growing purposes (Albany
Advertiser, 1900).

The history of colonialism in the Albany-Torbay area on the south coast of Western
Australia is similar to that experienced throughout Australia. A key departure from
the typical early history was the harmonious relationships between local Noongars and
the white colonists. This difference was due firstly to the attitudes and behaviour of
the first commanders of the Albany settlement, who were conciliatory, genuinely
interested in Aboriginal culture, respectful of Noongars as the owners of the land, and
who set out to develop personal relationships with them. Secondly, Albany was a
small military outpost for its first three years, and thereafter the population grew very
slowly. This meant that the annexing of Aboriginal land by colonists was slower than
other colonies which delayed direct conflict with traditional landowners. Once
agricultural land was taken up in earnest conflict with and suppression of Noongars
followed the pattern in other settlements.

3.10 Summary
The colonising of Australia was undertaken with a mixture of nationalistic pride, faith
in the superiority of British civilisation, a sense of adventure and scientific curiosity,
and a considerable dose of individual desire to ‘make a fortune’ in the new country.
These strong driving forces of the western mechanistic worldview in Australia were
also sweeping across many other British and European colonies during the same
period.
The way the Australian environment and indigenous Australians were seen and treated
arose from this worldview. The confidence in ‘progress’ through science and
technology and belief in development and economic growth as progress saw the rapid
clearing of land, dispossession of indigenous Australians and introduction of plants
and animals that together caused irreparable damage to the Australian soils,
waterways, native plants, animals and indigenous human society. There were voices
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that protested at the impacts from these dominant visions but until the 1960s protests
did not have the weight to create any significant responses.
The history of colonisation across Australia was repeated in the focus project area of
Albany-Torbay. While initial relationships between colonisers and local Noongars
were very amicable this could only be maintained while the settlement remained a
military outpost. When the colonial drive to privatise land and clear it for Englishstyle farming came to Albany the same patterns experienced elsewhere were repeated.
The legal and institutional structures created at the time of settlement were based on
British common law, favouring the rights of the individual property owner. Financial
support through delivery of infrastructure such as railways, water supplies and lowinterest loans were seen as an essential government service to the greater goal of
settlement, development and, ultimately, progress through the generation of personal
wealth.
The mechanistic worldview that so strongly influenced the way Australia was
colonised remains the dominant worldview. It is embedded in the legal and
institutional structures within which land management was undertaken; it is evident in
our expression of what is laudable as a good Australian. History is shaped by
dominant worldviews. Increasingly environmental issues are understood and
improvements in condition desired. However, the values embodied by the western
mechanistic worldview at the time of Australia’s colonial settlement still dominate
farming systems and expectations, and are out of step with significant changes in the
way land and people are treated.
The present landscape in the Torbay catchment, like agricultural landscapes across
Australia, was shaped by its history. To seriously address environmental degradation
in the Torbay catchment will require recognition and re-evaluation of these values. As
this chapter has outlined, the mechanistic worldview determined how the landscape
was perceived. The dominant worldview’s belief in its own superiority precluded
seeing that Australian Aboriginals’ view of the world was vastly different and had
developed in response to the unique Australian landscape. The British colonisers
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brought their worldview to Australia, imposing the legal, financial and administrative
structures and applying them to the settlement of Australia.
The legacy of this history remains with us. As this chapter has indicated, while there
have been different visions at play in the Australian community at different periods of
settlement, the underlying utilitarian approach to the environment and view of the
world has persisted from the exploitative pioneering period, through the ‘wise use’ era
and into the environmentalism period (Frawley, 1994). Now, however, the
subdominant voices of the romantic, indigenous and ecological views are gaining
status. It is being recognised that a more comprehensive and appropriate response to
the key issues of environmental degradation and resource limitations facing Australia,
and the world as a whole, is required. The dissonance between the dominant western
mechanistic worldview and the emerging alternative visions of the romantic,
ecological and indigenous perspectives is increasingly apparent, and invites the
articulation and practice of an alternative worldview.
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Chapter 4. The Australian landcare movement

As discussed in Chapter 3, the Australian landcare movement is built on modern
environmentalism, which emerged in the 1960s in Australia along with similar
movements in other parts of the western world (Bolton, 1981; Frawley, 1994; Garden,
2005). The rise of environmentalism in Australia was more than a concern for a range
of environmental issues. It was also based on a growing appreciation of the unique
Australian landscape, flora and fauna, together with a widening understanding of the
limitations of the Australian environment with respect to the European agricultural
systems that had been introduced.
The approach of the Australian landcare movement is dualistic. It continues the
mechanistic worldview that rests on the notion of progress as synonymous with
economic growth, and individual gain as representative of whole-of-community
wellbeing. It supports the pre-eminence of science and scientists as the primary source
of authoritative knowledge, and technology as the source of solutions to environmental
degradation (Gray and Lawrence, 2001; Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006).
At the same time, the landcare network has been developed and supported to grapple
with land degradation, and associated social and financial issues from a more social
perspective. The overriding goal of the Decade of Landcare as a government
sponsored program was understood to be ‘that land in Australia is increasingly used in
an economic and ecologically sustainable manner’ (Mues, Roper et al., 1994), through
‘a community-based approach to fixing environmental problems and protecting the
future of our natural resources’(House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Science and Innovation, 2004, 17). The focus of the landcare program was on the
broadacre industries of wheat and other crops, mixed livestock and crops, sheep, beef,
sheep and beef as well as intensive industry in particular the dairy industry.
The landcare ‘movement’ has a wider range of interpretations, and can be defined as
represented by the more than 4250 groups that self-identify or are formally constituted
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under the banner of landcare (House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Science and Innovation, 2004). The intent of the landcare movement was to embrace
very broad participation including a range of environmental groups, friends of groups,
and business associations assisting with landcare efforts, as well as the paid
coordinators, managers and researchers in community organisations, research
institutions and government agencies associated with sustainable land management.
In this thesis ‘landcare movement’ is used in the broader sense unless otherwise
indicated.
Members of the landcare movement have successfully engaged communities across
Australia in discussion about local issues, and motivated interest in rural and urban
areas in working to improve the environmental, social and economic wellbeing of
communities. Paradoxically, the institutional frameworks remain aligned to the
mechanistic worldview, in continued growth and ‘progress’. There has been a groping
toward a review of the fundamental approach to change, but a firm grounding has not
yet been established. As Lockie, Lawrence and Cheshire ask
Are governments unaware of the fundamental contradiction between seeking
sustainable development within a competitive global market regime that rewards
productivism?

Can the unsustainable path of global marketisation really be made

sustainable in the manner currently being promoted? (Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006,
40).

As the Decade of Landcare came to a close in 1999, the outcomes of ten years of
landcare effort were reviewed (Curtis and Lockwood, 1998; Commonwealth
Department of Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry-Australia, 1999; Polkinghorne,
Blackburn et al., 2000; Radio National, 2000; Toyne and Farley, 2000; Young, 2000;
Cary and Webb, 2001; House of Representatives Standing Committee on Environment
and Heritage, 2001; Thompson, 2002; Wentworth Group, 2002; Department of
Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry, 2003; Land & Water Australia, 2004). Despite the
good efforts of a significant network of people involved with landcare the level of
change on the ground has not been sufficient to address the level of degradation
occurring annually, much less reverse the trends and seriously move toward more
sustainable agricultural systems (House of Representatives Standing Committee on
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Environment and Heritage, 2001; Thompson, 2002). The Decade of Landcare was
successful in raising awareness but not in motivating significant levels of behavioural
change.
While the network developed through the Australian landcare movement provides an
excellent opportunity for involvement in decision-making, discussions to date have not
focussed on the underlying direction of agriculture and conflicting values concerning
land management. Science-based information continues to be given a great deal of
weight in deliberations. This results in overemphasis on technical solutions to issues
identified in community deliberation processes, and insufficient authority to local and
values-based knowledge.
There have been significant changes to the landcare movement since the closure of the
Decade of Landcare. With increasing pressure from growing environmental
degradation such as water quality and availability across Australia, and climate change
worldwide, there is examination of the framework within which current solutions are
being developed and their ability to meet the environmental, economic and social
challenges. The government response since 1999 has included the policy to ‘devolve’
natural resource management to regional bodies across Australia, on the basis of
federal government accredited investment plans for each region (Commonwealth
Department of Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry-Australia, 1999). While there are
opportunities arising from this significant change in policy and program delivery the
underlying mechanistic worldview driving productivist agriculture in Australia
remains. The tensions between the community landcare movement ethos on the one
hand, and the mainstream government and industry neoliberal ideology on the other,
are increasingly apparent. Changes in rural and regional communities highlight these
tensions with regional natural resource management bodies having the dual role of
community advocates and responsibility for monitoring and accountability to meet
state and federal government directives.
A fresh approach to the management of natural resources requires a re-examination of
current farming practices and their historical context, and of the options available to us
into the future. Most importantly, it requires a re-evaluation of the ontological and
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epistemological assumptions that underpin our current worldview. Landcare requires
new ways of seeing the world, and different solutions to issues. The present
Australian landcare movement has been limited and framed by the current
worldview,and its dualism mirrors the tensions between different worldviews.
This chapter will review the development history of the Australian landcare
movement, the limitations and successes of the Decade of Landcare, and the
opportunities and issues with the changes in landcare and natural resource
management, post-Decade of Landcare. The tensions that exist between the landcare
movement and the mainstream mechanistic worldview that drove the establishment of
the agricultural system from colonisation to the present time will be discussed.

4.1 The ‘default country’
The mechanistic worldview that so strongly influenced the way Australia was
colonised. This can be seen in texts, policies and institutions. Ideas and values are
embedded in the language of discourses used within different worldviews.
The view expressed in Australia’s national anthem is that Australians is ‘young and
free’. This view discounts the 40 000-year Aboriginal heritage and treatment of
Australia’s indigenous population. The belief that there are ‘boundless plains to share’
and that there are ‘golden soils’ that will produce ‘wealth for toil’ suggests a
significant misreading of the limitations of the environment. These views arose from
the nationalistic pride of British colonists, and belief in resource development and
exploitation. Such sentiments continue to be expressed – for example in the following
highly commended entry in the 2002/2003 Poetry Feast held in the Queensland City of
Ipswich.

Our Heritage
This land in which we live today, an isle of plenty in a troubled sea,
The envy of so many, less fortunate than we,
And yet the fact, two centuries ago, it lay discarded, like an unread book
Until discovered by England’s Captain Cook
He saw the beauty of its shores and its rolling sunburnt lands
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And claimed it for his people and placed it in the Empires hands
The Empire gathered up settlers to populate the place
But the trials and tribulations were very hard to face,
Heartbreak followed tragedy, failure followed pain,
The land itself began to die because of lack of rain,
Seasons passed by quickly, and settlers’ toil began to pay,
And soon the land began to bloom until we have the nation of today
We’re a multicultural people now with folks from many lands
Who hope to find a better life with open minds and helping hands
This land is a place of plenty and all of us can share
All treatment should be equal all judgements must be fair
Our people of all nations, put success in front of failure
Multi-culture is our heritage, in this proud land Australia.
Jackson Pitt 2002/2003.

The mistaken assertion that Australia was unused – ‘discarded’ – and unexplored until
Captain Cook ‘discovered it’ is reiterated. While areas of Australia continue to be
very productive, to speak of a ‘blooming’ land and ‘a place of plenty’ underestimates
the environmental degradation and limitations that are only now being fully
appreciated. In contrast, Australia has been described as the most unproductive
continent, due to the low nutrient levels in soils and low productivity compared to
European agricultural soils (Diamond, 2005).
As Arthur aptly describes in ‘The Default Country’ the English language used to
describe the Australian environment made constant comparison to the preferred
English landscapes. This perspective cast Australia as the alien land, the ‘Antipodes’
to be ‘tamed’ (Bolton, 1981; Flannery, 1998).
What are the qualities of the Default Country? It is a place of permanent rivers, of
permanent water supply, of water accessibility, of reliable rain, of greenness, of trees of
a particular height, of limited, hilly and marked landscapes, of particular qualities of
distance, its plants and animals are regularly shaped and behaved (Arthur, 2003, 26).

The language used to describe the Australian environment has been likened to the
language used to describe women in continual reference to men, rather than women’s
experiences in their own right (Arthur, 2003). The task of feminism has been to
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articulate a different worldview. This has required the development of new language
and new ways of approaching knowledge, research, power and everyday life. The
language that has been used to define the Australian environment and our relationships
to it is referential to the ‘old country’ or ‘home’ England. Our perceptions have
coloured our language, and as Seddon expresses, our language has also coloured our
perceptions.
A language come from England's green and pleasant land does not fit the Australian
landscape; it blurs our perceptions, acting as an overlay or coloured filter. Perhaps that
is one reason that our painters and our film-makers have been so important to us, and
that our management of the land has been so often inappropriate (Seddon, 2002, 253).

Eggins points out that ‘colonisation is as much a process of coming to know and name
the country as it is coming to settle it physically’ and that our knowing and naming of
Australia has been through the colonising language, English.
Lexical choices are by necessity semiotic: they are part of the process through which
culture and its ideologies are realised in linguistic form (Eggins, 2004, 5).

Arthur’s study of the use of English in Australia follows the tracks left by colonisers
from 1900 forward through their words in public texts (Arthur, 2003). English
descriptions were created in relation to the experience of English place, including the
features, the colours, the lighting, the human modifications, and the smells that
generated a sense of knowing and connection for the inhabitants of England. These
descriptions were found to be at odds with much of the experience of Australia.
Colonists far from their ‘home’ and all that was familiar most often described their
experience in relation to what Arthur calls the default country, England, with Australia
found wanting.
There is an invisible negative shape working within the language of the colonists,
forming ‘Australia’ by discrepancies and absences. The shape is that of the Default
Country – which may have once been England, but which by the twentieth century is
better understood as the kind of country implicitly present in the English language
(Arthur, 2003, 26).

Gray describes this process as common to British colonies around the world, with
colonisers having turned English ‘to the task for which it wasn't invented – expressing
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the living, daily conditions of somewhere not inherently and natively English' (Gray,
1986, 5). In this context the language is used to reflect two landscapes: one present,
and one 'remembered', with memory often romanticising the original (Gray, 1986. 24).
Through a rich tapestry of examples, Arthur shows how colonists struggled to come to
terms with the Australian landscape. She shows the incongruity of the application of
the English language to Australian rivers for example. Even the modern definition –
she uses the 1997 Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary – refers to a river as 'a
copious natural stream of water flowing in a channel to the sea or a lake etc'. This
does not fit the way many Australian rivers behave. Arthur shows how this mismatch
between accepted definition and landscape reality has lead to the frequent perception
of rivers that do not meet the dictionary definition as being inadequate. They have
been described in 20th century texts as variously 'lost', 'wandering aimlessly',
degenerated', and flowing to 'a dead end' (Arthur, 2003, 18).
A lake is described in the Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary as 'a large body of
water surrounded by land', and in The Macquarie Dictionary as 'a body of water (fresh
or salt) of considerable size, surrounded by land'. In fact, many Australian lakes are
dry for much or some of the time, and many are dry and salty. Arthur tracks
descriptors such as 'hypothetical' lakes, a dry lake as 'unnatural', the description of
Lake Eyre as 'a horrible travesty, a vast white prostrate ghost of a lake' (Arthur, 2003,
21).
Arthur argues that such reference to the default country still occurs, for example in the
use of ‘first’ in historical accounts – first sighting, first fleet, first town, first settler. It
established that the place did not exist until colonisers arrived; with the arrival of the
‘first fleet’ the history of Australia begins, and the country and its landscape is named.
The term 'first sight' positions the colonist as an outsider, as one who comes from
elsewhere to, and reminds the colonists that there was a time when 'Australia' did not
exist for the colonist.
The marking of these aspects of colonial existence as 'first' in a continual reminder of
the colonial status of the non-indigenous population and a form of celebration of
occupation (Arthur, 2003, 41).
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In contrast the Australia Day national holiday celebrating colonisation has been
mourned since 1938 by the Aboriginal community (Arthur, 2003).
Writers such as Flannery offer a new perspective of Australia’s relationship to Europe
through evolutionary history, describing Europe as the ‘new land’ being comparatively
young, raw and with a predatory biota adapted to a disturbed environment, in contrast
to Australia as the ‘old country’ with poor, fragile soils, unreliable climate and
biodiverse but interdependent ecology, a comparatively stable land (Flannery, 1998).
Such reversals in the usual descriptions cause us to think again about our perceptions
of Australia. The way we see the world is influenced by our dominant frame as
described by Lakoff (2004). Part of the development of our frame is created from our
previous visual contact and how we make sense of our experience. It is apparent that
the colonists did not see the same landscape as the indigenous population, because
‘what a man sees depends both upon what he looks at and also upon what his previous
visual-conceptual experience has taught him to see’ (Sandercock, 2003,153). This
experience is then further interpreted through language.

4.2 The landcare worldview
Landcare has been an important part of the reframing of the relationship of Australians
to their environment. Government efforts to address environmental issues prior to the
advent of Landcare were focused on land degradation and ‘wise use’ of land resources,
as described in Chapter 3. The Australian Soil Conservation Council, representing the
federal and state governments, published a National Soil Conservation Strategy in
1988. The overall aim of the strategy was to
…conserve Australia’s soil resources so that further soil loss and land degradation are
prevented and environmental utility is sustained (Australian Soil Conservation Council,
1988, 7).

The choice of the word ‘utility’ is important, with its focus on maintaining soil
resources for productive use. There is a lack of recognition of the depth and spread of
the issues, and a misplaced confidence expressed that: ‘with proper use and
management, land degradation can be reduced or contained; environmental damage
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can be minimised; and productivity sustained or improved’ (Australian Soil
Conservation Council, 1988, 1).
The magnitude of issues such as salinity, eutrophication and water shortages were not
articulated in the strategy. The attitude to change is also evident in the choice of
photographs in the publication. The caption for Photo 1 is simply ‘Contour banks and
waterways, New South Wales’.

Photo 1: Contour banks and waterways, New South Wales (Australian Soil Conservation
Council, 1988)

It is unlikely that a photo of banks such as these, in a landscape almost entirely
denuded of deep-rooted perennials, would be presented as an ideal demonstration
today. The front cover of the Strategy document, Photo 2, is promoting contour
cultivation and strip cropping incorporating fallow ground. While there is no doubt
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that these practices would improve productivity and reduce soil loss, the landscape
contains no evidence of consideration about biodiversity and water quality impacts.

Photo 2: Contour cultivation and strip cropping (Australian Soil Conservation Council, 1988)

The choice of photos is a further expression of the ‘wise use’ attitude to the
environment, discussed in Chapter 3, that prevailed in Australia between 1900 and the
1960s (Frawley, 1994). The National Soil Conservation Strategy, however, is an
important document which indicates a growing understanding of the need to manage
for a range of purposes, and includes the mention of nature conservation. A key action
in the strategy was to build further awareness and adoption of a land conservation
ethic (Australian Soil Conservation Council, 1988, 14).
By the inception of the Decade of Landcare in 1990 the concept of a land conservation
ethic had evolved into the aim of developing a landcare or stewardship ethic across
Australian society, this aim was embodied in the very name of ‘land care’. The first
national conference covering the launch Landcare was still under the auspices of soil
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conservation within the 5th Australian Soil Conservation Conference in 1992 subtitled
Community Action…Landcare in the 1990s (Department of Agriculture, 1992).
The conference had a workshop specifically addressing community awareness and
education. The Preface indicates the major shift occurring through the inception of
Landcare.
Not so long ago most of the people concerned with land conservation would have
declared that community awareness and eduction had nothing to do with, nor could
contribute to, mainstream soil conservation activities. Indeed, the fact that such a
workshop was held at the Fifth Australian Soil Conservation Conference is an indication
of how sophisticated are the present programs concerned with the land conservation
effort in Australia.
A high level of community awareness is now recognised as the precursor to changing
attitudes to both the way members of the community regard and respond to land
degradation problems and, perhaps more importantly, the way Governments and
businesses contribute to programmes to overcome them (Department of Agriculture,
1992, v).

There was recognition of land degradation as a social issue requiring the concerted
effort of both urban and rural residents, and that the ability to address issues would
require sufficient pressure on governments to resource action. The adoption of the
Decade of Landcare rather than the Decade of Soil Conservation as first proposed, also
indicated a broadening of concern ‘to foster an ethic among all Australians to carefully
manage the land and all its resources’ (Standen and Goss, 1992, 3).
By 1995 the prefacing letter from the federal Minister for Primary Industries and
Energy, Bob Collins, to the national Facilitating our Future conference, hosted by the
National Landcare Program, incorporated sustainability as the underlying principle.
This was in line with national government commitments under the National Strategy
for Ecologically Sustainable Development (Department of the Environment and Water
Resources, 2007).
Landcare in Australia is putting into practice the principles of ecologically sustainable
development. I look forward to my continued involvement with the landcare movement
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in strengthening the nation’s capacity to manage our natural resources in a truly
sustainable manner for the benefit of present and future generations (Collins, 1995).

It is interesting to note that the sub-title of this 1995 conference also extended the role
of facilitation to incorporate not just landcare but also regional development – ‘A
Conference on Facilitation in Landcare and Regional Development’. This marks a
significant change from the Soil Conservation Strategy and its focus on soil and
productivity.
The major government funding initiative since the end of the Decade of Landcare in
2000 has been the National Action Plan for Salinity and Water Quality, which strongly
focuses on ‘tackling salinity’ and ‘improving water quality’ and the continuation of the
Natural Heritage Trust program. The National Action Plan for Salinity and Water
Quality plan aims to:
• prevent, stabilise and reverse trends in dryland salinity affecting the sustainability of
production, the conservation of biological diversity and the viability of our
infrastructure
• improve water quality and secure reliable allocations for human uses, industry and the
environment (Council of Australian Governments, 2000, 5).

While the environment is now an integral part of such government policy, it comes
after ‘production’, ‘human uses’ and ‘industry’ needs. In the second paragraph on
Purpose it states that the plan is about action on salinity and water quality to ensure
land and water resources can sustain productive and profitable land and water uses ‘as
well as’ our natural environments (Council of Australian Governments, 2000).
Implicit in these statements is a hierarchy of concern with natural environments being
separated from human use and given a lower priority. This indicates a lack of
appreciation for the interdependence of humans and the environment and an
anthropocentric view of the world and human importance.
The major changes to Landcare since the Decade of Landcare have been the
development of regional bodies to delivery the federally funded programs matched by
state funding. The regional bodies, now responsible for the preparation of regional
strategies and delivery of federal and state funds, have been renamed natural resource
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management bodies. This change of language is important. Landcare, while seen as
deficient in not incorporating waterways, wetlands and marine parts of the
environment, is a values-rich term. Natural resource management, in contrast, is a
mechanistic term suggesting use as opposed to care. Many local groups have retained
the use of landcare in their names, and refer to themselves as landcare groups rather
than ‘NRM’ bodies by choice. Both terms are currently in use and there is debate
about whether they can coexist. The interconnected nature of landcare to societal
health is increasingly understood within the landcare movement. However, while the
movement has introduced the exploration of values and relationships between people
and landscapes, the need for landcare to deal with structural issues at the level of
worldviews has not been embraced at policy level. ‘Wise use’, for example, is being
reintroduced through terminology such as natural resource management, particularly
by federal and state government agencies.
By 2006 Landcare had become a fast-growing international movement. At the 2006
International Landcare conference in Melbourne, Landcare was introduced as ‘a
community approach to meeting the environmental challenges of sustainable landuse’
with the conference themes of ‘landscapes, lifestyles and livelihoods’ reflecting ‘the
breadth of our interest and the critical relationship between people and landscapes’
(Department of Sustainability & Environment, 2006).
The renaming of the movement for land management change in Australia to ‘natural
resource management’ is indicative of the struggle between the historical mechanistic
worldview and an emerging worldview that recognised the interconnectedness of
biophysical and human wellbeing. This disjunct between seeing the land as a resource
for private exploitation and as a common good requiring stewardship is apparent in
policy.
There is policy dissonance between, on the one hand, the neo-liberal drive to ‘deregulate’ the economy that promotes the view of farmers as ‘business managers’ and
creates ‘winners and losers’, and on the other hand, the land stewardship ethos, which
encourages farmers to be good natural resource managers, often for public rather than
private benefit (Dibden, Cocklin et al., 2006, 4).
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While the stewardship ethos is important, it does not encapsulate the depth of the
landcare ethic in terms of the relationships with land and between people needed to
move to sustainability. There is a need to deliberately move beyond concepts of ‘wise
use’, which seeks greatest efficiency of resource exploitation. The current reassertion
of the stewardship ethic is part of the necessary redefinition of the human relationship
with each other and the environment. This definition of stewardship goes beyond the
Judeo-Christian tradition that maintains the distance between the environment and
human interaction. It has been used within landcare to express the obligations on
landholders individually to manage land, to protect environmental values and for
future generations, as well as in a collective sense working together to manage the
environmental for the overall public good. As expressed by Beauregard, meeting
sustainability objectives is stewardship in action, as ‘sustainability encourages people
to be responsible for the environment, other living organisms and future generations’
(Beauregard, 2003, 72).
Sustainability is such a broad concept that both the rhetoric of landcare and natural
resource management are based on sustainability principles. The practice of the
landcare movement has been substantially relational, with emphasis on the collective
efforts of the landcare network. However, its effectiveness has been limited by the
context of the mechanistic worldview in which it operates. The mechanistic
worldview remains in place and is potentially reinforced by the strong commitment at
Australian federal government level to neoliberal ideology as will be discussed in
section 4.5. This means that the new devolved deliver of natural resource management
remains similarly limited by its context. The language of natural resource
management, as discussed in this section, suggests a mechanistic approach to resource
management to facilitate ‘use’ rather than a relational approach to sustainability.
The mechanistic worldview, which continues to assume that rational scientific
knowledge is objective and superior, in contrast to moral subjective frameworks
(Taylor, 1989) has not encouraged a strong focus on debate about values. Sandercock
raises the importance of language in bringing about transformation of values and
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institutions, and urges that reaching for sustainability will require recognition of values
and the subjective.
The language traditionally used in planning practice has been a rational discourse that
explicitly avoids the realm of emotions, which is of course the stuff of storytelling … I
want to suggest that more and more of our efforts, if we want to work toward
sustainable cities, will be bound up with organizing hope, negotiating fears, mediating
memories, and facilitating community soul searching and transformation (Sandercock,
2003, 153).

4.3 The history of Landcare
The Australian landcare movement arose from the growing understanding that land
and water degradation was affecting the whole of society, and could not be addressed
by farmers alone. The name ‘Landcare’ was first adopted through the collaboration of
two Victorian women: Joan Kirner, then Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands,
and Heather Mitchell, president of the Victorian Farmers’ Federation. The Decade of
Landcare was initiated in 1989 by the combined lobbying efforts of Phillip Toyne
from the Australian Conservation Foundation, and Rick Farley and Andrew Robb
from the National Farmers’ Federation. This joint initiative secured a funding
commitment of $340 million over ten years to ‘achieve ecologically sustainable
development on all properties in Australia’ (Toyne and Farley, 2000). The building of
this unlikely alliance was a major success in developing the kind of partnerships
required to build common vision and make significant changes. It represented
recognition that the issues faced went beyond factional divisions and needed
collaboration. The name landcare encapsulated the sense of values being jeopardised
through land degradation and inspired a positive social response.
The predecessors of the Landcare program were the National Soil Conservation
Strategy and the National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable Development
initiative, hereafter referred to as ESD (Australian Soil Conservation Council, 1988;
Dovers, 2002; Department of the Environment and Water Resources, 2007). The ESD
initiative undertook the development of plans for each major industry sector. The
objectives for the agricultural sector were to:
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1. Create a framework of integrated government policies and programs in which to
promote community-based self-reliant approaches to agricultural resource management
2. Promote integrated planning of agricultural resource management, in particular in
areas affected by land degradation, and extend measures, particularly community based
self-help approaches, which encourage information transfer and adoption of sustainable
management
3. Reduce and manage effectively the impacts of pest plant and animal species on
Australia’s agricultural areas
4. Improve kangaroo management at the national level, including the removal of
impediments to a sustainable commercial kangaroo industry
5. Iimprove effective and safe management of agricultural veterinary chemicals while
improving levels of, and access to information on these chemicals (Department of the
Environment and Water Resources, 2007).

This ESD process was in turn a response to a 1987 report of the World Commission on
Environment and Development known as the Bruntland Report, and the ensuing global
sustainable development initiative dating from the 1992 UN Conference on
Environment and Development (Department of the Environment and Water
Resources, 2007). The global sustainable development agenda was set out in Agenda
21 which became known as the Rio Declaration. It outlined the imperative to integrate
social, economic and environmental issues; the global nature of many issues; the need
for long-term policy responses across generations; the need to invoke precautionary
planning due to uncertainties; the inadequacy of previous policy; the unsustainability
of many current practices, and the need for genuine and broad community involvement
in responses (Dovers, 2002).
The ESD process signalled to government that a major change to policy recognising
that environmental management involves a social process of defining social values and
goals was needed (Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006). While the ESD process highlighted
the need for a major shift in societal direction it remained predominantly rhetorical and
was still firmly grounded in neoliberalism: it provided excellent policy positions but
these policies have been poorly supported into action (Dovers, 2002).
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Although ESD principles have been expressed in over 120 Australian statutes, this is
most often in a vague or discretionary fashion unsuited to instructing decision makers or
legal interpretation (Dovers, 2002, 564)

It is worth noting that the barriers to implementing ESD policies are substantially the
same for the fledgling landcare movement. Dovers identifies two main reasons for
under-achievement of the ESD agenda: the complexity and difficulty of sustainability
problems, and the lack of appropriate policy processes and institutional arrangements
(Dovers, 2002). More fundamentally, the contradictions between the sustainability
objectives and the productivist mechanistic worldview are evident in both the ESD
process and the Landcare program. Productivism has been defined as ‘the use of high
technology inputs such as fertilisers and pesticides to improve the efficiency of
agriculture’ driven by increasingly global competition demanding standardised
products (Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006, 30). Productivism rests within the
mechanistic worldview in the belief that the environment can be manipulated to meet
human requirements. Broadacre farming in the low fertility Australian soils can be
likened to hydroponic farming where the soil, rather than being treated as a living
environment, is seen as a medium where you mechanically add all necessary inputs,
and harvest standardised outputs. The Landcare initiative arose out of the ESD
process but there was no reflection during the early years of the Landcare program
about why the ESD process had stalled and that the same barriers may have existed for
the landcare movement.
The National Landcare Program established by the announcement of the Year and the
Decade of Landcare provided the opportunity for implementation of policy based on a
broader definition of rural issues, and the inclusion of new players. It was based on
the ESD commitment to ‘community-based self-reliant approaches to agricultural
resource management’ (Department of the Environment and Water Resources, 2007).
The mission of the Decade of Landcare was
To develop a landcare ethic among all Australians through participation and to raise
consciousness of the fact that only careful management of the land and all its resources
will maintain our present way of life and that of future generations (Goss, 1992, 8).
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The Decade of Landcare was seen as having two parts: a strategy to achieve change in
land management by individual landholders, with landcare groups ‘as the major
vehicle’ for government support; and the targeting of those ‘not directly involved with
farming or broadacre landuse’, particularly the urban community, to gain support for
these changes (Goss, 1992, 8).
While it was recognised that land management change would ultimately be the way to
address degradation, the assessment was that this change would not come about
without engaging the political, financial and moral support of the entire Australian
community.
The Decade of Landcare provides the best opportunity yet for focussing resources of
Australian society on a major problem at the core of its economy and environment, and
solving land degradation with a sustained campaign in which all sectors can play a part
(Goss, 1992, 8).

The National Landcare Program placed emphasis on education and training, in the
belief that tackling land degradation would rest on the development of an ethic in all
Australians to carefully manage land and all natural resources (Standen and Goss,
1992). This view had considerable appeal to social change agents such as the
numerous landcare facilitators and coordinators, including myself, who engaged in the
development of the landcare movement in Australia. In the preface to the Community
and Awareness workshop of the national Fifth Australian Soil Conservation
Conference (Hamilton, Howes et al., 1992) the assumption that awareness raising
would lead to behaviour response in land management was clearly articulated:
A high level of community awareness is now recognised as the precursor to changing
attitudes to both the way members of the community regard and respond to land
degradation problems and, perhaps more importantly, the way Governments and
businesses contribute to programmes to overcome them.
Heightened awareness of both land degradation problems and the level of financial
support provided brings expectations of progress, and continued progress depends on
substantive success in solving these problems. Thus, both the extent and severity of the
problems must diminish and the thrust and detail of the message must change
(Hamilton, Howes et al., 1992, v).
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It was implied in the National Landcare Program that changes in Government and
business response to land degradation were needed, but assumed that raising
awareness levels would be the catalyst. This suggests that the progenitors of the
landcare movement either did not understand the depth of the conflict between
landcare and the Australian dominant worldview, or that they hoped landcare would
gather sufficient momentum to challenge the status quo.

4.4 Landcare: Successes and Limitations
The reviews of the Decade of Landcare have alternately claimed that the initiative has
been a great success or a failure. From the point of view of engaging the community in
the network of landcare and awareness of issues, then it has been very successful.
However, if examined from the point of view of levels of behavioural change and
impacts on worsening land degradation trends, then it has not achieved its goals.
The Australian landcare movement in its first ten years made significant social gains.
It resulted in the establishment of an impressive network of local landcare and
catchment groups networked loosely together. It raised the awareness among the
wider Australian community about land degradation issues, and the need for change in
land management toward more sustainable practices. It represented a significant new
commitment by state and federal government to fund land repair. However, even the
early reviews of landcare challenged assumptions of the Decade of Landcare:
awareness does not of itself lead to behavioural change, landcare groups are not the
only vehicle for changes in land management, demonstrations do not necessarily lead
to adoption of best practice land management on a wider scale (Curtis and De Lacey,
1996; Cary, Webb et al., 2002). The limits to volunteerism, and the short-term nature
of government funding, particularly from one-off privatisation of government assets
rather than long-term funding from consolidated revenue, have also been raised
(Dovers, 2002). Most significantly, the landcare movement to date has not
significantly addresses the major environmental degradation trends across Australia.
The issues facing the agricultural industry and rural communities, which are
inextricably linked, are not primarily technical (Vanclay, 1992; Curtis and Lockwood,
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1998). Yet many reviews have focused on the operational level of the Landcare
program delivery rather than the underlying assumptions behind the agricultural
systems in Australia(Campbell, 1992; Goss, 1992; Landcare Review Committee,
1995; Pannell, 1998; Pannell, 1999; Polkinghorne, Blackburn et al., 2000; Barr and
Curkpatrick, 2001; Reeve, 2001; Cary, Webb et al., 2002; Department of Agriculture
Fisheries and Forestry, 2003; Marian Partners Australia, 2006). This is particularly
true for most of the reviews conducted during and immediately post-Decade of
Landcare when most attention was on how to support the development of what was a
positive community-based movement sweeping across Australia.
While commentators have identified barriers to changing landuse behaviour and
uptake of landcare works, the connections between many of these barriers and the
underlying worldview driving the agricultural sector in Australia have not always been
explicitly made. While it is not necessarily the case that these reviewers are unaware
of these connections, the context in which they are reporting often limits the scope of
their analysis – for example, when undertaking research commissioned by
government. While some commentators have raised the conflict between the values of
the landcare movement and the globally driven, productivist Australian agricultural
sector, their observations have not yet resulted in significant changes to landcare and
agricultural policies, funding, and processes to address these contradictions (Gray and
Lawrence, 2001).
As part of the Decade of Landcare, a National Landcare Facilitator position was
created to provide feedback directly from landcare groups to the peak federal landcare
policy group, the Soil Conservation Advisory Committee, and an independent
overview of landcare activities federally and in each state. This position has been
continuous from July 1989 to the present. The national facilitators, in turn, have
provided important points of reflection of the landcare movement progress and
challenges through annual reports and conference papers, often providing feedback
from community members (Campbell, 1992; Polkinghorne, Blackburn et al., 2000;
Radio National, 2000; Marian Partners Australia, 2006). The review of the National
Landcare Program responsible for the development and support of the landcare
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network and delivery of funding for demonstration work also provides a good source
of reflection. Government instrumentalities such as ABARE, the Bureau of Rural
Science and the ABS provide sources of numerical data on changes in rural areas.
Rural sociologists have provided the most extensive range of reflection, both
qualitative and quantitative, on the landcare movement. Some of their work has been
commissioned through government-sponsored research bodies such as Land and
Water Australia.
This summary of reviews is not comprehensive; the central papers are referenced
below. It has taken some of the major review documents from the state of Western
Australia (Landcare Review Committee, 1995; Task Force for the Review of Natural
Resource Management and Viability of Agriculture in Western Australia, 1997), the
Commonwealth government reviews of the National Landcare Program under which
Landcare was conceived and supported (House of Representatives Standing
Committee on Environment and Heritage, 2001; Thompson, 2002; Department of
Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry, 2003; Land & Water Australia, 2004), and key
reviews by a range of commentators, particularly the national landcare facilitators
mentioned above, rural sociologists and researchers (Vanclay, 1992; Mues, Roper et
al., 1994; Beilin, 1995; Liepins, 1995; Curtis and De Lacey, 1996; Curtis and De
Lacey, 1997; Marsh and Pannell, 1997; Curtis and Lockwood, 1998; Marsh, 1998;
Pannell, 1998; Pannell, 1999; Dovers, 2000; Frost and Dymond, 2000; Toyne and
Farley, 2000; Young, 2000; Barr and Curkpatrick, 2001; Marsh, 2001; Reeve, 2001;
Cary, Webb et al., 2002; Dovers, 2002; Wentworth Group, 2002; Lockie, 2004;
Nelson, Alexander et al., 2004; Woodhill and Nabben, 2004). The range of papers and
reports concerning aspects of landcare has been, and continues to be expansive, and
would require a thesis on its own to cover fully.

4.4.1 Community network of landcare groups
The number of people involved in the Decade of Landcare and subsequent programs
has been significant. As Andrew Campbell, the first National Landcare Facilitator,
said:
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The Decade of Landcare has involved about a third of Australian farming families in
hands-on activities in their local district, coming to grips with what sustainability means
and trying to put it into action… to put that in perspective, just imagine if one in every
three households in the cities was actively involved in a hands-on local environment
group, what a difference that would make. Well that is what has been achieved out in
the countryside over the last decade(Radio National, 2000).

In WA alone, in 2000, there were 64 community landcare coordinators, 17 Bushcare
coordinators and three landcare officers funded through the Natural Heritage Trust
(Frost and Dymond, 2000). In 2003 it was estimated that 40% of land managers were
landcare group members in more than 4 000 landcare groups across Australia (Cullen,
Williams et al., 2003).
Landcare groups have played a key role in the identification of local issues and
developing plans for action. Those who have been involved in landcare groups
reported that they had learned more about degradation processes and how to manage
them. Taking part in training opportunities was also more likely by those involved in
landcare groups than those not involved (Cary, Webb et al., 2002). Landcare groups
and their coordinators have been part of the catalyst for a major change from the
dominant worldview that supports individual action for private good, to a landcare
ethic of shared concern based on social, environmental and economic values.
Campbell argues that the national landcare program through the Decade of Landcare
and beyond has served an important purpose.
…the broad landcare model works well, judged against realistic expectations focused on
building a platform for engaging rural communities and changing social norms (Land &
Water Australia, 2004, 6).

While Campbell is stating an agreed position about the value of landcare and landcare
groups as a values-based network for engaging communities and changing social
norms, the assessment reveals the difference between the original expectations of the
Landcare program and the reassessment in hindsight. The landcare movement to date
has provided a key enabling network for change with the community-based groups and
facilitators working as mediators between the community and government agencies
and institutions. The quality of this mediation work and the approach taken by
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facilitators will also be critical to the outcomes of any change process in conjunction
with the framework for change.
Carlopio suggests that those interested in bringing about organisational change within
the business sector do not pay enough attention to the fact that organisations don’t
change, people do. This is equally applicable to the landcare movement.
When we consider changing our organisations, we are really talking about changing the
behaviour and mind-sets of people, and changing the people-related and people
perpetuated systems that are involved in our work. …Organisations do not exist as
entities separate from the people involved. …. Remembering that organizations are
relational processes, not things, helps people stay aware of the fact that if they want to
change an organization, there is no organization there to change. What there is to
change is individuals, the people they work with, and the relationships, habits,
expectations, agreements, rules, regulations, policies and procedures that have been
established in the past (Carlopio, 1998, 12-13).

The community network of volunteers and paid coordinators established to facilitate
change have been provided with training in group skills, facilitation and extension
training, to varying degrees, across Australia. However, they have not been provided
with a clear framework of change, a shared vision, and profitable and acceptable
options within the necessary institutional and legal frameworks to offer the farming
community long-term sustainable farming futures. This has meant high turnover rates
of people in these critical coordination roles, as there is no continuity of employment
with short-term contracts, and no overall framework for how their work fits into an
overall strategy of employment for service delivery to communities involved with
landcare (Land & Water Australia, 2004; National Landcare Facilitator Project Team,
2004). This has also led to a range of management issues, particularly in community
landcare groups including insufficient skills in management and leadership, gender
inequality in leadership positions, low turnover of leadership, limited interaction
between groups, poor communication between groups, agencies and researchers,
leading to ‘burnout’ and frustration (Curtis and Lockwood, 1998, 224).
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4.4.2 Developing awareness and norms
The landcare movement was possible because of the growing environmental concerns
across the Australian population. A national survey undertaken in 1989 as a
benchmark for the community awareness and education campaign of the Decade of
Landcare, found that two out of every three Australians at that time were at least aware
of land degradation as an environmental issue, and that the general awareness patterns
between farmers and urban respondents were ‘essentially the same’ (Goss, 1992, 10).
The landcare movement has provided information that took this environmental
concern to a more concrete level of understanding, particularly concerning land
degradation issues on farms.
For many issues, more farmers appear to be aware of the complexities and uncertainties
in these issues, and it seems that few are inclined to believe there are simple solutions
(Reeve, 2001, v).

The 2004 ABARE report on Natural Resource Management on Australian Farms,
conducted prior to the 2002-2003 drought, found that half of all broadacre and dairy
farmers reported signs of degradation on their properties, and 23 percent said that the
problem was significant (Nelson, Alexander et al., 2004, 1).
This awareness has been important for establishing the basis for norms that could
support greater policy level changes in the move to sustainable land management.
However, while the numbers involved in landcare groups rose through the Decade of
Landcare this did not always lead to taking action. A national survey of farmers’
attitudes to rural environmental issues found that the number of all farmers involved in
landcare groups increased significantly from 23 percent in 1991 to 43 percent in 2000
(Reeve, 2001). Reeve’s comparative survey of farmer attitudes 1991 – 2000 showed
that while membership of landcare groups has continued to increase, the number of
farmers with income from agriculture and/or properties larger than 50ha who rated
themselves ‘actively involved’ in landcare was only 8 percent. Furthermore, farmers
did not need to be involved in a landcare group to take on a stewardship role and
undertake landcare works (Reeve, 2001; Nelson, Alexander et al., 2004). Reeve found
that attitudes between members and non-members of landcare groups ‘are about the
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same’ and the length of time in landcare ‘has little effect on environmental attitudes’
(Reeve, 2001, 95). Reeve concluded that
At face value, these findings appear not to support the view held by some in the
formative years of landcare in the late 1980s and early 1990s, that those participating in
landcare projects would develop a ‘land stewardship’ ethic (Reeve, 2001, vi).

Curtis similarly, reported no significant difference between members and nonmembers of landcare groups on a stewardship scale (Curtis and De Lacey, 1996). This
was based on an attitudinal scale for a series of statements concerning stewardship and
ethics developed by Vanclay in earlier research that resulted in similar findings
(Vanclay, 1992). In contrast, the ABARE survey of 2001-02 showed that farmers
changing management to address degradation problems were more likely to be
members of landcare or similar groups (Nelson, Alexander et al., 2004, 2). Curtis and
De Lacey, in their survey of Victorian landholders, did find a positive link between
landcare participation and awareness of issues, knowledge and adoption of best-bet
practices. It is difficult to ascertain whether people with heightened awareness of
issues become involved in landcare, rather than the other way around (Reeve, 2001).
As suggested by Reeve these results may indicate that the landcare movement has had
an impact on farmers’ attitudes across the population, and the rate of turnover in
landcare groups may mean that previous landcare group members are now counted as
part of the non-member group (Reeve, 2001). The ABARE survey of Australian farms
and natural resource management for 2004-05 did find a positive relationships
between participation in natural resource management programs and awareness
adoption, but recognised that they could not answer whether ‘participation is the driver
of these behaviours, or whether participation is a reaction to the identification of
degradation’ (Hodges and Goesch, 2006, 26).
The above findings do not imply that development of the landcare network has not
been worthwhile. The additional depth of understanding of issues and development of
landcare groups is significant in the general movement to new social norms toward
more sustainable land management in the long-term (Reeve, 2001; Cary, Webb et al.,
2002); norms being the ‘implicit rules regarding how people should behave’
(McKenzie-Moir, Nemiroff et al., 1995, 146).
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Over the longer term aggregate changes in personal value systems and more strongly
held attitudes become community norms. The reinforcement of norms – such as the
norms embracing a landcare ethic – can lead to the strengthening of social movements
(such as the landcare movement) and reinforce feedback loops for socially desirable
environmental behaviour (Stern et al in Cary, Webb et al., 2002, 38).

Studies of pre-requisites of environmental action have found that knowledge is an
important reason for inactivity but that knowledge needs to be extended to
development of skills so that knowledge can be applied. A belief that potential action
has tactical efficacy has also been shown to increase levels of action. Also beneficial
to action is social support for actions, connection to others who are active and a belief
that there is a moral responsibility to act (McKenzie-Moir, Nemiroff et al., 1995).
The key strengths of the Decade of Landcare and the landcare movement in general
have been the development of favourable attitudes and problem awareness. These
have resulted in pressure for change from the rural community, researchers within
agencies, research bodies and tertiary institutions, extension workers, the conservation
movement and farmer organisations, followed by government agencies and then
politicians. Landcare has reflected the rising concern about the state of the
environment and projected an ethical imperative to act on values.

4.4.3 Values and Visions
The lack of an overall framework of values concerning the natural landscape, and lack
of a negotiated vision of what constitutes sustainable agriculture has been recognised
(Alexander, 1995; Campbell, 1995; Task Force for the Review of Natural Resource
Management and Viability of Agriculture in Western Australia, 1997; Government of
Western Australia, 2002; Land & Water Australia, 2004).
In his review of the first three years of landcare, Andrew Campbell, as the first
National Landcare Facilitator, outlined the need to articulate a framework for change
to ensure that all key steps are met, (Figure 2 below) (I was using this same framework
in my organization Green Skills at this time having accessed it from a friend working
in Argyle diamond mines). However, despite the usefulness of such reflections the
landcare movement did not adopt a framework within which the underlying
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assumptions of the current agricultural systems and the elements of change could be
debated.
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Figure 2: Key elements of change (Campbell, 1992, 11).

By the midpoint of the Decade of Landcare Helen Alexander, then National Landcare
Facilitator, was already recording growing frustration within the farming community,
with recognition of the scale of problems faced and rising criticism that too few
resources had been committed to deal with the issues (Alexander, 1995, iv). The
change model presented in Figure 2 suggests that that first steps can be undertaken but
if the other elements are not simultaneously in place, long-term change will not be
successful. The analysis of the landcare movement suggests that there is pressure for
change, and that land and water degradation issues are not at ‘the bottom of the
basket’. The reviews do suggest that the vision for the future of agriculture is not
clear, and that the capacity to change is not fully developed. The change model
suggests that the absence of a clear vision will lead to a ‘fast start that fizzles’. In the
absence of capacity to change, the model suggests that ‘anxiety and frustration’ will
result. An analysis of the reviews of the Decade of Landcare and the national landcare
program suggests that participants in the landcare movement are experiencing anxiety
and frustration and that the goodwill generated by landcare could be lost if a clear
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vision for agriculture is not set out, and resources to address the magnitude of the
problem not allocated.
Without a clearer and strategic framework, without greater investment and without
better training and communication to support their efforts, the community commitment
to sustainable natural resources management is likely to dissipate and the condition of
Australia’s natural resources to continue to decline (Alexander, 1995, 79).

In her annual report 1995, Alexander included a schema to represent the steps needed
to change current landuse to best bet practices, (Figure 3) (Alexander, 1995).

Figure 3: Steps to change current practice to best bet practice (Alexander, 1995, 4).

Alexander identified that goals at a national, regional and local level that balance
social, economic and ecological priorities, and allow for private and public interests,
are critical in guiding the change process. While not directly discussing the
importance of the mechanistic worldview, Alexander’s analysis indicated that the
changes required were larger than the development and support of the voluntary-based
landcare movement.
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In the submission to the National Landcare Program review, Andrew Campbell, as
CEO of Land and Water (Land & Water Australia, 2004) offered a conceptual
diagram, (Figure 4), for reaching sustainable natural resource management based on
Alexander’s schema, Figure 3 above. Central to Campbell’s diagram is the
identification of national goals, regional/catchment targets and a decision-making tree
based on four key questions:
 Is current landuse biophysically sustainable?
 Will current landuse meet catchment targets? or Would current landuse with
widespread adoption of current recommended practice be biophysically
sustainable?
 Do public and private benefits coincide, are current recommended practices
practical and profitable to adopt?
 Is current landuse economically and socially sustainable?
Campbell’s first two questions concern land capability and are fundamental to
sustainability assessment. His questions, however, do not include analysis of whether
the policy, funding and legal frameworks are in place to support different scenarios.
The questions ‘... are current recommended practices practical and profitable to
adopt?’ and ‘is current landuse economically and socially sustainable?’ are
substantially dependent on the nature of the overall institutional frameworks arising
from the worldview of current governments and what rural values are included in the
costings.
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Figure 4: Conceptual diagram for sustainable natural resource management (Land & Water
Australia, 2004, 11).

Neither Alexander nor Campbell make the link between the limitations of the landcare
movement, and the contradiction between the landcare objectives for sustainability and
the dominant mechanistic worldview, driving agriculture based on maximising
production at the expense of ‘externalised costs’ such as environmental degradation
and social inequities. Implicit in Alexander’s and Campbell’s analyses is that the
landcare movement rests on national, regional and local goals, policies and institutions
where underlying questions about the viability of current farming systems and what is
valued need to be addressed. However this analysis is not undertaken and the
diagrams remain instrumental without connection to essential relationships and values.
The diagrams do point out that the ability for landcare to effect change is limited by
the structures within which it sits.
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The ability of the landcare movement to deliver change is clearly dependent on the
nature of those goals, the policies and programs available to landholders and then the
strength of the movement and its tools to roll out and manage change. The essential
nature of the values-based judgements is hidden in the current institutional framework
and is not explicitly discussed. As discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, an
understanding of the dominant worldview in Australia is essential to understanding
current agricultural systems and the institutional framework supporting them, in order
to respond effectively. A clear, negotiated vision acts as a catalytic force, an
organising principle, to maintain pressure for change and drive implementation of
change. More importantly, in order to review our thinking, it is necessary to create a
new vision for the future of the agricultural landscape very different to the European
practices that have driven farming in Australia to this point.
It is important to recognise that the visions through which Australian agricultural
systems were developed, described in Chapter 3, were limited to predominantly white,
British, male colonists. The negotiation of new visions needs to be inclusive of
Aboriginal people, women and the wide range of nationalities now living in Australia.
This requires recognition of current power relationships and how these can be
addressed and participation supported. Attention to the role of women in landcare has
highlighted that the role of women in agriculture has been defined by the social
construction of women in rural society, where the multiple roles played by women are
largely invisible and taken for granted (Beilin, 1995; Liepins, 1995; Hogan, 1996). It
has been recognised that the redefinition of what is an ‘acceptable landscape’ needs to
include women and men and consideration of the meaning of work and value (Beilin,
1995, 27).
In 1995, Campbell argued eloquently for adoption of a vision for Australia as ‘The
Natural Country’. He urged that a common sense of direction be adopted across
Australia, providing national leadership in natural resource management integrated
with a sustainable economy, and a redefinition of the relationship between people and
the land(Campbell, 1995). However, broad involvement in dialogue about a negotiated
vision was not undertaken through the Decade of Landcare.
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4.4.4 Funding levels
The landcare movement has been critical in developing an understanding the level of
change, leading to growing recognition that the landcare movement has its limitations
in meeting the challenges. While landcare organisations were established and
demonstration projects implemented, resources to bring about landscape-level change
in land management were not forthcoming. Bennett has described this process as
money being spread ‘like vegemite across the landscape’ (Bennett, 2003, 5). As
Toyne and Farley reflect
In retrospect, the goal of Landcare – to achieve ESD (Ecologically Sustainable
Development) on all properties in ten years – was hopelessly optimistic. There was no
way that Landcare could fix land degradation within a ten-year timeframe when so
much of agricultural practice in Australia is unsustainable in its current form. It was
equally unrealistic to have expected that $340 million, thought to be a vast amount at
the time, could do any more than prime the process (Toyne and Farley, 2000, 1).

National and state action plans on salinity and water quality have attempted to
formulate a revised response. The National Action Plan for Salinity and Water Quality
committed $700 million of federal funds to be matched by the states over a seven-year
period (Council of Australian Governments, 2000). In addition, the Natural Heritage
Trust committed funds from the 2001 budget of $1billion over five years. With
matching funds from the states and territory governments, the annual combined
commitment to landcare is $4m per year. It has been estimated that land and water
degradation, excluding weeds and pests which are also substantial problems, are
costing up to $3.5billion per year (Council of Australian Governments, 2000). Thus
funds committed represents about one eighth of the estimated cost of land and water
degradation per annum, without addressing the need to fund major structural change in
the agricultural sector (Council of Australian Governments, 2000).
The 2000 Toyne and Farley revised estimate of funds required to tackle land
degradation was $30 billion over ten years (Toyne and Farley, 2000). Other estimates
include the Business Leaders Roundtable suggested public investment of $20 billion
over the next ten to 20 years, and the $37 billion in public investment, matched by $28
billion of private investment over 10 years from the report prepared for the Australian
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Conservation Foundation, the National Land and Water Research and Development
Corporation (now Land & Water Australia) and National Farmers Federation
(Wentworth Group, 2002). These recommendations all significantly exceed the
current funding of approximately $4 billion over ten years, assuming current
commitment levels continue. Pressure for change to this point has failed to elicit the
level of funding required from the government and private investment to help address
the issues.

4.4.5 Changes on the ground
As mentioned above, it has been generally agreed that awareness-raising and funding
commitments through the Decade of Landcare, have not put the brakes on land and
water degradation, and that raising awareness has not led to extensive changed landmanagement behaviour (Vanclay, 1992; Curtis and De Lacey, 1997; Pannell, 2000;
House of Representatives Standing Committee on Environment and Heritage, 2001;
Reeve, 2001; Cary, Webb et al., 2002; Thompson, 2002; Wentworth Group, 2002).
Despite the progress made through the National Landcare Program and the Natural
Heritage Trust, degradation problems persist in large areas of rural and regional
Australia … The development of the landcare ethic and landcare movement within rural
and urban communities provides an enormous opportunity for the future management of
natural resources. However, the landcare movement alone is unlikely to be able to
deliver the strategic regional investments necessary to bring about the changes required
in the future (Thompson, 2002, 2).

In the overview of a report on the effects on landholders and farmers of public good
conservation measures imposed by Australian governments, they concluded that:
1.11 Many individuals, groups and communities have given much hard work. There
have been some localised successes.

However, as this Committee has previously

reported, the environmental problems facing the nation still have not been addressed by
systemic, national co-ordinated programs (House of Representatives Standing
Committee on Environment and Heritage, 2001, 3).

In fact, the level of land degradation across Australia is accelerating. Despite a 1997
state and federal government agreement to reverse the decline in native vegetation by
2001, land clearing rates since that agreement have increased. In 2001 687,800ha of
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bushland was cleared across Australia with two thirds of that amount being remnant
bushland. This is 50 football fields cleared every hour (Wentworth Group, 2002).
Water has been over-allocated: for example 80% of the median flow of the MurrayDarling system is diverted for consumption(Wentworth Group, 2002). More than 5.7
million ha across Australia are at risk of salinity, and within 50 years this is likely to
increase to 17 million ha (Council of Australian Governments, 2000). One third of our
rivers are in extremely poor condition and another 40% show clear signs of
degradation (House of Representatives Standing Committee on Environment and
Heritage, 2001). The National Land and Water Audit found that 85% of rivers
assessed were significantly modified in terms of environmental features
(Commonwealth of Australia, 2002).
We now know that the decline in the condition of our natural resources in some areas is
outstripping our efforts to counteract it using current approaches (Commonwealth
Department of Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry-Australia, 1999, 5).

By 2002, the Wentworth Group of Concerned Scientists stated that we were taking
more resources than our natural systems can replenish, ‘that by any definition, is
unsustainable’ (Wentworth Group, 2002, 2). The extensive drying trends across
Australia associated with climate change are exacerbating environmental issues.
Financial capacity and profitability of farming
One of the successes of the landcare movement in Australia is the number of people
who have been involved in some local landcare activity or sustainable practice.
However, the funding made available through the national landcare program has come
under criticism. Landholders have complained of funding ‘not hitting the ground’ and
going to pay ‘boffins and bureaucrats’. Others have said that work undertaken has
been allocated in a scattergun approach, without clear priorities for action. The
paperwork involved in landcare has been consistently criticised, with 60 percent of
respondents to one survey believing it was hardly worth while being involved in
landcare because of the paperwork involved (Reeve, 2001, 94).
The financial capacity of landholders to invest in change has been highlighted as
important (Alexandra, Higgins et al., 1998; Pannell, 1999; Reeve, 2001; Cary, Webb
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et al., 2002). This is related strongly to whether suggested sustainable landuse
practices are profitable, and the degree of risk or perceived risk involved. Cary, Webb
et al found that innovations believed to be profitable were usually readily adopted
(Cary, Webb et al., 2002, 13).
Reeve’s comparative survey of farmer attitudes indicated that between 1991 and 2000
there was a decrease in farmer agreement to practices that involved costs to farmers,
and an increase in support for public subsidies for land degradation measures (Reeve,
2001, 99). Reeve’s findings show that either improved profitability of agriculture or
income generated through protection of the environment, tourism and other new
enterprises, are needed for capacity to invest in maintaining profitability and reduce
the environmental impacts of farming.
There is general agreement in the landcare reviews that sustainable broadacre farming
systems that are also profitable have not yet been proven (Alexander, 1995; Pannell,
1999; Polkinghorne, Blackburn et al., 2000; Cary, Webb et al., 2002; Land & Water
Australia, 2004). This assumes continuation of the current institutional context of
productivist agriculture, which directs research at large scale options such as
commercial farm forestry funded by private investment or the Western Australian
SEARCH project aimed at finding economic woody perennials for the wheatbelt
(Olsen, Cooper et al., 2004). There are individuals pioneering sustainability on their
farms, usually through a range of practices that may include: water harvesting; contour
farming; extensive revegetation; integrated farm forestry - for high value timber
products, woodchips, oils, tannins, and biodiversity; perennial pastures; organic or
biodynamic methods; nut crops; intensive horticulture; aquaculture; viticulture;
floriculture; and tourism ventures. The focus on broadscale, off the shelf options for
global markets makes it very difficult for landholders to overcome financial
constraints and potentially high levels of risk to adopt sustainable practices.
It is clear that by far the most important need from salinity policy is to alter the financial
incentives for adoption of perennial production systems. Persuasion, education and
extension will remain inadequate while the available options are so financially
unattractive (Pannell, 1999, 6).
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Cary, Webb and Barr conclude that where relative advantage is low and risk is high
‘adoption will require large levels of external subsidy or insurance intervention’ (Cary,
Webb et al., 2002, 18). The perception of risk and security rests on subjective
assessment by individuals, and as Cary, Webb et al conclude, may be better predictors
of adoption than objective measures (Cary, Webb et al., 2002).
Knowledge and research capacity
Lack of appropriate knowledge about sustainable practices has also been highlighted
as an important factor in adoption (Carlopio, 1998; Pannell, 1999; Cary, Webb et al.,
2002; Nelson, Alexander et al., 2004). Cary, Webb and Barr (2002) summarise the
characteristics of successful adoption.
Sustainable practices which are observable, trialable and less complex are generally
more quickly adopted than practices which are unobservable, untrialable, and complex
(Cary, Webb et al., 2002, viii).

Sustainable practices for natural resource management are often difficult to trial,
complex and may not be observable in the short-term, possibly taking years for
impacts to become apparent in trends. Pannell provides a detailed exploration of the
adoption behaviour of farmers. He emphasises that farmers are understandably
cautious and sceptical about adopting new practices for salinity management. Many
will have tried innovations in the past with varying success; while their current farm
systems may not be ideal, at least they are operating within a known framework.
Pannell asserts that farmers will not commit to innovation without successful trialing,
as trials provide information which farmers use to judge whether the innovations will
match their objectives.
Pannell explores the difficulties of trialing practices aimed at reducing salinity, and
concludes that: it is difficult to observe the impacts of salinity mitigation practices;
effects are likely to be varied for different parts of the farm; there are long time scales
involved in measuring the impact of new practices on salinity; many farmers believe
that salinity issues are contributed to by neighbours; the size of the trials needs to be
large for any observable impact; the quality of the implementation of an innovation
which is likely to be unfamiliar to the farmer could be poor and affect results; the cost
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of putting in a reasonably-sized trial with longer-term impacts is likely to be high; and
there are risks of failure, including drought, disease and pests (Pannell, 1999, 3).
Above all else, Pannell points to the lack of financial benefit from implementing
innovations for salinity management as a major barrier to adoption. The difficulties in
trialing practices aimed at reducing salinity also apply to other sustainable farm
practices, such as those aimed at improving water quality and biodiversity. This
finding points to the failure to cost environmental degradation and the lack of
incentives to drive significant, widespread change, both on public and private land, as
the two are interconnected.
Knowledge and training have been linked, although not strongly, to awareness of
degradation issues and higher adoption of sustainable landuse practices (Nelson,
Alexander et al., 2004). In their review of possible relationships between education
and training and adoption of sustainable practices, Cary, Webb and Barr found that
while there are a relatively high percentage of farmers without post-secondary
education, the relationship between attainment of formal education and adoption of
sustainable practices appears to be weak. In contrast they found that participation by
farmers in courses or training activities is associated with adoption (Cary, Webb et al.,
2002).
Reviews of the Decade of Landcare and National Landcare Program point to the lack
of focus on research and development needed to test and commercialise new
sustainable farming systems (Alexander, 1995; Pannell, 1999; Polkinghorne,
Blackburn et al., 2000; Cary, Webb et al., 2002; Land & Water Australia, 2004). The
2000 national landcare facilitator’s annual report focussed particularly on the need for
development of sustainable farming systems.
What is evident is that at regional level the farming community has very little access to
models of sustainable farm systems that they can adopt on their own properties to
improve their own sustainable practice…it is unreasonable to expect the farming
community to be more sustainable when sustainability models are not provided
(Polkinghorne, Blackburn et al., 2000, 19).
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The challenge in providing models of sustainable farming is to engage local
communities in envisaging possible futures for the capacity of their land, to discuss
what they value about where they live and their willingness to change, and to identify
what government incentives and disincentives are needed to assist with building
sustainable systems. One of the central issues identified has been that the research and
development system is not set up to investigate innovations across commodities that
also tackle complex natural resource management issues (Polkinghorne, Blackburn et
al., 2000; Land & Water Australia, 2004). There are 14 research & demonstration
corporations for specific commodities, such as the Grain Research Development
Corporation, 20 Cooperative Research Centres with individual natural resource
focuses such as marine and coastal issues; the CSIRO, multiple universities
undertaking relevant research, research within natural resource management agencies;
and research by private industries (Land & Water Australia, 2004).
The ensuing information is most often fragmented across sectors and set within the
context of business as usual, rather than as a sustainability agenda based on
biophysical limitations. This does not establish an environment conducive to sharing
information, or rapid development of innovation that crosses the range of natural
resource management issues, and represents an enormous communication challenge.
Such research is often conducted at considerable distance from the farmers who are the
intended adopters of new systems, which represents a further potential barrier to
adoption (Campbell, 2006). The difficulty of establishing strong research and
development links and regularly updating on new research finding has become more
of a challenge with 64 regional natural resource management bodies now responsible
for linking research to regional strategies (Land & Water Australia, 2004).
The need for regional and local examples of sustainable farming systems has been
raised (Polkinghorne, Blackburn et al., 2000). Cary, Webb and Barr emphasise the
important of location when looking at relationships between landholder characteristics
and adoption of innovation (Cary, Webb et al., 2002). This means that research and
demonstration work needs to be tailored to the local application of new farming
systems and sustainable practices, as ‘one size will not fit all’ (Polkinghorne,
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Blackburn et al., 2000). The devolution of landcare to regional natural resource
management bodies may appear to address this need, but it must be remembered that
many of those regions are very large – such as the Rangelands, covering two thirds of
Western Australia – or the South Coastal region of Western Australia from the high
rainfall tall forested town of Walpole to the broadacre dryland cropping and grazing
area of Esperance, 850km to the east (Figure 5). The need for local research and
demonstration remains.

Figure 5: Natural resource management regions, Western Australia (The Commonwealth of
Australia and The State of Western Australia, 2003).

4.4.6 Capacity to change – individual and community level
Considerable attention in the reviews of landcare has been focussed on the capacity to
change. This is not surprising, as most people in the landcare movement are
intimately involved in facilitation and implementation processes, in which the
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deficiencies in capacity are highlighted. Capacity to change incorporates individual
ability to adopt innovation, as well as the larger context of policy, the institutional
framework, cultural influences and availability of new profitable and sustainable
farming systems which are ready to adopt.
There are significant barriers to farmers adopting new practices at the farm level
(Alexander, 1995; Pannell, 1999; Barr and Curkpatrick, 2001; Cary, Webb et al.,
2002); many of them are connected to the context within which the Australian
agricultural sector operates. In addition, many programs aiming to change behaviour
continue to invest heavily in education and awareness campaigns, despite the fact that
research clearly shows that changing awareness does not automatically lead to
behavioural change (McKenzie-Moir, Nemiroff et al., 1995; McKenzie-Moir and
Smith, 1999).
Capacity to change in landcare has been analysed predominantly through landholder
surveys examining individual landholder characteristics and adoption or non-adoption
of specified landuse practices. Separating out factors that are most influential to
individual behavioural change remains elusive. Furthermore, there is no widely
accepted theoretical model of human adoption behaviour, which means that studies in
this field are exploratory in nature (Cary, Webb et al., 2002, 39).
…there were few, if any, indicators that uniformly and reliably predicted which
landholders were more likely or less likely to change land management practices (Cary,
Webb et al., 2002, 19).

Motivations for decision-making by landholders are complex, and the interrelation
between individual decision-making and the macro policy, financial and institutional
context are not thoroughly discussed in many of the landcare reviews. It is therefore
not surprising that studies which focus on individual characteristics, without
considering the larger institutional context, fail to identify key factors in adoption.
Furthermore, the notion of being able to separate out variables is based on the view of
human nature as made up of discrete and identifiable units. There are some key
influential factors on individual decision-making suggested through a range of surveys
(Mues, Roper et al., 1994; Marsh, Burton et al., 2000; Cary and Webb, 2001; Cary,
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Webb et al., 2002), but it needs to be recognised that individuals make decisions on
the basis of a complexity of interwoven factors. Such factors are influenced by
history, culturally and experientially; personality types; resources, including support
networks accessed; and the overall societal context within which decisions are made
by individuals and communities.
Social capacity and changing demographics
Structural and social changes in agricultural communities are also impacting on the
suitability of farming systems and the likely response to innovation. In areas close to
the coast landholdings are reducing in size, landholders have access to off-farm
income, and amenity agriculture is likely to dominate. In these areas the option to
increase farm size for efficiency of scale will not be available (IDEAS, 1997; Youl,
Polkinghorne et al., 2001; Cary, Webb et al., 2002). Such areas will require different
management options than broadacre farms, and landholders are likely to be motivated
by different objectives.
In contrast, the loss of population in many inland rural communities has led to a
reduction in community capacity to change, causing a loss of social and financial
capital. The prospect of dwindling resources, social networks, and people with ideas
and finances to inject in local communities has a serious impact on motivation, and
mental and physical health (Gray and Lawrence, 2001).
Capacity to change embraces availability of individual resources such as finance,
equipment, knowledge, distance from markets and availability of suitable natural
resources. Factors such as farm income, training, having a farm plan and involvement
in landcare groups have some bearing on willingness to change. More important are
‘subjective’ factors such as perceptions of security, risk, environmental values and
confidence in the future of farming and rural communities (Cary, Webb et al., 2002).
The two groups of factors may also be linked. These findings suggest that the desire
to locate a small set of individual landholder characteristics linked to adoption or nonadoption of sustainable landuse practices is unlikely to bear fruit as the reasons for
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behaviour change are more complex. It is most likely that individuals are affected
differentially by a variety of these factors with interactions between them.

4.4.7 Capacity to change - Institutional Framework
The 2004 Land and Water submission to the National Landcare Program review
pointed out that the program had significantly achieved only the first of its four
objectives, with the development of the landcare network:
1. To promote community, industry and governmental partnerships in the
management of natural resources.
2. To assist in establishing institutional arrangements to develop and implement
policies, programs and practices that will encourage sustainable use of natural
resources in Australia
3. To assist in enhancing the long-term productivity of natural resources in
Australia; and
4. To assist in developing approaches to help resolve conflicts over access to
natural resources in Australia (Land & Water Australia, 2004, 8).

Land & Water Australia (previously the Land and Water Resources Research and
Development Corporation, established in 1990) is a statutory research and
development corporation within the Australian government’s agriculture, fisheries and
forestry portfolio. Land & Water Australia's mission is to provide national leadership
in generating knowledge, informing debate, and inspiring innovation and action in
sustainable natural resource management (Campbell, 2005). The links between Land
& Water Australia and the landcare movement have been strong – for example the
recent executive direction of Land & Water Australia has been Andrew Campbell,
who was the first national landcare facilitator 1989-1992.
The lack of clear goals, policy and processes to provide the appropriate context for
Landcare was noted during the Decade of Landcare (Alexander, 1995). Ongoing
programs, such as the National Landcare Program, have been critiqued as having poor
focus underpinning the delivery of landcare goals.
It does not seem to have worked out its target audiences, its key messages or its modus
operandi in any strategic way. There is no sense that the people funded by the NLP
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have a clear view of what is to be achieved at the national level and how their activities
should contribute to that, other than at the broadest rhetorical levels (Land & Water
Australia, 2004, 20).

The presence of a raft of significant policies and institutions in the agricultural sector
which contradict the aims of developing sustainable agricultural systems and rural
communities has been raised (Gray and Lawrence, 2001; Woodhill and Nabben,
2004). These include deregulation of the Australian economy; signing of world free
trade agreements; lowering of protection; increased pressure for efficiency and greater
agricultural productivity; privatisation of services and resources; and reduction of
service delivery to rural and regional communities (Gray and Lawrence, 2001; Kerr,
2001). The impacts of these policies will be further discussed in section 4.5.
Phil Price, who played a leading role in the promotion of innovative farming system as
CEO of Land and Water Australia, asserts that if our goal truly is ecological
sustainability, then we need to honestly face the task at hand with a new way of
thinking.
I would like to suggest that we have not as a community yet really focused on the key
issues in sustainability and sustainable agriculture, and that the landcare movement,
while it has been very successful at raising awareness, also runs the risk of dealing with
the symptoms rather than the causes of unsustainability. I would like to suggest further
that all of the current agricultural systems in Australia, at least in the south of the
country, are unsustainable in ecological terms and are not likely to ever be sustainable,
no matter how much we fiddle around the edges….This suggests that if our goal is
ecological sustainability, we need to change our thinking in order to take the
environment (and particularly its water availability) as a given, and to redesign plants
and agricultural systems to fit in with the environment rather than the other way around
(Price, 1998).

It is not the Australian landscapes that are at fault but the inadequacy of institutional
response to the unsustainability of agricultural systems.
Our continent is falling apart and it is not caused by drought – it is caused by poor
policies and poor management (Wentworth Group, 2002, 4).
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Financial returns from farming have been falling since the mid 1950s (Cary, Webb et
al., 2002, 30). This is related to commodity prices on the world market, and costs of
production inputs and degradation impacts. Farmers’ decisions regarding investment
in sustainable practices are intimately connected to national government policy on
trade, incentives and disincentives, and global agreements for such investment. The
connection between individuals’ capacity to change and impacts from the macropolicy level are not clearly elucidated in the reviews of landcare but have arisen in
more general commentaries on the agricultural sector and Australia’s policy on
globalisation (Gray and Lawrence, 2001; Kerr, 2001; Woodhill and Nabben, 2004;
Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006).
Everywhere has seen a decline in investment in agriculture. This changed pattern of
investment is consistent with what we would expect to see in the aftermath of the
information revolutions, seeing that it is service-based and knowledge-based industries
that are now the drivers of the world economy (Kerr, 2001, 21).

The decline in value of primary products in association with the rise, firstly of
manufacturing and more recently the information era, places resource-exporting
countries like Australia in a vulnerable position. It is not surprising that farmers find it
difficult to invest in landcare works on their properties when the pressures at a macro
scale are for farmers to increase production and efficiencies (Gray and Lawrence,
2001). By doing so they aim to meet global product demands which do not take into
account the negative impacts on the environment.
Farmers have been encouraged to see their farms as investment businesses. Farms
have increasing levels of debt with interest rates set to international money markets
without relationship to farm sustainability and levels of degradation. Rural lender
Rabobank Australia reported a record high level of farm debt in 2007 of $44b. The
rate of debt has been increasing by seven to nine percent per year due to borrowing for
consolidation of farms and increasing land prices (AAP, 2007). Land prices are rising
due to market forces ‘partly in sync with urban values’ (AAP, 2007) and not based
primarily on land capability and sustainability. The average farm debt carried by
broadacre industries across Australia as at 30 June 2006 was $412 700 (ABARE,
2007, 181). At the same time income, due to the extensive and extended very dry
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seasonal conditions across much of Australia, farm business profit in 2006-07 was
projected to be the lowest in the past 30 years (ABARE, 2007, 183).
Landholder capacity to change is significantly affected by factors outside the control
of the individual farmer (Gray and Lawrence, 2001) these include: the larger context
of international and national markets; policies and prices; legislation; institutional and
political policies and frameworks; and socio-cultural factors. Some place most weight
on the need for changes in agricultural systems that will be implemented on the
necessary scale to be commercially viable, and a good fit with existing enterprises
(Pannell, 1999; Cary, Webb et al., 2002; Campbell, 2004).
However, government policy and associated incentives and disincentives are highly
influential in establishing what will meet the criteria of commercial viability,
furthermore, there are strong arguments for government intervention to ensure
protection of the environment and social equity (Gray and Lawrence, 2001; Lockie,
Lawrence et al., 2006). Currently, Australia does not include the value of natural
resources and costs of degradation that would lead to paying more for primary
resources (Woodhill and Nabben, 2004; Saunders, 2005). It is not ‘altruism’ that will
lead to the degree of change in land management required to address land and water
degradation issues, but an understanding of and commitment to values that establish
sustainable relationships between people and between people and the natural world
around them.
Major changes swept European countries, particularly following the formation of the
European Economic Union, including a range of incentives and regulation to
encourage sustainable land management practices. In Holland, for example, after
WWII government directives to address food shortages resulted in significant
increases in agricultural production, based on massive increases in fertiliser and feed
inputs (van der Meer, 2004). During the 1980s the environmental consequences of
these inputs was felt, and a wide range of directives and incentives aimed at reducing
nutrient inputs, changing farm practices and auditing progress were put in place. The
result was the setting of targets to progressively reduce fertiliser use into the future,
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failure to meet nutrient balance restrictions resulting in substantial fines (van der Meer,
2004).
To date such regulation of the agricultural sector has not been favoured in Australia
(Task Force for the Review of Natural Resource Management and Viability of
Agriculture in Western Australia, 1997; Cocklin, Mautnera et al., 2006). The judicious
use of regulation, together with significant research and development, and incentives
to implement innovation has been suggested (Wentworth Group, 2002). The landcare
movement in Australia has tackled land degradation from a more social perspective
but lack of attention to the current worldview and its supporting institutions has stalled
behavioural change.
What we see then is a broader set of social, political and economic institutions that are
failing to provide adequate incentives for effective land conservation. This is not
particularly surprising as this issue is essentially at the heart of the whole debate about
sustainable development. In essence we see a set of market institutions that do not
effectively account for the degradation of land; cultural norms that place a very high
value on private property rights (i.e. government shouldn’t interfere with how people
use their land in the interest of wider society or future generations); and a political
dynamic that makes it difficult for government to invest heavily in land conservation
either by changing expenditure priorities or raising taxes (Woodhill and Nabben, 2004,
23).

The worldview underpinning the social, political and economic institutions that
support current agriculture, constrain development of new approaches to the
Australian landscapes. The way our landscapes are valued and managed must be
challenged before focusing in on the individual farmer level of change management
(Gray and Lawrence, 2001).

4.5 Policy and Institutions Post Decade of Landcare
4.5.1 Going regional – responsibility without power?
The policy to establish regional delivery of government policy and programs for
natural resource management was developed in the discussion paper of the National
Natural Resource Management Task Force established at the end of the Decade of
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Landcare (Commonwealth Department of Agriculture Fisheries and ForestryAustralia, 1999). Regional structures began to be put in place in 2002, as the
mechanism for delivery of the National Action Plan for Salinity & Water Quality and
NHT2 programmes (Marian Partners Australia, 2006). The ability to deliver was
reliant on federal, state and territory governments signing bilateral and regional
partnership agreements on the basis of strategies and investment plans developed by
the regions, against a checklist of requirements established by the federal government
(Department of Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry, 2003, 44).
The development of regional bodies was welcomed by many, as it meant the
development of better regional strategies with visions, goals, actions and targets for
land and water care across local landscapes. This has developed a greater sense of the
connection of people to both catchments as well as to the issues across larger regions.
In many regions it has encouraged all levels of government to collaborate much more
significantly between levels of government, different departments and with other key
stakeholders. There is also strength in the collective voice that is possible through
regional bodies (Paton, Curtis et al., 2004). Paton and Curtis et al also suggest that
devolved grants can be very effective, and regional delivery has given opportunity to
invest in regional capacity, although this may be more of an opportunity than actual
experience. However, operational and structural issues, particularly with the
NAPSWQ and NHT2 funding, have been raised. Some of the concerns are ongoing.
The chair of the federally-appointed Australian Landcare Council summarised some of
the operational difficulties with the regional ‘delivery’ model (Brazil, 2006). On an
operational level, political differences between federal and state governments, and the
sheer number of agencies involved in the process of signing mutual agreements
necessary for regional funding, caused significant delays. The requirement for
accreditation of regional strategies under a checklist created by the federal government
preoccupied regional organisers with administration for extended periods. These in
turn meant significant delays between rounds of funding, and uncertainty in
continuation of staffing and types of funding available (Brazil, 2006).
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Three years after the commencement of the second phase of NHT (Natural Heritage
Trust), many Landcarers and Landcare groups are still working to adapt to the new
structural arrangements and to be included in those arrangements, and to regain the
momentum and enthusiasm that they had prior to the end of the first phase. The
Landcare ethic carried many groups through but many of them arrived depleted and
disconnected (Brazil, 2006, 5).

Regional bodies are responsible for carrying out implementation of regional strategies
but must meet targets set within four-year investment plans approved under federal
government policy. The early experience of the regional delivery model by many
community groups was a reduction in support particularly if the group was not in a
priority catchment with key assets. The process was, and continues to be, seen as a
‘top down’ authoritarian approach liable to use rather than support volunteers (Marian
Partners Australia, 2006). The rationale outlined for the devolution of authority for
natural resource planning and management was that strategies generated by regional
communities would be more integrated and effective (Commonwealth Department of
Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry-Australia, 1999). The federal government sees the
regional bodies as the representatives of the community. In contrast the landcare
movement represented by landcare groups, community organisations and individuals
regard the regional bodies as a new level of bureaucracy.
Although there has been an expectation by government that regional NRM bodies are
representing community, the community have perceived these organizations to be
representing government (Marian Partners Australia, 2006, 3).

The rhetoric that community decision-making would be enhanced by devolution to
regional bodies is not the general experience of pre-existing landcare groups.
Local groups are also concerned about the approach of ‘targeted investment’ required
through the regional bodies. This approach is based on an assumption that landcare
funding will never be enough to address the land and water degradation issues, and
that funds should be invested for the greatest economic return for the monies invested.
As outlined in the bilateral agreement with the State of Western Australia the
Investment Plans for the regions are expected to outline proposed actions,
‘arrangements for monitoring and evaluating every action’, and what ‘the expected
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returns on investment will be’(The Commonwealth of Australia and The State of
Western Australia, 2003, Clause 15.3). The issues concerning the economic costing
of ‘ecosystem services’ has not been undertaken in most regions, and is contentious as
it is limited to considering short-term economic value when there are a wide range of
other non-monetary values of importance (Rapport, Gaudet et al., 1998; Daily,
Söderqvist et al., 2000; Gatto and De Leo, 2000; Pretty, Brett et al., 2000; Tovey and
McPhail, 2006).
At the International Landcare conference 2006, Victorian landcare facilitator Cam
Nicholson made a plea for genuine partnerships and the ability to alter investment
criteria when administering programs, to suit local needs and manage whole
catchments.
Directives like the asset-based approach to prioritisation, which increasingly defines
where in the landscape action will be funded, will, by default, exclude people who were
previously involved. This approach makes sense from an economic rationalist, who
wants money invested into the highest priority, but comes at a cost in terms of
community cohesion and in the long run sustained participation. Destroying the good
will of individual landholders by reducing possible participation in projects creates less
investment by landholders for the same initial government funding and in turn slows the
rate of change of the landscape (Nicholson, 2006, 4).

There needs to be flexibility in delivery arrangements to allow for regional differences
in issues, priorities and capability (Paton, Curtis et al., 2004). Regional bodies are
constituted differently across the states. In some states, such as Victoria and New
South Wales, the regional bodies are statutory catchment management authorities
(CMAs), while Western Australian regional bodies are community incorporated
bodies by choice. New South Wales moved to form 13 CMAs that report directly to
the state Minister in 2003, audited by an independent state Natural Resources
Commission. Membership on the CMAs is by merit, not representation of sectors
(Burchmore, 2003). There has been criticism that the CMAs were created from the
top down without clear links to the community or processes for community input
(Hatherly, 2003). This raised the matter of who holds power and who is involved in
decision-making.
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4.5.2 The tensions continue
The tension between increasing productivity on farms and achieving the stated goal of
sustainability continues, as does the debate over whether support should be for private
landholders as well as on public land. As federal government funding for natural
resource management increased during the second phase of the National Heritage
Trust 1997-2002, traditional state extension services declined, under a
purchaser/provider model with a refocusing on agricultural production rather than land
protection (Marian Partners Australia, 2006). At the same time federal funding saw a
greater focus on biodiversity outcomes targeting public benefit projects through the
National Heritage Trust ‘one stop shop’ for NLP, Coastcare, Waterwatch, Bushcare
and Rivercare funding. During this program from 1997-2002 any production type
activities were considered to be benefiting the private landholders and ineligible for
funding (Marian Partners Australia, 2006).
This is despite the fact that in many cases the most effective actions by landholders
contribute to both public and private environmental benefits (Pannell, 2001). The
focus on individual action and the separation of private and public benefit is consistent
with the continued dominance of the mechanistic worldview in natural resource
management with government reluctance to subsidise individuals and interfere with
the private market. As Lockie, Lawrence and Cheshire observe ‘contemporary
approaches to resource governance remain very focused on acting on individuals and
in particular, on the ways in which they are likely to construe their own circumstances
and respond accordingly’ (Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006, 33). Maniates refers to this
neoliberal approach as the ‘individualising of responsibility’(Maniates, 2002, 45).
The regional ‘delivery’ model uses a noticeable level of mechanistic language. The
‘accreditation’ process determined by the federal government means that the
mechanistic worldview is embedded in regional ‘investment’ strategies. The key aim
of these strategies is to identify ‘priority assets’ – a term also denoting use and
functionality. Prioritising work is a legitimate process but the basis of the prioritising
and the level of funding available require open negotiation with key players.
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The continued emphasis on individuality and non-intervention in the private sphere,
where the markets should reign, applies not only to the agricultural sector. The
mechanistic worldview, and in particular its most recent political manifestation as
neoliberalism, has also been described in other sectors such as social welfare
(Costello, 1998) and policing (Yarwooda, 2007). Yarwooda suggests that policing in
rural Western Australia has shifted from ‘government to governance’ as a result of
government ideology (Yarwooda, 2007, 2). The belief in small government and
privatisation has resulted in the development of multi-agency policing including
public, private and voluntary agencies. Similar to the devolution of natural resource
management to regional bodies, this does not mean the withdrawal of the state:
partnerships in policing ‘remain closely regulated by central government’ (Yarwooda,
2007, 3).
The language of the regional ‘delivery’ model emphasises functionality and control
over the environment through ‘management’. This reduces the use of the term
‘landcare’ which denotes values and relationships. Those involved in landcare have
no choice but to use the language framing of the regional delivery model for ‘natural
resource management’ through applications for funding, input to regional strategies
and meetings that must use this language handed down through the policies and
guidelines established by government. As Lakoff (2004) has described, framing is
influential in the way people see the world and respond to it.
Placing the responsibility on individuals acting alone as producers and as consumers is
part of the neoliberal framing. This has led to continuing dualism in the landcare
movement, that supports a community approach to issues but does not provide the
policy and institutional framework to undertake landscape-wide change across public
and private land; rather it looks to individuals to take responsibility on their private
properties.
Farmer subsidies are supposedly prohibited by global trade agreements to which
Australia is a signatory. However, while Australian governments of both political
persuasions claim not to provide support for agriculture, subsidies through research
and development and tax concessions are effectively a form of subsidy (Dibden,
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Cocklin et al., 2006). The major subsidy is through the level of land degradation
caused by the current production system but not costed into production. Degradation
is treated as an external cost. This is sometimes recognised in policy papers such as
the thought provoking-report from the Task Force for the Review of Natural Resource
Management and Viability of Agriculture in Western Australia, which linked the slow
rate of change toward sustainable landuse practices with current production.
In part this may be due to the agricultural industry promoting its success in terms of
higher productivity, through technical innovation, which disguises the problems of land
degradation. Whatever the reason, the costs of land degradation are not taken into
account when returns are calculated (Task Force for the Review of Natural Resource
Management and Viability of Agriculture in Western Australia, 1997, 3).

The taskforce recognised that the primary cause of degradation is landuse for primary
industry, exacerbated by the drive for higher productivity. It also pointed to the
multiple values held by landholders, with economic income only one objective. It
suggested that landholders generally pursue multiple goals: 1. generating an income
over time; 2. having sense of pride in good management; 3. leaving land in a good
state to pass on to children; 4. avoiding practices that impose costs on others; and 5.
being recognised in the community as good land managers and contributors to the
common good (Task Force for the Review of Natural Resource Management and
Viability of Agriculture in Western Australia, 1997, 58). It recommended that
regional bodies be established in Western Australia under an independent Natural
Resource Commission, with regional commissioners and legally-binding catchment
plans under state authority (Task Force for the Review of Natural Resource
Management and Viability of Agriculture in Western Australia, 1997). This proposal
has been superseded by implementation of the federal regional model.
While the proposed vision expressed in the discussion paper, to develop a national
policy for managing natural resources, purports to achieve a sustainable future it does
not recognise the conflict between increasing productivity and land degradation. The
vision offered is that ‘We aspire to a future in which we achieve from our natural
resources the greatest possible long-term social, economic and environmental benefits
for all Australians’ (Commonwealth Department of Agriculture Fisheries and
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Forestry-Australia, 1999, 9). The rationale for the vision suggests that sustainable
resource management can be achieved through landholders using modern
technologies, including information technology linking to global markets, and
responding ‘to market signals, data and research findings by adjusting management
practices to maintain the integrity of soils, water, vegetation and healthy ecosystems
on their properties and across the region’ (Commonwealth Department of Agriculture
Fisheries and Forestry-Australia, 1999, 9). This approach rests on a neoliberal
ideology that all landholders have to do is respond to market signals and sustainable
agriculture will ensue. The conflict between maximising social and economic returns
from our natural resources, and maximising environmental benefits was not
recognised.
There is general agreement that current landuse in many areas is not biophysically
sustainable. Former CSIRO chief scientist Dr Denis Saunders expresses concern that
while colonisers had little idea of what biodiversity was present in Australia in 1778,
the situation is little better today (Saunders, 2005). He asks why this is the case, when
the breakdown of ecosystem processes that supply society’s support systems are at
stake, and points to the lack of mechanisms to value biodiversity. The calculations of
farm enterprise balance sheets omit any mentions of costs associated with
environmental degradation.
We’re not paying sufficient heed to the fact that it is the ecological realities which we
need to address if we’re going to remain economically viable in the long-term. And one
thing that is certain, Australians are receiving heavily subsidised food, fibre and water,
and those subsidies are borne by the environment and they’re going to have to be paid
sometime. And we’re starting to have to pay them now (Saunders, 2005).

Australia has become more deeply committed to the globalised market place in the
past 30 years, with demands for efficiency and increased output, despite the
unsustainability of agricultural practices (Kerr, 2001; Barr, Karunaratne et al., 2005;
Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006). Primary producers across the globe are experiencing
this trend. The history of degradation and its links to the early settlement and
development of agriculture in Australia, or the growing pressure to increase
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productivity to compete on the world market are still not common debates in regional
dialogue (Lawrence, Vanclay et al., 1992; Gray and Lawrence, 2001).
No economic sector has been as highly affected by the pressures of commoditization as
agriculture. Commoditization operates on both the inputs and outputs of the production
process, preferentially investing in commercial chemical fertilizers, pesticides,
machinery, and standardized crops suited for long shelf life, transport, and branding
while under investing in the development of local site-specific knowledge and skills of
soil management, site-specific agronomy, and diverse crops with a high mix of
nutritional qualities (Manno, 2002, 83).

The focus on commodities for the world market results in pressure to select farming
methods favouring high commodity input, to produce crops for broad global marketing
using high-yield varieties that require high fertiliser and chemical inputs, and reduced
labour inputs to control overall costs (Barr, Karunaratne et al., 2005). Genomics for
higher productivity and mass production, rather than regional plant species and
knowledge, is supported in the face of global market demands. This has led to a
narrowing of perceived marketable products.
At present, 90 percent of the world's food supply comes from only 15 species of crop
plants and 8 species of livestock among the estimated 10 million species of plants and
animals in the world (Manno, 2002, 88).

4.5.3 Can the regional ‘delivery’ model deliver sustainability?
The worldview that created Australian agricultural systems and the supporting
institutions remains in place in relation to the goals of agriculture within the regional
delivery model of natural resource management. Regional strategies aim to
incorporate sustainability goals across economic, social and environmental spheres.
This is difficult in the face of the federal government’s continued support for
productivist agriculture and free trade commitments which has led to continued
separation of natural resource protection and production objectives in many natural
resource management regions (Marian Partners Australia, 2006).
Many of the regional investment strategies do not adequately reflect sustainable
production objectives supporting the integration of production and environmental
imperatives (Marian Partners Australia, 2006)
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The first NRM Investment Plan for the south coast region of Western Australia, for
example, divided delivery under four themes: understanding our natural resources and
values, sustainable industries, sustainable natural systems; and managing change
(South Coast Regional Initiative Planning Team (SCRIPT), 2005a). Within this
structure are theme groups that once again separate aspects of the landscape: land,
water, marine working group, coastal management group, biodiversity, farm forestry,
fostering change, and indigenous. This has made it more difficult to develop and
deliver programs that work across whole-of-community and landscape. There is the
opportunity to have greater integration of projects across all aspects of the landscape
through regional deliver. The intent behind the South Coast Investment Plan mirrors
the longer-term and more aspirational regional strategy Southern Prospects.
The principles are primarily concerned with the integration of environmental, social and
economic outcomes, the importance of working in partnerships with all stakeholders
and achieving effective outcomes by targeting the causes rather than the symptoms of
problems (South Coast Regional Initiative Planning Team (SCRIPT), 2005a, 19).

While there are overlaps between resource condition targets and management actions
required, the volume of outputs as opposed to integrated outcomes is large and the
ability to manage the integration limited by time, funding and personnel available. It
has been noted that the capability to effect real integration by regional bodies is
hampered by a lack of skills, tools and techniques for doing so (Paton, Curtis et al.,
2004). The first SCRIPT investment strategy was submitted in May 2005 and
approved later that year. By early 2007 the organisation has had to turn its attention to
the application for the second round of investment strategy funding. Such short-term
planning for natural resource management continues to place an enormous
administrative burden on the community.
The requirement to monitor every action means that many people have had to focus on
the minutiae of delivery rather than the larger strategic issue, of whether actions will
bring real change to social, environment and economic conditions. Having sat on one
of the four SCRIPT working groups, the fostering change working group, since May
2005, I have participated in monitoring a number of major projects, including soil
health, NRM decision support, fisheries management, building cultural understanding
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and identifying culture values in NRM. The area of greatest gain is in Aboriginal
cultural understanding and values identification, because time and effort outside
meetings, which are dominated by administration to monitor progress of programs,
went into strategically thinking about the most appropriate way of furthering the longterm objectives of the regional strategy across all themes and immediate steps that
could be taken. The focus on outputs rather than outcomes has been identified as an
issue for all regional bodies (Paton, Curtis et al., 2004).
Acquitting quarterly financial expenditure requirements and half-yearly milestone
reports demands a significant percentage of regional NRM group effort, yet insufficient
attention is given to the equally important evaluation task of identifying the lessons
learned, including those about how the regional groups operate (Paton, Curtis et al.,
2004, 262)

While the integration of production and protection objectives are well recognised in
regional strategies such as Southern Prospects on the south coast of Western Australia,
the values orientation articulated are not necessarily commensurate with those of the
federal government or land managers (Marian Partners Australia, 2006). For example,
the key issue of climate change impacts was not incorporated into the first SCRIPT
Investment Plan, as it was not part of the accreditation checklist required by the federal
government. The federal government at that time had not officially recognised human
contribution to climate change. The exclusion of such an important issue indicates the
continuing control over key aspects of natural resource management by government
policy based on worldview3.
The Federal commitment to free trade and removing trade barriers is restated in
response to the ‘Corish Report’ on agriculture and food policy for the next generation
(Department of Agriculture, 2006). The government response to climate change raised
by the report suggested that climate change be treated as a risk to be managed, rather

3

The federal government has recently recognised human contributions to climate change signalling that

this issue can now be inserted into the next round of investment strategies although the current Liberal
government continues to refuse to sign the Kyoto Protocol on climate change.
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than a challenge to the current Australia’s and other developed countries’ way of life.
Energy consumption, for example, is a key contributor to greenhouse gas emissions. It
has been calculated that high-input agriculture requires about 3 kilo calories of energy
derived from fossil fuels for every 1 kilo calorie of human food produced. ‘Traditional
rice farmers of Bali produce 15 calories of food energy for every 1 calorie of energy
used while modern rice farmers get a negative 1 to ten energy return (Manno, 2002,
89).
The government response to the Corish Report signals that considerable science
research will be directed at increasing agricultural production and locating new
products for world markets. Concern has been expressed that science directed at
productivist goals is unlikely to result in sustainable use of natural resources.
Plumwood points to the Canadian collapse of the Atlantic cod fishery in the 1990s,
where extensive research was directed at production rather than sustainable use
(Plumwood, 2002, 40). Lockie, Lawrence et al express their concern that the
Australian regional delivery model may well reinforce productivist practices, with
management instruments reliant on a technological approach aiming to achieve
production increases (Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006). This approach will not address
underlying issues of resource exploitation and over consumption causing critical
environmental threats, such as climate change that entail ‘irreversibilities and
nonsubstitutabilities’ threatening our life-support systems (Princen, 2005, 10).
Princen provides a range of examples to show that it is possible for industry to
implement sustainability. These include timber companies reducing harvesting to
provide long-term rotation based for their industry; and marine reserves and quotas on
fish catch to ensure breeding replacement (Princen, 2005). Princen uses the term
‘sufficiency’ to project the concept of reducing the throughput of material, energy and
waste to the level that can be sustained by the environment while sustaining human
communities (Princen, 2005, 5). Such discourse, while incorporated into some
regional strategies such as Southern Prospects (using different terminology) is not
incorporated at the federal government level.
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There is an opportunity for regional bodies to operate with solid democratic processes
which include interests crossing boundaries between the market, state and civil society
to come to negotiated agreements on what kinds of agricultural systems are compatible
with sustaining biophysical systems (Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006). This will require
deliberate policy at the regional level to address underlying challenges including the
current conception of property rights and our relationship to the natural environment.
Ultimately, it might be argued that the long-term success of Landcare and similar
programmes that draw on discourses of participatory democracy will rest on the extent
to which they encourage resource users to abandon highly individualist and absolutist
constructions of private property rights and accept instead responsibility for the impacts
of their activities on the property rights of others and on other non-market values
(Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006, 39).

A number of possible visions have started to be painted of a new Australian
agricultural landscape (Krockenberger, Kinrade et al., 2000; Wentworth Group, 2002;
Cullen, Williams et al., 2003). The Western Australian government, in its response to
the Salinity Taskforce report (2002) acknowledged the need for a new vision for rural
landscapes.
It is clear that our rural landscapes must look very different in the future if we are to
have healthy ecosystems supporting vibrant and cohesive rural communities enjoying
economic prosperity through a diverse range of sustainable land uses (Government of
Western Australia, 2002, 10).

Development of vision requires leadership and deliberate participatory processes to
gain agreement (Naisbitt and Aburdene, 1986). While there is now widespread
acknowledgement that current agricultural systems are not sustainable, pictures of
what the landscape might look like in 50 years are beginning to be shared but are a
considerable distance from being endorsed. While visions at a national or state level
will always be general, and those at a regional and catchment or community scale
more concrete and able to be implemented, the expression of a coherent worldview
and policies that support sustainable agricultural systems is an important context for
regional and local initiatives. In her paper on the future of the National Landcare
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Program beyond 2008, the national landcare facilitator highlighted the continuing need
to come to agreement about what we want landscapes to look like.
As there are many perspectives on the most appropriate direction to take there needs to
be some agreement on what we want our landscapes to look like, how will they meet
our needs in the future and what management regimes are required to achieve this
(Marian Partners Australia, 2006, 7)

The move to regional bodies for coordination of natural resource management has put
the responsibility to establish goals and targets on people in those regions. This has
resulted in the preparation of more concrete natural resource management strategies
that incorporate social, environmental and economic issues with key actions and
targets. While regional and local groups and individual farmers can make significant
changes, it will be difficult for the magnitude of changes required to be implemented if
national goals are not set, linked to institutional change with policies, research and
development priorities and a framework for incentives and disincentives to meet the
vision of sustainable agriculture espoused by landcare (Krockenberger, Kinrade et al.,
2000; The Allen Consulting Group, 2001; Dovers, 2002; Wentworth Group, 2002).
The Australian government’s reluctance to support policies that could be perceived as
providing private gain through public monies is at odds with the agri-environmental
policy in the UK and Europe. As described by rural researcher Ian Hodge, the express
policy objectives in Europe have ‘shifted from food security to environmental
conservation’ together with continuing concerns about the implications for farm
incomes (Hodge, 2006). This evolving policy position is encapsulated in schemes
such as the UK Environmental Stewardship scheme of 2005 (Rural Development
Service, 2005). Through such schemes the government rewards farmers at different
rates depending on the number of practices undertaken from a given list of
management options aimed at conservation and provision of environmental services.
Agriculture within the UK and Europe is highly valued for not only food production
but for the historical links between rural lifestyles and community development, and
the ensuing coevolution of settlements and modification of the natural environment.
These multiple values of agriculture are recognised within the literature under the term
multi-functionality.
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These functions are widely recognized in European discussions of the benefits derived
from agriculture but are often discounted in Australia, where the decline or demise of
rural communities has tended to be regarded as unfortunate but inevitable collateral
damage in the struggle to achieve competitive advantage (Dibden, Cocklin et al., 2006,
6).

Dibden, Cocklin et al (2006) conclude that, while landcare is the most significant
demonstration of the need for more ecologically sustainable development requiring the
involvement of people in remedial work, the reliance on volunteerism and
unwillingness to directly support farmers limits its effectiveness. They suggest that the
Australian federal government continues to proffer a neoliberal ideology, which limits
the ability to tackle environment and social issues to market-based and marketoriented instruments. Such initiatives under the banner of landcare include the
promotion of new markets for environmental goods such as water trading, carbon
trading schemes, promotion of environmental management systems, and the trialing of
competitive tender schemes such as bush auctions (Dibden, Cocklin et al., 2006).
However, such market-based schemes can reinforce the utilitarian attitude toward the
environment, rather than an understanding of the range of spiritual, cultural,
recreational, environmental and economic values to humans, and the intrinsic value of
the environment. Market-based approaches have not been sufficient to elicit
sustainable human use of the environment to this point it is hard to see why they
would in the future (House of Representatives Standing Committee on Environment
and Heritage, 2001; Thompson, 2002; Princen, 2005; Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006).
Dovers and Lindenmayer agree that landcare is high on rhetoric and low on the
statutory and institutional changes that would indicate long-term commitment on the
part of governments.
Too many features of Landcare are supported only as ‘policy initiatives’, open to the
sort of sudden changes in policy fashion that gave it birth (Dovers and Lindenmayer,
1997, 75).

Achieving change will also require more than the seven years of National Action Plan
funding. The funding of short-term programs trivialises the magnitude of change
required and indicates the low level of government commitment. It also sends a false
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message that biophysical change is possible within these time frames, when changes in
water quality and the extent of salinity, for example, are very long-term (Pannell,
2001). The changes in rural Australia are now being understood in some fields such as
rural sociology as emanating from a mixture of social and economic policies and
biophysical limits being reached and in some instances overstepped. The recognition
of the multiple values that exit in rural areas has been discussed under the terminology
of post-productivism, agro-ecology and multi-functionality. This language, once
again, demonstrates mechanistic framing where the rural environment is seen from the
point of view of use and function, where consumers buy either products or ecosystem
services (Burton and Wilson, 2006; Fish, Seymour et al., 2006; Holmes, 2006;
Robinson, 2006). Multi-functionality is sustainability in a different guise.
Landcare is simultaneously inspirational and constrained. Its reliance on government
funding and program guidelines which remain within the neoliberal ideology make it
difficult to move more rapidly toward the landcare goal of ecological, social and
economic sustainability. The historical mechanistic worldview that underpins
government policy and the conflict between that worldview and the objectives of the
landcare movement are not openly acknowledged or debated. As outlined in chapter
3, worldviews are an articulation of how humans understand the meaning of their lives
and their place in the universe. In order to challenge the historical worldview the
articulation of an alternative worldview and a reframing of the landcare movement
will be required.

4.6 Conclusions
The Decade of Landcare aimed to raise awareness of land degradation and build a
network, through which the high levels of awareness and funding of demonstrations
through the network would result in behaviour change. While awareness levels were
raised, excellent networks developed and a wide range of demonstration projects
undertaken, the quality of land and water resources continues to decline.
The landcare movement has inspired people across Australia and has been emulated in
other countries (Youl, Polkinghorne et al., 2001; Woodhill and Nabben, 2004). The
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success of landcare in creating a landcare norm and raising community-wide
awareness about land and water degradation issues is well recognised. It is also
acknowledged that negative trends in degradation are continuing unabated, without
prospects of significant change in the near future (House of Representatives Standing
Committee on Environment and Heritage, 2001; Commonwealth of Australia, 2002;
Wentworth Group, 2002; Saunders, 2005).
The implications of the ontology and epistemology implicit in the landcare movement
did not receive the same critical attention as the operational issues experienced by
landcare in the suite of reviews during and following the Decade of Landcare. A
range of operational and technical issues has been identified. The reviews confirmed
that the network of willing groups is an essential ingredient in building goodwill and
awareness, but must be supported by funding and the appropriate institutional
frameworks for change; people in facilitation roles are critical for managing and
communicating change, and need to have the skills and support to carry out these
tasks; processes needs to be deliberately managed to maximise change. The
assumption underlying the Decade of Landcare, that increased awareness would lead
to behaviour change, was challenged and found wanting.
There is agreement that many current agricultural systems are not suited to the
Australian environment, but this has led to a primary focus on the need for farmers to
adopt innovation and an analysis of factors affecting why farmers choose to adopt or
do not adopt. This focus on capacity to change has also concentrated on the need for
new profitable and sustainable farming systems demonstrable at a regional and local
level. There has been some recognition that government institutions and research and
development bodies are aimed at improving current farming systems rather than
replacing them where unsustainable. The need for funding levels, commensurate with
the issues at hand and over a long time period has been raised by many. There is
recognition of a lack of overall vision about the future of rural landscapes. Most
reviews do not make the explicit connection between the limitations of the landcare
movement to address environmental degradation and social issues, and the worldview
driving current systems. The assumption remains that agriculture would continue on
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its current trajectory and the state’s role would increasingly be a ‘guiding hand’
(Lawrence, Vanclay et al., 1992). Some commentators point to the fundamental issues
concerning the visions and values of society, and the unsustainability of the
agricultural systems in the context of the current worldview (Lawrence, Vanclay et al.,
1992; Vanclay, 1992; Curtis and Lockwood, 1998; Gray and Lawrence, 2001;
Woodhill and Nabben, 2004; Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006).
The problems of land degradation and rural poverty are not superficial blemishes on an
otherwise healthy social fabric. Quite the contrary: these problems are the symptoms of
a set of deeply embedded institutions dramatically out of step with the demands of
sustainability (Woodhill and Nabben, 2004, 24).

The community network represented by the landcare movement has lead to
extraordinary levels of community participation in on-ground works. It has captured
the imagination of many and led to a change in some societal norms. This suggests
that the values and visions espoused by the landcare movement reflect many of those
involved. However, the landcare movement remains embedded in the historic
approach to nature and the place of humans within nature, espoused, in particular, by
western culture and the mechanistic worldview.

This history is evident in the

colonisation of Australia and establishment of agricultural systems.
The landcare movement, and especially its more recent maifestation as regional NRM,
is an important enabling force but cannot by itself bring about the changes in land
management needed for sustainable agricultural systems to be adopted. It is now
recognised that the issues we face, like climate change and systemic land degradation,
require changes to 'the entire policy of the country' as ‘these issues have causes rooted
deeply in patterns of production, consumption, settlement and governance (Dovers,
2000, 3).
Current underpinnings need to be critically examined. The reviews of landcare have
assisted in understanding the strengths and limitations of this volunteer communitybased effort. There is widespread support for continuation of landcare and recognition
that new approaches in addition to this initiative will be required. The urgent need to
more effectively address continuing land and water degradation trends globally and
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across Australia, in particular climate change, has increased the pressure on
governments to respond. This growing concern has led to increasing levels of analysis
of rural change from a rural sociology perspective, and a number of preliminary
visions from researchers on the possible futures for rural landscapes and agriculture.
Landcare is an important movement because it embodies the kind of 'phronetic'
response required to challenge the current worldview which encompasses what
Australians consider to be ‘the good’ to aim for, the approach to knowledge, and the
methods used to gain understanding and strive for the good. However, despite all the
commitment, goodwill and skills involved in the landcare movement, its capacity to
bring about change to a more sustainable agriculture is fundamentally inhibited by the
structural imperatives of the system of industrial or ‘productivist’ agriculture, which is
underpinned and legitimised by the entrenched mechanistic worldview (Lockie,
Lawrence et al., 2006). What is needed is not better communication processes and
capacity in the first instance but critical reflection on the fundamental ways in which
agriculture and its supporting institutions are structured. The dominant worldview has
limited the response and potential of landcare.
If the goal is ecological sustainability, which has been the rhetoric of the landcare
movement, the challenges need to be tackled in a new way. Underlying the challenges
are two goals: how to effectively create appropriate directions for sustainable
agriculture and the supporting institutional policies and structures, and how to manage
the ensuing process of change in the agricultural sector based on reviewed values.
Fundamental questions need to answered about what is valuable and valued; who
should be involved in the change processes; what options are available for agricultural
system and communities; the capacity to change; who is responsible for bringing about
changes and the timeline for change; and how the environment and different players
would win or lose from different options. Information needs to be gathered,
judgements made and action taken. Addressing these questions requires involvement
from all tiers of government, the farming community and society as a whole.
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While the landcare movement itself is an important enabling structure, changes in the
financial, political, institutional and research and development structures need to
occur. To address the challenges of environmental degradation goes beyond landcare
achievements to date. The effectiveness of the federal government-initiated regional
delivery model for sustainable natural resource management is yet to be determined.
There are both opportunities and warning signs in the institutional framework that has
been adopted (Dibden, Cocklin et al., 2006; Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006; Marian
Partners Australia, 2006).
Current agriculture in Australia is based on a worldview imposed from the
colonisation of Australia that has influenced and continues to influence society’s
choices; the kind of agriculture undertaken, the business and government institutions
supporting agriculture, and the way research is conducted. Changes are required in the
way we see the natural world and our relationship to it.
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Chapter 5.

Implementing an alternative worldview

in the Watershed Torbay Project

The Torbay catchment is located on the south coast of Western Australia, between the
City of Albany and the town of Denmark. Its proximity to Albany, the major regional
centre in the Great Southern region, has been significant in its history of colonisation,
and the current landuses and social, economic and environmental pressures. Due to its
significance as a potential future water source for Albany, the location of sewerage
treatment for the City, and population growth, it has attracted increasing attention from
state land and water management agencies. The increasing number of toxic algal
blooms in the lakes, rivers and inlet at the bottom of the catchment has led to pressure
for action from the community and within water-management agencies. The local
community, made up of long-term landholders engaged in farming for part of their
income, and more recent members seeking rural living on small properties or
residential blocks in townsites, highly value their lifestyle. As a result, the community
has sought participation in decisions concerning the catchment, and established the
Torbay Catchment Group in 1999 as a conduit to express catchment concerns and
undertake work to improve the health of the catchment (Arrowsmith and Duxbury,
2006).
The leading body responsible for the protection and allocation of water resources, the
Department of Water (previously the Department of Environment), helped the Torbay
community establish the Torbay Catchment Group and provided funding to begin
landcare work on the ground, including fencing waterways, installing stock crossings,
and offstream stock watering sites. The community was also active in managing
environmental weeds, with a focus on control of the bulb watsonia.
A history of community interest and action, in alliance with a lead agency with the
role of protecting water resources provided the necessary basis to seek government
funding for more focused work, to improve the health and future management of the
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catchment. The Department of Water, in conjunction with the Torbay Catchment
Group gained case-study funding under a special federal government program. The
project aimed to demonstrate whole-of-catchment river restoration through the
development of a restoration plan involving all key stakeholders, led by the
community and underpinned by community values and science, leading to
implementation.
The Watershed Torbay project received the five years of funding from the National
Rivers Consortium, part of the government funded research and development
organisation Land and Water Australia, between 2001 – 2006, matched by the state
Department of Water, with support from the Department of Agriculture and the Water
Corporation (previously the WA Water Authority).
The expected outcomes of the project, outlined by the Department of Water in
conjunction with the Torbay Catchment Group, were to develop a restoration action
plan:
 showing the benefits of stream restoration at the catchment scale with a research
component to project activities
 demonstrating community participation as an essential component
 incorporating monitoring and evaluation within ongoing adaptive management
processes
 achieving an action-oriented learning environment, through the collective work of
researchers, agencies and community groups.
By its completion in 2006, the project had built significant partnerships, incorporating
different forms of knowledge, increased the number of landholders involved in
behaviour change, and developed better understanding in residents and agencies of the
catchment, its issues, its history and a sense of the catchment as a place of importance.
These gains have been recognised within the catchment by key players, and
documented through a communication learning log, the summary of successes and
learning report, and the restoration plan. External recognition of the successes has
come from the main funding agency Land and Water Australia, and through winning
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of the National Riverprize as well as the state Regional Achievement and Community
Award in the Environment and Landcare Award category, both in 2006.
However, while the project has established a strong basis of trust, partnership and
understanding the real test will be the degree of behaviour changes over the coming
decades, the level of sustainability achieved, and an ongoing ability for the partners to
continue their relationships and manage change effectively.
The commitment made in the original project proposal to work in an ‘action-oriented
learning environment’ significantly enhanced the opportunity to link my role as
communication coordinator with my research as a PhD student on the topic of
managing social change processes4. Communication work for the project was
completed in December 2006. This chapter is based on the draft technical report
prepared in June 2006 for Land and Water Australia, at the conclusion of the project
contract between the Department of Water, and Land and Water Australia
(Arrowsmith and Duxbury, 2006).
As communication coordinator I was able to provide input for discussion on the
philosophy and framework for the project from start-up. This established the
worldview within which I was able to offer processes for implementing that
philosophy. The commitment within the project proposal to community participation,
action learning, evaluation and adaptive management through partnerships was
important endorsement for taking a new approach to change. The participatory
philosophy used in this project is accepted practice within the Australian landcare
movement and community development literature (Chamala and Mortiss, 1990;
Campbell, 1992; Ife, 1998; Regional Women's Advisory Council, 2001; Aslin and
Brown, 2002; Oliver, 2003; Land & Water Australia, 2006). Where the Watershed
Torbay project differed from many previous catchment projects was in the articulation

4

What began as a Masters thesis quickly proved to be larger than the scope and time permitted for a

Masters program and the research was changed to a PhD with the expectation that research would run in
parallel with the life of the Watershed Torbay project.
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and implementation of a change philosophy and framework, with the aim of building
connections among people with a stake in the future of the catchment, and between
them and their local environment.
The project’s progress has been captured through a communication learning log,
written as part of my responsibilities (Duxbury, 2005). The quarterly recording of key
tasks and the lessons learned focussed on communication; the Watershed Torbay
steering committee; the project support team; research; the drainage management plan;
catchment restoration plan; implementation of projects; and monitoring and
evaluation. The log is available on the website, www.torbay.scric.org, as part of the
project commitment to transparency and communication. It was also circulated in
hard copy to all members of the Watershed Torbay steering committee and the Torbay
Catchment Group for their verification of events, and to gather individual comments
for incorporation into the log.
This chapter then provides an insight into the adoption of a philosophical framework
based on values as a primary source of knowledge to direct development of a
restoration plan for the catchment. The development and implementation of the
communication strategy led by me was central to all elements of the project. It is one
thing to adopt a philosophy; another to put it into practice. Successful implementation
requires the communication of the philosophy, to achieve understanding and
endorsement. It also requires accessing processes suitable to that philosophy, and
facilitation of the change processes. My role in the Watershed Torbay project was part
of a team approach. The support team for the project was important in offering the
philosophy of change and the processes used and initiating evaluation as part of the
action research/adaptive management for the project. The project steering committee
provided the broader perspective of key players able to endorse and participate in the
philosophy and processes, and provided feedback through evaluation processes. They
were important advocates for the joint aims of the restoration plan within their own
organisations and within the larger community. The Torbay Catchment Group was
important in providing advocacy for the community, and ensuring that the project
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remained relevant and connected to the community which would be expected to
implement significant elements of the restoration plan.
My inputs, through the steering committee, project team and Torbay Catchment Group
as well as the technical advisory group and through community workshops, forums
and the newsletter (edited by me), were informed by research articulated in this thesis.
My involvement in the Australian landcare movement for the past 18 years has led me
to challenge the worldview underpinning the approach to date, as described in Chapter
3. My understanding of the challenges facing the Watershed Torbay project has been
informed by my research into the history of colonisation of Australia and the
mechanistic worldview, particularly, in the Albany-Torbay region. The physical
landscape in the Torbay catchment reflects the history of human values and ensuing
uses, driven by the mechanistic worldview. I suggest in this thesis that, continued
adherence to that worldview is unlikely to supply the necessary framework and
processes of change required to address increasing levels of land and water
degradation and competing interests experienced in the catchment.
In this chapter the Watershed Torbay project will be discussed in light of its
philosophy and framework. That is, the building of relationships and connection
between people and the environment and between people for sustainability outcomes,
and then the key processes used to assist implementation of this philosophy. The
historical and cultural background to the project was seen as an essential part of the
philosophy to provide understanding of the context. Each following section will
describe what was done, and why, what was learnt in the process, and what challenges
were experienced. The overarching philosophy and approach to knowledge will first
be outlined and how this led to: the selection of the framework for change; the
emphasis on building relationships through partnerships; the deliberate gathering of
information about community values, attitudes and ideas through forums, survey and
focus groups; the effort to build sense of place; and the monitoring and selection of
indicators to feed back to all involved about their progress.
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5.1 Background to the Project
5.1.1 History
As discussed in Chapter 2, history is a critical determinant of the current worldview
and attendant values, landuses, and landscapes. The history of the Torbay catchment
and information about its current biophysical and demographic status were gathered
early in the project, as part of the understanding of the catchment. This information
was then communicated to the landholders and other key players in the catchment
through the newsletter, website and in workshops and community forums.
In section 3.9, the history of Aboriginal and early European habitation of the Torbay
and Albany areas was summarised to help understand current landuses and community
values and attitudes. The Aboriginal history of the area has not been well
documented. This in itself is an indicator of the lack of value ascribed to Aboriginal
history, cultural connections and landuse by Europeans. It has been recorded that the
Torbay catchment is part of the range of the Mineng or Mearnanger language group,
stretching between Mt Lindesay near Denmark to the West, past Kendenup and
Kojaneerup to the north, and Mt Manypeaks to the east. The Noongar leaders at the
time of colonisation were Nakinah and his well recognised younger brother Mokare
(Ferguson, 1987).
European settlement followed a path similar to many other southern coastal, forested
settlements: areas opened up for logging were rapidly cut over around the turn of the
20th century, followed by establishment of horticultural and grazing; and as European
numbers grew Aboriginal populations decreased or moved away. As a consequence,
Aboriginal culture is not very visible within the Torbay catchment today; despite the
Department of Indigenous Affairs’ site register recording several sites of significance
in the catchment – a thorough recording of sites and history has not yet been
undertaken.
As indicated in section 3.9, European colonisers of the Torbay catchment were
committed to the mechanistic worldview of progress through development and
increased production. There were very few comments in early European references
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that indicate regret or even acknowledgement of the displacement of local Noongars,
or the damage from clearing trees and draining wetlands. The Torbay Catchment
Group and the Watershed Torbay project, as part of the landcare movement, challenge
these earlier assumptions, that manipulation and clearing of the environment and
maximising productivity are paramount. Changes in awareness and concern about the
state of the environment have occurred in the region.
The Torbay community has been concerned about local environment degradation for
some years. In 1990 a community-based group called The Torbay Waterways
Protection Committee prepared a submission to the Wastewater Advisory Committee
which was deliberating on the critical issue of wastewater treatment options for the
City of Albany (Torbay Waterways Protection Committee, 1990). Their
comprehensive submission articulated options not addressed by the WA Water
Authority in its deliberations, and the likely impact on waterways and wetlands of
increased nutrient disposal into the catchment, and/or chemical contamination if
noxious wastes were incorporated into the waste treatment plant. The group argued
for equal standing for their views, which incorporated local values and on ground
knowledge based on long-term observation, with ‘all the Scientific data’ from the
Water Authority (Torbay Waterways Protection Committee, 1990, 1). The group
considered it their responsibility and right as Australian citizens to be involved in the
decision-making process.
Out interest in this issue is based upon preservation of our local environment and also
that of larger environmental issues. We do not view this as a local issue only, but rather
as a responsibility of every Australian citizen to become involved in decision making on
issues which affect our way of life (Torbay Waterways Protection Committee, 1990, 1).

Community pressure prevailed to the extent that wastewater treatment was upgraded
and water reticulated to major farm forestry plantations. However, this facility
remains within the catchment boundary and continues to be of concern to residents.
The Torbay Catchment Group was formed following interest generated at a
community meeting at Elleker Hall in March 1999. Eighty-eight people came to hear
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talks on environmental issues and express concern about the state of the waterways in
particular.

5.1.2 Biophysical characteristics
It is important to understand the current state of the Torbay catchment environment as
further context for decision-making. Some of this information was readily available
and immediately summarised onto the website (www.torbay.scric.org) and into written
material, so that all key players had the same information.
Torbay is located 26km west of Albany, on the south coast of Western Australia (see
Figure 6). The area has a Mediterranean-type climate with cool, wet winters and warm
to hot summers, with significant summer rainfall, rainfall is 800-1000mm.
Temperatures range between 14°C and 26°C in summer and 7°C and 16°C in winter.
There is considerable roadside, waterway foreshore and private remnant vegetation in
good condition with native vegetation covering a third of the catchment (Figure 8).
The coastal scenery of West Cape Howe National Park and coastal reserves is
spectacular, including Lake Powell, Lake Manarup and Torbay Inlet.

Figure 6: Location of Torbay catchment
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The lower catchment has green pastures most of the year. The environment is very
favourable to horticulture and agriculture, with its reasonable soils, reliable rain and
temperate climate. Degradation of the more blatant varieties such as gully erosion,
sheet water erosion, wind erosion and salinisation are not experienced, or at least are
considered minor issues.
However, there are signs of land and water degradation in the catchment, some of
them increasingly apparent. Lake Powell and Torbay Inlet, at the bottom of the
catchment, experience some of the worst toxic algal blooms in Western Australia
(Pech, 2003; Duxbury, 2006). The blooms are an important indicator of overall
catchment health. The lower catchment has been significantly modified since the turn
of the century, with drainage for horticulture and settlement. Ongoing sediment and
nutrients losses contribute to algal blooms and sediment plumes in wetlands. Impacts
from disturbance of acid sulfate soils from original drainage construction were first
noted in 1917 (Woodward, 1917) and there are potential threats from further drainage
construction or other soil disturbance (Department of Environment, 2004). There is
significant degradation along drains and on some stretches of the 180km of waterways
in the catchment (Green Skills Inc, 2003).

5.1.3 Who lives in Torbay and what do they do?
Some information about human populations is available through data collected by the
Australian Bureau of Statistics (hereafter ABS), local government authorities, or by
industry sectors such as the Department of Agriculture. ABS 2001 census data are
provided on the basis of collection districts. The boundaries for collection districts do
not coincide with biophysical boundaries such as catchments, so ABS data available
for the Torbay catchment are limited. As indicated in Figure 7, there are five ABS
collection districts that partially cover the Torbay catchment. Data from two of the
collection districts with the greatest coverage within the catchment have been used as
indicative of statistics for the catchment: collection districts 5051704 and 5051702
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2004). Any reference to ABS data for the Torbay
catchment is based on these two collection districts only; to use data for the other
collection districts could significantly distort the picture of the catchment. The total
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number of people included in the ABS census data for the selected collection districts
is 904, with 74% born in Australia, 11% from England and the remainder from a range
of destinations, including Europe and New Zealand. The data suggest that there are no
Aboriginal people living in the collection districts (Australian Bureau of Statistics,
2004).

Figure 7: ABS collection districts covering the Torbay catchment (indicated by the blue
outline) (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2004).

The ABS data indicate that the key industry in the catchment is farming (17%) with
many living in the catchment working in nearby centres, in retail trade (15%),
education (12%) and health and community services (11%) (Australian Bureau of
Statistics, 2004). The thriving tourism and home businesses in the catchment that
make up an important local industry are not readily visible in the statistics, as they are
spread across a range of categories including retail. There are small settlements
around Cuthbert, Elleker, Redmond and Torbay but all key services are accessed
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through Albany. Housing is predominantly privately-owned separate homes, with
86% either fully owned or being purchased.
The City of Albany is a large regional centre, with a growing population in excess of
30 000. Proximity to the regional centre of Albany means increasing pressures to
subdivide land for small land holdings. The favoured area for subdivision is in the
lower catchment, where septic systems are a potential hazard to waterways and
flooding is a significant threat. The catchment is important to the City of Albany, with
the City’s wastewater treatment irrigated tree farm located in the catchment, and water
from Marbelup Brook earmarked for Albany’s future water supply (Pech, 2003;
Arrowsmith and Duxbury, 2006).

Figure 8: Torbay landuse showing dominance of grazing (light green), 30% remnant
vegetation (dark green), and the location of receiving water bodies (dark blue) (Neville,
2006).
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5.2 Approach to knowledge
The overall approach to knowledge taken in the Watershed Torbay was based on
valuing all forms of knowledge and placing information about values and interest at
the centre of decision making. This approach placed the development of relationships
and connection between people and with the environment as the main route to achieve
the goals of the project. Taking this approach then gave direction to the way the
project as a whole was developed and communicated. Every attempt was made to
include all key players in the catchment in collecting and generating different forms
knowledge, to better connect people with each other and the catchment environment,
so that decision making was informed and based on values.

5.2.1 What was done and why
As outlined in the original project proposal and then in the communication strategy,
full participation from the key players, led by the community, was an underlying
commitment of the project. The approach to knowledge taken in the project identified
community values as key drivers in the development of the vision, goals and priority
actions. The vision developed by the Torbay Catchment Group encapsulates the
tensions between economic, social and environmental objectives.
An environmentally clean, balanced ecology supporting a prosperous community in
which people respect each other’s use of the catchment and waterways (Torbay
Catchment Group, 2004).

As a key part of the overall project philosophy I suggested a ‘civic science’ approach,
with the full support of the project manager. This term was used by Kai Lee in 1993
to describe the partnership between resource managers and community members
needed to guide social and environmental change (Lee, 1993). O’Riordan has
connected civic science to the counter-modern approach to science as a cultural
construct. Civic science aims to involve the whole community in setting research
agendas to ensure that the research undertaken is embedded in community concerns
and values, and utilises community knowledge so that information is transformed into
change (Keen, 1997; O'Riordan, 1998). It is based on the development of mutual
respect and trust between the lay stakeholders and researchers (Wynne, 1992), on the
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basis that ‘‘science’ has to be an interactive process between 'lay' and 'expert'
judgements based on mutual respect and trust' (O'Riordan, 1998, 111).
I incorporated the Aristotelian identification of three main types of knowledge –
episteme, techne and phronesis – as introduced in Section 2.3.2, to extend the concept
of civic science used in the Watershed Torbay project. Epistemic means scientific
knowledge, techne being technical or practical knowledge, and phronesis concerning
values and interests (Thomson, 1976). The latter term is the most poorly considered
within projects such as Watershed Torbay because of the pre-eminence of science
within the mechanistic worldview, which has at the same time denigrated the
importance of the subjective.
My approach to civic science sits comfortably in the more general approach, based on
values, interests, and public constructive dialogue discussed in Chapter 6 (Flyvbjerg,
1993; Flyvbjerg, 2001). However, this terminology was deemed unsuitable for use in
the project as being too academic. Civic science is appropriate common terminology,
easily understood by the community and researchers. Identifying the different kinds
of knowledge helps to illustrate the central importance of community values in driving
change. The role of scientific knowledge also becomes clearer. Research information
is vital for providing the context for decision-making about values, while technical
knowledge assists in assessing whether suggested solutions are practical and able to be
implemented. It is the dialogue about the tensions concerning values, evident in the
Torbay Catchment Group vision, which is required to further the aims of
sustainability.
The adoption of a civic science approach to research in the Watershed Torbay project
sought to:
 recognise and capture local community values, knowledge and specific expertise
 resolve issues identified by the community
 involve an open canvassing of knowledge gaps in the catchment
 use clear criteria to select appropriate science projects
 involve the community during the experimental work where ever possible and
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 have scientists present their findings in plain language directly to the community
(Arrowsmith and Duxbury, 2006).
An important part of the civic science approach was to gather people’s input about
their values, concerns and possible solutions. As part of the early community
workshops held in three community halls across the catchment, the 60 participants
were also asked to list questions that they would like answered by researchers. Key
requests for information and research from the 2002 community forums included:
 How much of a problem is salinity in the catchment area?
 What are the consequences of water extraction on Marbelup Brook?
 How could we reuse/recycle nutrients in the catchment?
 Need more specific information on nutrient generators in areas close to the inlet and
lakes. Monitor water quality from point sources & specific landuses.
 How much nutrient is used by pasture species, eg kikuyu?
 What would be the impacts of fixing drains on upstream flooding, and what has
worked elsewhere in terms of drainage management?
 Who decides when floodgates and the inlet are opened? What are the criteria for
deciding?
 Can Marbelup Brook water be diverted back through Lake Powell as it used to?
 What is/could be the role of Manarup in taking excess water?
 What are the costs of changing key landuses?
 Bar opening – does it need natural or artificial opening for better management?
 What can be done to replenish fish stocks?
 Need information on the effect of landuses on the environment and waterways,
before industries start up.
Many of these questions were addressed through the Watershed Torbay research
program, and others by provision of information already to hand. The early adoption
of a civic science approach to the research program made it clear that the focus of all
research was to assist with good management decisions. Early in the project a
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research panel undertook an audit of catchment understanding and identified
knowledge gaps incorporating the questions raised through the community workshops.
The research program compiled by the project manager from the Department of
Environment (now Department of Water) indicating research themes, questions posed
by the community under each theme, and the research teams contracted, is provided at
Appendix 1. A special A3 double-sided summary of the research and monitoring
program was prepared as an insert in the newsletter in the first 12 months of the
project, to ensure that the community and other key players were aware of the research
and invited to participate in field sampling, workshops, tours, meetings and field trips.
All research updates were posted on the website and summarised in newsletters.
The need for researchers involved with the Watershed Torbay project to see their role
as collaborative with the community and across all research was highlighted in several
key ways. Firstly, a presentation was made to an early meeting of the Technical
Advisory Group (TAG) outlining the philosophy of civic science and what it meant for
their response to the research needs of Watershed Torbay. Set out below (Figure 9) is
a summary of the presentation.

Making Research Count
Presentation to Watershed Torbay Technical Advisory Committee meeting
Louise Duxbury, Green Skills, Communication Consultant to the Watershed Torbay Project
June 2002
We cannot hope to find integrated solutions if we conduct disintegrated science
Waterways are complex, integrated systems under continuous change. Research needs to
provide an understanding of and solutions for complex problems.
Research needs to:

 Help define what is the state of the waterways and its catchment that has a good
chance of being attained
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 Inform management on how to go about achieving that desired state
 Prepare managers and the community for uncertainty (Breen, 1999).
Integrated science requires researchers to communicate and work with each other. Breen
suggests that researchers need to change their culture, to work together as a team and with the
clients. In effect research needs to satisfy the needs of the clients. In the case of Watershed
Torbay the clients are the key stakeholder agencies and community.
This is a challenge to many researchers, who often work in isolation from researchers in
different fields. It is also a challenge for researchers to response to their clients needs for
solutions to guide management decisions. Farmers, a key stakeholder group in the Torbay
catchment, are practical people who want best-bet answers.
In the past research into natural systems has focussed strongly on understanding how
the systems function and on defining problems. Much less effort has been directed
towards developing solutions, particularly solutions which reflect the interest of the
public (Breen, 1999).
This does not mean that the research findings are without uncertainty. In fact, landholders are
very used to uncertainty, as they live with it every day and still have to make decisions within
the uncertainty of constantly changing natural systems (Wynne, 1992).
Proposed Watershed Torbay response
Develop processes for integration of research:

 Regular TAG meetings – phone conference for those not able to attend
 Chatline between researchers and interested community members
 Phone, email contact
 Research-team photo for newsletter.
Research effort is wasted if it does not lead to widescale adoption by the stakeholders to whom
it is directed.
Wide-scale adoption means the sustained use of new or improved technologies by a
large portion of the specific stakeholder group or community. Links between research
institutions and their clients (water users, landusers, research managers, catchment
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management agencies, policy makers etc) are vital for successful technology
development and delivery (Smith, 1999).
There is considerable discussion about the concept of civic science, which challenges the
traditional role of science as an objective exercise which is conflict-free and bipartisan. Civic
science aims to involve the whole community in setting the research agenda, to ensure that the
research is embedded in community concerns and values, and utilises community knowledge
so that information is transformed into change (Keen, 1997; O'Riordan, 1998).
This approach is based on the development of mutual respect and trust between the lay
stakeholders and researchers involved in a project. Wynne, in a study of farmers affected by
Chernobyl fallout, concluded that public understanding and willingness to uptake science
advice was based on the level of trust and credibility they are prepared to invest in the
scientists and the institutions they represent (Wynne, 1992).
Keen undertook workshops with research scientists about increasing community involvement
in science, and found that they were concerned that additional resources and time would be
needed, new skills learnt and about impacts on their own advancement (Keen, 1997). These
concerns and others are valid and need to be taken into account in any project.
Recommendations
1. The concept of civic science be adopted to emphasis the need for researchers to
collaborate with the community in devising and answering research questions.
2. Questions from community forums and other community avenues be integrated into
current research or new research be commissioned to answer priority questions.
Those priorities be set through discussion with the project steering committee and
endorsed by the Torbay Catchment Group.
3. Researchers genuinely engage with the community to develop mutual trust and respect
through:

 Presentations at community forums
 Involvement of local people in fieldwork
 Regular news updates for newsletters and media releases
 Community genuinely engage with researchers, read research reports, discuss
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research at meetings, provide local knowledge, go along on field trips, and develop
mutual trust and respect
 Researchers provide a timetable for delivery of research modules to community and
other researchers. Schedule times to report back to stakeholders face to face.
These are all elements in development of a communication plan for research.
Summary
Research is a critical part of the Watershed Torbay Project. It can provide:

 information about the system and how it works, so that management decisions are
better informed and targets can be set
 models to test the environmental, social and economic impacts of management
decisions
 suggestions for best-bet management options
 feedback on changes in the system
 trials on different potential management options.
Each of these research objectives will be assisted through close collaboration between
researchers and key stakeholders - agencies, local government, community organisations,
businesses and community members.

Figure 9: Presentation on Civic Science to Technical Advisory Group June 2002, by Louise
Duxbury

Response to the presentation on civic science to the TAG was mixed. Some
researchers who had considerable experience in working in the field with community
members, valued community knowledge and enjoyed the experience. Others
considered that community members do not have ‘real’ knowledge to offer, as their
interpretations are untested by scientific methodology and biased by their own views.
These researchers could not see that they also come with personal interpretations,
histories and preferences. Some felt that the requirement to collaborate with other
researchers and to communicate their findings could be time- and resource-consuming.
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This was acknowledged, and assistance offered to help involve other researchers and
the community, and in writing research reports.
The civic science approach was eventually accepted. Research organisations were
invited to submit projects to undertake the identified gaps to research, and a set of
‘civic science’ criteria was used to select appropriate tenders. The criteria were:
1. What is the capacity of the research to answer the key community
questions?
2. Will the research provide information to influence the selection and
implementation of actions?
3. How transferable is the research to other catchments throughout Australia?
4. How urgent is the research in terms of influencing actions (this is the
priority), or is it addressing a long-term issue?
5. What is the likelihood of obtaining potential funding sources other than
National Rivers Consortium funding under the Watershed Torbay project?
6. What is the direct cost of the proposal and to what extent are there
matching funds?
7. What is the research proposal’s potential to give results that lead to lowcost landuse management change, i.e. behaviour change?
The civic science criteria provided agreements on how research was to be conducted,
rather than focusing only on scientific output. While not all researchers met these
guidelines they did create an expectation and most met the requirements.
The result was a comprehensive research program designed to fill knowledge gaps
about the catchment in a way that engaged the community, provided integrated
outcomes wherever possible and provided direct advice on management approaches,
summarised in Appendix 1. The 15 science projects were grouped into themes, to help
integrate research and help communicate research to the community:
 algal blooms – processes and drivers
 environmental water requirements
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 managing the lower drainage system
 catchment nutrient sources and pathways
 barriers to adoption (social and economic)
Researchers who successfully tendered to undertake projects were required to ensure
strong community participation (e.g. through community involvement in fieldwork),
two-way exchange of information, and presentation of findings at community forums,
through newsletters and at meetings. Researchers were encouraged to engage with
each other, to share sampling and research sites and equipment, and to synthesise their
results to give a good understanding of catchment environmental processes.
Finally, a process was established to help incorporate the research knowledge, with
community technical knowledge, as context and values knowledge to decide on
priority actions. As indicated in Table 2, the kinds of knowledge contributed by
researchers and the community were different. The range of possible actions was
generated as a joint effort between researchers and the community. In order to sift the
actions researchers provided information about the efficacy of each action.
Community members, with the research assessments to hand, discussed the
acceptability and cost effectiveness of actions; this assessment is transparently valuesbased.
As Table 2 shows, research information is not certain; the role of the researchers was
to assess each potential action and provide their judgement on how effective each
would be in meeting the targets, say, for reducing nutrient runoff. That is, they would
provide their best guess at effectiveness, and to indicate whether they felt more or less
certain about this advice. The process provided information in a way that was
understood by all key players and showed that research information was not ‘the
truth’. There is always a range of possible actions to meet targets such as nutrient
runoff reduction, but some are more readily adopted by farmers. The community
assessment was important for indicating whether it was more or less likely that each
action would be adopted. Acceptability and cost effectiveness were used to make
assessments as they were considered to be key factors in landholder adoption or non-
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adoption. Acceptability covers a range of factors, including ability to be incorporating
into their current practices, familiarity, how proven, perceived risks involved and ease
of adoption. The researchers, agencies and community members who participated in
the assessment found it a user-friendly and meaningful process. When research
information had high levels of uncertainty, researcher panels were used to provide the
best information possible at the time for stakeholders to make judgements.

RESEARCHER INPUT

3 Possible actions
for farming systems

Best Guess
Effectiveness

Best Guess
Uncertainty levels

COMMUNITY INPUT

How cost
effective

How acceptable

High Med Low High Med Low High Med Low High Med Low
1. Mixed production
systems







2. Professional fertiliser
advice







3. Perennial pasture
support











Table 2: Example - Difference between researcher and community input into action selection
from a subset of possible actions for farming systems.

Target setting was established on the same basis – that is, what targets for key issues,
such as reduction in algal blooms, were both desirable and achievable? It led to a
much better understanding of the intractability of some environmental issues.
Pleased with outcomes of last meeting on targets for algal blooms, but disappointed to
understand the level of work needed to make a substantial difference (Torbay
Catchment Group member) (Duxbury, 2005).

Understanding the significance of environmental issues and the level of change
required meant that realistic targets could be set, or greater levels of work planned.
The ability of the different players to participate in the implementation of actions in
the restoration plan was also made transparent through a prioritising process, whereby
individual agencies and a sub-committee of the Torbay Catchment Group community
members set their priorities individually for actions in the restoration plan. This
demonstrated the differences between the priorities of different stakeholders.
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5.2.2 What was learned and the challenges
Incorporating different forms of knowledge
The experience of working with the Watershed Torbay project showed that
incorporating the fundamental values of the catchment community and key players in
the catchment is not straightforward or easy. The processes for fully exploring values
are not part of standard catchment planning, which increasingly include processes to
identify catchment assets and to record what communities value, but not ways to
challenge and discuss values that have been articulated, leading to negotiated values
being placed at the heart of planning documents. As suggested by Fischer, discursive
communication is an important cause of change (Fischer, 2003). It is important to
elucidate the different values of community members and key players, to table
information pertinent to discussion, and challenge both values and information, as well
as providing a conduit to bring a wider range of important insights to the decisionmaking process.
Many community members on the Watershed Torbay steering committee or the
Torbay Catchment Group attended the meetings of TAG and were active in providing
feedback on the project. This led to increasing levels of understanding by researchers
of the community values in the catchment, and an increased understanding of technical
information by community members. It also meant that some critical information
became available to the research projects from community members.
Agree that research needs to be about applying research to management. Research is no
good if the community is not involved, needs ongoing communication with the
community (TCG member) (Duxbury, 2005).

The collaborative approach did not achieve its objectives in all research projects, as
some researchers were resistant to collaborative research and sharing their data and
information. This was evident from the outset. Other researchers found it difficult to
direct their work at practical management outcomes, or were located in Perth and
found it an imposition to make frequent visits to the catchment.
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Overall, the approach saw good relationships develop between many of the
researchers, local agency staff and community members, and successful
communication of research to the community. Several community members assisted
in field trips for data collection and provided local information to researchers. This
involvement was on a voluntary basis: and payment was not mentioned as an issue at
any time. More of an issue was time availability, with many Torbay landholders
farming part-time, as well as undertaking off-farm employment. The key volunteers
were people actively involved in the Watershed Torbay steering committee or the
Torbay Catchment Group, or landholders directly involved in field sitework on their
properties.

Photo 3: Paul Close, PhD researcher, Centre for Excellence in Natural Resource
Management, with Chris Westcott, local potato farmer, during a research field trip on Lake
Manarup.

Community involvement in the research program led to increased levels of scrutiny
by the community. For example, the computer-based drainage model was criticised by
community and agency representatives on the drainage district management subcommittee for its limited capability to run hypothetical management scenarios. The
collaborative discussion on the development and use of the water balance model
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resulted in a frank discussion about its usefulness and how the information anticipated
through it could be supplied by other means.
The water balance modelling didn’t meet our expectations. I don’t think the model is
robust enough, user friendly, mimics systems well enough, and hasn’t focused on
outputs. It is too hard to use, crashes and doesn’t allow easy assessment of the options
(Andrew Maughan, hydrologist in the Department of Environment (now Department of
Water)) (Duxbury, 2005).

In contrast, nutrient-modelling research received positive feedback after a Farming for
Nutrient Reduction workshop was held, with presentation of the draft model showing
nutrient loss for Torbay catchment. The community attendees, many of them farmers,
were asked to critically comment on the assumptions of the model and provide
information about possible actions to reduce nutrient loss from farming which were
the most cost-effective. As one Torbay Catchment Group member commented in the
communication learning log ‘Very good workshop’ (Duxbury, 2005).
The aim to build an understanding of farm nutrient balances for individual enterprises
developed a novel approach to nutrient account and farm-gate nutrient balances, based
on overseas work. This approach has now been adopted in major catchments
elsewhere in Western Australia, including the Peel-Harvey, Geographe Bay,
Leschenault Inlet and Bremer Bay catchments (Neville, Weaver et al., 2005). The
Department of Agriculture sponsored the visit of Dutch researcher Hugo van der Meer,
who presented information about farmgate balances and nutrient management in
Holland and the European Economic Union. The sharing of overseas experiences and
application of farm gate balances was important to the Watershed Torbay project.
One of the best orations I have heard! (Torbay Catchment Group member) (Duxbury,
2005).

While some researchers were reluctant to accept feedback about communication needs
and appropriate styles, many of the researchers did present their research in
appropriate ways to the project steering committee, at workshops and field days, and
through the newsletter. There was very positive feedback from researchers who
collaborated with both the local lead agency and the local community.
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From the interest shown at a workshop I attended during December 2004 in Torbay, I
think that there is a very positive attitude by locals to want to help out and fix the
environment. I also had huge assistance from John Blaney-Murphy (a local living on the
lake boundary) and he provided much local information and was always willing to help
out...including paddling out onto the lake with me! (Simon Brett, UWA student)
(Duxbury, 2005).
I think the day-to-day contact with Department of Environment (now Department of
Water) staff during field sampling was most valuable in building relationships and good
easy-flowing communication for our understanding of how to target our research to
provide the most useful information. This also meant that Department of Environment
(now Department of Water) staff also gained a good understanding of how we conduct
our research and why.
We gave a Powerpoint presentation and a field demonstration to the community (mainly
members of the Watershed Torbay steering committee) about our research and some
preliminary results. Meeting the community also helped in targeting our final report
and gaining an understanding of the community’s concerns and hopes for the
waterways, and the problems they would most like fixed (Emma Murray, Geoscience
Australia) (Duxbury, 2005).
I really enjoyed the whole project, I am very pleased I was involved and it was
recognised I could contribute something. The development I gained from it has helped
me feel useful, learn new skills, engage with the community, career development...all
much more than I have had opportunity to gain from other projects (Andrew Maughan,
Department of Environment (now Department of Water) hydrologist) (Duxbury, 2005).

As the sole social researcher on the TAG I felt that the importance of community
knowledge and values was not recognised by several key researchers. On one
memorable car trip soon after my presentation to the TAG regarding the importance of
a civic science approach to Torbay, one of the research team members commented
‘Why go to the community for solutions? If I am sick I go to the doctor for advice.
The catchment is unhealthy, so you need to go to the experts for the answers’.
While having a clear philosophy of knowledge and civic science objectives did
produce collaborative research with management outcomes, it takes time and resources
to develop the relationships between researchers and community members, and
establish an understanding of the values of different forms of knowledge. Resources
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for such relationship-development are not often allocated to such projects.
Community members need to overcome their general cynicism about research
‘boffins’ and the outcomes of research projects, and researchers need to overcome
their science training that discounts values and practical technical information as
subjective and untested, and therefore inferior to scientific research.
Using research to inform decision-making
The civic science approach to research for Watershed Torbay meant that most of the
research information provided better understanding of the catchment and its processes
and the potential impacts of different options. The decision-making processes
specifically developed to integrate research and community knowledge assisted greatly
in bringing an analytic approach to choosing possible actions for the catchment.
The establishment of a civic science approach to research was a key part of the overall
philosophical approach to knowledge. It set the parameters for integration of different
forms of knowledge, valued the contributions of researchers, technical staff and local
community, and ensured that much of the research was aimed at delivering outcomes
for the project. Identification of the different roles for researchers and the community
made the process transparent and ensured sharing of the power of decision-making.
The establishment of agency and community priorities for all actions in the restoration
plan was an important step, as it showed that there were significant differences in
priorities between players involved in the plan’s implementation. This identified the
key roles of agencies and the community and indicated natural alliances that could be
formed for specific actions.
The civic science approach requiring the full participation of the community, agency
staff and researchers, is not typical.
Farmers are at present the objects of study, rather than participators in research and
farmers need to contribute their knowledge to research on sustainability….
A large number of agricultural scientists work on relatively reductionist projects related
to specific agricultural problems and many ecologists deal with conservation ecology
issues in agricultural regions. However, neither group has fully engaged the issue of
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understanding ecological processes in agricultural landscapes (Robertson and Pratley,
1998, 252).

Given opportunities and appropriate processes, such as research open days in the field,
involvement in field trips, presentations at meetings and special workshops, most
researchers relished the public involvement. Community input into research programs
increased critical scrutiny and encouraged accountability for the science program, and
uptake of research results. This was enhanced by using local researchers where
available, as they were much more accessible to the community, in most cases already
possessed good contacts and networks within the community, and had an
understanding of local issues.
The focus on research aiming to assist management decision-making made it readily
recognisable where research did not, or was not going to, provide clear answers. This
made it more apparent where best-bet judgements by researchers and the community
would be needed and jointly made.

5.3 Framework for change
As a key part of establishing an overall philosophy for the Watershed Torbay project I
assisted in the development of frameworks for change. This was articulated through
the communication strategy for the project, the action research cycle and a simple
schema on key elements of the change process. The framework developed to assist in
the catchment restoration planning, also reflected the philosophy and approach to
knowledge and change management.

5.3.1 What was done and why
A philosophical approach in common language was written into the draft of the
communication plan prepared by me for the Watershed Torbay project, and presented
for discussion in early meetings with the project steering committee.
The communication plan, prepared in 2001, built on the approach outlined in the
original proposal community participation, action learning, evaluation and adaptive
management through partnerships. Experience from other projects, such as the
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Wilson Inlet National Eutrophication Management Communication Plan had shown
how important it was to bring all the key players together from the very start of a
project (Green Skills Inc, 2001). This rested on establishing a common philosophical
approach encompassing the vision for change, the sharing of power in decisionmaking, the importance of core values, integration of all forms of knowledge, and
transparency and respect in all communication.
The Watershed Torbay Communication Plan 2001
The principal objective of this communication plan is to involve all key players in the
Torbay Catchment project to:
 Build a shared vision for the waterways of the Torbay Catchment
 Develop a set of sustainability indicators that reflect the community vision for
the waterways of the Torbay Catchment and provide regular feedback on
progress toward achieving the vision
 Create opportunities for community input into the development of the action
plan for the Torbay Catchment that meet community priorities
 Bridge the communication gap between:
o

Researchers; the government agencies involved in the project and in
particular the Department of Environment (now Department of Water)
and the Water Corporation ;

o

the people working on the ground; and the wider community;

o

so that research work assists the community understand the Torbay
catchment and increases their ability to be involved in sound
management decisions leading to strategic restoration works

 Have input into the development of on the ground projects so that they utilise
the skills, interest and involvement of the local community
 Celebrate achievements of the project
 Identify barriers to bringing about positive changes in waterways and creating
solutions to them
 Communicate the learnings and successes of the project at a local, regional,
state and national level, and seek feedback from other communities (Duxbury,
2001, 1).
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As part of framing the project the simple schema for change highlighted in section
4.4.3 was presented to the Watershed Torbay steering committee at its first meeting,
on 23 October 2001, to initiate dialogue about the committee’s philosophy of change
and seek endorsement of the philosophy embedded in the original proposal and
communication plan.

Pressure
for
Change

+

Clear
Shared
Vision

+

Capacity
to
Change

+

Actionable
First
Steps

=

CHANGE

Figure 10: Key elements of change (Campbell, 1992, 11).

A key part of change management was adopting the philosophy of building
partnerships and relationships, action learning, encouraging dialogue, reflection and
adaptive management, and incorporating different kinds of knowledge within the
framework for change. The action learning cycle was also presented diagrammatically
and discussed at the first meeting of the steering committee (Figure 11). As discussed
in Chapter 1, this had been the long-term approach to project management by Green
Skills. However, previous projects had not placed action research in a more
articulated worldview, as attempted by Watershed Torbay. The best-practice change
management and communication literature is extensive. Many focus on aspects of
change management without providing an overall philosophy.
Useful resources included ‘Working Together for Landcare’, an excellent guide for
community groups developed with Decade of Landcare funding (Chamala and
Mortiss, 1990); the ‘Community Participation in Practice: The Community
Participation Handbook Resource for Public Involvement in the Planning Process’
(Sarkissian, Perlgut et al., 1994); the ‘Terms of engagement: a toolkit for community
engagement for the Murray-Darling Basin’ (Aslin and Brown, 2002); Colma Keating’s
(2003) ‘Facilitation Toolkit: A practical guide for working more effectively with
people and groups’; ‘Implementation: Making workplace innovation and technical
change happen’ based on organisational theory (Carlopio, 1998); the social learning
model and case studies edited by Keen, Brown and Dyball (Keen, Brown et al.,
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2005a); and Canadian Doug McKenzie-Mohr’s (1999) book on community-based
social marketing. In addition web based toolkits such as the Citizen Science Toolkit
and social marketing websites provided a range of possible methodology. Recent
practical guides have been accessed including the Aspen Institute’s ‘Practical guide to
theory development’ for managing change (Anderson, ?); the classic US guide
‘Making Health Communication Programs Work: A Planner's Guide’ (U.S.
Department of Health & Human Services, National Institutes of Health et al., 2004);
and Les Robinson’s (2005) ‘CoCreate: A Facilitator's Guide to Collaborative
Planning’.
My approach to change management has been influenced by my desire to connect
methodology with a worldview that incorporates ontology and epistemology, and is
based on the ultimate purpose of building strong relationships with the natural world
and between people for long-term sustainability. Theory and techniques from
Ghandian-based philosophy and the non-violence movement of which I have been a
part since 1980 have remained relevant (Coover, Deacon et al., 1978). The theory and
techniques described in Flyvbjerg’s phronetic approach to social research were also
influential (Flyvbjerg, 1993; Flyvbjerg, 2001). The counter-modern challenges to
current ways of seeing and understanding the world discussed in section 2.3.2, have
been important, particularly commentators who have moved on from the critique of
the mechanistic worldview to providing alternative worldviews and ways of
implementing them in practice. The literature on building sense of place, strong
partnerships, civic science and strong democracy has been particularly influential.
These commentators will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
Once the philosophy based on building relationships and connection had been
established for Watershed Torbay, change-management techniques and
communication methods were chosen by me to meet this ultimate purpose.
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Figure 11: Action learning cycle as presented to the Watershed Torbay steering committee

The provision of the action learning cycle Figure 11, helped members of the
Watershed Torbay steering committee, who represented different sections of the
community as well as government natural resource management agencies, to see that
the process was long-term and that different kinds of work needed to be undertaken.
Leadership by individuals within the key stakeholders groups and the community was
an important factor in endorsing this new approach, and for the success of the project.
The key stakeholders were the community, including full-time farmers, part-time
farmers, landholders on small rural properties, landholders on residential blocks in
townsites, and absentee landholders. Other key stakeholders were the lead agency, the
Department of Water, and supporting agencies Department of Agriculture, Department
of Environment and Conservation (previously Department of Conservation and Land
Management) and the Water Corporation. The City of Albany was identified as an
important stakeholder. Community groups and businesses were also considered
important.
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Green Skills5 was central to the project through my engagement as communications
coordinator for the project as well as providing catchment coordinator services for the
first three years of the project, management of teams of young Green Corps6
volunteers undertaking landcare works, and sourcing some funds for on-ground
projects. The Elleker and Torbay Progress associations were important conduits for
advertising activities, ensuring input to community forums and workshops, and
assisting in holding events in local halls, and undertaking on-ground weed control
works. The Potato Growers Association, South Coast Fishermen’s Association and
Prograze group were important in providing input to the restoration plan, and engaging
leading farmers in the research project and trial work in the catchment. The Centre of
Excellence in Natural Resource Management at the University of Western Australia
was an important research partner. Murdoch University also provided support through
provision of a scholarship for my research.
A full list of local, regional, state and federal stakeholders and their potential level of
responsibility was drafted in the communication strategy, and discussed by the
Watershed Torbay steering committee for endorsement. All stakeholders were sent at
least one invitation to have input to the understanding of the issues and possible
solutions for the catchment. Key stakeholders were contacted numerous times, using
a wide range of communication methods.
The steering committee, established especially for the duration of the project included
an independent chair, who was also a farmer just outside the catchment,
representatives of the key land and water management agencies, including the

5

As outlined in Chapter 1, Green Skills is a not-for-profit community organisation very active on the

south coast of Western Australia. It has been an important agent for social change working between
community and government agencies to develop and implement environment training and projects.
6

The Green Corps is a federally funded voluntary program for young people, 17-20 years, to undertake

six months of project work, including some accredited training, paid on a minimum wage. Teams of ten
under the supervision of a team leader have been active across Australia providing an important source
of labour for environmental repair work.
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Department of Water, Department of Agriculture and Food, Department of
Environment and Conservation, Water Corporation, and community representatives
from the Potato Growers Association, South Coast Fishermen’s Association, City of
Albany councillors, and Progress association members. Most of the community
members were also members of the Torbay Catchment Group. Membership of the
group was extended after the first few months, with an open invitation to members of
the Torbay Catchment Group. Several catchment group members took up the
invitation and attended regularly.
Part of the analysis I presented to the steering committee was the finding from my
research review of the Australian landcare movement, outlined in Chapter 4, that
awareness does not necessarily lead to behaviour change. The Watershed Torbay
project proceeded on the basis that a focus on values and behaviour change, rather than
education and awareness alone, would need to be the path to implementing the
restoration plan.
General discussion of project philosophy and processes helped to set the groundwork
for a common understanding between key players. It was a natural next step for the
steering committee to adopt a participatory framework for deciding on objectives,
possible actions and targets. The framework (Figure 12) was important for articulating
the roles of the stakeholders and technical assistance group in the project. The
framework was adapted from similar frameworks used in other catchment planning
processes to suit the philosophy of Watershed Torbay and presented to the steering
committee for discussion and endorsement.
As indicated, the stakeholders are the central decision-making players at all but one
stage of the process, with information from research providing the decision-making
context. Researchers are not directly linked to decision-making but provide a range of
tools and information that inform decision-making by the stakeholders. In this
framework their task in providing an assessment on the likely impact of the actions
selected by stakeholders is recognised as a critical form of knowledge, in conjunction
with the values and interests of the community who assess the feasibility of proposed
actions, on the basis of acceptability and ability to be implemented.
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Figure 12: Watershed Torbay restoration plan development decision-making framework
(Torbay Catchment Restoration Plan: A Summary, 2005)

The community was recognised as the key stakeholder when developing the vision and
objectives for the restoration plan in the original project proposal and in praxis. Core
community values were embedded through the overall philosophy and the endorsed
frameworks acknowledging that community members would be the major drivers of
behaviour change. Knowledge about values was sourced from community workshops,
a catchment-wide survey as part of the communication work undertaken by me, and in
subsequent discussion during project steering committee meetings, discussed in
section 5.5. Information about the history of Aboriginal and European habitation of the
catchment was gathered by me as important context. Children at the Woodbury
Boston Environment School, located in the catchment, were also encouraged to
provide their values of the catchment, which they did through poetry, oral history and
a photographic project.
The commitment to reflection and adaptive management were recognised by the kind
of planning framework adopted. It incorporated by the action research cycle and civic
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science principles. The TAG and contract researchers provided information on
possible actions to meet the objectives, in addition to those suggested by the
community and the steering committee. The TAG provided information about the
current state of the catchment, and a better understanding of how it works.

5.3.2 What was learned and the challenges
While the frameworks adopted (Figure 10 Figure 11, Figure 12), have antecedents in
organisation, education and community development theory and practice, they have
been suggested but not extensively pursued in landcare (Chamala and Mortiss, 1990;
Campbell, 1992). The change framework was important because it provided a clearer
understanding of the significant challenges to bringing about change in behaviour, and
underlined the need to work simultaneously on all key elements of change – pressures
for change, a clear vision, capacity to change and first steps.
This approach had very positive outcomes. The focus on building relationships and
maximising the involvement of the community and key players in the catchment led to
a building of trust that made the task of jointly deciding on restoration plan actions and
priorities relatively straightforward. Community members wanted and appreciated the
active involvement of agency staff in meetings, and preferred it when agency roles,
responsibilities and ability to assist in the catchment were clearly laid on the table
(Arrowsmith and Duxbury, 2006).
The key role of the TAG was to assess how effective the proposed actions would be in
working on the desired objectives. The steering committee, with an emphasis on the
community representatives, then make judgements about how practical the proposed
actions would be to implement, and how acceptable they were – that is, how willing
would landholders be to implement proposed actions. This was a critical step, taking
the scientific information and discussing it as context for making decisions about
possible actions based on community values and willingness to engage in actions.
However, the diagrammatic frameworks for change management and action research
are limited in their ability to express the underlying philosophy – that is, the
worldview behind the project. A revised diagram will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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5.4 Building Partnerships
Partnerships were seen as a key element of the Watershed Torbay project. The
strengthening of current and forging of new partnerships was seen as central to the
relational philosophy of the project.

5.4.1 What was done and why
The communication strategy prepared by me and endorsed by the steering committee
focused on developing long-term partnerships between the key players, described in
section 5.3. The importance of partnerships is recognised not only in the landcare
movement but in business and in delivery of government services (Langford, 2002;
Oliver, 2003). It has been suggested that the term ‘partnership’ has become popular
but abused, causing cynicism when poorly managed or limited in scope (Langford,
2002; Oliver, 2003a; Oliver, 2003b; Oliver, Whelan et al., 2005).
The term is now commonly used to dress up any working relationship between
organizations no matter how prosaic the connection or oppressively lopsided the power
imbalance among the parties (Langford, 2002, 69).

As outlined by Langford (2002) the features of successful collaborative partnerships
are that the commitment is long-term, with the sharing of information and authority for
decision-making to develop vision and planning, and the ensuing financial risks,
responsibilities and accountability. Power sharing, was fundamental to the overall
philosophy based on development of relationships adopted in the Watershed Torbay
project. A recent summary of social science research commission by Land and Water
Australia to assist regional bodies connect with stakeholders and implement change,
also recognises that partnerships are crucial (Thomson and Allison, 2006). It suggests
five main characteristics of good stakeholder engagement: the need to have a clear
purpose; be mutually beneficial to the players involved; be based on transparency to
build trust; be strategic and forward-looking; and be sustainable in terms of the staff
and resource time required for their maintenance. However, this report does not raise
the issues of negotiating shared visions with discussion about values, or how to
manage power differentials and ensure that all key stakeholders, including those with
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less power, have the resources and ability to be heard (Thomson and Allison, 2006,
61).
A deeper sense of relationship, not only between stakeholders but also with the natural
and cultural environments, is alluded to by Merchant, where her ‘partnership ethic sees
the human community and the biotic community in a mutual relationship with each
other’ (Merchant, 1999, 212). It is at this level of partnership, significantly extending
beyond the typical level of operational development of relationships between key
partners, which has been sought in the Watershed Torbay project. This aspect will be
discussed at section 5.6, building sense of common interests and place, and in much
greater detail in Chapter 6.
The Watershed Torbay steering committee was an important body that provided
leadership for the project, actively worked on developing the restoration plan, and
ensured that the issues and roles of all players were on the table. This helped to
identify who had power in terms of resources and decision-making ability in different
areas, such as water resource management or town planning. An independent
community member, who at the time was also the chair of the regional natural
resource management body SCRIPT, with no personal interests in the catchment,
chaired the committee. The committee included representatives from the wider
community, and key agencies, and community and business organisations.
The committee immediately adopted the vision previously worked up by the Torbay
Catchment Group (TCG). This was important for recognising the work that had
already been undertaken by the catchment community honouring the vision of the
community and giving status to the community vision. Some members of the steering
committee were also TCG members, and regularly reported back to the group. This
was critical as the TCG would be the body responsible for implementation of the
restoration plan developed through the project.
A support team composed of the project officer and project manager from the
Department of Water, the steering committee chair and myself as communication
coordinator, met monthly during the project to ensure that milestones were met, the
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project was on track and to discuss the best processes to use for coming stages of the
project. The support team was essential to reflect on progress and suggest processes to
keep up the momentum of the project. Active facilitation of change, incorporating
processes for reflection, is essential to any change project (Chamala and Mortiss,
1990; Campbell, 1992; Carlopio, 1998; Flyvbjerg, 2001; Keating, 2003).
Early in the life of the project the TCG felt disenfranchised as the separate steering
committee was set up and resources were gathered for major planning, research and
works in the catchment. This disappointment was expressed in the communication
learning log.
I felt that the way the appointment was done without TCG involvement was divisive.
The Steering Committee gave the impression of academics apart from the TCG. I have
no argument with Mr S, it was how it was done. (Comment from catchment group
member) (Duxbury, 2005, 1).

Steps to rectify issues of ownership were taken within the first 12 months of the
project, to ensure that the work was firmly connected with the TCG:
 the role of the steering committee as a limited-life committee was reinforced, and a
joint meeting of the committee and catchment group was held
 the Torbay catchment vision was adopted by the Watershed Torbay project
 the role of the project in creating a restoration plan for the catchment was
confirmed. It was agreed that the plan would need to be signed off by the Torbay
Catchment Group as a key partner responsible for implementing many of the tasks
likely to be in the Plan
 key members of the steering committee were also on the Torbay Catchment Group,
and reported back to catchment group meetings
 the chair of the Torbay Catchment Group became the Deputy Chair for the steering
committee, taking over the role of chair when the chair retired due to ill health
 all members of the Torbay Catchment Group were actively encouraged to attend
steering committee meetings and several became regular members.
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As one member of the TCG commented in the communication learning log, ‘the joint
meeting between the Watershed Torbay steering committee and the Torbay Catchment
Group was an important action’ (Duxbury, 2005, 15). This responsiveness to
community feedback, was without doubt facilitated by the project partnership and
reflective approach. It was still a challenge to ensure that the ultimate implementation
of the restoration plan would be achieved by the community living in the catchment: if
their motivation to act was to be secured, their participation throughout the project
would be needed.
Another strategy for the development of partnerships was the early identification of
local skills that could be utilised. The community appreciated the development of a
local skills audit and use of local contractors for aspects of the project, including
development and management of the website; auditing; financial management;
spraying contractors; local nurseries; and local halls and catering for events. The
initial project launch in 2002 and the launch of the final restoration plan in 2005 were
both held at the Woodbury Boston school hall in the catchment, attracting good
crowds to these celebratory events.
The need to build trust between community and government agencies was highlighted.
The community’s relationships with the Department of Environment and
Conservation, and in particular with the Water Corporation had a poor history
resulting in suspicion towards them and their motives.
The people genuinely concerned about this catchment started raising issues over 20
years ago and have been looking for ways to resolve them. They have been bringing it
to the notice of the SAME agencies again and again, that are now asking them to start
from scratch.
The people are tired and sceptical and they noticed the problems but were fobbed off
and now after a lengthy time, there is a NEED for the catchment water so the focus is
being driven by the agencies (Comment from catchment group member) (Duxbury,
2005, 32).

The Water Corporation has not had a good history of community consultation,
particularly in wastewater management in the catchment area. In the 1990s the
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corporation conducted a study into wastewater treatment for the City of Albany, and
held community meetings. Members of the community, particularly those living in the
middle and lower Torbay catchment area, formed the Torbay Waterways Protection
committee and prepared a submission critical of the corporation’s plans; accusing it of
lacking transparency and community consultation. The submission called into
question the corporation intentions and called for openness about planning for an
industrial site in the catchment, and future water needs for the Albany area. The
submission suggested that the corporation’s planning was inadequate for future water
needs.
The WAWA [WA Water Authority, later Water Corporation] suggested at a public
meeting at Elleker, that Albany doesn’t have a water resource problem however, we
believe that while Albany’s present borefield capacity is adequate until the year 2001,
water resource protection requires examination (Torbay Waterways Protection
Committee, 1990, 17).

The community was correct: by 2001 water had become a critical issue in the Albany
area requiring a re-examination of Marbelup Brook in the Torbay catchment as a
potential future water supply. The community had also highlighted the option of farm
forestry for wastewater treatment. The Water Corporation installed this option after
significant community lobbying against a planned ocean outfall for treated sewerage.
There were further issues concerning lack of information from the corporation during
the project about monitoring results from water samples downstream from the
corporation’s treefarm. This was rectified by the treefarm manager presenting to TCG
meetings and provision of monitoring results in the project newsletter. However, the
perception of a lack of consultation and information continued and was reinforced by
poor communication on other issues within the corporation’s responsibilities.
The community also called the adequacy of the treefarm’s capacity into question, in
light of higher population growth rates in the area serviced by the treefarm than
anticipated by the corporation. The community requested information about options
being considered by the corporation to deal with increased sewerage volumes but this
was not provided in any detail. The head office of the corporation then proposed an
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Environmental Improvement Initiative as a way to fund parts of the Torbay restoration
plan. The proposal sought to develop a nutrient-offset trading scheme, which would
relax the permits for nutrient levels released from the treefarm so that it could take
higher volumes of sewerage, as required by rising population pressures. In exchange,
funding would be provided to reduce sources of nutrients from other parts of the
catchment, to theoretically more than offset potential increases from the treefarm. The
Corporation had implemented a scheme of this kind very successfully in the Busselton
region.
At one memorable steering group meeting members were presented with a two-page
summary of the nutrient-offset trading proposal from the Water Corporation that did
not supply the information specifically requested, and no representative from the
corporation attended the meeting to discuss the information provided. The response
was scepticism about the motives of the corporation and was strongly negative toward
it. The corporation subsequently withdrew its proposal (Arrowsmith and Duxbury,
2006, 13).

5.4.2 What was learned and the challenges
The development of transparent decision-making processes, and clarity about the roles
and responsibilities of each of the agencies helped form key alliances and
relationships. The importance of individuals acting in good faith from within the key
agencies was also a critical ingredient. A summary of how agencies could act more
appropriately in working with communities was collated. It was recommended that it
would beneficial for agency staff to:
 dedicate time at the beginning of a project to build relationships with the
community and not expect many ‘outputs’ in the first year of a project
 open lines of communication via a range of options – through different staff to
individuals, groups etc. Agency staff need to take time to get to know the
individuals concerned and to build a ‘social’ relationship, where possible
 be explicit and specific about their agenda for involvement in the project – have it
stated up front and written down. Communities can accept a particular agenda
beyond the health of the community, provided it is clearly spoken
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 be flexible in their style and in the pace of the work, to cater for “hiccups” in the
community – its hard to anticipate where issues may come from and when, and
being able to slow down, take time to listen and deal with concerns is important
 acknowledge that the best interaction is often small and specific, over an individual
issue or project
 use local agency representatives who are best placed to engage in the regular
interaction that builds trust. Uninformed and careless head office intervention can
be very negative
 be specific about the roles and responsibilities of different agencies, and be clear
with the community about what they can and can’t achieve. They also need to be
clear about the links and relationships between agencies. The lead agency should
engage other agencies to convey a whole-of-government approach and identify
clear areas of responsibility
 develop understanding of the community – its history, values, leaders, knockers,
strong aspects, areas needing development, and support. Local leaders need to be
identified and targeted, rather than ‘selecting’ people from outside (Arrowsmith and
Duxbury, 2006, 13).
Significant lessons were learned by agency partners through the Watershed Torbay
project. The lead agency, Department of Water, while it had previous experience
working with communities through rivercare and wetland management projects, felt
that the project ‘raised the bar’ in terms of a strategic approach to community
interaction. It was recognised by the department staff that the community involvement
program took a great deal more time and resources than first envisaged, and that
typical project budgets for such community engagement is generally ‘token’. While it
was considered by the Department of Water that full-scale community participation
was not always affordable in projects, it was necessary and should be budgeted for in
high priority areas (Arrowsmith and Duxbury, 2006, 13).
Yet the need for investing in collaborative partnerships is not confined to natural
resource management and rural change but across a wide range of activities. The
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review of Canadian public service response to the need for partnerships recognised the
need for and lack of investment in them.
But even governments that are reluctant participants in collaborative partnering
recognise that many government activities (such as the construction and operation of
community facilities, transportation and communication infrastructure, remedial
environmental projects and e-government implementation) will only be sustained
through alliances with the private section. If this is the case, then governments will
have to create and sustain capacity to manage these boundary-spanning activities
(Langford, 2002, 81).

The success of the philosophy and processes used in the Watershed Torbay project
based on building relationships suggests that this approach should not be confined
only to high priority areas. Recognising and managing different values and power
differentials that influence current management, and that will drive change, is crucial.

5.5 Gathering community values, attitudes and ideas
In order to understand and incorporate community values as key drivers of the vision
and objectives of the catchment restoration plan, different kinds of information were
gathered.
There were three community forums in June 2002; a community-wide postal survey in
2002; workshops and working groups on specific topics; a photographic exhibition
featuring landcare farmers outlining their work and their motivations for doing
landcare; field trips and workshops; community workshops for input on the draft
restoration plan; and four focus groups, including a short phone survey, to assist with
the marketing strategy for sections of the restoration plan.
This section will discuss the two community processes run to gather input on values,
attitudes and ideas early in the project: the community forums and the community
survey.
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5.5.1 Community forums
What was done and why
Community forums were held early in the Watershed Torbay project, in June 2002,
under the banner ‘The Torbay Catchment Group wants you to have your say!’ The
forums were held in the three community halls in the catchment – Redmond in the
upper catchment, Torbay in the middle catchment and Elleker in the lower catchment
to maximise input from each part of the catchment.
The forums aimed to inform landholders about the project, provide some background
information about the current research information about nutrients levels in the
catchment, and gather input from the community. Each forum ran for three hours and
ran in two sections: four short presentations, followed by workshopping in small
groups to answer the following:
 What are the issues faced in the catchment, socially, environmentally and
economically?
 What do you think should be done about the issues?
 Do you need more information/research?
 What sort of community/landscape are we aiming for – what are the key
characteristics of your ideal, sustainable community?
The forums were attended by a total of 64 people, who provided positive feedback
about the events. Attendees were a mix of farmers and other residents, long-term
landholders and new arrivals. The forums provided the steering committee with
information about concerns held by the community, and their thinking on possible
solutions. This input was then used to help form the questions in the community
survey.
What was learned and the challenges
It was clear from the forums that attendees had a good understanding of issues and had
thought about possible solutions. Extensive input reflected the mixed nature of
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landholders, with concerns being expressed about on-farm issues as well as overall
catchment and public land management issues.
A wide range of research issues was raised, reflecting the depth of interest by
landholders. Some newcomers in particular needed basic information that was already
freely available. The ongoing delivery of information to newcomers is an issue in
every catchment area with growing populations.
The forums were very important for providing information that guided the community
survey and the deliberations of the steering committee. The forums also provided
important insights into visions for an ideal catchment held by the participants. When
people have opportunity to engage in good information giving and sharing processes
they gain from the experience and build relationships. As the evaluations indicated,
attendees appreciated: ‘meeting new faces’, ‘listening to views and concerns of
others’, ‘socialising over a cup of tea’, ‘having an opportunity for community to have
a say’ and ‘learning a lot more’.

5.5.2 Community survey
What was done and why
A community survey was conducted at the beginning of the project, canvassing
current issues, possible actions, attitudes toward change, what might help and hinder
change, and feedback on the project to that point.
The survey was distributed as an insert to the newsletter in August 2002, with a
follow-up letter and survey form in December 2002. The newsletter and survey were
mailed to all landholders, approximately 560, in the Torbay catchment. While it
would have been useful to conduct a random survey to generalise views across the
whole catchment, the TCG was keen to give every landholder the opportunity to have
input into the development of the Watershed Torbay restoration plan.
The reasons for undertaking the survey of landholders were:
 To provide an opportunity for landholders to have input into the river restoration
plan and the community indicators.
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 To assist the steering committee understand the current attitudes and opinions of
landholders
 To assist the steering committee formulate strategies to manage change
 To collect data about current landuses, landcare works undertaken, and attitudes of
landholders in the catchment
 To assist better targeting of the project’s communication strategy.
The survey was designed to collect a mixture of qualitative and quantitative
information (see Appendix 2).
Survey design
The underlying research questions for the landholder survey were developed in
consultation with the Watershed Torbay steering committee. Committee members
were asked what they wanted to understand about landholders in the catchment, to
assist with the development and implementation of the restoration plan. A range of
studies and surveys, including examples of similar surveys such as that conducted by
the Blackwood Basin Group, was used to form suitable questions and assess possible
formats once input from the steering committee had been canvassed (de Vaus, 1991;
Renton and Moore, 1999; Marsh, Burton et al., 2000; Blackwood Basin Group, 2001;
Green Skills Inc, 2001; Reeve, 2002). Questions seeking input on the main issues in
the catchment and what characteristics made up an ideal healthy catchment were based
on draft lists provided by community members at forums held across the catchment
earlier in the Watershed Torbay project. In harmony with the project approach to
knowledge, these questions valued the input already provided by the community as the
basis for survey questions.
The Watershed Torbay project incorporated a range of research work, including an
Honours student working on an economic assessment of options for pathogen
reductions in Marbelup Brook. Her study required a survey of Marbelup farmers.
This was created as a subset of the whole catchment survey, as the steering committee
felt that only one survey should be conducted. A working group comprising the chair
of the steering committee, two farmers on the steering committee, a Department of
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Water representative and I met to go through a draft survey developed out of the
steering committee discussion and incorporating the questions required by the
Honours student study. This collaboration was in keeping with the commitment to
civic science and action research philosophy of the project. The survey was piloted
with community members of the steering committee.
Sampling frame
The ability to implement the catchment restoration plan was deemed to lie in the hands
of agencies and landholders responsible for natural resource management in the
catchment. The survey therefore targeted landholders over 18 years of age with the
authority to make changes to land management and who are affected directly by
agency policies. This did not include residents renting or leasing properties, who
make up around 15% of the population, as indicated by ABS census statistics for the
two collections districts predominantly covering the Torbay catchment area
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2004).
A list of ratepayers in the catchment was provided by the City of Albany (2002) and
checked for accuracy against data held by the Department of Environment. A total of
560 survey forms were circulated through the newsletter.
Approach to Data Analysis
Analysis techniques were relatively simple, due to the type of information gathered.
The data were predominantly ordinal, where categories used in questions can be
ranked but the data are not precisely quantified. There are a few questions where the
categories cannot be ranked – that is, they are nominal variables (de Vaus, 1991;
Anderson, Sweeney et al., 1994).
The survey forms were entered into a Filemaker Pro database with data exported to
Microsoft Excel, where basic tables were produced to examine results. Other survey
data can be added to this database in the future to facilitate comparisons.
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Responses
A total of 173 survey forms were retuned of the 560 distributed, giving a 31% return
rate. Where respondents answered only some of the questions these were included in
the data analysis, to maximise the amount of data. An additional ten surveys were
returned blank because landholders had sold their properties, did not believe they were
in the Torbay catchment, or had no comment to make.
In response to question 7, nine respondents did not provide a ranking for catchment
characteristics and four respondents allocated some of the characteristics to the same
priority. The data for these 13 respondents were recorded separately from those who
ranked the catchment characteristics. Where respondents ranked all 12 characteristics
the top six were recorded in order of priority indicated.
In Questions 5, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, involving attitudinal scales, some respondents
marked more than one box. In these cases the responses were not recorded as it is not
appropriate for researchers to decide which response to record.
In ten cases landholders filled out the form jointly, so a field was created in the
database to record cases where both the male and female landholders participated. I
considered it important to value their efforts in responding to the survey and to include
their responses. The number of responses was considered to be very acceptable for a
mailout survey.
What was learned and the challenges
Results
The discussion of the results from this survey is related to the 173 respondents and
does not represent the catchment as a whole. There were differences between the
demographics of the catchment survey and the data from the two Torbay ABS
(Australian Bureau of Statistics) collection districts used for comparison. The Torbay
Catchment Group survey had fewer female respondents, (Table 3). The age profile
was over-representative of the over-60 age bracket and had no representatives from the
18-29 age bracket (Table 4). There were higher percentages of respondents with
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education levels at Bachelor level and above in the TCG survey than in the ABS
statistics. This comparison suggests that older people without family dependents and
with better education levels had more time and were more inclined to fill out the
survey form. The tendency for those with lower levels of education not to fill in
written forms has been observed in other social surveys (Reeve, 2001).

ABS

TCG

Male

316

53%

102

63%

Female

283

47%

60

37%

Total

599

100%

162

100%

Table 3: Comparison of number of male and female respondents - Torbay Catchment Group
survey and ABS statistics for two collection districts.

Age

Total
ABS

ABS %

Total TCG

TCG %

18 - 29

87

15%

0

0%

30 - 39

107

18%

19

11%

40 - 49

158

26%

51

29%

50 - 59

139

23%

42

24%

60 - 69

76

13%

40

23%

70 - 79

25

4%

10

6%

80 and over

6

1%

5

3%

6

3%

173

100.00%

Blank
Total

598

100%

Table 4: Comparison of ages of respondents - TCG survey and ABS statistics for two
collection districts

As mention previously, farming has an ageing population, and the survey may have
appealed more to the farming community. The membership of the TCG, for example,
is predominantly male and over 45 years of age. This landcare group profile is
reflective of the farmer population across Australia, particularly more intensively
farmed areas, such as coastal catchments like Torbay (Reeve, 2001; Cary, Webb et al.,
2002). There were also general comments from some respondents suggesting that the
survey was directed more at farming than purely residential catchment landholders.
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This may have been a deterrent to more recent, younger family, residential-only
landholders completing the survey.
However, from the TCG’s point of view the survey provided a rich source of
information about the issues concerning a considerable number of the catchment
population, their suggestions for solutions, and what they considered to be the
characteristics of a healthy catchment. The survey also gave good insight into the
attitudes of the 173 respondents.
The number of farmers in the Torbay catchment area is decreasing, as farms are
amalgamated or subdivided to meet population growth demands. The TCG survey of
landholders suggested that up to 50% of catchment residents obtain no income from
their properties, and few obtain all their income from their properties. This was very
helpful later in the project, when examining the different groups within the catchment,
their specific needs and how best to communicate with them.

Income percentage

Count

%

All

9

5.3

Majority

12

7.0

Half

13

7.6

Some

52

30.4

None

85

49.7

Number of respondents

171

100%

Table 5: Level of income derived from property

Most respondents (78%) live in the catchment with 69% of respondents having lived
in the catchment area for more than six years, and 45% for more than 11 years,
indicating a reasonably stable population.
Half the respondents were involved in some community group. This is a very high
percentage, and indicates a possible bias in the landholders who elected to fill out the
survey. It also indicates a healthy level of community involvement in the catchment.
The greatest commitment is to local fire brigades. The other key categories of groups
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are those involved with land management and conservation, Progress and Hall
associations, business associations, and a few regional groups.
The responses to length of time lived in the catchment, membership of community
groups, and volunteering for community landcare work, all suggest a community with
strong connection to the place where they live. This was reinforced by responses to
question 4c asking whether they had implemented any land care works on their
property. A hundred and eighteen landholders (68%) of respondents said they had
undertaken some level of management on their properties, with the most common
being tree planting for shelter or biodiversity, and applying lime or dolomite to acid
soils.
Commitment to the local environment was also reinforced by responses to question
10: Who do you think should be responsible for fixing catchment issues? Eighty-four
percent agreed or strongly agreed that ‘Society has a right to expect farmers to farm in
a way that maintains land and water in good environmental health’ and that
government funding should be made available to assist with this work. The
maintenance of environmental health was seen as a whole-of-community effort, with
81% disagreeing or disagreeing strongly that ‘Rural landholders should be solely
responsible for funding landcare activities in the catchment’. Views were split on
whether decisions should be made by the government or the whole community about
resource allocation and management.
While the survey may well have been biased toward those with longer connections to
the catchment and those with greater willingness to volunteer for community landcare
efforts, it still provided insight into the attitudes of the 173 respondents. The survey
indicated that there was a good basis for change in landholder behaviour. To question
9 more than half of the respondents replied that they were not comfortable with the
ways things are now. This was reinforced by the low level of agreement (12%), to the
statement ‘The current agricultural system in Torbay catchment is sustainable in the
long-term and doesn’t need to be changed’ and equally low level of agreement (11%)
to the statement ‘Torbay catchment needs to maximise agricultural production even
through this may cause some environmental damage’. There was solid agreement
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(91%) to question 12, that ‘Farmers can make a positive difference to the state of the
environment’.
Laggards

Numbers of
People

Early Majority

Early Adoptors
Innovators

Late Majority

Laggards
Time of Adoption
Time of Adoption

Figure 13: Time to adoption of innovation or change for different sections of a population.

The survey indicated a high percentage of respondents with knowledge and concern
about issues. Furthermore, a significant number had already been motivated to change
behaviour. If the number of respondents who have taken action on their properties
(118), is examined as a proportion of the overall number of landholdings in the
catchment, it indicates that 21% of the overall catchment population has been
motivated to act. In terms of adopting innovation and change theory (Figure 13)
responses suggest that the early majority has already begun to be engaged in change
(Rogers, 1962; Carlopio, 1998). This is important when considering the kind of
assistance required for different landholders.
Landholders were also asked to describe importance of barriers to changing landuse
practices on their farms or increasing their involvement in community landcare
activities. Lack of time (62%), off-farm commitments (56%), lack of financial
resources (56%), and the level of paperwork involved in obtaining grants or subsidies,
attracted the greatest agreement from respondents. This is consistent with the fact that
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more than 50% of respondents derive no income from their properties, with many
working away from home.
Respondents were asked how strongly 11 different factors had been in influencing
their decision to undertake landcare activities on their farms, or on public land. Female
respondents appeared to be prepared to rate factors as having high importance more
often than males, with an average across all of the factors of 46% rated high, as
opposed to the males’ 34%. This was also the case in other questions. Female and
male respondents were most concerned about worsening landcare problems and
handing on the property in good condition, with 76% of women giving worsening
landcare problems high importance, and a further 11% saying it is of moderate
importance. For 59% of men worsening landcare problems had high importance, and
22% said it was of medium importance. More female respondents were concerned
(high importance) about climate change – (58%), aesthetics (53%) and being
committed to biodiversity (51%) than males – climate change (28%), aesthetics (33%)
and biodiversity (28%). Males were more concerned about the financial position of
the business or farm (25% high importance, 21% medium important) than females,
(14% each).
The request for input on key issues in the catchment (question 6) provided a list of
issues identified through the three earlier community forums. In those forums
participants had been provided with a list of issues identified by the TCG in 1999, as
well as the group’s vision, and asked to provide their thoughts on social, economic and
environmental issues, and possible solutions. In this way thinking already contributed
by community members was valued and the connection to the community-based
catchment group was established from the outset.
Concerns about water quality and algal blooms, the state of native vegetation and
fauna, the spread of weeds, rising salinity levels, chemicals, decline in fisheries, and
the economic viability of farming were at the top of the list for up to 70% of
respondents. The issue of a potential mine in the catchment was at its height when the
survey was conducted but did not continue as a prominent issue. The restoration plan
was based on seven themes which covered the key concerns from the survey:
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1. Algal blooms and water quality
2. Water quantity
3. Draining management
4. Habitat and biodiversity management
5. Farming systems
6. Landuse planning
7. Community education and information.
When asked to provide ideas for possible solutions, 90 people responded with a total
of 166 possible actions. A total of 142 of those suggestions were taken up as part of
the restoration plan, across six of the seven themes (Table 6). The majority of the
proposed actions fall into the themes covering habitat and biodiversity management,
farming systems, and community education and information. This is not surprising, as
these are the areas where landholders have the greatest ability to contribute to changes
in landuse management. The lack of proposed actions for theme 2: water quantity, is
reasonable considering that this is an area where landholders do not have decisionmaking power.

Proposed actions covered in restoration plan by theme
Theme 1: Water quality and algal blooms

Total
7

Theme 3: Drainage management

7

Theme 4: Habitat and biodiversity management

48

Theme 5: Farming systems

29

Theme 6: Landuse planning

9

Theme 7: Community education and information

37

No specific theme but is included in restoration plan

5

Total

142

Table 6: Actions proposed by survey respondents covered in restoration plan, by theme.

Respondents were asked to identify which characteristics that could be used to
measure the health of the Torbay catchment and community were most important to
them. A list was provided that was derived, once again, from the three community
forums.
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Characteristic of catchment and community health

1

2

3

4

5

6

total

Quality of water in waterways and lakes

50%

15%

8%

5%

5%

3%

86%

Whether management of the drainage system meets
the needs of the environment and landholders

11%

15%

10%

8%

7%

9%

61%

Level of protection of native vegetation and fauna

6%

13%

17%

17%

9%

6%

68%

Extent of weed infestation in the catchment

6%

10%

12%

15%

10%

12%

65%

Level of rehabilitation of waterways and drains with
vegetation and bank stabilising

5%

15%

14%

11%

15%

7%

68%

Extent of native vegetation cover in the catchment

4%

9%

11%

12%

8%

12%

56%

Degree of satisfaction about living in the catchment
area

4%

2%

5%

5%

8%

10%

34%

Income levels of people living in the catchment

4%

2%

1%

4%

1%

4%

16%

Level of business and employment in the catchment

2%

1%

0%

5%

3%

1%

12%

Status of fisheries in the Inlet and waterways

1%

5%

8%

8%

15%

8%

46%

Level of community participation in local organisations

1%

3%

3%

1%

4%

8%

19%

Level of management of recreation sites

1%

1%

3%

1%

3%

9%

17%

Total responses 155

Table 7: Results of survey question 7- ‘please number the six catchment characteristics in
order of importance to you’.

This information was later used to guide the development of catchment health
indicators, to provide a feedback loop on characteristics of catchment health identified
by community members as important to them.
Discussion
The survey was well timed and provided good insight into the interests, concerns,
visions and attitudes of a group of landholders in the catchment. The information was
important for guiding development of the restoration plan and processes such as the
catchment health indicators. In recognition of the fact that the survey was not random,
results were considered along with input from the community forums, attendees at
other meetings and from community members on the TCG and Watershed Torbay
steering committee.
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Respondents indicated a high level of interest and concern about the state of health of
the catchment, confirming perceptions of the steering committee that there was a level
of motivation for change that would assist in the implementation of the restoration
plan. It was also helpful later in the project, when considering the kinds of assistance
that would most suit the interests, concerns and stage of change of catchment
landholders.

5.6 Building sense of common interest and place
5.6.1 What was done and why
A range of methods and media was used to help develop a sense of the catchment as a
special place worth caring for. The Torbay Catchment Group was formed relatively
recently, in 1999, and the catchment does not have a long history as a natural social
boundary of identification for those living within it. Indeed, it cannot be assumed that
local communities identify with biophysical catchment boundaries; such identification
often needs to be built over time. The catchment community currently identifies with
its settlement localities, and uses local halls for social events and meetings. There are
three halls located inside the catchment that serve this purpose: Redmond, in the
northern part of the catchment that is separated by significant distance, socially and
physically, from the middle and lower catchment; Torbay hall in the middle
catchment; and Elleker hall in the lower catchment. A fourth hall located outside the
biophysical boundary, the Bornholm hall near the lower catchment, is also an
important social hub for the community. There are small stores with petrol stations
close to the Redmond and Elleker halls, but no other service centres. Residents travel
to Albany for most service delivery, education and most off-property employment.
The halls were used wherever possible for events associated with the Watershed
Torbay project, including, forums, workshops, presentations and the regular steering
group meetings. The Torbay Catchment Group was already using the Elleker hall for
its six-weekly meetings.
In order to develop a sense of the catchment, large maps with aerial photography
showing all natural features and landholdings were produced and hung in the Torbay
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and Elleker Halls (photo 3). These proved to be excellent resources, frequently used
by landholders to identify their locations and to discuss catchment issues at meetings
and events.

Photo 4: Community workshop 2002 showing Torbay catchment map.

An A3 map of the catchment was part of the first newsletter for the project, sent out to
every landholder. It provided details of the catchment boundary and main features, as
well as photographs of the steering committee members and their phone numbers and
details of the website.
The newsletter became a significant and appreciated part of the Watershed Torbay
project; there was no catchment newsletter prior to the project initiative. It helped to
define the catchment, the issues and actions being undertaken, as well as providing
updates on research findings, history of the catchment and how people could get
involved in activities. It continues to be produced as part of the implementation of the
catchment restoration plan. Key players saw the newsletter as important.
The newsletter has been a big success. It demonstrates that the project has an effective
communication plan (Program Manager, National Rivers Consortium, Land and Water
Australia).
Agreed (comment from Progress Association and Torbay Catchment Group member)
(Duxbury, 2005, 9).
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As editor, I sought to maximise local contributions, to have different voices heard
through the newsletter, and to help create sense of place through greater understanding
of the environment and the people living in the catchment. Poetry by school children,
(below), excerpts from historical pieces, and photographs of local people doing things,
enjoying the environment and each other’s company were featured.
Sandy, muddy water
Running down the stream,
Fish jumping in circles.
People splashing water at each other,
Leaves and twigs falling down the waterfall.
Waves banging against rocks,
Lakes still and silent.
Cattle droppings in the water,
Birds swooping across the sea.
By Amy, Woodbury Boston school
Dams, houses, tanks, rocks.
Hills, rain, salt and sand.
Flour mills, gates with locks.
That is how the river is.
Thunder, lightening, swirling, crashing.
Flying rapids, sprinkling, swooshing,
Washing, playful, gushing, smashing.
That is how the river was.
By Jessica, Woodbury Boston school

An early event was a catchment photographic exhibition and competition of photos in
five categories: historical photos; catchment hot spots needing attention; my favourite
place in the catchment – which attracted the most entries; community in action –
landcare and community projects; and abstract photos. The Woodbury Boston school,
the only school located in the catchment, participated with an exhibition of children’s
photo essays of the catchment. Prizes were donated by local businesses. The
exhibition was held in the West Wind Drift Gallery in the middle of the catchment,
and open to the public during a school holiday period, with an afternoon tea and prize224

giving by the Albany mayor on National Tree Day, 2002. It was an enjoyable event
that promoted the catchment, gained good local media, raised a lot of interest –
especially in the history and my favourite place categories –and provided good photos
for subsequent newsletters. Material about the Watershed Torbay project, information
about the catchment group and project funding available were distributed.
The Woodbury Boston school initiated an oral-history project, with students
interviewing long-term residents of the catchment. These accounts were also included
in subsequent newsletters. They provide an important voice and interpretation of local
history such as the example below.
Maurice was in a family of 12 kids.
He remembers the first shop opening in 1926 in Torbay, the Torbay store.
There was also a tomato sauce factory in Torbay, which had its own name.
There was a gold mine in Rutherford Rd.
There was building on Cosy Corner Rd which was pulled down.
He remembers his Dad was an Electrical Engineer.
In 1880 timber started being milled in Torbay.
200 workers from Victoria came to help collect the timber.
There were passenger trains as well as working trains, he remembers he went on one.
In 1880 Millers had their own railways which just transported timber.

By Bessie, Woodbury Boston school, 25 February 2001.
Other key activities that helped create a sense of the catchment, its environment and
the people living in it were the annual bus tours of the catchment by the Torbay
Catchment Group; workshops, presentations and field trips; and guest speakers at
meetings open to the community. Effort was put into making every event fun,
informative, and building networks and partnerships.
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Photo 5: BBQ lunch on 2006 Torbay Catchment Group bus tour, ‘Over the fence’.

An overnight car trip to Busselton, Bunbury and Waroona by members of the Torbay
Catchment Group provided great insights into cutting-edge work being done by
farmers and agencies in another district, and how their work might apply in Torbay.
This was initiated as another way to reflect on current land management in Torbay,
and assess options for change. The participants of the ‘Farmers Go West’ tour gained
greatly from the experience, as indicated in the photo essay below. Feedback was
provided through evaluation by all participants, and in poetry by one participant.
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Photo 6: Bob Hingston, Trees South West, and Andrew Marshall, chair, Torbay catchment
group, at the Vasse demonstration agroforestry plantation.

Photo 7: Noel Bignall and Lionel Downes examining perennial pasture establishment with
Busselton farmer Robin Flowers.
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Photo 8: Turning compost – dairy waste and silage from a neighbouring farm – at Ian Mott’s
Busselton.

Photo 9: Enjoying the company – dinner on the ‘Farmers go west!’ overnight field trip to the
west coast.
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Photo 10: Jane Orchard with worm castings – Malatesta’s composting enterprise, Bunbury.

Photo 11: Rob Summers, Department of Agriculture Waroona, discusses the value of soil
amendments at John Look’s farm, Coolup.
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Photo 12: ‘Home brew’ slow release fertiliser on Bruce and Elaine Marchetti’s farm, Coolup.

Going West!
We went on a trip I won’t forget
Heading west through timbers tall,
Packed like sardines in two cars
Louise in front and Dave behind.
Some layabouts in our car made life a giggle
The banter flashed to and fro.
Our trip was to see how the other half goes,
With trees and mulch, red mud and fertiliser.
Farm after farm we inspected the land.
What fertiliser do you use,
What grass have you planted and how does it go?
The questions kept flowing to and fro.
The dining arrangements meant some had a friend,
While the rest just ate for one.
The platters were huge and some were confounded,
The service was great, with a smile.
So thank you Louise for organising the trip
Home safe and sound with new ideas abound.

Maurice McCormick, Farmer, June 2005.
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A key element of the change process identified at the beginning of the project was the
need to undertake action while planning was under way, to show that change was
possible and the kinds of action needed. While the Watershed Torbay project funding
was primarily for planning and research, other funds were sourced to ensure a good
range of practical work was undertaken. Funds provided by the lead agency,
Department of Water, as well as monies secured through the federal Natural Heritage
Trust and additional funds through Green Skills Inc projects meant that significant
fencing and revegetation of waterways and wetlands, and fencing of remnant
vegetation was undertaken. Funds were also directed at environmental weed
management that was an ongoing concern to the catchment group. Between 2000 –
2005 around 69km of waterways fencing was completed and more than 25 000
seedlings planted, along with many stock crossings and off-stream watering points
installed, perennial pasture established and environmental weeds sprayed (Department
of Environment, 2005).
Labour support through the federal government’s Green Corps program for young
adults also provided an important boost to the local community, especially as lack of
time was a critical barrier to undertaking landcare work identified in the catchment
survey. The injection of youthful enthusiasm and ideas was an important motivator
for many landholders. The Green Corps program is a voluntary program for 16–20year-old Australians to undertake natural and cultural heritage repair and restoration
works under the supervision of a team leader in teams of ten young people. During
the six-month programs teams undertake some accredited training on and off the job,
and participate in community-based projects.
Green Skills Inc played a critical role in accessing Green Corps teams for the Torbay
catchment. The teams helped to provide capacity to change as well as undertake
actions to demonstrate positive change. The 2003 Torbay project Green Corps team
also developed a photo exhibition of landholders they had worked with. This
community project showed farmers and their landcare work, with stories of why they
had undertaken the work and their visions for their farms. The exhibition was placed
in local stores at Elleker, Redmond and Youngs Siding, and in the Albany library, as
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well as being erected at many Torbay catchment workshops and other events. The
projection of positive personal stories of actions and local leadership raised a great
deal of interest from landholders.

Photo 13: Green Skills Inc Torbay Green Corps team 2003, with farmer Murray Bennett

An additional project assisted by the Green Corps teams was construction of the Lake
Powell bird hide and boardwalk. Lake Powell is on the national register of wetlands
for importance to wading birds. Because it is an A-class reserve, access by local
community members has been restricted. Management by the Department of
Environment and Conservation has been minimal. The local community did not have
a very high opinion of the department due to the poor management, lack of access to
the lake, and infrequent contact with departmental staff over conservation matters in
the catchment as a whole.
During the Watershed Torbay project effort went into involving the department more
closely with the catchment group. I initiated work on Lake Powell, as this was the
clear responsibility of the department. By accessing funding through Lotterywest for
construction of a bird hide, better contact between the department, the TCG and
Albany Birds group was established. I coordinated two workshops on the health of the
lake as part of the funding outcomes, with the assistance of Green Skills and the
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Department of Water. The bird hide created a managed access point to the lake,
assisted with regular bird monitoring by Albany Birds, and began the process of
discussing management of the lake in general. A small Friends of Lake Powell group
was established, which initiated the development of draft guidelines for the lake.
While these were all small steps, they established a better partnership with a key
agency and provided joint understanding of lake management.

Photo 14: Community members (left), Department of Conservation and Environment wildlife
officer and members of Albany Birds jointly decide where to locate the bird hide at Lake
Powell.

As discussed earlier, Aboriginal history is not readily evident in the Torbay catchment,
few Aboriginal people live there and there are no Aboriginal people involved in the
TCG. As part of the Watershed Torbay project I prepared submissions through Green
Skills to obtain funding to collect and write up the Indigenous and European history of
the catchment to fill the gaps in historical information. These have still pending. The
interest in Aboriginal history and culture within the TCG was very limited. When I
suggested a workshop of Aboriginal history in the catchment there was little interest,
so I suggested this opportunity to the Woodbury Boston School who were very keen.
A cultural awareness workshop, open to community members, was held in 2005 under
the auspices of the Watershed Torbay project, coordinated by the project officer from
the Department of Water and myself. This provided an opportunity to include an
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article and picture in the newsletter to raise awareness about Aboriginal history and
sites in the catchment.

Photo 15: Lynette Knapp, local Mearnanger, sharing Aboriginal knowledge with Woodbury
Boston senior class and community members

As a result of Watershed Torbay winning the National Riverprize the catchment group
has undertaken to twin with another catchment to share lessons from the project. This
has been a very positive process, with a sub-committee of catchment members formed
to discuss where and with whom to twin. It has assisted the group to look outside of
its own catchment, to issues shared across Australia and globally. The International
Riverfoundation, established to support protection and restoration of the world’s rivers
and waterways for future generations, funded the money for the Riverprize.
As a flow on from winning the Theiss Riverprize we encourage and help winners to
establish twinning projects with organisations in countries that are in need of river
management skills, knowledge and expertise. Already six twinning projects have been
established, and there is potential to establish two new twinning projects each year.
web.internationalriverfoundation.com.au/riverfoundation/about.htm
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The International Riverfoundation was particularly supportive of twinning options
with Aboriginal groups in Australia. As a result, when examining possible twinning
options, the TCG sub-committee put out an expression of interest to people with
contacts in Aboriginal communities. The possibility of twinning with Aboriginal
groups in the Kimberley region of Western Australia arose through several sources
and is being pursued in 2007 as the first choice. In discussing this option the lack of
involvement by the catchment group with local Aboriginal groups became apparent.
Sub-committee members could see that the twinning project had highlighted the
opportunity to develop links with local Aboriginal people that had not been undertaken
to date, and to understand the history of Aboriginal occupation of the Torbay
catchment area. They felt that to twin with another Aboriginal group without making
these connections locally would lack integrity. Steps have been taken to learn more
about the Aboriginal history of the catchment, to undertake cultural awareness
training, and to engage with local Noongars regarding possible involvement in the
catchment restoration work. At the same time contact has been made with community
and agency representatives in the West Kimberley interested in an exchange of
visions, issues and ideas. Links between a school in the West Kimberley and
Woodbury Boston have already been made.

5.6.2 What was learned and the challenges
The community engagement processes aimed at connecting people with the catchment
as a special place, described in this section, were very enthusiastically received. The
sharing of personal feelings about the place where people live, stories of the catchment
history and sharing practical knowledge and action put people in personal contact with
each other. The process of sharing at this personal level helps people feel connected to
each other and to the environment, leading to relationship building over time. While
many of the landholders already have strong connection to ‘their patch’ in the
catchment, many had not broadened their patch to include the catchment as a whole,
and to connect with the bigger picture in terms of feelings of responsibility.
It has been challenging to broaden the sense of responsibility for relationships to
people and the environment outside of the immediate vicinity of some landholders’
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properties. Within the mechanistic worldview people are encouraged to think first
about individual concerns. This has meant strong focus on full-time employment, to
maintain family, home and property, leaving little time and attention for responsibility
toward public spaces and community deliberations (Plumwood, 2002; Hopper, 2003).
While there are networks of relationships in the Torbay catchment between full-time
farmers, and in closely settled communities such as Elleker and Torbay townsites, the
linkages between different parts of the catchment and between different types of
landusers are not well established. Torbay could be considered as almost entirely periurban, with very few farmers gaining total income from their properties. The changing
face of landuse in the catchment is common to coastal areas across Australia, as
populations grow and newcomers seek values different to those of traditional farming
landholders (Gray and Lawrence, 2001; Dibden, Cocklin et al., 2006; Holmes, 2006).
The Torbay Catchment Group has initiated meetings with guest speakers covering a
wide range of topics, and special workshops focusing of different sections of the
community to welcome and involve all landholders.
Many other processes discussed were not implemented due to lack of time and
resources, including planes flights for landholders over the catchment, further
photographic exhibitions, a book on Aboriginal and European history of the
catchment, installation of interpretive signage on the history of the catchment, and
theatre and art activities to express and explore sense of place.

5.7 Implementing the restoration plan
A key element of the project approach to managing change was the recognition that
current landuse practices were not sustainable, and that significant behaviour change
was required to address environmental degradation issues in the catchment. There are
many catchment areas where restoration plans have been developed but
implementation has not been undertaken, or falls short of the change targets. While
the Watershed Torbay project funding was aimed at planning and research for
development of a restoration strategy, the Torbay Catchment Group continued with its
on-ground projects, demonstrating that change is possible and things ‘were happening’
and it was ‘not all talk’. I assisted through writing the first Green Corps proposal,
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writing the two funding proposals for the Lake Powell bird hide project through the
Torbay Catchment Group, and ensuring the involvement of subsequent Green Corps
teams. Through the newsletter and photographic exhibition prepared by one of the
Green Corps teams I aimed to project positive changes on-ground and the leadership
shown by farmers.
A community-based social marketing approach was another process used in Torbay to
help identify some of the barriers and benefits to landholders of taking up specific key
actions in the restoration plan. Social marketing is a set of tools to assist with
behaviour change. This differs from straight marketing which aims to sell people
products or services; the ‘product’ in social marketing is behaviour.
Social marketing is the use of marketing principles and techniques to influence a target
audience to voluntarily accept, reject, modify, or abandon a behaviour for the benefit of
individuals, groups, or society as a whole (Kotler, Roberto et al., 2002).

It is important to recognise that social marketing is just a tool, and that there are many
tools which can be used to help steer change. A community-based social marketing
approach is suitable for the philosophy of the Watershed Torbay project. It rests on
the vision and actions identified by the community and other key stakeholders who
actively engaged in community forums and workshops, the community survey and
focus groups run as part of the project. It is particularly important to understand what
might stand in the way and/or motivate landholders, beyond those who are innovators
or early adopters, to make behaviour changes.
While it has not been explicitly recognised, the Australian landcare movement is based
on social marketing in the same way as public health projects such as the ‘Quit’ antismoking campaign, which has been highly successful in Australia. Landcare is aiming
for voluntary change to modify or abandon current behaviour, or choose a new
behaviour that will result in more sustainable land management. The aim of social
marketing it to identify how to increase the benefits and decrease the barriers of
desired behaviour and increase the barriers and decrease the benefits to undesirable
behaviour (McKenzie-Mohr and Smith, 1999).
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The explicit use of social marketing principles in the landcare movement, within the
context of an overall vision and philosophy for change, aims to motivate landholders
to increase their rate of change. Social marketing can establish the basis for
acceptance of regulatory changes, as occurred in the ‘Quit’ campaign, which began
with education, awareness and encouragement. Marketing has gradually been
followed by regulatory restrictions on where smoking and cigarette advertising are
permitted.
The marketing strategy, developed as part of implementing the restoration plan,
focused on three key areas to reduce nutrient losses and subsequent algal blooms in
Torbay water bodies. These actions would also benefit farming enterprises, by
reducing losses of nutrient applied to farmland and thereby reduce the cost of fertiliser
or increase the uptake of fertiliser for saleable products. The three key areas identified
from the restoration plan’s ‘Theme 5: Farming Systems’ were:
 Soil testing
 Application of soil test advice to reduce losses of nutrients from fertilisers applied
 Planting of perennial pastures to maximise uptake of nutrients and water, reduce
sediment losses and improve productivity.
These actions are well recognised in the landcare literature as fundamental actions to
move toward more sustainable farming systems yet their uptake has been limited.
The 2002 catchment survey helped to identify the level of implementation of these
actions on the properties of the 173 respondents, giving some idea of a baseline
against which change could be measured. There was also information from the soil
and fertiliser workshops held in the catchment as part of the project.

5.7.1 Phone survey and focus groups
What was done and why
Focus groups were run to gather information about what might be in the way of
landholders undertaking critical changes in land management, and what they would
consider to be the benefits of the key actions. This section summarises the material
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from the phone survey, the focus groups and the way this material was integrated into
a social marketing strategy for key elements of the Torbay catchment restoration plan
(Duxbury, 2006; Duxbury, 2006b). A short survey of current land management
practices and invitations to attend one of four focus groups were issued by phone.
An initial short telephone survey was undertaken to:
 contact landholders at random from the catchment and invite them to attend a focus
group
 identify participants as either smaller or larger landholders
 see if it was possible to separate participants as more involved and less involved in
conservation farming activities
 ask a few simple questions that would also provide additional information to the
Watershed Torbay project on current farming practices.
This information could then be used to guide the kinds of information and funding to
support change. The participants were randomly selected so their input was from
across the catchment. The feedback from the focus groups added to information
gained through other communication methods and provided a triangulation of
information sources.
The participants of the focus groups were invited through random selection from the
Torbay catchment landholder database. Contact was made by phone by the Torbay
catchment coordinator, the catchment project officer and communication coordinator
using a standard set of questions (Appendix 3). Two of the focus groups were held in
private houses hosted by key members of the catchment group to provide greater
warmth and comfort.
The separation of adopters and non-adopters of the desired behaviours is strongly
favoured in the community-based social marketing approach (McKenzie-Moir and
Smith, 1999). However, the distinction between adopters and non-adopters of lower
nutrient-loss farming methods was not clear. Many farmers do soil testing but few do
it regularly, and regularly can mean every three to five years. Using soil test advice is
also not black and white. Some farmers apply advice on soil tests partially or use it to
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assist their own calculations and observations. Many farmers have some perennial
pastures and most have undertaken some fencing or tree planting of waterways and
native vegetation but to varying levels. A similar difficulty in clearly distinguishing
between farmers who are adopters and non-adopters was experienced in focus groups
exploring the adoption of saltland pasture systems (Jones, 2006).
A total of 26 landholders attended the focus groups from 19 landholdings. Three
focus groups were attended by larger landholders (>10ha) and one focus group
targeted smaller landholders (<10ha). Greater attention was given to larger
landholdings because the key behaviours targeted in the focus groups – soil testing and
use of soil test advice, fertiliser management, and perennial pasture establishment –
are more pertinent to larger landholders. Further discussion groups for smaller
landholders to focus on issues of concern to them are part of the restoration plan
actions. The average size of Torbay catchment landholdings is only 100-150ha, and
10ha is sufficient for development of intensive agricultural industry such as avocado
or olive orchards which are present in the catchment. Most of the Torbay catchment
could be described as peri-urban in landuse type.
Landholders attended on a voluntary basis despite it being general practice for focus
group attendees to be paid, to increase likelihood of attendance. As the focus groups
were aiming to assist with the catchment restoration plan this financial incentive was
considered unnecessary, as most would feel they were contributing to their own
region. The experience with the phone surveying confirmed this assessment: most
contacts were very positive and agreed to at least complete the phone survey. Those
who attended the focus groups went into a draw for a meal for two at a local
restaurant. All attendees received the summary of input from the focus groups as part
of the acknowledgement of their valuable contribution.
Forty-seven randomly selected landholders agreed to answer the short telephone
interview, with 26 agreeing to participate in a focus group. While there were refusals
to answer the short survey most were due to having sold their properties and no longer
living in the catchment. Only four landholders refused altogether. The phone survey
was answered by an almost equal number of males and females.
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Random phone survey results
The short survey results showed that most respondents do not regularly soil test.
While 41% of those who responded indicated that they had soil tested at some time,
only 15% do so at least every three years and most did it infrequently. If landholders
had committed to soil testing then 66% used the advice to at least some degree.
Landholders involved in commercial farming of beef or mixed beef and intensive
industry were more likely to both soil test and use the advice. Almost all of the
responding landholders with grazing or lifestyle blocks have some form of perennial
pasture. This question was general and did not provide information about how much
of each property was covered by perennials. Most of those who did not respond
occupy residential or lifestyle blocks, or grow crops such as wildflowers, where
perennials are undesirable.
More than half of the 47 landholders surveyed said they had done some waterways or
remnant vegetation fencing or planted trees. Landholders farming beef, and mixed
beef and intensive industries were most likely to undertake fencing and planting,
followed by mixed grazing farmers. A wide range of fertilisers was being applied. As
would be expected, lifestyle and residential landholders often apply no fertiliser or
only home garden manures and compost. Landholders with grazing or intensive
agriculture are more likely to use soluble fertilisers. Seventeen landholders (36%) of
respondents had applied lime at some time.
Focus groups
The focus groups provided a valuable source of possible barriers and benefits to
changing behaviour. All focus groups were taped and transcribed with the permission
of the participants. Different sets of questions were applied to the two groups: larger
landholders and smaller landholders as their landuses are quite different (Appendix 4).
A more standard set of social marketing questions were used with larger landholders
with more reflective-style questions included for the smaller landholders (McKenzieMohr and Smith, 1999; Queensland Government Department of Industrial Relations,
2001; Dick, 2002; Mildner, 2003; Peavey, ?). I was interested to see the kinds of
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responses the different questions generated. A question concerning values was
included with one group of larger landholders for comparison.
Results
There were differences between the values expressed by the participants in the larger
landholder group and the small landholder group. The larger landholders have an
appreciation of the intrinsic values of the environment, for their wellbeing, and
towards the utilitarian values of rainfall, cool climate and green grass year round for
farming. The smaller landholders did not mention any values associated with
productive use but commented extensively on the peace and quiet, flora and fauna, and
quality of life.
The participants were all very forthcoming with ideas about what stood in the way of
implementing further land management behaviour change and what could be done to
remove barriers and support the benefits associated with the desired behaviours. The
material from the three larger landholder focus groups was collated by the barriers and
benefits of soil testing and advice, better fertiliser management and planting perennial
pastures (Duxbury, 2006b). Larger landholders’ views regarding soil testing and
advice is provided in Table 8. A similar summary was collated for fertiliser
applications and perennial pastures and for the smaller landholder focus group. Direct
quotes from participants were used to stay as true as possible to the input provided.
The summary of the focus groups was distributed to all participants to ensure that it
represented their contributions.
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Actions targeted

Barriers to behaviour

Benefits of behaviour

Don’t know how to soil test.

Work out our fertiliser needs based on
soil testing every 3 years.

SOIL TESTING
Preferred behaviour:
Regularly soil test

Too busy in autumn.
Impact of preferred
behaviour: Understand
state of soil and what
fertiliser, lime and trace
elements are actually
needed.

Fertiliser companies push their products.

Occasional tissue testing gives better
indication of trace element needs.

Time – off farm employed.

Doesn’t take a lot of time.

Not necessary every year.
Many people in the catchment don’t make
their living off the land so don’t need it to
perform.

‘$200 is neither here nor there for soil
tests really. That is only half a ton of
fertiliser!’

Tradition – put on what dad always put on.
‘Wonder if testing is akin to reading tea
leaves’.

Preferred behaviour:
apply fertiliser on basis
of soil test advice.
Impact of preferred
behaviour: Change the
type of fertilisers and
amendments use so
that great proportion of
them taken up by
plants and not lost to
the environment

‘Regular tissue test on nut and fruit
orchard tells me about trace elements
and other needs.’

Quite expensive.

‘Testing every year as new property
…if you have historical data you can
see what changes have taken place.’

Don’t understand soil test results from CSBP
- terminology.

Can do own soil test interpretation
using tables from Ag Dept.

Want independent advice – hard to trust
anybody.

Soil testing provides guidelines;
otherwise you’re in the dark.

Advice from different sources is inconsistent.

Why put fertiliser on if it doesn’t need
it, why waste money?

Ag Dept and CSBP advice very different. ‘I
felt they…want to minimise runoff as
opposed to what is good for growing grass’.
Delay in seeing response from pasture.

Don’t need to fertilise every year, as
there is residual nutrient in the soil.
Ag Dept workshops and soil testing
provided independent advice.

‘I have been involved in farming all my life
but it has always been – “here is the fertiliser,
go and spread it”.’

‘Will take what advice comes to hand.’

Ag Dept is not out there providing the
information.

‘Have tissue testing by a Queensland
outfit…they are not selling me
fertilisers they are just a lab’.

Tried Elders and other agronomists to come
out on site – they were not interested.

‘We use an agronomist – they look at
your best interests’.

Advice from company contradicted farmer
observations.

‘Soil science isn’t a mystery at all, soil
chemistry is fairly well understood’.

‘Seasons are so variable hard to know
whether you are winning or not’.
‘Need a reference to compare your results
back to.’

Table 8:Barriers to and benefits of soil testing and advice
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How the focus group information was used
A social marketing strategy was prepared on the basis of the collated focus group
information, together with previous information from surveys, workshops and the
TCG members (Duxbury, 2006). It was identified that the primary target would need
to be professional farmers who make most of their income from their property,
because they are the most likely to be applying significant amounts of soluble
fertilisers and contributing to nutrient runoff. There are about 40 farmers in this group
so it is possible to work with them on a one-to-one basis which literature and
experience indicates is the most effective for bringing about behavioural change
(Chamala and Mortiss, 1990; Cary, Webb et al., 2002).
The secondary group was identified as landholders reliant on partial income from their
farms in addition to off-farm income. This group, estimated to be 200 landholders,
has an interest in maximising productivity from on-farm enterprises, leading to
application and production of nutrients. They often have the funds to implement
change.
The marketing strategy, based on the focus group results, provided clear direction for
the officers responsible for implementing the catchment restoration plan. The overall
objective was to reduce fertiliser application, based on the results of regular soil or
tissue testing. Overall farm input/output analysis showed high efficiency ratios: i.e.
maximised productivity and minimised nutrient surplus that is potentially lost to the
environment. Targets for sub objectives were drafted and checked with the TCG
executive members.
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Sub-objectives
1. Regular soil testing – on a three
year rotation with part of the farm
tested every year

Target/s
Professional farmers: 50% of target are soil
testing regularly after two years, 80% after 5
years
Secondary audience: 15% have done soil
testing after two years and 30% regularly soil
test after five years

2. Application of fertilisers
according to soil test advice

Professional farmers: 50% of target are soil
testing regularly after two years, 80% after 5
years
Secondary: 15% have done soil testing after
two years and 30% regularly soil test after five
years

3. Application of fertiliser to
maximise productive uptake and
minimise nutrient losses
including when to apply, how to
apply, what kind to apply eg slow
release etc.

Professional farmers: To establish a ‘good
grazing’ property efficiency input/output ratio.
50% of all primary target have done
input/output analysis and 10% change fertiliser
practices to improve their efficiencies after 2
years.

4. Increase the level of perennial
pastures across the catchment to
increase productivity and nutrient
update and minimise nutrient
losses

Professional farmers: 400 ha of new perennials
established after two years.
Secondary audience: 130 ha new perennials
established after two years.

Table 9: What do we want to achieve and what are the targets? (Duxbury, 2006)

Input from the focus groups, as shown in Table 8, was used as the basis for developing
tools and strategies to work with landholders, in ways that they, in many cases,
suggested themselves, to help elicit the desired behaviour (Table 10 example for soil
testing). A summary of strategies to engage the target audience in the desired actions
and to reduce current behaviour was then developed from the detailed focus groups
input. The strategies were grouped into three areas: overall marketing of best farming
practices; soil testing and fertiliser management to reduce losses; and increasing the
coverage of perennial pastures (Duxbury, 2006e).
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Barriers: preferred
behaviour

Tools for the Barriers

Develop strategies

Lack of skills/knowledge:
Don’t know how to soil test.

Communication

Soils workshop on a farm – do soil testing, mapping, sending
off and pre prepared results to go through. Give them a soil
test checklist.

Convenience, Prompt

Find contractors willing to do the soil testing for a fee eg
spreaders or nurseries.
Prompt - Changing catchment activity sign time to test, don’t
guess soil test NOW. Newsletter, MR.

Issues of trust: Fertiliser
companies push their
products. ‘Wonder if testing is
akin to reading tea leaves…’.
Time: Not necessary every
year.
Tradition: put on what dad
always put on.

Communication

Do interpretations themselves – Ag Notes suitable? Are they
good/relevant? Affidavits – at workshops, in MR, newsletter.

Convenience, Incentive
Commitment

Secure/buy Ag Dept or an agronomist’s time – early birds oneoff free interpretation. At first meeting get commitment from
group of farmers to pay for interpretations for following year.
Group discussion and sharing of results and farmer responses.

Communication,
commitment

Part of the farm every year – mapping the farm to soil type if
possible for which sections to test on three year rotation.

Communication, Norms

Showcasing good grazers, affidavits – Photo display.
Demonstration materials for soil testing – test kits, pogo stick,
messages on displays, information on testing, interpretation,
perennials. TCG meetings, field trips, workshops, Albany
show.

Expense: Quite expensive.

Communication, Norms

Articles in newsletter calculate cost savings from testing on
specific properties – affidavits.
Benefits: preferred
behaviour

Tools for the Benefits

Develop strategies

Able to plan ahead: Work
out fertiliser needs based on
soil testing.

Incentives, Norms, prompts

Free interpretation, one-off free kits for those attending
workshops – with commitment for following year. ‘Are you
guessing? Soil test.’ When time to soil testing phone prompt or
send out ‘time to test’ fridge magnet.

Better understanding of
soils: Tissue testing gives
better indication of trace
element needs. With historical
data can see what changes
have taken place.

Communication

Soil profile strips – display. Information on soil health –
microbial activity. Microscope at soils and fertiliser workshops
and the rainmaker. ‘Make your soil work for you!’ Tim
Overheu soil health test kit – demonstrate and distribute at
soils and fertiliser workshops. Information showing key
elements to look for in soil health.

Doesn’t take a lot of time.
Communication

Calculate time for average farm to soil test – use in articles,
posters, workshops.

Communication, Norms

Affidavits. $200 - half a ton of super. ‘Cut your losses!’ or ‘Don’t
send fertiliser down the drain, it’s a bloomin’ waste’ – billboard
or poster.

Not expensive.

Table 10: Identification of the tools and strategies to deal with the barriers and benefits of
regular soil testing
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The building of a marketing strategy based on the input from landholders in the
catchment provides integrity in the approach. The strategies identify practical actions
for the coming 12 months and who will carry them out (Duxbury, 2006). A draft
marketing strategy was provided to a sub committee of the Torbay Catchment Group
and then endorsed in final form at a catchment group executive committee meeting.
Many of the proposed strategies are already being implemented.
What was learnt and the challenges
It is important to keep the impetus going while undertaking planning work such as the
development of the Torbay catchment restoration plan by undertaking on the ground
projects. Landholders are practical people and are most readily convinced by seeing
sizable demonstrations (Barr and Curkpatrick, 2001).
The random phone survey provided limited results but did support information gained
through the 2002 community survey regarding landholder involvement levels in soil
testing, liming, tree planting and waterways fencing.
The focus groups provided a different avenue for input into the issues in the
catchment, and specific barriers to changing behaviour to key elements of land
management. The random selection of landholders to invite to focus groups meant
that some people who had not been involved in any other community consultation
process or catchment group activity provided their input. Without exception, feedback
from focus groups participants was very positive about the process. Many saw the
focus groups as a valuable opportunity not offered previously in the catchment to sit
down in a small group with other landholders, to exchange information on areas of
common interest (Duxbury, 2006).
The use of social marketing principles to develop a strategy based on information from
the earlier catchment survey and, more specifically, the focus groups, was a useful
tool. It provided the structure for better understanding some of the good reasons why
landholders may not be taking up best land management practices, and how
landholders could be assisted more effectively. The focus groups were deliberately
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facilitated to ensure that all participants gained from the experience rather than feeling
that they were there to give to the process.
Unlike the marketing of most goods and services, social marketing aims to achieve
improvements for individuals and the public good. Such marketing needs to be
embedded in a clear overall philosophy and plan, such as articulated through the
Watershed Torbay project, in order to have the integrity necessary to motivate
landholders to action. It is important to demonstrate why the changes are necessary,
that they meet the visions and values expressed by the community and that social
marketing is integrated as a support for a community education process (Tilbury,
Coleman et al., 2005). The commitment needed is long-term, with the key actions of
soil testing, using results of soil testing, changing fertiliser management and changing
to increased perennial cover are not just one-off decisions but require ongoing
commitment. Social marketing is a good tool to help take the planning, research work
and goodwill generated through developing partnerships in the Torbay catchment
through to specific, targeted action.

5.8 Indicators and reporting
5.8.1 What was done and why
An ongoing monitoring and evaluation strategy was developed for the Watershed
Torbay project, particularly for monitoring the natural environment. This includes
seven gauging stations on key waterways, fortnightly wetland and estuary sampling,
and vegetation change mapping. This level of monitoring indicates the importance of
the catchment area for current and future human use. Most monitoring is undertaken
by agencies such as Department of Water, Department of Environment and
Conservation and the Water Corporation, as part of their responsibilities. In the past
monitoring results have rarely been provided to the community on a regular basis, or if
it has, it has been in a form that is not easily understood or shows trends over time.
As part of communicating research and monitoring, several documents were produced
to provide better feedback to the community. Basic GIS information was pulled
together from a number of agency sources, to provide base maps for all other digital
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information (Neville, 2006). This was not an easy task, due to differences in coverage
and protocols of the various agencies holding specific information, and some
reluctance to share data. Digital information was checked for accuracy with officers
working in the catchment and members of the catchment group. Information tracking
the riparian zone condition surveys and work undertaken annually on riparian fencing
and revegetation, weed control etc were digitised to provide maps showing annual
progress against baseline condition.
The Watershed Torbay steering committee requested better information about water
quality monitoring data in the catchment. Department of Water hydrologist Andrew
Maughan brought together data and presented them in readable graphs and pie charts.
I then took this information and created a special insert for newsletter 6 on monitoring
information, which was appreciated by the community. Data from a research field trip
on Lake Manarup were also collated and produced as an Infosheet and distributed via
the website (www.torbay.scric.org) , and at a research open day at the Lake.
The most important evaluation innovation of the project was development of
community catchment health indicators. These were selected on the basis of
community values, expressed through the community forums and the community-wide
survey in 2002. Community indicators are measuring systems developed by
community members. They provide economic, social and environmental information
of importance to the community, to help it know if it is moving toward the targets it
has set. Traditional indicators, such as Gross Domestic Product (GDP), provide little
information about the social and environmental health of communities, and in some
cases give the wrong signals if a community is looking toward becoming more
sustainable (Hart, 1999; The Australia Institute and Newcastle City Council, 2000;
Sustainable Pittsburg and AtKisson Inc, 2002).
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Indicators selected by
Possible
Indicator

Driving
Force

Can you drink
the water?

State

Can you swim
in the water

State

Loads of N and
P from rivers
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✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Technical Support *

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

?

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

?

✓

Do not currently measure
size. Current sampling by
Department of
Environment is a bit
coarse as only monthly.
Need to show the
waterbodies separately.

State

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ if estimates

✓estimates

✓

No – needs land
use survey

Driving
force

✓

?

✓

✓

✓

✓

The
number of
blooms and
how toxic

Important for ecological
requirements of rivers
and lakes. Currently
monitored by Dept of Env.
This is a central question
in Paul Close’s Phd. It is
needed if water is to be
extracted from Marbellup
Brook.
Not currently collecting
data on pathogens or
chemicals only salinity.
Need to record on each
river. Monitoring beyond
salinity would need more
frequent sampling and
funding.
Same as above

Driving
force

Community
Members#

Action based
with targets &
timeline

Affordable

Easy to monitor
& commonly
used
Relevant to
goals of
community
A good warning
for other
problems

Can show
trends
Long term

Statistically
meaningful
✓

Very long term >
10yrs

Estimated
tonnes of P
and N
discharged
from diffuse
sources

✓

✓ estimates

Estimated
tonnes of P
and N
discharged
from point
sources

✓

Estimates need
to be calculated

Flow of rivers
and streams

State

Not really

Frequency,
size and
content of algal
blooms

Not annually

Driving
Force,
State or
Respon
se

Easy to
interprete

SMART – simple, measurable, accessible, relevant, timely

Can use estimates and
model developed by
Simon Neville and David
Weaver. If want greater
accuracy expensive to
collect data.
Estimates from diffuse
sources for Torbay
catchment have not yet
been calculated.

Currently done by Dept of
Env. Good for
comparison across
different waterways but
not over time because of
yearly variability due to
weather conditions.

Relates to
recreational
use

Indicators selected by
Possible
Indicator

State

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Community
Members#

Action based
with targets &
timeline

Affordable
✓ if limited sampling
points

✓

Don’t yet
know

Easy to monitor
& commonly
used
Relevant to
goals of
community
A good warning
for other
problems

Can show
trends
Long term > 5yrs

Statistically
meaningful
✓

✓

✓

Technical Support *

✓ high for
comprehensiv
e

Invertebrate
species and
numbers of
each species

Driving
Force

✓

Data not yet
collected fully

Catchment
nutrient
balance

✓

Not really

State

Should be

Concentrations
of N and P
from rivers

Not bad

Driving
Force,
State or
Respon
se

Easy to
interprete

SMART – simple, measurable, accessible, relevant, timely

✓

Currently done by Dept of
Env. For 6 sites.
Monitoring points at
bottom of each sub
catchment so insensitive
to changes in part of sub
catchments. Sampling 60
sites would show local
changes.

✓

✓

Quite high labour and
testing costs. Does the
community understand
the importance of
invertebrates as an
indicator?

* Technical input: Andrew Maughan, Naomi Arrowsmith, Dave Rushton Department of Water
#Indicators selected by Community Members Watershed Torbay Steering Committee

Table 11: NATURE Table A: Characteristic- Quality of water in waterways and lakes

Possible measures were checked with researchers for available data or feasibility, and
validity of collected data. It was considered most important to gauge the success of
community actions by using indicators meaningful to them (Hart, 1999). At the same
time the indicators also needed to be robust from a technical perspective – able to be
supported with comprehensive information, easily measured and analysed, and able to
be communicated back to the community. A discussion paper was written by me to
provide background to both the technical advisory group and the Watershed Torbay
steering committee (Duxbury, 2004). The discussion paper covered the philosophy and
challenges of community based indicators and outlined a methodology for selecting
community based indicators for Watershed Torbay (Alexandra, Higgins et al., 1998;
Hart, 1999; The Australia Institute and Newcastle City Council, 2000; Sustainable
Pittsburg and AtKisson Inc, 2002; URS Australia, 2003). This methodology was
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endorsed by the Watershed Torbay steering committee and implemented, with
researchers providing input into the feasibility of indicators, and community members
providing input into which indicators were most meaningful to them (Duxbury, 2004).
Once again this was a process of integrating the different forms of knowledge in the
catchment.
Characteristics of a healthy catchment identified by the community were grouped
under the headings nature, economic, social and wellbeing. Table 11 provides an
example of the range of possible indicators, and assessment of the most important by
the technical assistance group and community members for one of the key
characteristics: ‘Quality of water in waterways and lakes’(Duxbury, 2004).

5.8.2 What was learned and the challenges
It was not a simple matter to collect appropriate information. Data are often not
continuous, have not been collected for long enough to show trends, have often not
been collated, or are difficult to present in simple terms. However, there were
sufficient data to feedback to the community on several key characteristics. Data for
the ‘report card’ were provided in draft form to community members and researchers
to check that it was understandable, meaningful and accurate. This is important if the
information presented is to be read with interest and understood.
The first annual report card on selected indicators was published in 2005, a year later
than anticipated due to the difficulty with data collation and representation (Figure
14). A commitment for annual reporting back to the community is part of the
restoration plan.
Providing feedback to the community and other key players about change over time is
a central element of the Watershed Torbay project philosophy. It is essential to reflect
on whether you are going forwards, backwards or standing still in terms of targets set.
This evaluation can then lead to adaptive management. The report card included a
range of indicators. Interestingly, catchment group members were less concerned
about economic indicators than they were about environmental, social and wellbeing
indicators. Income levels are not high in the catchment but the lifestyle is comfortable.
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They were more concerned about the indicators of public interest, reflecting the
importance of a range of values beyond productivist values based on generating

Figure 14: Front page of catchment health report card 2005

income from land through agricultural production. The increasing importance of other
values in areas like Torbay is recognised as a more widespread shift in rural
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communities across Australia, and indeed in many other developing countries such as
England, the United States, Canada and Europe (Anderson, 2000; Gray and Lawrence,
2001; Burton and Wilson, 2006; Fish, Seymour et al., 2006; Holmes, 2006).
Hollander describes the ‘strong version’ of ‘multifunctionality’ as encompassing
biodiversity, cultural preservation, food security and sustainable development
(Hollander, 2004).
The need for indicators of biophysical condition and human wellbeing that make sense
to the community, rather than reliance on Gross Domestic Product as the major
indicator of progress, is apparent when working on projects such as Watershed
Torbay. Gross Domestic Product does not indicate any measure of sustainability
regarding environmental or human health (Theobald, 1997). In fact, environmental
degradation and human ill health often require new business to ameliorate them, that
shows up as growth in GDP. The connection between human lifestyles and activities
and biophysical health becomes more apparent when feedback loops between the two
are established through monitoring community-based biophysical and human health
indicators (Theobald, 1997; Rapport, Gaudet et al., 1998; Plumwood, 2002; Princen,
2005).

5.9 Summary
The objectives of the Watershed Torbay project were to show the benefits of stream
restoration at the catchment scale, with a research component to project activities;
demonstrate community participation as an essential component; incorporate
evaluation within ongoing adaptive management processes; and achieve an actionoriented learning environment through the collective work of researchers, agencies and
community groups. These objectives were considered to have been met by key
players involved with the project. They were important for establishing the approach
of the restoration project and resulted in Watershed Torbay being awarded the 2006
National Riverprize for the partnership approach, communication, and integration of
different forms of knowledge.
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The deliberate discussion and adoption of a clear project philosophy and framework
for change, for both project outcomes and project processes, established wide
understanding and strengthened commitment. The setting of agreements provided the
basis for key players to develop personal relationships, form better partnerships and
greater trust over the duration of the project (Langford, 2002).
The adoption of action learning as part of the project philosophy provided a strong
basis for reflection and adaptive management. This was important for managing the
process of change. Reflection assisted in identifying when there were issues in the
partnerships and spurred intervention to ensure that small issues did not become major
conflicts. Conflict between the interests of different players can be anticipated and
managed but requires processes and skills to manage well (Ewert, Baker et al., 2004).
The importance of leadership within the community, the lead agency, and supporting
agencies to provide direction was critical. The planning process was based on
deliberate iteration from developing targets, assessing possible actions, evaluating the
information from the community and researchers, and assessing whether actions
would meet selected targets. The development of community catchment health
indicators was considered to be another important opportunity for reflection, providing
feedback on progress against catchment targets to all community landholders.
Validation of community values and interests as the core form of knowledge directing
the vision and objectives was critical to the project’s success. Community members
who provided input could see their directions come through in the final restoration
plan. Recognition of the role of research in providing understanding of the context for
decision-making reinforced the central role of values and the supporting role of
research. Combining the different forms of knowledge meant very robust discussion
about what targets would be achievable, effective and acceptable.
In my role as communications coordinator and action researcher I developed a
communication strategy, helped to guide the development of the project philosophy
and framework, and introduced processes to build relationships and connections
between people, to the environment and with each other. The significant improvement
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in relationships between the community and most agencies and researchers involved in
the catchment was recognised by people involved in the project, and was evident to
more distant players such as Land and Water Australia (Arrowsmith and Duxbury,
2006).
The communication learning log shows how important it is to actively manage change.
There were many changes in processes used across all aspects of the project to build
trust between partners and maintain the momentum of the project. The feedback from
various players, quoted in the log, indicates that without this regular reflection and
responsiveness the project could have hit major obstacles.
The role of the communications coordinator, Louise Duxbury (Green Skills Inc) and her
depth of expertise has been one of the keys to the success of this project, without which
the project would have foundered at many points and would have struggled to maintain
momentum. This has included getting scientists motivated to report project research
appropriately to the community, ensuring that effective two way communication and
opportunities for feedback have been made available to the catchment community
throughout the project, and initial difficulties with setting up the project’s community
steering committee which required getting the catchment group back onside with the
project.
With a project the scale of Watershed Torbay this has not been an easy task, and has not
happened seamlessly. It has taken a great deal of planning, intuition, and effort on the
part of the communication coordinator to make happen (Communication Learning Log,
Julie Pech project support officer Department of Water) (Duxbury, 2005).
As a member and on behalf of TCG I would have to concur with the above. For without
this facility to assist in this project it is quite possible that we would have slipped into
the ‘sloughs of despond’ (Communication Learning Log, Progress Association and
Torbay Catchment Group member) (Duxbury, 2005).

The project received recognition for its approach when it was awarded the prestigious
Australian National Thiess Riverprize, in recognition of the community involvement
in the project, communication work and the partnerships between community,
agencies and researchers. As mentioned by Chair of Land and Water Australia,
Bobbie Brazil, in an article featuring the catchment win
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The Torbay project is a good example of how well partnerships can work between
scientists, the community and government agencies and I’m pleased that it has been
recognised (Community Involvement Wins Riverprize, 2006, 45).

The article, in the widely distributed Australian Landcare magazine, recognised the
key learning from the Watershed Torbay project summary report:
 Invest in long-term partnerships with the community
 Use a framework for change and work on all elements: create pressure for change;
agree on a future vision; develop capacity – skills, markets, and infrastructure; and
get on with practical actions
 Integrate all forms of knowledge: community values, landholder and agency
technical knowledge, and research information for decision-making
 Acknowledge and build on work done to date
 Fund communications and social science as well as natural science research
 Base work on core values – help people to connect with them – to see the landscape
differently and determine their desired future
 Actively manage change (Community Involvement Wins Riverprize, 2006;
Arrowsmith and Duxbury, 2006).
When a clear philosophy and framework is articulated at project inception and
maintained through adaptive and reflective processes it is influential and identifiable to
both those involved in the project and to observers outside of the project.
However, the implementation of a philosophy based on relationship and connection
with the natural world, and between people with recognition of these values as the
central form of knowledge has many barriers to overcome.
The level of time, commitment and funding to undertake the kind of communication
and partnership building effort undertaken in the Watershed Torbay project was very
high in comparison with most catchment projects. Communication and education is
an element of most projects but the level of funding is insufficient to undertake the
sustained effort of the Watershed Torbay project. It is crucial that this work is
integrated into the project philosophy and budgeting at the time a project is developed
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and funding sought to establish the philosophy and framework at the very start of a
project.
The practice of science as removed from community interests and disconnected from
other forms of knowledge remains the norm. Support for the practice of civic science
met with resistance from some researchers involved in the Watershed Torbay.
Most catchment plans, particularly in the current neoliberal political climate, are
pressured to focus on tangible outcomes within short timeframes. Development of the
landscapes within the Torbay catchment has occurred since colonisation. The reimagining of landscapes to create long-term sustainability will be a long-term process
requiring further action to develop sense of place, connection with and validation of
core values, and robust discussion about how the different values for sustainability can
be met. The implementation of a relational approach to change management is made
more difficult within the dominant mechanistic worldview, which does not value or
validate such an approach.
Finally, as the summary paper Learnings and Successes of Watershed Torbay
concluded:
Ultimately, the success of this project will not be fully demonstrated until the restoration
plan has been implemented and improvements are made in the state of the catchment.
Nevertheless, Watershed Torbay has substantially equipped the community to embark
on this ambitious project (Arrowsmith and Duxbury, 2006, 1).
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Chapter 6. Building a relational or connected
worldview

Painting is very important. It’s the design or symbol, power of the land. The land is not
empty: the land is full of knowledge, full of story, full of goodness, full of energy, full
of power.
Wandjik Marika 1927 – 1987 Artist, Yirrkalla, NT. National Art Gallery, Melbourne.
We the undersigned, senior members of the world’s scientific community, hereby warn
all humanity of what lies ahead. A great change in our stewardship of the earth and the
life on it is required if vast human misery is to be avoided and our global home on this
planet is not to be irretrievably mutilated.
Union of Concerned Scientists Warning to Humanity 1992.

Each of us is motivated by a values framework guiding our lives, against which we
compare others and ourselves. Such frameworks are critical in making sense and
meaning of our lives.
The approach to the Watershed Torbay project described in Chapter 5, recognised
values as critical in guiding the way we live our lives, as individuals and as
communities. Values underlie moral frameworks and provide motivation and if
communities are to challenge the current way humans interact with the environment,
the values that drive current management need to be re-examined. For sustainability
to be achieved, this requires the building of a new worldview with reframed values,
goals and language concerning ‘natural resource management’.
Assumptions about what is truth, what is good, and what Australian society and
individuals have been striving to achieve, have been explored in Chapter 3. These
ontological questions drive epistemology and methods used in practice. This chapter
explores how to describe a relational worldview and how to express that worldview
explicitly when working in landcare, based on reflection from the action-research
project Watershed Torbay. It explores the concept of a relational worldview based on
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strong connection between humans and the natural world, and strong connections
within communities locally and globally. Adopting a relational worldview, as
indicated by the Watershed Torbay project, has implications concerning what is
valued, different kinds of knowledge and how they are gathered and used, and social
structures suited to connection and relationship.

6.1 The contribution of counter-modernism
As outlined in Chapter 3, the broad counter-modern dialogue has made a highly
significant contribution to understanding the importance of worldviews across all
strata of society and human relationships to the world in which we live. Countermodernism has provided a resounding critique of the mechanistic worldview and
established the basis for a ‘Khunian-style’ revolution in the way of seeing and
understanding the world – not restricted to the field of science, as described in section
2.3.2, but on the much broader scale of worldview.
The counter-modern call is to move on from the grand narrative of human progress in
which ‘good’ is derived from increasing levels of consumerism made possible through
science and technology, and where individual good is seen as leading to societal good.
As outlined in Chapter 3, beliefs associated with this discourse include the views that
humans are superior to all other entities, and that science and technology will provide
the solutions for challenges to human progress. Such views have impacted on what is
considered authoritative and useful knowledge. Rational, objective knowledge,
arrived at through scientific research, has dominated as the mechanism to
understanding the world.
The mechanistic worldview, and its political ally, neoliberalism, equates wellbeing
with gross domestic product and material advancement of the individual with society’s
advancement. It suggests that consumption can continue indefinitely; that prices
reflect all significant costs; that lower prices are always better; that technology solves
more ecological problems than it creates; and that more economic growth solves the
problems of economic growth (Princen, 2005). As Princen describes, this stance is
only achievable in a world of infinite resources and substitutability where there is
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always a ‘new frontier’ to ‘discover’ when current resources reach either their
economic limits or their ability to act as waste sinks. It also relies on the ability of
companies and governments to distance their exploitation of resources from the
environmental impacts and social inequities of such activities (Plumwood, 2002;
Princen, 2002).
Counter-modern commentators, in the broader sense of counter-modernism described
in Section 2.3.2, including relativists, ecologists, feminists, first-nation people, the
majority world and those spanning all of these categories, have presented a very strong
case for changes in both worldview and, as a consequence, the sources of knowledge
legitimised. As discussed in chapter 2.3.2 the mechanistic worldview has not
delivered promised progress. A proportion of the population, particularly in the
western world, has increased its material wealth but at great expense to the
environment (AtKisson, 1999; Butler, Douglas et al., 2001; Gray and Lawrence, 2001;
Trainer, 2001; Daly, 2002; Loh, 2002; Manno, 2002; Rees, 2003). Increasing
disparity exists between the rich and powerful, and those without the ability to meet
basic needs (Eckersley, 2001; Legge, 2001; Daly, 2002; Hamilton and Denniss, 2005).
At the same time there is almost no perceptible increase in the happiness levels of
those who comfortably meet basic physical needs (Eckersley, 2001).
Counter-modernism, as its name suggests, has focused on why the dominant
mechanistic worldview is no longer appropriate in guiding society. A considerable
number of authors have offered new perspectives, such as the ecological rationality of
deep ecologists (Devall and Sessions, 1985; Seed, 1988; Naess, 1993), including the
partnership worldview proffered by Carolyn Merchant, and the creative paradigm
proffered by Colin Peile, after the writings of physicist David Bohm (Peile, 1994;
Merchant, 1999). A key characteristic of such commentators is that they are not
wishing merely to describe the world, but to change it positively and understand the
processes whereby change can be better managed (Birch, 1990; Merchant, 1992; Peile,
1994; Merchant, 1999; Funtowicz and Ravetz, 2003). This is a significant departure
from the purportedly objective, scientific stance of the mechanistic worldview where
the separation of facts and value has resulted in moral judgment, and the exercise of
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power in being covert, rather than part of transparent, democratic dialogue and
research.
While many counter-modernists resist the idea of a grand narrative or frame, other
authors have taken key elements of counter-modern thinking to begin framing an
alternative worldview that can be used in everyday practice.

In this thesis the term

relational worldview is suggested after the work of Merchant, Birch, Peile, Princen,
Graham and others (Birch, 1990; Merchant, 1992; 1994; Graham, 1999; Merchant,
1999; Princen, 2005). This worldview requires the integration of human-centered and
natural-centered perspectives (Rapport, Gaudet et al., 1998).
The relational worldview builds on the critiques of the mechanistic worldview
proffered by counter-modernism. The main aim of the chapter, then, is to show how
the deliberate adoption and articulation of such a worldview has implication for the
way projects such as the Watershed Torbay catchment restoration project are
developed and implemented.

6.2 Building a relational worldview for sustainable places
and communities
Where the mechanistic worldview is based on an attitude of power-over and separation
from, the relational worldview is based on connection with the environment, both
natural and human made, and between all people. The 2003 Compact Oxford English
Dictionary definition of relational is ‘the way in which two or more people or things
are connected or related’. This worldview is based on relationships – that is, the way
people feel about and behave toward each other and the environment.
The development of a relational worldview requires recognition that progress through
increasing economic growth cannot remain the focal point for society (Trainer, 2001;
Rees, 2003; Princen, 2005). The first step in building a relational worldview requires
recognising that the current view does not adequately explain what is happening in the
world, or give appropriate direction for the future. This recognition requires the
ability to reflect.
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A relational worldview is more than the creative paradigm described by Peile (1994).
Peile confines his discussion to human experience and understandings, and does not
touch on the ethical implications of the creative paradigm outside of human beings
(Peile, 1994). The term relational is more all-embracing than the term partnership
(Merchant, 1999). Partnership is defined as forming an association and usually refers
to an association between people. Partnership does not encapsulate the
interdependence between humans and the environment. The relational worldview also
requires reconnection within individuals themselves in order to develop effective
relationships with others and the environment. While I use a different terminology,
the relational worldview is consistent with, and builds on, the approach taken by
Merchant and others.
Lakoff (2004) asserts that when facts do not fit within the worldview of the listener, it
is unlikely that the information will be heard. As Kuhn (1970, 113) describes ‘what a
man sees depends both upon what he looks at and also upon what his previous visualconceptual experience has taught him to see’.
Lakoff advises that in reframing and communicating a worldview effectively it is
important to show respect, think and talk at the level of values, and say what you
believe. A critical part of this reframing is to ask different questions concerning the
impacts of decisions on relationships. By asking different questions other values are
given prominence and different solutions can arise. Central questions need to be
raised in terms of relationships with self, relationship with environments, locally and
globally, and relationship with the immediate and larger communities. Questions such
as: What are the current or likely impacts on the environment of decisions, and is the
damage likely to be irreversible? (Princen, 2002); what are the equity implications on
different sectors of our immediate social community and the larger world community?
(Roseland, 1998). Many counter-modernists have raised such questions. Fundamental
relationships of our lives have been described in the ‘two axioms’ of the Australian
Aboriginal approach.
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The two most important kinds of relationship in life are, firstly, those between land and
people and, secondly, those amongst people themselves, the second being always
contingent upon the first (Graham, 1999, 106).

In the relational worldview it is connection and sustainability, not progress as
identified in the current western culture, which provides meaning for living a good
life. This means connection with one’s own values (Taylor, 1989; Birch, 1990),
connection within one’s family and community and connection with the natural world
around us, in order to develop healthy, long-term, life-sustaining relationships
(Leopold, 1949; Devall and Sessions, 1985; Merchant, 1992; Costello, 1998; Graham,
1999; Mathews, 1999). This philosophy recognises the interconnection between the
person, society and nature; that ‘our understanding of nature stems from our
understanding of ourselves, and our relationships with the natural world is defined in
our social goals’ (Roby, 1984, 23). Recognition of these relationships leads to a desire
and need to place sustainability as the key goal for humans to achieve.

6.2.1 Relational ontology
Connection to self
As Taylor (1989) outlines, guidance in the living of a good life comes from inherent
moral reactions. In a relational worldview individuals create meaning through their
moral reactions in relation to their internal moral framework, motivated by connection
to all creation, known and unknown. The relational worldview recognises the need
individuals have to identify, discuss and act from a moral framework in terms of
decisions for the self as well as for the whole; legitimising subjectiveness and the
centrality of values and feelings. This is contrary to the focus on the separate self, the
objective and rationality within the dominant mechanistic worldview (Taylor, 1989;
Slife, 2004). The focus on individual material wellbeing and secularism of the
mechanistic worldview has led to what Hamilton and Denniss (2005, 13) refer to as
‘buying an identity’ where the purchasing of goods is undertaken on the basis of the
symbology of the goods and the wish to ‘create or renew a concept of self’. They
observe that there is no sign that this chosen life purpose has led to greater levels of
happiness.
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How meaning is derived and what meanings are endorsed by society is critical to an
individual’s life and civilisation’s history (Taylor, 1989; Diamond, 2005). In Taylor’s
terms the understanding of one’s own moral motivations requires ‘strong evaluation’
on the part of every individual, and that if such evaluation is applied these moral
reactions are true across the human race. Such evaluations ‘involve discriminations
of right or wrong, better or worse, higher or lower, which are not rendered valid by our
own desires, inclinations or choices, but rather stand independent of these and offer
standards by which they can be judged (Taylor, 1989, 4).
This self-evaluation echoes the skills of the prudent persons described by Aristotle
with ‘the power of seeing what is good for themselves and for humanity’ in the
exercise of practical wisdom (Thomson, 1976, 154). While Aristotle’s description of
the prudent person, or phronimos, is constrained by the society of his time and his own
prejudices, about the role of women for example, he nonetheless offered an important
analysis of citizenship and responsibility. Aristotle defined practical wisdom as the
‘rational faculty exercised for the attainment of truth in things that are humanly good
and bad’ (Thomson, 1976). According to Aristotle choice entails the exercise of both
reason and disposition of character, in aiming for good for the individual and the
society. The ability to reach sound conclusions about what is good in terms of life as a
whole is achieved by the amassing of scientific knowledge, and experience gained
from the application of knowledge, to a range of contexts within a moral framework.
The values that make up that moral framework Aristotle named as a separate and vital
form of knowledge he called phronesis and the application of phronesis, as practical
wisdom, by the term ‘phronimos’ (Thomson, 1976).
The wise man, you see, must not only know all that can be deduced from his first
principles but he must understand their true meaning. So we conclude that wisdom
must be a combination of science and reason or intelligence, being in fact the highest
form of that knowledge whose objects are of transcendent value (Thomson, 1976, 157).

Aristotle distinguished between the characteristics of the phronimos, who acted from a
sense of responsibility not only for himself/herself but also that of the society with the
wisdom that comes with experience and practical wisdom, and those of ‘deinos’ who
might be clever but turns these skills to his/her personal gain (Thomson, 1976;
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McGee, 2001). Taylor (1989) suggests that moral intuitions centre around three
themes: respect for human life and our own integrity in the way we behave; seeking to
live a life worth living; and personal dignity and our desire to command respect. The
relational worldview requires an additional theme concerning love and respect for the
world, and integrity in the way humans interact with it.
The promise of listening to our internal moral values, or as Taylor (1989) describes it
our ‘gut reaction’, is that we will know we are living a life worth living; or as outlined
by Birch (1990, 6) ‘when values become realities in human life we experience a
richness of life that was not there before’. In this way meaning comes from acting out
moral intuitions in seeking a good life (Slife, 2004).
The separation of facts from values and humans from the rest of nature, central to the
western mechanistic worldview, has made it difficult for individuals and communities
to express such values, morals and ethics and have them validated in discussion,
decision-making and action. In the separation of church and state, fact from fiction
and the favouring of scientific objectivity over subjectivity and feeling there has been
little room for the expression of spirituality, feelings and values as a legitimate
reaction to the world and in setting directions in society. While it has been recognised
that dominance by the secular mechanistic worldview since the Enlightenment has
created many positive changes, it has devalued the subjective and the spiritual (Tacey,
2000). This has resulted in the quality of life itself being ‘dramatically eroded by our
obsession with materialism, which has delivered a spiritual emptiness even as it has
struggled to improve our social conditions’ (Tacey, 2000, 7).
The lack of legitimate outlets for moral response to perceived wrongdoing in the world
has led to what Seed (1988) refers to as the despair seen in numbness and apathy that
is often taken as ignorance or indifference. On the contrary, these expressions of deep
feeling evoked by issues such as the destruction of the environment are overwhelming
and without outlet in a society which has ‘constructed taboos against the
communication and expression of such anguish’(Seed, 1988, 8).
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Before the scientific revolution churches provided the main source of moral guidance
and succour (Cleveland, 1988). Taylor (1989, 18) has described the existential
challenge of the modern secular seeker for whom ‘the world loses altogether its
spiritual contour, nothing is worth doing, the fear is of a terrifying emptiness, a kind of
vertigo, or even a fracturing of our world and body-space’.
Berman (1981) likens Decartes’ split between mind and body and subject and object
as similar to the way schizophrenics typically regard their bodies as other and not-me,
and urges a re-enchantment through reconnection with the world. Mathews (1999,
246) describes the effect of denying our primordial relation with the world and the
subjectivity of our relationships with it as a ‘kind of metaphysical autism or
psychopathy’ that creates an inability to connect with the world. Costello (1998)
describes the modern angst as the ‘Great Emptiness’ caused by an acute absence of
spirit. Hamilton and Denniss (2005) call it ‘affluenza’ the unsustainable addiction to
economic growth that leaves individuals with feelings of unfulfillment. Without belief
in a grand purpose or meaning, choices don’t need to make sense (Costello, 1998).
As Sartre (1958, 21) elucidated, the absence of deliberate choice is still a choice;
individuals are responsible for their own choices but also hold ‘responsibility for all
men’. If these responsibilities are not taken up the result is the experience of an
‘uneasy conscience’.
As described from very different standpoints – by Berman as disenchantment, Costello
as fragmentation, Tacey as spiritual emptiness, Seed et al as despair and anguish, and
Sartre as existential angst – there are consequences for individuals who do not act out
of their moral frameworks (Sartre, 1958; Berman, 1981; Seed, 1988; Costello, 1998;
Tacey, 2000). Tacey (2000) links the modern upsurge in spiritual movements to the
disillusionment with the current social system and the need for connection. Before the
Enlightenment, organised religions legitimised grappling with questions of purpose
and meaning, but 'during the secular period these religious questions were
anaesthetised’ (Tacey, 2000, 15).
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Connection to country and spirit
The emphasis on relationship to the environment mirrors Aboriginal ethics. As
expressed by Mary Graham, ‘caring for country’ comes first for Aboriginal culture, as
human wellbeing is contingent on the health of the environment. Aboriginal land
ethics are encapsulated in stories repeated from generation to generation, as indicated
in this excerpt from the publication ‘Story About Feeling’ by Northern Territory elder
Bill Neidjie (1989).
Because you love it this world.
Yes, this country, your country, my country…I love im.
I don’t’ want to lose country, somebody take im.
Make you worry.
If somebody take im your country, you’n’me both get sick.
Because feeling…this country where you brought up and just like you’n’me mother.
Somebody else doing it wrong… you’n’me feel im.
Anybody, anyone… you’n’me feel (Neidjie, 1989, 153).

American Indians, like Australian Aborigines, traditionally lived according to
behavioural constraints, rules of conduct, and morals consistent with a land ethic
(Callcott, 1998). This is not to say that that all behaviour was ethical but there was a
moral consensus held by the community that endorsed behaviour consistent with a
land ethic.
Ethics bear, as philosophers point out, a normative relation to behaviour; they do not
describe how people actually behave, but rather point out how people ought to behave.
Therefore, people are free either to act in accordance with a given ethic or not (Callcott,
1998, 149).

The way the world is perceived and values attributed, affects the political and social
decisions made. Diamond, in his analysis of why some past societies collapsed and
others have not, outlines the significance of values and societal responses to problems
experienced.
A society's responses depend on its political, economic, and social institutions and on its
cultural values. These institutions and values affect whether the society solves (or even
tries to solve) its problems (Diamond, 2005, 15).
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Diamond identified four sets of factors - environmental damage, climate change,
hostile neighbours, and friendly partners – that may or may not prove significant for a
particular society but asserts that the society's response to environmental problems
‘always proves significant’ (Diamond, 2005, 11).
A relational worldview legitimises the moral intuitions within each individual,
providing motivation to live a good life based on the quality of our relationships with
the cosmos, the world, others and ourselves. Where the mechanistic worldview
emphasises the rights of the individual within their personal and family sphere, the
relational worldview focuses on place and the profound interactions between the
individual within social and natural environments. The relational worldview implies
obligations on the individual to maintain relationships on a personal and societal level.
In the dominant mechanistic worldview the environment is considered as ‘other’ and a
resource to exploit, while in the relational worldview relationship with and protection
of the environment are seen as core values.
Diamond’s critical factors for societal continuity are based on a re-evaluation of the
core values of the mechanistic worldview and adoption of the relational worldview.
To respond appropriately to environmental problems such as environmental damage
and climate change requires implementation of the goal of sufficiency and the building
of long-term partnerships within society, with neighbouring communities and with the
environment.
Two types of choices seem to me to have been crucial in tipping their outcomes towards
success or failure: long-term planning, and willingness to reconsider core values. On
reflection, we can also recognize the crucial role of these same two choices for the
outcomes of our individual lives (Diamond, 2005, 522).

Australian Aboriginal traditional cultural values carry personal responsibilities for
‘caring for country’ generally and specifically through the totemic affiliation with
elements of the natural and spiritual world.
Aboriginal beliefs about the place of humans in the natural world construct a different
concept of personal identity from that which is conventionally understood in Western
thought. The Aboriginal person - as a socialised cultural being - is conceived of, not
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merely as a body enclosing a singular conscious being, but rather, as spatialised by
virtue of totemic affiliations. Persons with inherited spiritual essence shared with nonhuman beings share the world of those beings, including their natural habitats as a most
personal responsibility (Langton, 1998, 27).

For many Aboriginal people personal identification is found from within the group
rather than through individualism, as espoused by western social norms. As Graham
explains, to behave as if you are not related to the group within which you were born
is to limit your existence.
Every clan group has its own Dreaming or explanation of existence. We believe that a
person finds their individuality within the group. To behave as if you are a discrete
entity or a conscious isolate is to limit yourself to being an observer in an observed
world (Graham, 1999, 106).

Similarly, American Indians, while comprised of many different tribes, can be said to
have viewed the natural world as enspirited (Callcott, 1998). This results in their
living by behavioural constraints, rules of conduct and morals commensurate with a
land ethic. American Indians traditionally lived by a tribal ethic and a land ethic with
greater harmony between themselves and their environment than their European
successors. According to Callcott (1998, 149) American Indians were ‘neither
deliberate conservationists nor ecologists in the conventional sense of these terms, but
manifested rather a distinctly ethical attitude toward nature and the myriad variety of
natural entities’.
Cultures such as Aboriginal society with a custodial ethic are accustomed to looking in
the long-term in order to fulfil their obligations. Eastern religions such as Buddhism
also emphasise the long-term and that all creation is connected.
From the East, we derive an enhanced compassion and appreciation for life, a profound
intuition of nature's oneness, and the willingness to exist in harmony and balance with
the natural world (Kellert, 1995, 118).

Merchant (1992) elucidates that the recognition of the interconnectedness of all things
was also once understood in the western world. The world was seen as the animate
‘mother earth’. The mechanistic worldview arising during the scientific revolution
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separated humans from the rest of the natural world with moral authority emanating
from an increasingly anthropomorphic Christian religion (Merchant, 1992). The view
was held that the world was made by an omnipotent God who was then unattached,
leaving the world specifically for humans (Birch, 1990).
The relational worldview asserts that individuals have choice and a responsibility to
use that ability to connect with their own moral frameworks, to make sense of their
thinking, feeling and acting (Taylor, 1989; Birch, 1990). This is in order to make
good individual decisions but also to take part in community life and decision-making
for the good of the whole.
As outlined in Chapter 3, within the mechanistic worldview the environment is seen as
comprised of discrete units with predictable function and behaviour, and as a resource
for human use. When the world is seen as dynamic, indeterminate, complex and
comprised of interacting events and processes, rather than made up of separate and
predictable entities, opportunities for choice and change are opened up. This position
also leads to a more humble view of the human capacity to know the universe,
sustaining a sense of the numinous. Seeing opportunity and purpose for change is
highly motivating, and motivation leads to action, which can be transformative (Birch,
1990). Birch maintains that all things have some degree of self-determination and
purpose.
The individual entities in nature, like the musicians in the orchestra, have their own
degree of freedom to respond or not to respond. This may be tiny at the level of the
proton. It is highly significant at the level of the human person (Birch, 1990, 43).

Birch’s notion of purpose in humans, in all life and the universe recognised the
intrinsic value of all living entities and, from this perspective, is consistent with the
relational worldview.
Tacey asserts that humans will always know and fulfil themselves in relation to a
transcendent other. He recognises the gains from the Enlightenment which freed us
from ‘the burdens and encumbrances of medievalism; it helped us break from a
deterministic worldview that disempowered the individual and deprived men and
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women of intellectual, moral, and spiritual autonomy’ (Tacey, 1995, 2). He calls for a
spiritual awakening, a post-secular enlightenment based on connectedness and our
‘links with nature and the cosmos’ (Tacey, 2000, 15). Tacey describes this spirituality
as ‘emotional relationship with an invisible sacred presence’ with this presence
experienced as a ‘unitary awareness of the larger or cosmic self’(Tacey, 2000, 20).
Birch (1990, 90) describes it as an experience of life force or ‘the divine Eros’; he
asserts that ‘faith in a cosmic purpose’ provides a credible response to the need to
create harmonious relationships between humans and the rest of nature.
As described by Tacey (2003), Mathews (1999) and Birch (1990) spirituality is not the
same as religion. The 2003 Compact Oxford English Dictionary provides two
definitions of spiritual: ‘relating to or affecting the human spirit as opposed to material
or physical things’ and ‘relating to religion or religious belief’. The preferred
definition of spirituality in a relational worldview is the more general definition.
Spirituality in this sense concerns connection with a deeper sense of self, of one’s own
soul and the presence of spirit or soul in all living beings. Graham (1999, 109)
suggests that, from an Aboriginal perspective, western behaviour over the past 200
years is ‘consistent with that of a community for whom money is sacred’. A
community holding such a view lacks a spiritual or sacred dimension.
Mathews (1999) calls for a ‘re-animation or re-sacralisation’ of the world as it is.
Tacey, while arguing the view that humanity is and will always know and fulfil itself
in relationships to a transcendent other, also considers that the landscape carries our
experience of that sacred other (Tacey, 1995).
We can no longer afford to be so deeply divorced from nature, but somehow nature will
have to be experienced in a new way, as part of our larger spiritual and psychological
being (Tacey, 1995, 151).

Spirituality in this sense is existential, rather than found in religious creed, it is to be
found within the individual person as they evaluate ‘what really matters’(Tacey, 2000,
6). Taylor (1989) describes the strong evaluation required by individuals in
understanding and acting from their internal moral frameworks.
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Mathews’ concept of nativism connects an inner principle of ‘ensoulment’ in all living
things that carries the responsibility of protecting the world as it is. Within her
concept Mathews also encompasses the modern call for connecting to something
larger than the individualism and materialism of the mechanistic worldview.
I would prefer to describe the native not merely as living but as ‘having a life’, being
subject to a tapestry of experience that coheres in a way that renders it a unity, an
organic unfolding with an inner logic and telos of its own. The modern, in contrast,
samples bits and pieces of life, but her experience, however vast and various, fails to
cohere, fails to acquire the organic momentum, the inner principle, that carries her along
towards ends beyond those of her own limited devising (Mathews, 1999, 260).

The desire to connect with the unknown, the cosmos, or the sense of something larger
than oneself has been described as a need common to all humans (Tacey, 2000). This
spirituality, as described in section 6.2.1, is plural, diverse, and eclectic incorporating
elements of spiritual practices from around the world. In this concept of spirituality
what has been called ‘new age’ religions based on individualism and lacking in depth
of connection and responsibility for the world as a whole are rejected (Plumwood,
2002; Tacey, 2003).
A critical engagement with the political and ethical character of specific forms of
spirituality is essential; spirituality itself is no substitute for engagement with ecological
ethics and politics (Plumwood, 2002, 219).

In a relational worldview the absolute reliance of humans on the state of the
environment is recognised. When this occurs belief in the intrinsic value of the
environment proffered by deep ecologists is unquestionable. The sacredness with
which many first-nation people hold the environment, embedding environmental
protection into all aspects of culture, makes eminent sense. As described by
Australian Aboriginal Mary Graham the living of a worthwhile life is derived
primarily from adhering to social values about the sacredness of land and how well
each person fulfils their obligations to protect it.
The land, and how we treat it, is what determines our human-ness. Because land is
sacred and must be looked after, the relation between people and land becomes the
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template for society and social relations. Therefore all meaning comes from land
(Graham, 1999, 106).

The mechanistic worldview does not value the environment and the community in
such high regard. Therefore protection of the environment and sustainability of
community are not viewed as the route to individual and social ‘progress’. Graham
(1999) calls for strategies to achieve a collective spiritual identity by actively engaging
people in caring for country.
Whether it is the counter-modern spirituality described by Tacey (2003), Mathews’
nativism (1999), Birch’s (1990) universal purpose, Taylor’s (1989) internal moral
framework, the Aboriginal relationship between human spirit and natural life force
described by Graham (1999), the characteristics of Aristotle’s phronimos (Thomson,
1976), or those of Beatley’s (2004) moral community and Plumwood’s (2002)
spirituality of place, the common call is for a deepening of self reflection, and
connection with meaning and morality. This connection is both a personal one within
the individual, an extension of this reflective relationship to encompass the human and
natural, and, for many, the cosmic world. Concern for relationships and a connection
between personal morals with custodianship and community responsibility are then
embedded through spiritual practice, everyday actions, politics and decision-making.
Connection to community and place
Whether conscious or unconscious of our community relationships, all humans are
born into a community of living entities in a state of interdependence. Our sense of
self and self worth is built from within our place in families, friendships, workplaces
and local communities in the past, present and future.
…the way we walk, move, gesture, speak is shaped from the earliest moments by our
awareness that we appear before others, that we stand in public space, and that this
space is potentially one of respect or contempt, of pride or shame (Taylor, 1989, 15).

It is not possible to meet the basic human needs identified by Maslow – physiological,
safety, love, esteem and self-actualisation – without relationships (Stephens, 2000).
This is contrary to the notion of the self-contained individual who does not need any
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other person for their identify more aligned with the atomism of mechanistic ontology
(Slife, 2004). Slife describes the inherent nature of the human species as relational
with intimate connections, and therefore in community as a matter of course.
A relational ontology assumes that we are always and already community; our very
nature is shared through practices and our very constitution is mutual (Slife, 2004, 168).

In his book detailing his practical experience of building relationships and community
within the suburb of St Kilda, Melbourne, Tim Costello (1998) describes the social
consequences of displacing relational values with consumption. Like Taylor’s (1989)
description of an individual without a moral framework as someone having an identity
crisis or in severe cases having serious disassociation, Costello describes the
consequence of the displacement of community relationships as fragmentation of
families, communities and institutions.
I believe that as a Western culture we have consistently chosen prosperity and
consumption before community, belonging and friendship. We have largely opted for
competition, not cooperation. Fragmentation, not integration, results. The sense of
fragmentation features in our transience. We are a nation on the move, increasingly
unwilling or unable to put down solid roots in one place (Costello, 1998, xii).

Within the mechanistic worldview the key purpose is derived from belief in the
material betterment of the individual, and through this the improvement of societies as
a whole. This has led to confusion about needs and wants in living a worthwhile life
with a focus on an ever-increasing material wealth (Hamilton and Denniss, 2005).
This purpose is then achieved through the application of rational thinking, through
science and technological advancement, for increasing levels of production and
consumption.
In contrast, Beatley (2004) quotes from a range of studies showing that individuals
with extensive social networks and friendships are healthier. Furthermore, access to
trees and green space in urban environments produces soothing and therapeutic
benefits. Community based on geographic proximity and common interests remain
important elements in social structures, despite increasingly globalised economic and
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political institutions (Stocker and Pollard, 1994; Roseland, 1998; Warburton, 1998;
Keller, 2003; Beatley, 2004).
The 2003 Concise Oxford English Dictionary definitions of community are
1. a group of people living together in one place 2. the people of an area or country
considered collectively; society 3. a group of people with a common religion, race or
profession: eg the scientific community 4. the holding of certain attitudes in common 5.
a group of interdependent plants or animals growing or living together or occupying a
specific habitat (Soanes, 2003).

All these definitions have a place in the relational worldview. The Latin derivative of
community is communis, meaning ‘common’. Recognition of community is
recognition of the interdependence of people and of people with environment.
Community is based on communication through all media: natural environment,
architecture, art, music, song, poetry, dialogue, and all the senses. Communicate
comes from the same Latin derivative. The relational worldview seeks to strengthen
the web of relationships between people and the places they inhabit, to experience a
deep emotional and spiritual relationship defined by a significant level of mutual care
and commitment (Ling Wong, 1998; Warburton, 1998; Mathews, 1999; Keller, 2003).
The devaluing of community within the mechanistic worldview has been a key part of
the counter-modern critique. Community is an important concept within the movement
away from the modern, highly centralised society and is a call for local empowerment.
Keller identifies three strands of modern study of community: theoretical foundations,
the ecological determinants of community and the impact of urbanisation, and the
‘expanding metropolis’ on community formation (Keller, 2003). The body of
theoretical work under the banner of communitarianism has contributed significantly
to debate about moral and philosophical principles, and the role of public dialogue in
community (Keller, 2003). Communitarianism rests on the belief that humans share
social formulations of the good, in contrast to the liberal view that values are a matter
for individual determination. This means that people's good values acquired in family
and school need to be reinforced by the community moral voice (Etzioni, Volmert et
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al., 2004). This requires support for social institutions and commitment to civic
mindedness, social solidarity, public participation and devotion to the common good.
However, according to Keller, the translation of these philosophical ideals into
practice is not a strength of communitarians (Keller, 2003). Keller charts the
evolution of community in the planned unit development of Twin Rivers, New Jersey,
through a longitudinal study over several decades. She provides an insight into the
process of developing modern communities and the key barriers experienced. The
connection of philosophy to practice is the underlying approach of many advocates for
sustainable community (Stocker and Pollard, 1994; O'Riordan, 1998; Roseland, 1998;
Warburton, 1998; Beatley, 2004).
In the same way as services provided to society from the environment have been
called ‘natural capital’ so services provided through the shared knowledge,
understandings, and patterns of interactions that a group of people bring to any
productive activity has been called ‘social capital’ in recognition of the value of such
services (Roseland, 1998; Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2002; Putnam, 2005).
Social capital is present in individuals and collectively in communities independent of
the state or private corporations, and includes organisations, structures and social
relations. It is social capital that facilitates cooperation and cohesion in communities,
with impacts on health and wellbeing (Putnam, 2005). Social capital, or strength of
community relationships, connection, capacity and wellbeing, is not limited by money
and is substantially controlled by local communities themselves.
...the critical resource for multiplying social capital is not money - rather, the critical
resources are trust, imagination, courage, commitment, the relations between
individuals and groups, and time, the literal currency of life (Roseland, 1998, 11).

Community involvement assists the targeting of disadvantaged or isolated groups,
allowing for a shift in focus from traditional priorities. Resources for community
involvement enable the setting up of community groups of those who are often
excluded from decision-making processes, such as youth groups, homeless people, and
groups of ethnic minorities, elders or single parent groups. Community involvement
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also recognises the central importance of social support and social networks in
fostering change (Costello, 1998; Smithies and Webster, 1998).
Organisations that become conduits for community development gain benefits for
themselves, as well as for the community. Such organisations can build their own
infrastructure, improve strategic targeting and uptake of services, and shift the balance
of resources to the community. Communities of shared values have been powerful
agents of social change.
Looking closely at the enactment of historically significant legislation, we almost
always discover that shared values are the forces behind the interest groups and social
movements that struggled to achieve it - the end of slavery, women's right to vote, anticommunism, civil rights, environmental protection, and anti-smoking campaigns to
name some of the more obvious examples (Fischer, 2003, 25).

While diversity is a strength that can be supported by community it is important that
there is consensus on a values framework guiding society (Warnock, 1992). The
relational worldview provides a different values framework to that of the mechanistic
worldview for the building of sustainable communities (Roseland, 1998; Beatley,
2004). Beatley emphasises the ethical dimensions of the way humans treat places, or
‘place ethics’. He argues for the concept of a moral society that is aware of ‘how we
use and affect natural and cultural space, and the human and nonhuman lives that
occupy and depend on these spaces’ (Beatley, 2004, 49). Beatley’s three ethical
dimensions of a moral community – temporal, spatial and biological, that address the
implications of decisions on future generations, those outside of the immediate
community or nation, and our duties to other life forms – is commensurate with
sustainability as previously discussed (Beatley, 2004).
Communities can also be the scene for conflict and exclusion, rather than togetherness
and support. Exclusion can occur on the basis of difference in religion, sexual
orientation, ethnic origin, political belief and many other issues (Warburton, 1998;
Edgar, 2003). The imposition of a traditional social order on people can result in
hierarchical and sexist treatment (Warburton, 1998). Inclusiveness through democratic
institutions and processes is central to healthy communities. It is important to
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recognise that movements such as Hitler’s regime were based on a nationalism taking
pride in German culture, capacity and place. Taking an inclusive approach through
commitment to democracy is fundamental.
By focusing any future vision of community firmly in relation to locality, and on
principles such as openness and inclusiveness, we can learn not just to accept difference
but to welcome it as a positive contribution to a radical and creative way of life
(Warburton, 1998, 18).

As described by Slife (2004), a relational worldview assumes that all things are
connected and that developing ‘communities of depth’ involves strengthening those
fundamental connections. The acknowledgement by individuals of their internal
moral frameworks, described in section 6.2.1, lays the groundwork for individuals to
contribute within their communities. In the relational worldview individuals act from
an inherent moral framework and seek to live a ‘life worth living’ (Taylor, 1989).
This means listening to internal moral values to act with integrity toward our
communities, both human and the natural world, and ourselves. When we apply
‘strong evaluation’ to ourselves we are satisfied that we are acting with personal
dignity and deserve respect (Taylor, 1989).
A key task of a community that builds on the fundamental connections and
interdependence of people is to provide avenues for involvement and inclusion and to
protect difference.
The community’s richest resources originate from its intra- and inter-community
differences. Therefore, one of the most important tasks of a relational community is to
protect difference and otherness, so as to form the complementary functions of a richly
textured community (Slife, 2004).

The power of connection to place has been described in a growing body of literature,
from sense of place to nativism (Mathews, 1999; Weston, 1999; Plumwood, 2002;
Beatley, 2004; Rose and Robin, 2004; Seddon, 2004; Cunningham, 2005; Davison,
2005). Building strong sense of place under the banner of ‘place ethics’ has been
linked to the goals of sustainability (Beatley, 2004).
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A truly sustainable community and a genuine place is one that takes responsibility for
the extra local - indeed, often global - impacts of the consumption and lifestyle choices
made locally (Beatley, 2004, 237).

An important element of recent discussion on sense of place is that place is inclusive
of all localities, urban or rural, and all elements of the landscape, natural and human
made; this perspective is commensurate with the relational worldview. Human beings
are part of the landscape not separate from it (Mathews, 1999; Beatley, 2004; Seddon,
2004; Davison, 2005). This perspective is challenging particularly to western
perspectives of nature as ‘untouched’ or ‘wilderness’. From an Australian Aboriginal
perspective there is no such thing as wilderness (Langton, 1998; Kinnane, 2002). It is
important to see that indigenous management has shaped current natural landscapes.
The Aboriginal objections to the term 'wilderness' do not, of course, constitute an
objection to the protection of natural values, but rather a demand for recognition of the
cultural content of biophysical landscapes and the extend of the interdependence of
cultural and natural values,... (Langton, 1998, 10).

There are political implications in constraining the definition of nature. The
declaration of areas as wilderness does not recognise the sustainable management of
Aboriginal owners, in light of the degree of change over a very long period, and also
limits the ability of Aboriginal owners to have an ongoing role in management. In
effect, Aboriginal land management traditions are rendered invisible by land being
taken away and by 'the assumption of superiority of western knowledge over
indigenous knowledge systems' (Langton, 1998, 9).
Davison (2005) also points to the political nature of the imagining of urban
environments, and urges the inclusion of suburbs as part of, not separate from the
environment. Australian settler communities have always been highly suburbanised
due to the inhospitable inland environment and lack of employment away from
settlements. Early settlements burgeoned with little planning particularly during the
gold rush period. In the ten years after 1851 ‘Sydney's population leaped from 54 000
to 96 000, only to be outstripped by Melbourne's growth from 29 000 to 125 000. The
demand for labour and materials ran hot’ (Bolton, 1981, 71). Land speculation
occurred on a ‘grand scale’ with subdivision of land by more than 150 land developers
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on the outskirts of Melbourne for new suburbs (Lines, 1991, 129). The urban
environment was treated in a utilitarian fashion.
Rich and poor, however, disposed of wastes the same way - through the back door.
Without sewers, all the liquid refuse from kitchens, baths, laundries, factories, stables
and public urinals, as well as much of the solid effluent, drained into the streets and
eventually into the Yarra River: 'Marvellous Smelbourne' stank and the city's death rate
from typhoid was five times worse than London's (Lines, 1991, 130).

The ‘bush’ was romanticised as an escape from the urban (Bolton, 1981). The suburbs,
however, were seen from early European settlement as the chance for the workingclass
to own their own piece of earth, to be the ‘self contained man’ as described by the
Victorian Attorney-General in the 1920s (Davison, 2005, 4). This vision fitted with
the mechanistic worldview emphasis on privatisation and individual gain, and was
built on by the Australian post-World War II prime minister Robert Menzies, who
encouraged and supported private home ownership, which grew to a peak of 71% in
1966 (Davidson, 1997).
Even though it was estimated that provision of housing by public authorities would
have resulted in dramatically lower costs for householders, Australians were
committed to personal home ownership: ‘...the value of owning one's own home was a
belief entrenched in far too many Australians to be overthrown by economic
theorising’ (Bolton, 1981, 148). While Labor governments during and immediately
after WWII ratified federal/state agreements on government housing, such housing
was located in less-attractive suburbs, often close to industrial areas and occupied by
less affluent members of society (Bolton, 1981). The environmental movement rising
from the 1960s, was initially focused on saving iconic environmental assets such as
Fraser Island, the Great Barrier Reef and the Franklin River. This later expanded to
encompass conservation and environmental planning, and protection of nature, historic
buildings, and dealing with industrial and urban pollution (Bolton, 1981; Frawley,
1994).
Davison rejects the criticisms of suburbs by intellectuals, aesthetes and
environmentalists during the 20th century, and calls for a review of Australian suburbs,
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their development, how they are imagined and the opportunities for ecologicallycredible sub/urban futures.
From this starting point, Australian environmental movements will be better able to
craft empathetic and creative approaches to the task of firing the imagination of
suburban Australians in a shared search for more enduring, more egalitarian and more
enriching performances of nature (Davison, 2005, 12).

The embracing of human-made as well as natural landscapes is an important step in a
relational worldview, with the recognition of humans as part of, rather than separate
from, the natural world. This perspective recognises relationships and seeks the
integration of human imagining, creativity and care with political decision-making to
protect the environment and human culture, as practiced by indigenous populations
such as the Australian Aboriginal people. The relational worldview requires the
recognition of human connection to each other and to the natural world, across all
landscapes. In Australia this is predominantly in the suburbs.
To some people, all countryside that has been touched by man is spoiled, and so an
unspoiled environment is an empty one...
The view that an unspoiled environment is one untouched by man can hardly be pushed
to its logical conclusion, and in any case it is misleading, first because it sets Man
against Nature, where it is more illuminating to see man as a part of nature and
secondly, because man is not always a despoiler. He can also be creative (Seddon,
2004, xv).

Mathews (1999), like Davison (2005) highlights that rejection of the urban and
favouring of natural, wild landscapes, arises from a rejection of the materialism of the
mechanistic worldview. This rejection is counterproductive to developing sense of
place and connection with particular environments where people live. Mathews uses
the term ‘nativism’ to indicate a form of relationality with a particular place not
available to the materialist.
To describe a person as a native is not only to say of them that they were born in a
particular place – since this after all can be said of everyone – but that they belong to
that place, that they are made of its matter and imbued with its distinctive character
(Mathews, 1999, 245).
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Like Beatley (2004), Mathews (1999) asserts that acceptance of nativism or place
ethics has significant political consequences. Just as the mechanistic worldview
‘removes any philosophical brake on consumerism and development’ negating the
possibility of ‘truly being at home in the world’, nativism requires a commitment and
responsibility for the wellbeing of specific places (Mathews, 1999, 250).
There are many accounts of rural and urban places around the world that illustrate the
creativity, celebration of diversity, and ability to meet sustainability targets when such
communities have or are moving toward implementation of a relational worldview
(Sirolli, 1995; Roseland, 1998; Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment,
2002; Beatley, 2004; Paulin, 2006). In describing the approach of the Brazilian city
Curitiba, the New Zealand report on a 2002 study tour emphasises how the Brazilian
city values relationships highly, in contrast to the underlying approach taken by NZ
cities (Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment, 2002). The key values
identified by the NZ tour group that they felt drives community development in
Curibita were:


respect for all people



according dignity to people’s social responsibility



civic pride



solidarity (unity of fellowship arising from common responsibilities and
interests)



passion



focus on the quality of life for all

(Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment, 2002, 11).

The focus on such relational values resulted in high satisfaction with the quality of life
in Curitiba, despite low levels of income by comparison with New Zealand standards.
The focus on long-term visions, quality of life, maintaining consistent governance and
taking action were seen as key strategies in achieving this result (Parliamentary
Commissioner for the Environment, 2002).
Mathews (1999) describes the connection between the political and the personal in
strengthening the sense of place, or becoming ‘native’. From weekend volunteering at
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a local environment park caring for farm animals, transforming her own backyard into
a living environment through a pet pig, connecting with a local market gardener to
purchase food and gain insights into place, Mathews shows how her commitment to
place and ‘attempt to re-enchant’ her neighbourhood resulted in re-enchantment of her
own life (Mathews, 1999).
Cunningham (Cunningham, 2005) describes a similar process in a rural setting, as she
learned the rhythms of the natural environment and reconnected with the knowing of
the landscape she experienced through contact with Noongars when growing up. In
learning to listen to the land Cunningham provides an example of developing sense of
place as described first by Seddon (Seddon, 2004; Cunningham, 2005). She gathered
information about the Aboriginal and European history of her community, learned
about the environment from a scientific perspective, and became involved in the
politics of decisions concerning future development plans. Above all, she spent time in
the environment, seeing and experiencing for the first time the intricacies of place
from the perspective of the plants and animals indigenous to the area through the times
of day and passing of the seasons (Cunningham, 2005).
Connection to land is felt strongly by many living in rural areas (Goodall, 2002; Rose
and Robin, 2004), but as highlighted by MacLennan there is a lack of accepted
language with which to express these feelings and values (MacLennan, 2006). Tacey
suggests that the image of white Australians has been constructed as brazen, secular,
cynical and blasphemous, leaving little room for expression of feelings and spirituality
(Tacey, 1995). The deepening of sense of place or nativism has been suggested as the
way to increase the rate and depth of change in the Australian landcare movement
(MacLennan, 2006).
It is time for a paradigm shift away from the logical and towards understanding our
connection to the land. I would advocate responsible citizenship in both the natural and
social worlds. It is time to put as much store on the place relationships as on the people
relationships. It is time to value place relationships to build spirit and connection to the
land (MacLennan, 2006, 9).
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The depth of sense of place held by Australian Aboriginal people is increasingly
appreciated, because ‘in many areas they already have more expansive and connective
concepts of the relationships between humanity and biosphere’ (Rose and Robin,
2004). This is challenging in a country such as Australia, colonised and developed on
the basis of the mechanistic worldview, as described in Section 3.6, that saw
Aboriginal people as an inferior, uncivilised race lacking knowledge of worth.
In Watershed Torbay, the action research project at the core of this thesis, I worked as
the communication coordinator from a relational worldview philosophy. While it was
not named as such, the approach to knowledge and focus on relationship building,
connection to the environment and within the community was made explicit through
the frameworks developed. The processes and techniques used for communication
and for gathering different forms of knowledge were selected to maximise relationship
building. While the ability to act from a relational worldview was limited by the
context of the mechanistic worldview within which the project ultimately rested, the
progress made in the project was supportive of the aims of relationship building to
refocus on values that support sustainability as the individual and common good to
strive for. The success of the project in forming strong partnerships, negotiating
common vision and goals, and building relationships and trust, has been recognised
through the winning of awards on the basis of these gains. There are a wide range of
strategies valuing place and connection that we can work with to help in becoming
‘native to somewhere’ (Beatley, 2004, 354).
Connection to values and ecological rationality
If the interconnection of all living things is appreciated, then behaviour is required to
maintain and protect relationships and the integrity of the environment both on a local,
personal scale as well as on a global scale. The economic rationality of the
mechanistic worldview has not met the needs of biophysical and human systems,
resulting in global environmental and social justice issues. Plumwood (2002) asserts
that the failure of reason, the cornerstone of the mechanistic worldview, lies in
human-centred ethical, philosophical and spiritual worldviews leading to ignorance,
self interest and the holding of dangerous illusions of human capability to control the
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environment, leading to attempts by elites to do so. Ecological rationality has been
proposed to address the ecological constraints that naturally exist and which are
currently being overstepped. Ecological and values rationality is essential within the
relational worldview if relationships with the world around us are to be maintained as
the basis for a healthy, sustainable society (Dryzek, 1997; Plumwood, 2002; Princen,
2005). The concept of sufficiency provides guidance for social management decisions
(Schumacher, 1974; Roseland, 1998; Sachs, 1999; Princen, 2005).
… a different set of principles are needed, a set that embodies social restraint as the
logical analog to ecological constraint, a set that guides human activities when those
activities pose grave risks to human survival....Sufficiency is an idea, a principle, indeed
an ethic for sustainability (Princen, 2005, 19).

Sufficiency incorporates risk aversion by recognising that the world is not totally
knowable and controllable by humans. Providing a buffer is consistent with a high
regard for long-term sustainability of the environment, as the risks of overstepping
biophysical thresholds and causing irreversibly damage to the environment are too
high. Princen links the acknowledgement of the need for sufficiency to seeking
connection: ‘the sufficient person seeks connection and is sensitive to unintended
consequences’ (Princen, 2005, 19). The reverse is an even stronger consequence.
When the fundamental need for connection with the environment and the human
community is recognised the connected person logically seeks to act on the basis of
sufficiency.
The sufficient person exercises restraint and respite not because he or she can't perform
in a scientifically prescribed, economically rational manner and therefore must be
content with second-best outcomes. Rather, the sufficient person exercises restraint and
respite because such principles are consistent with a world that is ultimately
unknowable and uncontrollable, a world where cause-and-effect relationships are deeply
problematic, a world where limited predictability, system surprise, threshold, and
synergistic effects are the norm, not the exception (Princen, 2005, 19).

The concept of sustainability replaces the frontier approach, where the environment is
a set of resources to exploit, resources and waste sinks are cheap commodities, and
where you can always move to a new frontier when a resource is exploited (Shrader-
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Frechette, 1981; Princen, 2005). Sustainability goes further than environmental
management, where the environment remains ‘out there’ providing amenities and
resources, with environment protection being traded-off against other benefits
(Princen, 2005). Merchant’s proposal for a partnership worldview is also based on
sufficiency.
A partnership ethic sees the human community and the biotic community in a mutual
relationship with each other. It states that 'the greatest good for the human and the nonhuman communities is to be found in their mutual, living interdependence’ (Merchant,
1999, 212).

There is no place for behaviour based on what Merchant (1992) describes as the
egocentric ethic and Plumwood (2002) calls the anthropocentric logic, fundamental to
the western mechanistic worldview. The egocentric ethic fosters individual freedom
to act on one’s self interest, in the belief that what is good for the individual or
corporation acting as an individual is good for society as a whole (Merchant, 1999).
The failure to recognise ourselves as ‘ecological beings’ leads to an ‘illusory sense of
our independence from nature’ leading to insensitivity about ecological limits and
interdependencies’ (Plumwood, 2002, 238).
As the cover of Commoner’s book ‘The Closing Circle’ indicates, the thinking at the
beginning of the ‘environmental period’ was considered ‘nothing short of
revolutionary; the drastic reshaping of global economic and political policy and the
ecologically sound reconstruction of technology’(Commoner, 1972). The call for a
new relationship was thought to be well outside the mainstream. In 1974 Schumacher
warned that the human-centred worldview would threaten the continued existence of
humanity.
Modern man does not experience himself as a part of nature but as an outside force
destined to dominate and conquer it. He even talks of a battle with nature, forgetting
that, if he won the battle, he would find himself on the losing side (Schumacher, 1974,
10).

Asking the questions What is enough? and Who can tell us? (Schumacher, 1974;
Princen, Maniates et al., 2002; Princen, 2005) challenges the notion of progress at the
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core of the mechanistic worldview. Schumacher warned that complete information
will not come from economists; ‘certainly not economists who pursue ‘economic
growth’ as the highest of all values, and therefore have no concept of ‘enough’’
(Schumacher, 1974, 19). The emphasis on scientific investigation within the
mechanistic worldview has meant that we know a great deal about the natural world
particularly about resource use rather than ecosystem knowledge for protection and
maintenance. Questions need to be increasingly raised about the ‘role of humans in
the world and their relationship with the rest of nature’ (Warnock, 1992, 11).
It is more than 30 years since Schumacher wrote ‘Small is Beautiful’; Princen (2005,
ix) articulates the frustration of many who ‘accept the world’s ecological constraints
and see utopianism in contemporary beliefs’ and urges that we move beyond
rethinking and into action. He provides case studies of where sufficiency logic has
been implemented to show that it is perfectly possible to live ‘within ecological
constraints and, in fact, there is a long history of doing so, across the globe’ (Princen,
2005, viii).
The word sustainable can be broken down into its components ‘sustain-able’ or able to
be sustained, with the 2003 Compact Oxford English Dictionary definition of sustain
meaning ‘to keep going over time or continuously’. With this basic principle in place
sustainable social and economic relationships and wellbeing can be developed. It is
also on this basis that Roseland argues for strong sustainability where trade-offs that
result in destruction of natural capital stocks cannot be countenanced (Roseland,
1998). He points out that human ability to quantify the consequences of such tradeoffs
is historically poor, and such trade-offs unjustifiable. He likens the acceptance of
destruction of a life support system such as the ozone layer to destruction of a human
organ or system.
We do not ask those who suffer from heart disease to trade normal brain functioning for
a healthier heart. Such choices are the stuff of literature’s great tragedies; they only
become more tragic if we insist upon this approach to deciding complex societal choices
(Roseland, 1998, 7).
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The relational worldview requires sustainability as the primary goal; it is not about
trade-offs or even balance. The assumption that growth based on production and
consumption leads to satisfaction and happiness and a worthwhile life is rejected.
Costello (1998) points to western individualism as a key to current issues, and calls
for a rewriting of the story of progress. Living with less consumption does not mean
living with less, it means living with more healthy relationships between each other
and with our environments (Costello, 1998; Roseland, 1998; Beatley, 2004; Hamilton
and Denniss, 2005; Princen, 2005).
I agree that we should all try and leave the world a better place, but that is a far cry from
handing on a more luxurious living standard which assumes inevitable growth and
inexhaustible resources. That is a destructive myth, and it is time to rewrite the myth to
assist us to live with less and to applaud lower standards of living (Costello, 1998, 7).

Sustainability has been criticised for being able to be interpreted in too many ways
from supporting ‘sustainable growth’ to a call for radical limits to growth.
Conversely, it has been argued by others that sustainability, like democracy, is an
important overarching ideal that has arisen in response to contemporary environmental
and social issues, and which captures a meaningful response to them (Dryzek, 1997;
Roseland, 1998; AtKisson, 1999; Trainer, 2001; Princen, Maniates et al., 2002). The
linking of sustainability with development and growth has been seen as problematic
(Shiva, 1998; Sachs, 1999; Trainer, 2001; Daly, 2002). The difference between
growth as quantity which must be limited, and development as quality, where humans
will always be able to be more creative, inventive, efficient and more fulfilled through
development, has been delineated (Schumacher, 1974; Roseland, 1998; AtKisson,
1999; Daly, 2002; Beatley, 2004). However, development has been commonly linked
to growth, and more recently to sustainability, to mean western wealth-creation based
on increased consumption. Linking sustainability to development subtly shifts the
focus of sustainability away from natural to monetary values (Sachs, 1999; Princen,
2005). Development has been part of the past and continuing colonisation process in
the majority world (Shiva, 1998). This ‘maldevelopment’ in the name of sustainable
development has created environmental destruction and social inequities (Shiva,
1998).
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The creation of inequality through economic activity which is ecologically disruptive
arises in two ways: first, inequalities in the distribution of privileges make for unequal
access to natural resources - these include privileges of both a political and economic
nature. Second, resource intensive production processes have access to subsidised raw
material on which a substantial number of people, especially from the less privileged
economic groups, depend for their survival (Shiva, 1998, 178).

It is not enough to consider our relationship with and treatment of the environment.
Policies concerning the environment will not substantially change when ‘policy is
made by ruling elites who have a powerful stake in keeping the systems we have’ and
there is not an equal stake in the benefits and an equal risk in the adverse
consequences of our treatment of the environment (Plumwood, 2002). As discussed in
section 4.1, language is important; language carries the values intent of a society
(Fischer, 2003; Lakoff, 2004). For sustainable development to be meaningful within a
relational worldview it can be reframed, as suggested by AtKisson and Roseland, or
new descriptors used to capture the same concept (Roseland, 1998; AtKisson, 1999);
better still, both of these strategies can be employed. It is important to recognise the
purpose with which terms are used and the implied values and intention. Similarly,
there has been concern at the use of the language of natural and social capital buying
into the language of economics, and suggesting substitutability between natural and
economic capital. As Roseland and Wornell suggest ‘ putting a price tag on
everything in nature will not solve all our planetary woes’ (Roseland, 1998). There is
also concern that not all the values of biodiversity and ecosystem services can ever be
quantified, or are necessarily known (Gatto and De Leo, 2000).
However, the concept of natural capital has provided an avenue for understanding the
significance of the services provided by the environment to humans. Some deplore the
focus on trying to place a monetary value on ecosystems and the danger that it will
lead to valuing only those characteristics that can be quantified and are of perceived
value to humans (Rapport, Gaudet et al., 1998). Others argue that from a practical
perspective that common ecosystem services are not even costed into accounting
systems such as agricultural production, and that attempts to put an economic value on
services, where this is possible, show how seriously these values are underestimated
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(Daily, Söderqvist et al., 2000; Pretty, Brett et al., 2000; Tovey and McPhail, 2006)
(Farber, Costanza et al., 2002, 375). An Australian researcher in the field of
biodiversity, Dr Denis Saunders, for example calls for the valuing of biodiversity and
environmental degradation so that they can be accounted for in the costs of production
(Saunders, 2005).
Many have interpreted sustainability as achieving greater efficiencies in resource use.
It has been shown that drives for efficiency alone, for example in car fuel use, can lead
to higher resource use, i.e. more car use with cars driven further and faster. Efficiency
can extend the life of a fixed resource and postpone the time of depletion, but does not
change the fact that the resource is being depleted (Manno, 2002; Princen, Maniates et
al., 2002).
Imagine a 100 year supply of a fixed resource, a pool of oil for instance. At current
rates of consumption this pool will last 100 years. If, however, the rate of consumption
grows by, say 5 per cent a year, the pool will last about 36 years. If the supply actually
turns out to be much larger, say, 1,000 years' worth at current rates of consumption, this
larger pool will be drained in 79 years with 5% annual growth rate (Princen, Maniates et
al., 2002 10).

Sustainability is best used in conjunction the concept of sufficiency and participation
in decision-making ensuring that the consequences and risks of decisions are close to
those involved in decisions so that the intent is clear. Motivation arises from
appreciation of the value of nature in its own right, the understanding that nature is
fundamental to the survival of the human species, that all people require access to
natural resources, and because we are intimately connected to the environment.
Caring for the environment is consistent with personal moral frames. With love and
care relationships are sustainable and rewarding; as AtKisson describes, a practical
kind of love is needed ‘the kind that undergirds visions, and ambitious initiatives, and
hope itself’ (AtKisson, 1999). Strong emotions are important motivators: and strong
motivators are required to bring about significant change.
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6.2.2 Relational epistemology
‘Not everything that counts can be counted. Not everything that can be counted counts’
Albert Einstein.

Values or phronesis as central form of knowledge
The primacy of relationships and connections between humans and the natural
environment and between humans internally and in community, leads to different
definitions and valuing of knowledge than expressed within the mechanistic
worldview. The concept of different kinds of knowledge, introduced by Aristotle, is
central to the epistemological position, or approach to knowledge, within the relational
worldview (Thomson, 1976). All forms of knowledge need to be recognised and
considered in the pursuit of wise judgement.
Scientific or epistemic knowledge provides one way to understand the world, and
limited ability to predict possible impacts from different choices in human interaction
with the world. It does not answer fundamental questions about the meaning of life
and the role of humans in it. This decision-making is a matter for good judgement by
humans.
Within the relational worldview the values and interests of communities across all
sectors are important to decision-making. In the moral community, discussed earlier
in this section, sustainability is the common goal, encompassing future generations,
communities across the globe and duties to other life forms. This ontological position
within the relational worldview is based on ecological and values rationality, as
opposed to economic rationality.
As shown in Chapter 2, the mechanistic worldview relies on meaning derived from
economic progress and science as the way to understand the world and provide
knowledge that supports economic progress. The relational worldview is based on
improvements in relationships and connection between humans and nature, and within
human communities, for sustainability recognising the central place of values as
knowledge. Values are held by all members of the community and need to be
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considered in deliberating social and political choices for the common good of all who
share this world, human and non-human (Jamieson, 1993; Plumwood, 2002; Beatley,
2004).
While the purpose of the Australian landcare movement is generally understood to be
that of addressing natural resource degradation issues and the uncertain future of
agriculture, the vision for the future of Australian agriculture and rural communities
and underlying values has not been comprehensively discussed (Frost, 2000; Gray and
Lawrence, 2001). Values are raised but marginalised – this is not surprising if the
challenges facing the landcare movement in Australia are placed within the context of
continued adherence to the mechanistic worldview.
The 2003 Compact Oxford English Dictionary defines rational as ‘based on or in
accordance with reason or logic’ or ‘ able to think sensibly or logically’, with rationale
meaning ‘a set of reasons or a logical basis for a course of action or a belief’.
Relational worldview logic is based on the belief that continuity of the human species
is reliant upon the health of the environment and cooperation between humans. This
belief is no longer contested by those who propose ecological and values rationality
(Commoner, 1972; Berman, 1981; Birch, 1990; Merchant, 1992; Jamieson, 1993;
Plumwood, 2002; Beatley, 2004; Princen, 2005). However, the mechanistic
worldview, which has dominated western society since the Enlightenment, does not
see humans in relation to and as part of the environment, but as superior to and
separate from the natural world which is able to be known and controlled for human
objectives. Economic rationalism continues to underpin the drive for progress through
individualistic economic wellbeing.
Adherence to economic rationalism has resulted in insensitivity to human impacts on
natural systems, and inappropriate responses to those impacts (Gray and Lawrence,
2001; Manno, 2002; Plumwood, 2002; Princen, Maniates et al., 2002). In fact, the
economic rationalism driving modern neoliberalism is based on maximising use of
natural resources for economic gain, which ‘is insensitive to or discounts ecological
ill-effects, is inflexible and requires the constant 'throughput' of nature’ (Plumwood,
2002, 45).
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The pre-eminent place of science as the source of knowledge has been a key criticism
of the mechanistic worldview, as discussed in Chapter 3. The critical issues human
society faces, such as climate change and burgeoning social inequities across the
globe, are not scientific problems. They are ethical and political problems concerning
human values (Jamieson, 1993). Science, within the mechanistic frame, has largely
excluded the kinds of information critical to moral decision-making based on values.
The separation of fact and value, epitomised by ‘objective’, ‘value free’ scientific
research supporting the goal of economic progress, continues to dominate as the form
of legitimised knowledge. This results in devaluation of values and the subjective, and
their omission from reality. ‘The real is unimportant. The important is unreal’ (Birch,
1990, 149).
In the review of factors influencing whether behaviour is modified toward landcare
goals, Chapter 4, it was suggested that subjective factors such as perceived risk and
feelings about the future of farming were very important. A report on success factors
in managing regional and rural change in Australia conducted research on seven
diverse ‘successful’ communities. It was concluded that the way women feel about
their communities ‘makes the largest direct contribution to ratings of success at
managing change; and is the link between the factors involved in being successful and
success itself’ (Regional Women's Advisory Council, 2001, 445).
While science is not rejected per se, the practice of science as separate from values and
ethics has been criticised for leading to a lack of moral direction and purpose (Birch,
1990; Edge, 1995; Plumwood, 2002).
Disengagement and neutrality are as mythological in science as in the market, but the
insistence on these ideals creates a commitment vacuum in science, reduces the ability
to resist co-option by economic forces, and works systematically against a science
committed to social responsibility (Plumwood, 2002, 41).

Furthermore, the practice of science within the frame of the mechanistic worldview
has seen the domination of science practice by men, using predominantly quantitative
methods. This narrow focus has seen science research concentrate on how to exploite
natural and human resources to maximise economic gain, and has marginalised the
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interests and experiences of women and those without power to set the political and
science research agendas. While science has assisted in understanding the
environment and human health issues, the focus on what has been termed
‘productivism’ has contributed significantly to the deterioration of natural systems.
The mechanistic belief is maintained that technology will be able to correct issues
even when ‘technoscience has contributed to producing the environmental crisis at
least as much as to curing it’ (Plumwood, 2002, 38).
As it ponders important social choices that involve the application of new technology,
contemporary moral philosophy works within a vacuum. The vacuum is created, in
large part, by an absence of widely shared understandings, reasons, and perspectives
that might guide societies as they confront the powers offered by new machines,
techniques, and large-scale technological systems ... (Winner, 1993, 46).

Reliance on science as the authoritative source of knowledge for decision-making has
pre-determined who is included in decision-making processes, and the kinds of
knowledge legitimised. The relational worldview legitimises knowledge about values
as fundamental in living a moral and ethical life. While changes in human
relationships to nature are now being recognised, the direct links to changing values
and what that means for methodology has not been thoroughly discussed.
To change the frame of which knowledge matters requires reframing what is
considered important information to provide meaning to communities. Ways to gather
knowledge, then, need to be selected, appropriate for knowledge about values and
interests, as well as traditional scientific methods. As highlighted by countermodernists, who gains power and what forms of knowledge are legitimised are
important aspects of the relational worldview (Rabinow, 1984; Midgley, 1992;
Flyvbjerg, 1993; Dryberg, 1997; Graham, 1999; Flyvbjerg, 2001; Plumwood, 2002;
Fischer, 2003).
The relational worldview incorporates and legitimises different forms of knowledge
and multiple voices. Aristotle introduced the idea of three kinds of knowledge:
episteme, techne and phronesis. There exist direct translations for episteme and techne
in epistemic science and in technical knowledge but ironically, phronesis has no direct
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translation into modern language. Aristotle emphasised the central nature of phronesis
or practical knowledge, defining it as the kind of knowledge built through life
experience, discussion, and debate about values and interests (Thomson, 1976). This
kind of knowledge is the foundation for decision-making based on good judgement, to
which all can contribute.
There has been a much greater focus in the mechanistic worldview on the development
of scientific methods and knowledge than on understanding societal values and ethics,
and defining the implications of judgements made (Flyvbjerg, 2001; McGee, 2001).
Qualitative research methods have been seen as inferior and appropriate only to the
secondary, ‘soft’ social sciences.
It has been suggested that the desire for social science to emulate epistemological
science has resulted in a destructive relationship between natural and social scientists,
and a focus on male interests and experiences, and, more often than not, white middleclass concerns (Harding, 1986; Reinharz, 1992; Morawski, 1997; Flyvbjerg, 2001).
Flyvbjerg contends that many social scientists have tried to compete with the natural
sciences on their relative epistemic qualities, and that such a comparison is
inappropriate and misleading.
The two types of sciences have their respective strengths and weaknesses along
fundamentally different dimensions… just as the social sciences have not contributed
much to explanatory and predictive theory, neither have the natural sciences contributed
to the reflexive analysis and discussion of values and interests, which is the prerequisite
for an enlightened political, economic, and cultural development in any society, and
which is at the core of phronesis (Flyvbjerg, 2001, 3).

It is not a competition between different forms of knowledge: society will be enriched
by successfully combining all forms of knowledge in pursuit of moral judgement. The
acceptance of this position within the relational worldview challenges the assumptions
of epistemic science, redefining what counts as a worthwhile subject of research, and
the methods used to undertake exploration of research subjects.
The exploration of causes and reasons behind human behaviour and social structures
by social scientists, to assist the process of bringing about positive social change based
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on values and moral judgement, has been called a phronetic approach to research
(Flyvbjerg, 2001; McGee, 2001). Phronesis involves explorating values, goals and
power relations, to make judgements about the efficacy of actions.
Phronesis is always the process of distinguishing and choosing what is considered to be
right (Gadamer in Winner, 1993, 265).

While there is a great deal of debate about the origins and interpretations of phronesis,
the classification and role of the phronimos, and therefore, what constitutes a phronetic
approach to social science, the debate is nonetheless important. It has been part of
identifying epistemology that challenges the domination by epistemic science of what
constitutes legitimate knowledge and how to intercept it.
Within the relational worldview knowledge about values is paramount, with other
forms of knowledge providing details about the context within which decisions are
made. The application of this approach was demonstrated in the focus project,
Watershed Torbay, in Chapter 5. Phronesis is knowledge about values and interests,
and a phronetic approach to knowledge gathering relies on social action research, and
dialogue about values and interests, in order to come to sound judgements.
Participation in dialogue, therefore, is at the core of citizen responsibility. In this way
all forms of knowledge are important to a relational worldview with phronesis, or
knowledge about values and interest being the most important. It establishes the
ethical basis for societal decisions on values and ecological rationality. Epistemic and
technical knowledge inform decision-making and help to enact decisions.
Research methodology
In this section I return to some of the themes raised by counter-modernists, discussed
in Chapter 2, and carry forward some of the understandings about the limits of the
mechanistic worldview, and the approach to intercepting knowledge through science
research. The earlier discussion established the context for the phronetic approach to
knowledge and methodology suited to the relational worldview.

The phronetic

approach is a counterpoint to the mechanistic worldview and its use of epistemic
science as the source of ‘truth’ (Bernstein, 1983; Flyvbjerg, 2001). Within the
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relational worldview it is important that research is recognised as part of culture, with
practitioners not separated from the general community and institutions that comprise
cultural context (Hubbard, 1983; Morawski, 1997).
The mechanistic worldview has valued quantitative research most highly, assuming
that it provides knowledge about a singular, objective reality from the point of view of
an independent, unbiased researcher, gathering data from which generalisations can be
made to contribute to the development of theory (Midgley, 1992).
One approaches a quantitative methodology by using a deductive form of logic
wherein theories and hypotheses are tested in a cause-and-effect order. Concepts,
variables, and hypotheses are chosen before the study begins and remain fixed
throughout the study (in a static design).

One does not venture beyond these

predetermined hypotheses (the research is context free). The intent of the study is to
develop generalizations that contribute to the theory and that enable one to better
predict, explain, and understand some phenomenon (Cresswell, 1994, 7).

The practice of science in the mechanistic worldview has led to a systematic underrepresentation of women and specific social and ethnic groups (Harding and Hintikka,
1983; Harding, 1986; Brydon-Miller, 1997; Morawski, 1997; Langton, 1998; Graham,
1999). Harding indicates that this has arisen from the assumptions and practice of
epistemic science, primarily through:
1. Conventions in what is incorporated in sociological analyses such as the
omission of the role of emotion in social life and focus on ‘Weberian’
rationality.
2. The focus on public, official, visible and /or dramatic role players and
situations where the private and commonplace and less visible spheres of
social life may be equally or of more importance.
3. The assumption that there is a single society with respect to men and women
yet they often inhabit quite different worlds.
4. In some fields of study gender is not studied as a factor in behaviour and may
be the most important explanatory variable
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5. The predominance of quantitative research methodology and the undertaking
of research involving women by male researchers may systematically prevent
the eliciting of important information (Harding, 1986, 86-91).
These assumptions lead to what Harding and Hintikka refer to as a ‘distortion of social
life’ from the perspective of men and their experiences; ‘women's experience
systematically differs from the male experience upon which knowledge claims have
been grounded…when the male experience is taken to be the human experience – the
resulting theories, concepts, methodologies, inquiry goals and knowledge-claims
distort human social life and human thought’ (Harding and Hintikka, 1983, x).
Furthermore, the primacy of epistemic science within the mechanistic worldview has
discounted knowledge produced by different cultures and at different times (WatsonVerran and Turnball, 1995). Langton points out that the belief in western civilisation
and its basis for knowledge has led to ignorance of, and a lack of interest in,
Aboriginal knowledge and experiences.
…some claims are embedded in an essentialism which posits Western science as
'human knowledge' and necessarily beneficial while Aboriginal knowledge, according
to this essentialist drama, is not part of the grand tradition of 'human knowledge'
because it lies outside the Western traditions of description, classification, verifiability
and other precepts of 'science'... (Langton, 1998, 26).

The political nature of knowledge is recognised within the relational worldview.
Research directions are moulded by what is considered important within society as a
whole. Research is often directed for the economic and political gain of privileged
sectors within society, focussing on collecting quantitative data that under-represents
women and social groups of less interest to those with the power to direct research
(Watson-Verran and Turnball, 1995; Flyvbjerg, 2001; Fischer, 2003). Qualitative
research, on the other hand, has been described as assuming multiple realities, because
‘truth’ is negotiable and dependent (Pollard, 1998, 66). Qualitative researchers interact
with the subject of research, and it is recognised that researchers hold values and
biases. The approach of qualitative methodology rests on inductive logic.
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Categories emerge from informants, rather than identified a priori by the researcher.
This emergence provides rich “context-bound” information leading to patterns or
theories that help explain a phenomenon (Cresswell, 1994, 7).

As outlined by Cresswell, the boundary between deductive quantitative research and
inductive qualitative methods is not always crisp. Within the relational worldview
research methodology embraces different forms of knowledge and the central place of
values and interests in helping direct society toward sustainability. The gathering of
knowledge about values and interests, current and historical human attitudes,
experiences, motivations and behaviour requires a wide range of research
methodologies. As discussed in Chapter 3, feminist and other counter-modernist
researchers have contributed significantly to qualitative research methods, and in
challenging the assumptions of epistemic science methodology. Most consider that
there is a place for epistemic science research once the assumptions and practice of
science are modified to recognise that:
 The researcher influences and is influenced by that being researched
 Research is not value-free and unbiased – so it is important to take this into account
in research design and in discussing the subject of research and who stands to gain
from research undertaken
 Science research provides knowledge from one perspective – there are multiple
valid perspectives
 Science methodology is an abstraction from reality and the researcher needs to
respond to the complex interactions that occur during the investigatory process,
recording decisions made during that process
 Research is context-dependent
 Some research can lead to generalisations useful for prediction, explanation and
understanding much research cannot
 Research based on detailed cases is important and valid research
 It is important to strive for accuracy and reliability recognising that this is not
always possible and the limitations in research methodology should be discussed
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 Research needs to develop relationships between the subjects of research and the
researchers who recognise the ethical issues in research.
The above list of considerations summarises the objections to the practice of science in
the mechanistic worldview expressed by a range of authors, and is the suggested basis
for undertaking research in the relational worldview. The position is also taken that
qualitative and quantitative research methods provide different ways to explore human
understanding but the assumptions and justifications for their use must be explicit.
While the increasing use of qualitative research methodology has expanded the kinds
of knowledge and the range of experiences gathered, it is not immune from ‘problems
of manipulation’ (Burman, 1997). Practitioners of a relational approach to social
science explicitly recognise the political nature of research by asking questions such a
‘Where are we going? Is this desirable? What should be done? Who gains and who
loses: by which mechanism of power?’ Such questions provide an understanding of
the context before deciding on appropriate research methodology (Flyvbjerg, 2001,
60).
While issues of reliability and validity have been raised regarding qualitative findings
(Miles and Huberman, 1994) qualitative information can be confirmed by a range of
techniques, including checking with informants, or through triangulation, which uses a
range of different sources of information (Cresswell, 1994). In many instances
qualitative research aims to describe, explore and reveal information about experiences
previously unexplored so issues of reliability and validity are not at issue.
Cresswell highlights the complex set of reasons behind researchers’ choice of
methodology. This can be influenced by the researchers’ worldview, training and
experience, personal attributes and preferences, as well as the nature of the problem
and subject of study (Cresswell, 1994). When applying methodology within a
relational worldview the emphasis is on what will assist greater understanding and
development of relationships. Flyvbjerg has described the purpose of social science
commensurate with the relational worldview.
…the purpose of social science is not to develop theory, but to contribute to society’s
practical rationality in elucidating where we are, where we want to go, and what is
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desirable according to diverse sets of values and interests. The goal of the phronetic
approach becomes one of contributing to society’s capacity for value-rational
deliberation and action (Flyvbjerg, 2001, 167).

Relational methods emphasise the importance of giving space to hear the voices of
women and children as well as men, and across ethnic groups and social classes.
There are many valid methods for exploring nature, and humans as individuals and in
society (Copjec, 1990; Reinharz, 1992; Cresswell, 1994; Miles and Huberman, 1994;
Pollard, 1998; Peavey, ?). The stories and experiences of individuals and communities
are important to provide a richness of detail to fully understand context. Placing
phronesis as the most critical form of knowledge, supported by scientific knowledge
and practical technical knowledge, leads to adopting a suite of research methods to
uncover different perspectives. As Burman argues, qualitative research can provide ‘a
different representation of the phenomenon at issue’; it should not be seen as merely
complementary to quantitative methods (Burman, 1997, 794).
The relational worldview values relationships and connection, and aims to understand
the nature of and how to build relationships through research. This worldview is
based on inclusiveness, the need for dialogue and reflection, and mutual respect and
learning, rather than the adversarial approach so often encountered within positivist
science (Moulton, 1983; Funtowicz and Ravetz, 2003). It is important to recognise
that human knowledge is incomplete about the complexity of interactions within the
environment and society. Despite this, decisions need to be made within specific
contexts, such as the focus project Watershed Torbay, to address the issues identified
by the community and other key stakeholders. As described by Gallagher, ‘phronesis
is the virtue one can fall back on within a hermeneutical situation which is uncertain’
(Gallagher, 1993, 303).
The full suite of quantitative and qualitative methods assists in producing input for
ongoing social dialogue. In his description of qualitative and quantitative research
design, Cresswell suggests that quantitative and qualitative research arise from distinct
paradigms, yet the difference between deductive and inductive methods is not always
clear. Cresswell suggests ways to differentiate between them.
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Use the first or second person point of view in a qualitative study and the third person
in a quantitative study
Write in a more literary style using present tense and questions in a qualitative study;
write in a more formal style using post tense in a quantitative study
Make sure the introduction in a qualitative study conveys an inductive, emerging
design, unless one uses the more theory oriented qualitative designs such as an
ethnography or critical theory. Use the literature to provide a rationale for the problem.
In a quantitative study, use a more deductive, static design where the literature and
theory help direct the study (Cresswell, 1994, 45).

The first and second recommendations are stylistic differences used to construct a
distinction. This constructed difference, which sets epistemic, quantitative
methodology above other forms of knowledge, has been the basis of much of the
criticism of science (Schon, 1983; Midgley, 1992; Flyvbjerg, 2001).
Whether using inductive or deductive processes, research is aimed at ‘the problem of
understanding the world - including ourselves, and our knowledge, as part of the
world’(Popper, 1959); or, as summarised by Neuman, provides ways to explore,
describe and/or explain our world and human behaviour (Neuman, 1991). Within the
relational worldview research has a clear moral purpose to support the leading of a life
worth living, through sustainable relationships. Certainly, inductive and deductive
approaches to a field of study are different but it is possible to consider both
approaches for investigation of a subject (Miles and Huberman, 1994).
Funtowicz and Ravetz (2003) suggest post-normal science which supports a different
set of end purposes than has been practiced within the frame of the mechanistic
worldview. Relational worldview research aims to understand and interact sustainably
with complex social and biophysical systems. There remains a place for the
incremental science described by Kuhn, recognising that such experiments are
abstractions from reality that help to simplify and gain understanding that then needs
to be placed within the context of the real world (Kuhn, 1970).
The main quantitative methods are experiments and surveys dealing predominantly
with numbers as a way of analysing material (Cresswell, 1994). There are many
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qualitative methodologies that have been categorised in different ways (Cresswell,
1994; Miles and Huberman, 1994; Denzin and Lincoln, 2003). Cresswell identifies
four main types: ethnographies; grounded theory, where data are gathered and used to
attempt theory development; case studies; and phenomenological studies which
examine detailed human ‘lived’ experience (Cresswell, 1994, 11).
Feminist researchers, in particular, have pioneered new ways of elucidating the
experiences and issues of women, including phenomenological interviewing;
experiential analysis; attention to non-verbal communication; semi-structured
interviewing; studying ordinary daily life; drama; and researching groups of women
formerly ignored (Reinharz, 1992). Within many landcare projects research is aimed
at taking collective action within a social setting, requiring collaborative social and
natural-science participatory action research (Miles and Huberman, 1994; BrydonMiller, 1997; Greenwood and Levin, 2003).
The latter approach was deliberately taken with the focus project Watershed Torbay,
under the more encompassing framework of the phronetic social science approach
outlined by Flyvbjerg (2001). It is important to allude to the concept of the reflective
practitioner as it informed my personal approach as an action-research practitioner
(Schon, 1983; Schon and Rein, 1994; Brown, Keen et al., 2005). The purpose of
research in the context of phronetic, reflective practice is to explore, describe and
explain the context of a problem, such as land degradation, and agree on a course of
action. I was involved in Watershed Torbay as a reflective practitioner attempting to
use a phronetic, social science approach in my role as communications coordinator and
social researcher, as well as guiding the overall project philosophy. It is important that
the framing of a project is made transparent, and that reflection on information
collected is built with all key players as active participants.
When we set the problem, we select what we will treat as the “things” of the situation,
we set the boundaries of our attention to it, and we impose upon it a coherence which
allows us to say what is wrong and in what direction the situation needs to be changed
(Schon, 1983, 40).
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‘Normal’ scientific methodology is an accepted way of framing a problem but is not
the only kind (Schon, 1983; Edge, 1995; Gieryn, 1995; Brydon-Miller, 1997;
Flyvbjerg, 2001).
The role of ‘expert’, identified as a person who exercises power due to ‘possession of
or access to information’, or the ability to control what issues and knowledge are
legitimised, is not supported within the relational worldview (Fischer, 2003) . The
claim to special knowledge has been undermined by the many cases in which such
knowledge and standing has been used for private gain. It has been further
compromised by cases where ‘experts’ have delivered widely disparate and conflicting
information, and in cases where such advice has led to negative outcomes (Schon,
1983; Fischer, 2003). As McGee laments: ‘wherever in society we once would have
looked to find an example of the phronimos, we find instead an expert whose ethos
consists of the credentialed mastery of the techne of his or her field’ (McGee, 2001, 5).
Expert advice can usually be found to support both sides of a political dispute
concerning technical issues, ‘to buttress their policy and then undermine that of their
opponents’ (Kettner, 1993, 41). The search for an ‘objective answer’ from expert
advice, often brings a wide range of response rather than a simple consensus that will
settle disputes about technology (Winner, 1993, 59).
The expert is differentiated from the professional, the researcher, or the thinker, who
gain depth of understanding due to study and experience, and apply such knowledge
with integrity, trustworthiness and morality for the benefit of the whole rather than for
self (Schon and Rein, 1994; McGee, 2001; Fischer, 2003). What has been described
as the ‘exaggerated authority’ of experts and technicians in modern society has been
linked to the pre-eminent status of science as legitimised knowledge, the artificial
separation of facts and values, and the lack of recognition of power relations
(Bernstein, 1983).
Action research, reflection-in-action, participatory research and civic science have
characteristics in common, and are subsets of the more comprehensive methodological
approach of phronetic research (Flyvbjerg, 2001). Phronetic research is an overarching
approach that is proactive rather than reactive, and assists communities to unveil their
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own values and interests, and set goals for themselves. The focus project Watershed
Torbay was a real-life situation which demanded phronetic, action research
(Greenwood and Levin, 2003). Action research is an overall approach to knowledge
generation that has been defined as:


Inquiry in which participants and researchers co-generate knowledge through
collaborative communicative processes in which all participants contributions
are taken seriously;



Treats the diversity of experience and capability with a groups as an opportunity
for enriching research and action;



Produces valid research results;



Is context centred; and



Aims to solve real-life problems in context (Oliver, Whelan et al., 2005, 11)

Research that answers questions of importance to the community and meshes natural
science knowledge with local knowledge and values has also been named civic or
community science (O'Riordan, 1998; Warburton, 1998). Civic science provides a
framework for the undertaking of research that acknowledges all forms of knowledge
and is guided by values. Within the relational worldview the ultimate goal is to sustain
relationships biophysically, socially and economically, including the concrete, the
cultural and the spiritual. Values-based, participatory research approaches are essential
to meet the relational worldview need for participation by all those implicated in
decisions, benefits and risks, and in determining the likelihood of decisions leading to
relationship-building for sustainability. This involvement in knowledge generation,
and interpretation is a social learning process (Tilbury, Coleman et al., 2005; Keen,
Brown et al., 2005b)
The key commonality between action research, reflection-in-action, participatory
research, civic science and phronetic research is the emphasis on relationships,
inclusiveness, multiple perspectives, respect, reflection, and learning to contribute to
positive change. The terminology of phronetic research and reflection-in-action is not
very accessible to the general population, so the more common language of civic
science and action research were used to carry the ontological and epistemological
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underpinnings of the relational worldview into the Watershed Torbay project. The
relational approach to knowledge recognises that there are different forms of
knowledge, all of which are valid, important and need to be considered for good
judgement. There are multiple methods to help understand the world around us, our
place in it and how to come to decisions that contribute to wellbeing in sustainable
relationships.

6.2.3 Participatory decision-making and sustainability
A relational worldview based on dialogue about meaning and values requires a
participatory frame, provided by participatory decision-making and constructive
dialogue. Processes are required that provide opportunity for individuals and
communities to express their deepest values and live moral lives. Participatory
democracy provides the framework but the development of appropriate processes has
not kept pace with the challenges and social organisation of the current global
environment. More fundamentally, processes are currently arranged to achieve the
outcomes of the mechanistic worldview (Merchant, 1992; Winner, 1993; Theobald,
1997; Fischer, 2003).
While representative democracy is accepted and practiced in Australia as part of our
constitutional values and political system, it is not strong democracy. Davidson
describes ‘strong democracy’ as democratic practices where all the different voices are
heard, with full and equal rights, to decide what measures should be taken to attain the
collective good for all citizens (Davidson, 1997). The processes for involving
community members actively in decision-making between elections has been eroded
in Australia and other western countries.
The hollowness of modern citizenship, the paucity of citizen roles, and the lack of
opportunities for direct participation in politics is now a general condition, not limited to
technology policy-making alone (Winner, 1993, 56).

If sustainability of the natural world and human relationships with nature, within
community and within individuals is the goal, then different processes need to come to
the forefront. Current democracies are not performing well in addressing ecological
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issues, or reducing the gap between those with resources and those in poverty
(Theobald, 1997; Plumwood, 2002).
Participatory processes must also give authority to humans and nature, facilitate the
collection and integration of all forms of knowledge, and recognise that there are value
conflicts and differential power relations, that need to be dealt with (Young, 2003).
These premises are not held within the mechanistic worldview; consequently there has
been a lack of attention to building processes which increase community participation.
There has been scepticism over government rhetoric concerning community
consultation; ‘the traditional approach to public demand for greater participation has
been described as "decide, educate, announce, defend", otherwise known as DEAD’
(Roseland, 1998, 182).
The relational worldview requires a more expansive view of citizenship beyond
personal self-interest, to encompass equity and the quality of life, now and for
generations in coming centuries (Roseland, 1998). Creating sustainable communities
that ‘take responsibility for the extra local – indeed, often global – impacts of the
consumption and lifestyle choices made locally’ will be needed (Beatley, 2004, 237).
As discussed in section 6.2, acting from a relational worldview to achieve
sustainability requires ecological and values-based rationality. The values and
interests of nature are thus central to achieving sustainability and rest on the
management principles of sufficiency. The actions of all members of the community
are required to achieve these ends, as the wellbeing of all sectors within the
community is at stake. This then requires the involvement of all sectors in decisionmaking.
Democracy is an inherent part of the sustainable development process. Sustainable
development must be participatory development. For people to prosper anywhere they
must participate as competent citizens in the decisions and processes that affect their
lives (Roseland, 1998, 24).

While democracy is essential for sustainability, sustainability extends the notion of
democracy, because democracy can be and is practiced in ways that are unsustainable
and often fail to provide the ability for the less powerful to have full voice. As
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described by Rowse, Australia’s democracy was not established to be strong
democracy.
Without doubt Australian capitalism has devised some successful institutions for
containing class conflict and has endowed most of its population with modes of life
conducive to acquiescence and a fragmented individualistic response to dissatisfaction
(Rowse, 1978, 27).

Figure 1 indicated the impact of the mechanistic worldview on the visions that
dominated the colonisation of Australia, and the public policy framework and
approach to the environment that ensued. Table 12 builds on this picture of the
building blocks of the mechanistic worldview, and compares them against the
relational worldview. While this kind of comparison can lead to the conclusion that
there is dualism between worldviews, this is not the case. The acceptance of the
mechanistic worldview has rested on economic rationality and epistemic science, and
western representative democracy developed alongside the mechanistic worldview, in
pursuit of material progress gained through resource exploitation. The different kinds
of decision-making arise from the contrasting worldviews. However, there are many
different versions of both the mechanistic and the relational worldviews with a range
of other worldviews coexisting. It remains that at this time there is a major contrast
between the mechanistic worldview and the need to reconnect to the natural and social
world for sustainability and ultimately the long term survival of human beings, and
thus the analysis of dominant worldviews is important.
A key characteristic of the mechanistic worldview is the externalising and distancing
of the impacts of economic rationality. As described in section 6.2.1, the relational
worldview requires decision-making to consider the full impacts of choices on local
communities and the environment or other communities as a result of those choices.
Economic rationality has led to remoteness from such consequences in terms of where
consequences are felt, who is affected, when impacts are experienced, who has access
to information about impacts; and distancing on the basis of technological choices that
protect users of technology from impacts. The failure of economic rationality to
account for all consequences of consumption has been called distancing or remoteness
(Plumwood, 2002; Princen, 2002).
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Mechanistic Worldview

Relational Worldview

Meaning of
Life

Seeking a life worth living

Seeking a life worth living

What is
considered
as primary
goal

Good - Economic progress

Good - Sustainability and health of
relationships, personally, in the
community locally and globally
between humans and nature and within
human society.

Rationality

Economic rationality
- infinite resources
- infinite waste sinks
- technological solutions exist for
problems
- man superior to other life forms
- individual material progress will
lead to community progress
- externalising and distancing of
impacts on environment and
equity

Ecological and values rationality
- resources are finite, sufficiency
principle essential
- humans part of nature
- nature has intrinsic value
- individual wellbeing is
dependent on wellbeing of
nature and of community

Knowledge

Epistemic knowledge provides access to
truths.
Underlying determinate rational
framework.
Objectivity is possible.
Dualism – fact and value, mind and body,
humans and nature, culture and nature.

Many forms of knowledge, no single
truth. Seeks integration of different
forms of knowledge
There is no entirely objective stance.
The subjective values are central.
Knowledge about values the most
critical to form judgements about the
choices made by society and impacts
on sustainability and relationships
contextualised by other forms of
knowledge.
Multiple research methods.

Measures of
success

Economic indicators

Environmental, social, economic and
wellbeing indicators

Decision
making

Representative democracy

Participatory strong democracy

Decision
making
processes

Experts, elites with power

Sustainability reliant on actions of all,
all have a stake in decision-making.
Community-level representation as well
as democratic global bodies.

Table 12: Key characteristics of mechanistic and relational worldviews compared
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Plumwood (2002) has described five forms of remoteness:
1. Consequential remoteness where the consequences of choices fall not on the
originator of ecological damage or human impacts but on other individuals or
communities;
2. Spatial remoteness when impacts are experienced far from the populations who
benefit from those choices such as mining on deforestation in one community
providing resources enjoyed in a distant community;
3. Temporal remoteness when current decisions impact of future generation such
as the use of nuclear power with waste management remaining the
responsibility of many generations;
4. Communicative and epistemic remoteness – access to information is limited or
blocked to those affected;
5. Technological remoteness where those with resources can protect themselves
from the consequences of their actions such as the use of air conditioners by
those who can afford them as temperatures rise, or the purchase of bottled water
when local sources become limited or unpalatable (Plumwood, 2002, 73).

Information about all of the consequences must be considered in decision-making to
protect long-term human and human/environment relationships (Roseland, 1998;
Princen, 2002). The relational worldview seeks to remove remoteness, and this
requires participatory decision-making, to involve populations in understanding and
sharing the consequences and risks of decisions.
It is clear that authoritarian political systems, especially the military systems organised
around protecting privilege which still controls much of the planet, provide very few
means or motivations for correctiveness and ecological feedback, especially those
important kinds which come from below and register advanced ecological and social
damage. This remains so where such systems are combined with the global market,
which also provides a poor mechanism for registering such damage (Plumwood, 2002,
70).

As described in Chapter 4, Australia automatically adopted democracy and the English
style of constitution at federation, with recognition of the English monarchy and
reliance on representative government. However, it only recognised the full citizen
rights of Aboriginal people and women relatively recently and this did not lead to
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equitable treatment of Aborigines or acknowledgement of their prior ownership. It
was not strong democracy, as it treated women, Aboriginal people, ethnic groups
outside of British origin, and the working classes unequally.
Davidson compares different forms of democracy, regarding who is included and
excluded in decision-making, summarised in Table 13. The role of world bodies as a
major forum for decision-making is a modern phenomenon; what kind of processes are
being used is an important issue raised.

Athens

Modern state

Acts

Context

Inclusion

Exclusion

Direct democracy

Small multi-

Natural family

All not related by

ethnic city state

kin

blood

Representative

Large Multi

Fictitious

Not born on soil

democracy

ethnic nation-

national people

state
Regional

Representative

Large multi-

Nationals of

political polity

democracy

ethnic regional

polity

(European

Supra-national

The globe

All people

Aliens

Union)
World state

?

No one

Table 13: Different forms of democracy (Davidson, 1997).

The model of state intervention supporting development played a key role in the
colonisation of Australia, whereas neoliberal economic policies have resulted in
increasing reduction of intervention by the state and reliance on the marketplace to
progress toward a ‘better society’ (MacEwan, 1999; Hopper, 2003; Hamilton and
Denniss, 2005; Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006). The development and implementation
of neoliberal economic policy, as part of the mechanistic worldview, has occurred in
Australia particularly since the 1960s; the same period as the emergence of the
environmental movement locally and globally, as discussed in Chapter 3 (Bolton,
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1981; Frawley, 1994; Gray and Lawrence, 2001). The competing visions identified
during the colonisation of Australia have become increasingly apparent. The early
citizen involvement in environmental campaigns and pressure for change in
Australia’s relationship with the environment and the indigenous owners of the land,
have not resulted in comprehensive changes to the worldview expressed in Australia’s
policies and institutions. As discussed in Chapter 4, ongoing conflict between the
mechanistic and relational worldviews is evident in the landcare movement.
While the rhetorical goal of natural resource management is sustainability,
neoliberalism has driven exposure of Australian products to world markets, dismantled
collective marketing bodies and reduced state involvement in rural resource
management (Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006). This has forced amalgamation of many
farms to make viable units; intensification of production systems, in many cases
causing long-term environmental damage; reduced rural populations and community
viability in some areas; and some farmers to leave the industry through rural
adjustment strategies (Lockie, Lawrence et al., 2006). Some of these changes, such as
ceasing current farming methods on some properties and changing the nature of
farming enterprises, are necessary. However, decision-making has been on the basis
of unchallenged economic rationality. Decisions made on the basis of ecological and
values rationality are likely to have led to different decisions, through distinct
mechanisms. The landcare movement represents collective action for public and
private good based on valuing the natural environment, human relationships and
community, yet must also deal with global demands for increased productivity and
economic competitiveness. This creates significantly mixed messages about the future
direction for rural communities in Australia (Gray and Lawrence, 2001).
While the landcare movement provides opportunities for local input into natural
resource management decisions, policies and programs continue to reflect a neoliberal
approach to globalisation, free market philosophies and productivism (Lockie,
Lawrence et al., 2006). At the same time the rural governance by regional bodies
does have promise for participatory decision-making.
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...the new form of governance (community-based catchment management) not only
holds a democratic promise, but also blurs the boundaries between the market, state and
civil society with the potential for greater flexibility and inclusion (Lockie, Lawrence et
al., 2006, 40).

Gains made through the landcare movement provide a good case study into the
effectiveness of participatory decision-making, and give strength to the argument that
reaching sustainability goals rests on such participation. However, the effectiveness of
participation is currently frustrated by centralised control of the larger decisionmaking forums, and policy and funding guidelines, which are increasingly national
and global, and based on the mechanistic worldview. As discussed in Chapters 2 and
5, the devolution of responsibility to regional natural resource management bodies has
been partial, while ultimate control remains in the hands of the government. This has
caused a sense of disenfranchisement of decision-making by localised catchment
groups, as regional bodies have taken the middle-administration role between the
regions and governments.
Globalisation has reduced opportunities for participatory decision-making and
increased the remoteness of decision-making from its consequences to the
environment, and local communities. Strong democracy, through active participatory
decision-making, in public dialogue, with equal opportunity to participate, is essential
to the relational worldview and aim of sustainability.
Building active citizen participation
In the relational worldview equal access to services is the right of every citizen, and
the ability to participate in political life is essential for setting the direction for
communities. Active citizenship is required to engage communities in decisionmaking and in taking up responsibilities for the attainment of sustainability.
Citizenship is a way of talking about entitlements: the things which you are guaranteed
by nationality, by belonging. But it is also a way of talking about responsibility: the
things which you are obliged to do to preserve the public good (Walter, 1996, 105).
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It is important to recognise that it is not only the existence of citizenship rules that
determines democracy, but what barriers exist to inclusion, both formally and
informally (Davidson, 1997). The restoration of political debate needs processes for
the recovery of places to ‘stand in the public domain’ (Walter, 1996, 104). In defining
appropriate avenues and representatives in the decision-making process it is important
to ask the phronetic research questions concerning who wins and loses from different
choices, and what the outcomes are in terms of sustainability (Soule, 1995; Theobald,
1997; Costello, 1998; Flyvbjerg, 2001).
Management implies the imposition of human values on living nature. We must ask:
Whose values are being implemented? (Soule, 1995, 161).

Plumwood argues that there is a convergence between minimising remoteness and
maximising democracy. Those who bear consequences must have a proportionate
share in the relevant decision-making (Plumwood, 2002).
Decision-makers who have little or no opportunity for remoteness from the ecological
consequences of their decisions should, other things being equal, be well motivated to
make decisions that are ecologically benign (Plumwood, 2002, 75).

Research suggests that the socially privileged are most often selected for political
positions within current structures in western democracies (Plumwood, 2002). These
have the most to gain and least to lose, through their ability to be remote from the
consequences of decisions, and are not good choices to allocate to decision-making
roles. Nor do such political elites adequately represent the interests of ordinary
citizens (Fischer, 2003; Young, 2003). Fischer raises the concern that elected officers
are increasingly influenced by policy experts, removing them further from the values
and views of electors.
Local communities and local governments are essential forums for participatory
decision-making, although it must be recognised that ecological effects are rarely held
within one community. Increasingly, because decision-making is undertaken globally,
links with local communities need to be forged (Kerr, 2001; Plumwood, 2002).
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Citizenship is more than adoption of a universal principle giving opportunity to
participate. Processes for participation in decision-making cannot be based on the
assumption of a completely just society, but rather on the reality that group differences
exist due to oppression and disadvantage. Young quotes research indicating that in a
situation of equal opportunity to participation ‘women, blacks, working-class people
and poor people tend to participate less and have their interests represented less than
whites, middle-class professionals, and men’ (Young, 2003, 224). A key path to full
involvement is the deliberate support of groups through: assistance with
empowerment, so that groups can be self organised; formalised opportunities for
groups to voice their unique analysis on policy proposals; and having veto power on
policies that directly affect a group (Young, 2003, 227).
The building of local capacity and a desire to be engaged in decision-making is based
on the belief that local communities have the most to gain from sustainability and will
be the most impacted from poor decisions (Roseland, 1998). Theobold argues that
concentrating power in the hands of any closed elite is very problematic.
Advocates of closed systems inevitably come to see reality from a single point of view
and are able to exclude evidence however strong, if it does not conform to this pattern
of thinking (Theobald, 1997, 76).

It is important to invest in participatory decision-making over the long-term as an
ongoing rather than once-off process involving visioning, planning, implementation,
and reflection, and reviewing of progress and processes. Local government is in an
ideal position to provide leadership in local participation. This does not mean that
local government is currently well equipped, or has set suitable goals to manage
sustainable communities. Local authorities in many western countries, including
Australia, lack financial and regulatory authority and until recently have been seen as
providing limited services, encapsulated by the outmoded axiom ‘roads, rates and
rubbish’.
The development of feedback mechanisms for local communities is necessary to
provide information on the state of the environment and community health. Local
government could play a role in this regard. Theobold (1997) compares different
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statistical measures of success, and calls for the adoption of new social and ecological
measures to ‘rework’ our concept of success. He points out that GDP was originally
calculated to measure only economic success, and was ‘never meant to measure the
success of societies in the way it is, unfortunately, often used today’ (Theobald, 1997,
18). Feedback is an important motivator for change, the more immediate to the
behaviour the better (McKenzie-Mohr and Smith, 1999).
Just as the mechanistic worldview has established a legal, financial and policy
framework to support practices that increase productivity and consumption, the
relational worldview needs incentives for ecologically-sound practices, and the
building of community and participatory decision-making processes.
Western-style economic development has flourished largely because societies invented
legal and institutional mechanisms that favoured commoditization and expansion. If
noncommercial values such as human rights and ecological integrity are to be serious
goals of public policy, legal and political instruments designed to favor the
noncommodity satisfaction of human wants must be adopted to counterbalance the force
of commoditization (Manno, 2002, 97).

In making sustainability rather than economic progress the driving force for society,
the relational worldview supports government intervention in markets, recognising
that markets are not set up primarily to protect ecological values and equity goals for
society (Roseland, 1998; Kerr, 2001). Manno (2002) suggests that nation-states need
to provide legal frameworks that allow local-level economic innovation to protect
local communities from global forces and actors.
The key strength of the landcare movement is its emphasis on nurturing local networks
of people and inclusiveness in decision-making processes. It now needs the enabling
framework within a relational worldview to make real changes toward sustainability.

6.3 Summary
In many respects the colonial settlement of Australia was a failure of connection. The
prevailing worldview meant that colonists did not come to develop relationships with
Aboriginal people or with the land. The legacy of this perspective became evident in
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the Watershed Torbay project, when the community ignorance of and disinterest in
Aboriginal history and culture was exposed. However, there are now very positive
signs that this attitude has been questioned, and a connection to local Aboriginal
people and a desire to learn about Aboriginal history and culture is growing, in at least
the Torbay Catchment Group.
Colonists came to dominate, take, own and make Australia productive in European
terms. What might the instructions have been to colonists from a relational
worldview? Firstly, it is unlikely that land belonging to other people would have been
colonised at all; if settlement had taken place it would have been through negotiated
agreement. This would require a consultation and negotiation process with a view to
mutual gains and good long-term relationship development. It is interesting to
compare the lack of negotiation with Australian Aborigines with the negotiations in
Aotearoa/New Zealand between the British and Maoris, resulting in the signing of the
Treaty of Waitangi (Orange, 1987).
A worldview based on relationships and connection between people within their
communities locally and globally, and between humans and the natural environment is
required. A relational worldview recognises motivation coming from personal and
community-values frames, based on strong evaluation of a ‘life worth living’. It is
proposed that when one acts from these values and ethical frames it leads to a meeting
of needs from relationships with others in community, and a direct connection with the
natural world. It logically follows that quality of life is dependent upon the
sustainability of those relationships; firstly with the natural world, then with the
human community for the long-term. This is diametrically opposed to the mechanistic
view and its assumption of progress through material improvement of the individual in
the short-term.
A worldview based on relationships and recognition of interdependent connections
holds ‘obligations’, as identified by Australian Aborigines, to ‘care for country’ in
perpetuity. The notion of sufficiency, where humans practice restraint in response to
real environmental constraints, provides a different modus operandi to the mechanistic
worldview that assumes infinite resources, waste sinks and technological solutions,
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and acts on the basis that increasing production and material throughput, distancing
impacts from sources of environmental degradation, short-term economic gain and
risk taking are rational behaviours. The relational worldview legitimises values and
the subjective, as opposed to the dominance of facts and objectivity in the mechanistic
worldview.
In the search for ways to deepen human connection, and thus sensitivity to and
responsibility for the environment, there is a need to connect to the spiritual, not
necessarily in a religious sense, but in recognition of one’s deeper sense of self and the
presence of spirit or soul in all living beings. It is also a direct challenge to the secular
nature of the mechanistic worldview. The adoption of a personal moral framework
and the place ethics of a moral community require practicing ecological and valuesrationality and implementation of the principle of sufficiency for sustainability.
The phronetic approach to knowledge recognises the researcher as part of, and not
separate from, the process of knowledge gathering and interpretation. Practitioners
influence, and are influenced by, the cultural context, and do so with the intention of
assisting in values-based dialogue for the benefit of the community and the
environment. In the relational worldview it is recognised that phronesis or valuesbased information is the central form of knowledge upon which good judgement rests.
Science and technical information is important in helping to understand the natural and
social world, the potential impacts of different decisions, and how decisions can
practically be implemented. These forms of knowledge provide the enriched context
for decision-making based on values.
Civic science uses the approach of conducting science research that recognises the
importance of different forms of knowledge, and that community values and technical
knowledge are crucial in adding to research information. The principles of civic
science guide research to assist with values decision-making. The validation of
different forms of knowledge from all sectors in the community also broadens the
scope for methodology so that a wide range of qualitative and quantitative research
methods is encouraged. The political nature of research is acknowledged, and the
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need for research specifically aimed at giving voice to different perspectives is
supported.
It is suggested that science has dominated as the key form of legitimised knowledge in
the mechanistic worldview, and that this has influenced the proportion of funding and
adherence in landcare to scientific and technical research and information.
The obligations of the phronimos first described by Aristotle, have been reiterated in
calls for strengthening citizenship within the moral community (Thomson, 1976;
Beatley, 2004). Personal spiritual connection is linked to community participation and
political action, to take the relational worldview from theory to action. The
development of relationships requires inclusion across the spectra of human and
natural communities, and appreciates of diversity. The ways of deepening sense of
place described, take the relational worldview into practice.
The challenge to the Australian landcare movement and projects such as Watershed
Torbay, which has its foundation in excellent intentions, is to transform those
intentions into a well-articulated worldview and translate it into behaviour change.
Such a worldview needs to address the legacy of the mechanistic worldview in
Australia’s colonial history – the attitude to landscape and Aboriginal people; the
agricultural systems; and legal, political and administrative institutions that endure to
this day. The development and implementation of a relational worldview is seen as a
necessary response to the challenges of the Australian landcare movement, and more
broadly, as a response to the global environmental crisis and associated social
inequities which signal the failure of the mechanistic worldview that has dominated
since the Industrial Revolution.
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Chapter 7. Applying the relational worldview to
landcare

In the Watershed Torbay focus project discussed in Chapter 5, I attempted to develop
and implement the communication strategy and the philosophy of the project from a
relational worldview. While the project was considered to be very successful due in
large part to the philosophy of the project and the strength of the partnerships,
communication work and civic science approach – difficulties were experienced in
confronting the prevailing mechanistic worldview. As a reflective practitioner, my
praxis in the Watershed Torbay project has meant that exploration of theory proceeded
alongside practice. Chapter 6 explored the concept of the relational worldview in
greater depth, as part of the reflection following completion of my role in the project.
This chapter concludes the thesis by discussing key issues experienced in the
Watershed Torbay project from a relational worldview, and how these challenges
might be met by the landcare movement; in particular, through the regional bodies
now responsible for natural resource management.
Some of the key challenges for landcare that will be discussed are: communicating the
relational worldview to the community; regional bodies as advocates for a
landcare/relational worldview; negotiating values and vision; integrating all forms of
knowledge; and processes for building relationships.

7.1 Communicating the relational worldview to community
The relational worldview is challenging to communicate because it is substantially
different to the current worldview. As suggested in sections 2.1 and 4.2, the framing
of a problem is important; landcare has provided a major contribution to reframing
Australia’s rural landscapes that can be strengthened by the relational worldview. The
choice of language, models, tools and communication methods can all contribute to
this process.
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The relational worldview was demonstrated in practice through the Watershed Torbay
focus project, discussed in Chapter 5. To establish this approach, overall philosophy
was discussed and models that captured aspects of the relational worldview presented.
A simple framework from the business sector was introduced in Chapter 2 to assist in
understanding the key elements for changing behaviour, and then used in the
Watershed Torbay project, (Figure 16). I used this framework together with the action
research cycle: VISION → PLAN → ACT → REFLECT because they were easy to
understand and communicate, and I had not found a suitable alternative framework
that integrated underpinning philosophy with practical application.
While the change-management framework was useful, I found it lacked depth because
it could be applied within any worldview, did not identify assumptions, missed critical
elements such as reflection, and its linear nature did not capture the ongoing cyclic
nature of change management.

Pressure
for
Change

+

Clear
Shared
Vision

+

Capacity
to
Change

+

Actionable
First
Steps

=

CHANGE

Figure 15: Key elements of change (Campbell, 1992).

The action research cycle used to help guide the Watershed Torbay project was useful
but needed to be placed in a broader context. It became apparent that a more
comprehensive way of describing the connection between the ultimate objectives of
worldview, the approach to knowledge and the key elements of change based on these
larger frameworks would be needed.
Theobold suggests four steps in the path to change that emphasise the subjective
where motivation for change is generated:
a. defining commitments and desired directions (core creativity),
b. discovering the realities which determine what can, and cannot, be done (hopeful
realism),
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c. finding the individuals and groups which will join together in effective thought and
action (creating coalitions),
d. determining appropriate steps which create movement in desired directions
(committed action) (Theobald, 1997, 65).

Brown, Keen and Dyball (2005) explore the social learning processes required for
sustainability and identify five important strands of learning practices: reflection,
systems orientation, negotiation, integration and participation. They then apply these
practices in four key processes for environmental management: DIAGNOSE →
DESIGN → DO → DEVELOP. This model incorporates the key questions within the
relational worldview, although ontology and epistemology are not clearly separated.
In Figure 16, the action research cycle (blue ellipses), change management steps (red
boxes), Theobold’s four steps to change, and Brown, Keen and Dyball’s five strands
of learning practices are incorporated as part of a model of the relational worldview
arising from my experience in the Watershed Torbay focus project. Once placed into a
larger framework the position of the schematics used in the project become evident.
The model for a relational worldview presented here has been synthesised by me for
use in future projects. It provides a framework within which to discuss the
philosophical underpinnings of projects with key stakeholders. Before use in projects
I would make the terminology more common language, and simplify some of the
details that illustrate the references that influenced my thinking. My experience has
been that many community members are willing to engage with discussion on values
as part of decision-making if provided with a suitable context and framework.
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Figure 16: The relational worldview: ontology – ultimate meaning, being; epistemology – the
nature of knowledge, foundations, scope and validity; methodology – organising principles;
processes - how to, tools and techniques.

The rationale behind the relational worldview is that the end purpose for each human
is to form and sustain relationships within each individual, within community and
place, and with the natural world. This requires humans to live the principles of
sustainability and in doing so, a ‘good’ life. Everyone is an environmental manager,
as we can all engage in decision-making relevant to the environment, responding with
sustainable solutions to the unique characteristics of each context (Brown, Keen et al.,
2005). Brown, Keen and Dyball (2005) provide analysis on how the community,
government and individuals can use the five strands of social learning to assist in
environmental management from their specific perspectives.
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The management of issues for sustainability requires the integration of our thinking
across disciplines, sectors and knowledge groups. It is not about one way of knowing or
one way of doing. Sustainability is about relationships, dependencies and networks that
can facilitate such integration in environmental management (Brown, Keen et al., 2005,
262-3).

In developing this framework it is recognised that the relational worldview aims at
expanding the concept of what is considered to be ‘progress’, rather than replacing it
altogether. The ability to meet basic human needs is recognised. The relational
worldview opens the debate on how much is needed, of what, and how we can meet
our needs within ecological constraints and with equity across human communities. It
is suggested that regional bodies would be well placed to discuss their overall
assumptions and the worldview they espouse, and adopt a framework for outlining
them.

7.2 Regional bodies as advocates for a ‘landcare’/ relational
worldview
This section will discuss two main challenges that have been highlighted for the
effectiveness of regional natural resource management bodies: 1. the conflicting roles
for regional bodies as both advocates and monitoring and accountability agents; 2. the
ongoing directives from government to regional bodies that require simultaneous
adherence to productivism and sustainability.

7.2.1 Regional bodies as advocates for community
The key role for regional bodies is to develop and implement regional strategies
covering sustainable natural resource management. The vision for SCRIPT outlined in
the regional strategy Southern Prospects 2004-2009, for example, is ‘to be recognised
locally, nationally and internationally for its outstanding biodiversity, its sustainable
primary production systems, respect for diverse cultural values and its strong
community stewardship of valued natural resources’ (South Coast Regional Initiative
Planning Team (SCRIPT), 2005b, 6). This vision is consistently built on through the
regional strategy with natural resource management in the strategy defined as
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The ecologically sustainable management of land, water, marine and biodiversity
resources for the benefit of existing and future generations and for the maintenance of
the life support capability of the biosphere. It does not include mineral resources.
(South Coast Regional Initiative Planning Team (SCRIPT), 2005b, 19).

Through the investment plans, the regional bodies must meet the requirements of the
bilateral agreements for the Natural Heritage Trust extension and the National Action
Plan for Salinity and Water Quality. The overarching objectives of the Natural
Heritage Trust Agreement are:
(a) biodiversity conservation – the conservation of Australia’s biodiversity through the
protection and restoration of terrestrial, freshwater, estuarine and marine ecosystems
and habitat for native plants and animals;
(b) sustainable use of natural resources – the sustainable use and management of
Australia’s land, water and marine resources to maintain and improve the productivity
and profitability of resource based industries; and
(c) community capacity building and institutional change - support for individuals,
landholders, communities, industry and organisations with skills, knowledge,
information and institutional frameworks to increase capacity to implement biodiversity
conservation, and sustainable resource use and management (The Commonwealth of
Australia and The State of Western Australia, 2002)

The signatories to the bilateral agreement for the National Action Plan for Salinity and
Water Quality committed to an action plan to motivate and enable regional
communities to use coordinated and targeted action to:
(a) prevent, stabilise and reverse trends in salinity, particularly dryland salinity,
affecting the sustainability of production, conservation of biological diversity and the
viability of our infrastructure; and
(b) improve water quality and secure reliable allocations for human uses, industry and
the environment (The Commonwealth of Australia and The State of Western Australia,
2003).

The second objective under the Natural Heritage Trust agreement considers
sustainable use of natural resources only in light of the use of resources for improving
productivity and profitability. This objective is very likely to be in conflict in
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significant instances with the first objective to conserve, protect and restore
biodiversity. An example in Western Australia is the proposal to extract 45GL of
water annually from the Yarragadee aquifer and pipe it 200km to Perth to supplement
the city’s water supplies. It is asserted by researchers that this abstraction ‘will both
reduce river flows and the maintenance of fresher tributaries’, threatening a global
‘biodiversity hotspot’ (Bradshaw, Hopper et al., 2006). The State Environmental
Protection Authority has recently approved the proposal.
In the agreement on Salinity and Water Quality the stated aim is to address rising
levels of salinity firstly, for sustainability of production, then for environmental
protection and to improve water quality for human use and industry, with the
environment mentioned third. The government commitment to productivism
continues through these funding agreements to the regions. The regions are not free to
use the money as they see fit. All projects have had to justify the selection of projects
against government accreditation criteria including requirements to provide details
about ‘the expected return on investments’, and to report on ‘the timelines, milestones
and performance indicators for each activity’ (South Coast Regional Initiative
Planning Team (SCRIPT), 2005a). How can the regions respond?
The regional bodies need to be very clear about the main role that they want to play in
the regions. As discussed in section 4.5, government sees regional bodies as
representing the community, while many in the community see them as another level
of bureaucracy. The community has felt disenfranchised by the establishment of
regional bodies through which the major sources of government funding are now
channelled. This has taken away from the sense of local ownership in some
communities for initiation of projects, securing of funds and implementation of
projects. The lengthy process of finalising and signing Bilateral agreements, preparing
regional investment plans, as well as regional strategies to meet the requirements of
the agreements, has caused a range of problems: a hiatus in funding provision from
previous programs to new program deliver; uncertainty about the new model and the
place of community in it; and discontinuity for the landcare facilitators and
coordinators dependent on these limited-lifetime funding programs for their positions
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which are essential to the forming and maintenance of relationships and programs
(Land & Water Australia, 2004; National Landcare Facilitator Project Team, 2004;
Brazil, 2006; Marian Partners Australia, 2006).
The concentration of resources, staff and coordination at the regional organisation
level has seen a reduction in attention to the community-based landcare movement.
Concern has been expressed from community groups about levels of support (Marian
Partners Australia, 2006) and that community groups may be getting to the limits of
their ability to volunteer (Land & Water Australia, 2004). The community landcare
movement is rightly recognised as an effective and inspirational relationship-based
network that needs to be nurtured.
Regional delivery can only complement community landcare, it cannot replace it.
Without the platform established by landcare, regional structures will be hollow and
brittle (Land & Water Australia, 2004).

It is important to direct the main efforts of regional bodies at the implementation of
change, to meet the vision for sustainability outlined in regional strategies such as
Southern Prospects on the south coast of Western Australia. This will require
refocusing on relationships with and between community groups, landholders,
agencies and regional bodies committed to these visions. As their first priority
regional groups need to establish themselves as community advocates. It is difficult to
change government policy and strategy, particularly in the short term. This means that
regional groups need to deal with the administrative and accountability requirements
of the regional investment plans in ways that do not impact on the primary advocacy
role. Some suggestions for achieving this are to:
 Have staff in the regional bodies dedicated to fulfilling the monitoring and
accountability requirements, and avoid passing this part of the administration onto
community organizations. The majority of staff needs to be protected as much as
possible from being forced into a policing role with the community.
 Continue to develop projects on the basis of the values of sustainability rather than
productivism, and ensure projects refer back to the regional strategies. Regional
strategies such as Southern Prospects are strongly values-based. The focus needs to
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be on the longer-term sustainability outcomes in regional strategies rather than the
Investment Plan outputs (Paton, Curtis et al., 2004).
 Fund staff to develop regional projects that meet the objectives of the regional
strategies not funded by the Investment Plan, and source alternative funding. This
increases the independence of regional bodies, ensures that key areas of the
regional strategy are met from other sources, and helps to make the regions less
vulnerable to the vagaries of changes to and timing of major funding sources
(Paton, Curtis et al., 2004).
 Use common language to attract higher levels of community engagement with
landcare. Regional investment strategies are not plain language documents but
require using terms set out in the bilateral agreement, such as: ‘management action
targets’, ‘resource condition targets’, ‘minimum set of matters for which regional
targets must be set’. While adoption of this language may be necessary to meet
demands of the funding provider through the investment plans, it is important that
this language does become the norm for communicating with the regional
community.
 Provide staff to resource facilitators and coordinators working with community
groups, including access to resources, training, data and networking. This has been
undertaken in the past year in SCRIPT, with good results.
 Have regional bodies review their effectiveness in representing their communities,
at least annually. This will help regional bodies assess the attitudes of community
groups and landholders, and the effectiveness of communications. It is vital that
regional bodies have effective strategies for achieving the direct participation of the
wide range of stakeholders in their regions and good communication channels that
the community agrees are working.
 Bring the focus back to landcare – it is values-based which motivates and inspires.
The community has embraced it in a way that natural resource management is
unlikely to ever achieve. There are ways of connecting landcare to encompass
waterways, wetlands and oceans and the broader sustainability agenda.
Management is a process landcare is a commitment.
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 Increase involvement and focus on Aboriginal people, who are major landowners,
and on the growing number of peri-urban landholders. Strengthening relationships
and sharing values are suggested as a key ways to increase involvement.

7.2.2 Regional bodies — sustainability and increasing
productivity
The conflicts between increasing productivity and production levels, and achieving
protection of the environment and sustainability objectives, need to be recognised and
discussed in the regions. Ewert, Barker and Bissix (2004, 27) have identified these
conflicts as characteristic of the 1990s onward, which they call the period of
‘globalisation-sustainability tension’.
In section 7.3 the importance of open dialogue about values and vision will be
discussed. Within the relational worldview knowledge and debate about what we
value as individuals and communities and the impact of decisions on values is
essential. Communities in the regions need to be involved in articulating what their
regions might look like, and discuss the implications of different scenarios on values.
It is important that these tensions are openly discussed and all key players have a voice
in debating how they are resolved, through negotiation over values, vision and
practical application, at an industry and project level. The conflict between increasing
production and sustainability is particularly apparent when examined at an industry
level.
One example comes from research into farm nutrient balances in Western Australian,
which found that increasing the level of nutrient inputs to improve production leads to
a proportionately greater increase in the level of surplus nutrients (Neville, Weaver et
al., 2005). The nutrient surplus – that is, the nutrient inputs that have not been
successfully converted into products and sold off property – can be lost to the
environment, causing damage. The actual level of loss to the environment is
contingent on complex factors, including soil type, slope, phosphorus retention index
of soils, type of fertiliser used, when applied, level of perennials on property, and type
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of management (Ledgard, Journeaux et al., 2004; Neville, Weaver et al., 2005). As
described by researchers Neville and Weaver et al. (2005)
Agricultural enterprises use a range of nutrient inputs (feed, fertilisers, animal
purchases, fixation and deposition) in a series of processes (pasture growth, animal
grazing), aimed at producing products for sale (animals, feed, grain, milk). These
products represent nutrient outputs from an agricultural system. The difference between
inputs and outputs may represent inefficiencies in a production system and is
increasingly called nutrient ‘surplus’. Nutrient surplus can also represent an important
indicator of the potential for loss from an agricultural system to the environment
(Neville, Weaver et al., 2005).

This research indicated that there was significant variability between farmers in terms
of their efficiencies. Some farmers had a much higher likelihood of contributing to
environmental issues in the catchment from farm nutrient loss. The more intensive
industries had higher levels of nutrient input per hectare and lower overall efficiencies.
A New Zealand study showed that ‘the magnitude of nutrient inputs is generally the
main factor determining the nutrient surplus and therefore the potential for nutrient
loss’ (Ledgard, Journeaux et al., 2004).
Farmers are being encouraged by governments to increase levels of production. In
farming this translates into, among other practices, increasing the amount of nutrient
inputs. The New Zealand study compared the potential loss of nitrogen from intensive
dairy farms from areas applying nitrogen at 400kg/ha/year, with areas of nil
application of nitrogen. The results were telling.
The farm working to maximise productivity – measured in outputs of milk and meat –
achieved 114kg/nitrogen/ha/year outputs, compared to the farm with no application of
nitrogen of 78kg/nitrogen/ha/year. From a production perspective this was an
excellent outcome. However, the high-production farm recorded a surplus of 387kg of
nitrogen/ha/year, whereas the nil-application farm recorded a surplus of only 92kg of
nitrogen/ha/year. This meant that the high production farm had significantly higher
risk of losing the surplus nitrogen to the environment. While production levels were
increased, the high production farm decreased the overall efficiency of nutrient usage
with an efficiency ratio (product-N/input-N) of 23%, compared to the nil-application
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of nitrogen farm efficiency of 46%. This meant that ‘a 3-fold increase in total N
inputs resulted in a 4-fold increase in N surplus, a 4 to 5-fold increase in gaseous and
leaching losses, and a halving of the N use efficiency’ (Ledgard, Journeaux et al.,
2004, 2)
Studies on nutrient balances suggest that the more farming systems are pushed to
increase productivity the more likely that environmental impacts will also be
increased, at a disproportionately higher level than the increases in productivity
achieved (Ledgard, Journeaux et al., 2004; Neville, Weaver et al., 2005).
As discussed in section 4.5.3, recognition and discussion about the changing nature of
rural and regional values in Australian follows longer-term trends in Europe, England,
and more recently the United States and Canada. Potter has described the ‘bifurcation’
of rural areas as productivist and post-productivist, indicating the different values
driving landuse (Potter, 2006). Others describe the changes as influenced by a range
of values discussed under the term multi-functionality (Anderson, 2000; Hollander,
2004; Burton and Wilson, 2006; Holmes, 2006; Robinson, 2006). The concept of
multi-functionality has been identified in Australia as recognising a range of values in
rural communities, including ‘improved protection of old-growth forests,
improvements in the quality and quantity of water supply, improved health of riverine
habitats, ‘clean’ food and landscape amenity’(Barr, Karunaratne et al., 2005, 40).
Hollander (2004, 310) differentiates between weak and strong multi-functionality,
defining the latter as a conceptual framework that includes ‘biodiversity, cultural
preservation, food security, and sustainable development in an effort to address the
concerns of both North and South’. The recognition of a range of values that need to
be considered with regard to policy concerning rural areas is entirely consistent with
principles of sustainability (Dibden, Cocklin et al., 2006).
These discussions highlight that there is a range of values in rural areas, as there are in
all landscapes. Different values and how different rural landuses impact on long-term
sustainability of the environment, community and economic wellbeing need to be
understood. The current approach to farming, to maximise production, is likely to
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conflict with environmental protection goals in many areas. Support for reduced
production in order to achieve greater environmental protection is likely to be required
in some areas.
Recognising that there are multiple values within landscapes, and identifying values
not only at a regional scale but at community and catchment levels are the first steps in
negotiating the importance of different values and how to protect and enjoy them.
Tools to assist in recognising the wide range of values and considering them in
decision-making will be discussed further in section 7.5.

7.3 Negotiating values and vision
The need for new, creative images of the future is critical to achieving sustainability.
The importance of vision has been emphasised in research on how images of the future
influence behaviour. Olson (1995) provides examples from across the social sciences
to show that the development of images of the future which are superior to the past or
the present are critical in motivating positive social change. He suggests motivating
images have the following characteristics in common:
 Believable, even if difficult to achieve
 Highly positive, with an ability to inspire and attract people
 Open ended, pointing to new directions but open to further elaboration
 Responsive, where the future image addresses current challenges
 Integrative, so that a sense of meaning and purpose is provided (Olson, 1995 p. 18).
As outlined in Chapter 4, there is widespread recognition of environmental
degradation issues. The recent long dry period in Australia has heightened awareness
about the limited supplies of water, the vulnerability of current farming systems and
the reliance of Australian urban environments on environmental conditions. At the
same time growing understanding of the human contribution to climate change and its
exacerbating impact on Australia’s environmental conditions has challenged the
federal government’s position on climate change. There has also been recent
recognition by leaders in the rural community, academia and government agencies that
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there are significant changes occurring in Australia’s rural areas. However, ‘despite
persistent calls for a revolution in landuse in Australia, few visions or scenarios for
that revolution have been advanced’ (Cork, Delaney et al., 2005, 23).
The current trajectory for Australian farming is outlined in the report ‘Australia’s
farmers: past, present and future’(Barr, Karunaratne et al., 2005). In economic terms
they indicate that falling terms of trade, ‘a long-standing feature of Australian
agriculture’, is likely to continue resulting in an associated decline in the number of
farms (Barr, Karunaratne et al., 2005, 31). These trends are linked to globalisation
with the farmer ‘surfing on a wave of technology to keep ahead’, purchasing and
farming more land and substituting technology for labour inputs (Barr, Karunaratne et
al., 2005, 35).
In social terms continued urbanisation is causing the ongoing rise in land prices in
‘more amenable and accessible parts of the rural landscape’ (Barr, Karunaratne et al.,
2005, 32). The increasing urban population in these areas, together with the decline
of populations in areas with less landscape amenity, is already resulting in reduced
influence on policy of traditional farming culture. Barr, Karunaratne and Wilkinson
consider that active encouragement by government for farmers to act as business
managers is likely to result in farmers seeing themselves less and less ‘as farming for
the way of life, and more and more construe their farming activity as a search for
business profit and market opportunity, or construe their farm as a residence’(Barr,
Karunaratne et al., 2005, 33). Demographics are also changing with traditional
farming being less attractive to young people and the average age of Australian
farmers increasing to 55 (Barr, Karunaratne et al., 2005, 21). Women are participating
more as joint farm managers or in off-farm work, following the broader society norm
of two-income families; they are also less willing to stay in unsatisfactory
relationships (Barr, Karunaratne et al., 2005).
Holmes (2006, 142) also describes the rural change occurring in affluent, western
societies as a multi-functional transition, where a mix of ‘consumption and protection
values’ is now contesting the domination of production values. He identifies seven
different ways that land is now being used and valued in Australia, according to the
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emphasis on production, consumption or protection values: productivist agricultural;
rural amenity; small farm (or pluractive); peri-metropolitan; marginalised agricultural;
conservation; and indigenous. This work helps envisage rural Australia in a different
way and understand both the trends of and pressures for change. Multi-functional is a
mechanistic word and does not reflect the reasons for change described by Holmes and
others. The term has been created to try to deal with inconvenient ‘non-marketed
externalities’ (Anderson, 2000). Australian landscapes are no longer seen
predominantly for production (Gray and Lawrence, 2001; Dibden, Cocklin et al.,
2006). The multi-functional transition described by Holmes is a ‘values transition’ for
which the landcare movement is a rallying point, and it would be useful to discuss the
changing attitude to rural landscapes in this light.
In imagining possible future Australian landscapes it is important to understand
current trends and ask if these changes are going in the direction desired by the
community. As suggest in Figure 16, this requires the participation of all players to
ask values and ecologically rational questions: Where do we want to go? Why? Who
and what will benefit? Who and what stands to lose? Who gets to decide? (Flyvbjerg,
2001). Such questions provide the context for discussion; ‘citizens need the clearest
possible statement of the real situation, as agreed by those engaged in the debate, so
they can make value choices’ (Theobald, 1997, 68).
Cork, Delaney and Salt (2005) in ‘Futures Thinking…about landscapes, lifestyles and
livelihoods in Australia’ provides an excellent starter for thinking about futures. They
provide information on likely trends, uncertainties and possible shocks or surprises
arising from social, economic and environmental factors, how they might impact on
Australia’s landscapes and lifestyles over the coming 25 years, and what research
issues are raised through this process.
The future that would result from the trends described by Barr, Karunaratne and
Wilkinson (Barr, Karunaratne et al., 2005) – where larger and larger farms, focusing
on maximising production for global markets, are managed by less and less people
who are on average getting older – may not generally be seen as desirable. However,
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there has not been discussion on alternative visions and what would be needed to
create them.
Regional bodies are in a good position to engage their communities in examining a
range of possible futures, and the implications for social, economic, environmental and
cultural wellbeing. This could be staged to increase the capacity of, firstly, regional
leadership, and then the larger community, to think about futures. Regional bodies
could initiate projects to:
 Run information sessions, with regional staff and community leaders looking at
futures documents such as ‘Futures Thinking…about landscapes, lifestyles and
livelihoods in Australia’ (Cork, Delaney et al., 2005), ‘Australia’s farmers: past,
present and future’ (Barr, Karunaratne et al., 2005), ‘Natural Advantage: a blueprint
for a sustainable Australia’ (Krockenberger, Kinrade et al., 2000), ‘Blueprint for a
Living Continent’ (Wentworth Group, 2002).
 Run roadshows through the regions, with videos or speakers provoking thinking
about future scenarios. They could be the authors of the reports detailed in (a) or
others well known in each state or territory. A memorable presentation at the
International Landcare Conference in Melbourne 2006, for example, was delivered
by Rob Gell, president of Greening Australia Inc. , entitled ‘Weather Report for the
Year 2050’.
 Undertake scenario planning for the regions, placing the environment and
community wellbeing at the heart of futures thinking.
 Use the scenarios built through this process to help direct the efforts of regional
bodies.
If strong, long-term, healthy relationships are central, and sustainability is the goal,
then there are principles suggested for environmental and social integration:
sufficiency: the precautionary principle to avoid risks: buffering and resilience; equity
of access; limits to human population growth but expanding social development;
removing distancing or remoteness; and focusing on community health, creativity,
participation, sense of place and health. It is important to consider these principles in
futures thinking.
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While the future is unknown we can explore a range of scenarios to understand likely
impacts on sustainability goals. This is also important for asking ‘what do we need to
do now to avoid or minimise unwelcome surprises and shocks later?’ (Cork, Delaney
et al., 2005, 3). This can also be undertaken by looking from the future back to the
present called backcasting i.e. ‘exploring the feasibility and implications of achieving
certain desired end-points, in contrast to forecasting studies aimed at providing the
most likely projects of future conditions’ (Robinson, 2003, 841).
As discussed in Chapter 6, optimising productivity through exploitation of human and
natural resources often does not equate with sustainability. Sustainability is based on
the notion of sufficiency which requires human restraint recognising environmental
constraints, i.e. providing enough for basic human needs equitably but within the
capability of the environment to be sustained in perpetuity (Princen, 2005).
Acting within the precautionary principle provides the buffering needed to ensure that
biophysical thresholds are not overstepped. In particular, there are points of
irreversibility and nonsubstitutability that need to be understood and avoided (Princen,
2005). While these limits have been found to be ‘negotiable’ depending on the ability
of those demanding ecosystem or human services to force the situation (Robertson,
2004) developing a sense of thresholds on human impacts and providing buffers to
avoid or minimise ‘surprises or shocks’ is important (Cork, Delaney et al., 2005;
Princen, 2005). Buffering provides room to adapt; also discussed as resilience.
There is a growing school of thought, led by some of the world’s top ecologists, that the
key to defining and building sustainability is not about optimisation but about resilience.
‘Resilience’ is the capacity of a system to absorb disturbance, undergo change and still
retain essentially the same function, structure and identity.
In stark contrast to the command-and-control paradigm, resilience thinking is an
adaptive approach to environmental uncertainty and social and economic disturbances.
It is based on understanding and managing the resilience of a system. The real threats
in almost all regions in which natural resources are under threat are declines in
resilience of their ecological and social systems (Cork, Delaney et al., 2005, 15).

To meet the goal of sustainability it is necessary to consider the consequence of
resource use and consumption of goods from all steps of the production process to the
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disposal of waste generated. The failure to do so has been termed distancing or
remoteness (Plumwood, 2002; Princen, 2002).
Within human communities there is recognition that growing human populations and
increasing consumption are both issues that require controls on growth. However,
development of individual capacity, human relationships, community resilience, sense
of place, participation, health and creativity are central to sustainability and the
relational worldview (Roseland, 1998; Beatley, 2004). From a relational perspective
envisaging the future of community incorporates ‘place ethics’.
An ethics of place demands of us, then, not only actions locally and bioregionally to
protect and restore and nurture, but to be accountable for the destruction and impacts
outside of where we live. We are concerned about and responsible for our place effects,
wherever they might manifest (Beatley, 2004, 51).

The future is not certain and there is opportunity for regional natural resource
management bodies to provide leadership in gathering information about the full range
of community values, to create negotiated visions that honour relationships and move
toward sustainability.

7.4 Integrating all forms of knowledge
In the relational world all forms of knowledge are legitimised. As discussed in Chapter
5 section 5.2 and also in Chapter 6 section 6.2.2, all knowledge is constructed under
the influence of social and environmental context. This means that research is not
value-free or unbiased and is influenced by and influences the subject of research. It is
important as part of a commitment to relationships that regional natural resource
management bodies outline an approach to gathering, evaluating and communicating
knowledge. Within the relational worldview described in this thesis, knowledge about
values is central to decision-making with science research and technical information
helping to provide understanding of the context within which decisions are made.
There are many ways of undertaking research through qualitative and quantitative
methodologies. They provide useful and different ways that need to be applied
dependent on context. While the phronetic approach described by Flyvbjerg (2001)
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has a great deal of merit, the terminology is not conducive to use in community
situations such as the focus project Watershed Torbay. However, Flyvbjerg highlights
the need to integrate research into project processes, and to recognise that there are
power differentials in the kinds of knowledge legitimised and what groups contribute
to that knowledge.
Regional natural resource management bodies can develop processes for validating
different forms of knowledge. An action research approach, which supported active
involvement of the community in generating and evaluating knowledge, was
implemented in the Watershed Torbay project. Brydon-Miller (1997, 661) calls it
participatory action research, emphasising that the end purpose is to bring about social
change, where ‘community participants and researchers together take responsibility for
the design of the research, data collection, data analysis, and the development and
implementation of change plans… and shared reflection and consolidation’.
The action research model can provide a simple framework within which regional
organisation gather and assess current information, and initiate and conduct research
that recognises the need for adaptive management, a civic science approach for
undertaking research and the central place of reflection and learning (Brydon-Miller,
1997; O'Riordan, 1998; Greenwood and Levin, 2003; Keen, Brown et al., 2005;
Oliver, Whelan et al., 2005; Tilbury, Coleman et al., 2005). Such an approach can
then incorporate social learning processes such as the model developed by Brown,
Keen and Dyball (2005). They identify five learning strands that occur at different
stages of action research: reflection/reflexivity, systems orientation, integration,
negotiation, and participation. The learning strands support the effective
implementation of each process identified in the relational worldview model, Figure
16.
If development of relationships for sustainability is the key aim then it is important for
regional bodies to articulate their research and learning approach. This is particularly
important because the mechanistic approach to knowledge has seen research focussed
on understanding how systems function and problem definition with much less
attention on developing solutions – particularly those which reflect the interests and
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values of the community. This limited perspective on knowledge creation has meant
that researchers often do not undertake research in the social context; have been
focussed on research within their professions; have ‘retreated from conflict’; and have
an individualistic rather than a social learning approach (Breen, 1999, 2).
Cork, Delaney and Salt (2005) explore four ways of thinking related to the emphasis
on science, or all ways of knowing (Table 14). All four quadrants provide useful
perspectives, but regional organisations require whole-system ‘country’ thinking as a
matter of priority. Their identification of the ‘hothouse’ thinking that comes from
many scientific research organisations reinforces the need for regional bodies to apply
a civic science approach, to ensure that research undertaken leads to a focus on
solutions that meet community needs.
The civic science approach used in Watershed Torbay provided a framework to direct
the way researchers approached their work to help provide information for
management decision-making and to have community questions helping to direct
research. As outlined by Stocker (1995), it is also valuable to engage the community
actively in research into what they value, using their practical knowledge base and
ability to observe from within their social and environmental context. This can be
incorporated in work undertaken by researchers, or stand alone as an important context
for decision-making. The active involvement of community in different ways of
gathering and understanding knowledge contributes to the social learning process.
The ability to speak about values, feelings and all forms of knowledge is not
incorporated as a matter of course in most projects. While greater opportunity was
provided in the Watershed Torbay project, there was room for more avenues to be
provided. There are many other examples of action research projects that can be used
to guide regional bodies (Flyvbjerg, 2001; Oliver, Whelan et al., 2005; Tilbury,
Coleman et al., 2005; Keen, Brown et al., 2005a). It takes time for people to become
comfortable with speaking up, when their views have often been dismissed as
subjective and unscientific. Engaging all in the regional community through action
research and social learning requires long-term commitment as part of building and
valuing relationships.
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Parts of systems

Whole systems

All ways of knowing

My backyard: Focus on specific
issues for emotional or philosophical
reasons (e.g. lobby groups, local or
specific interest groups, everyone
falls into this quadrant on some
issues)

‘Country’: Thinking is about whole
systems form a range of
philosophical viewpoints (e.g.
Gaian philosophies, the
perception of sustainability in the
minds of many non-scientists)

Science way of
knowing

Hothouse: Focus on the most
important individual issues from a
scientific point of view (e.g. scientific
research organisations have most of
their activity here for practical and
career reasons)

Botanic Garden: Thinking about
whole systems from a scientific
perspective (e.g. multidisciplinary, ecosystem scale
scientific research)

Table 14: Ways of thinking (Cork, Delaney et al., 2005, 20).

7.5 Processes for building relationships
A range of processes and tools compatible with the relational worldview were
demonstrated in practice through the Watershed Torbay project, discussed in Chapter
5. There are many more to choose from, depending on the needs of the specific
situation, the time, money and skills available, and the appropriateness of the
processes and tools. A range of resource references was provided.
In section 6.2.3 it was argued that participatory decision-making is necessary for
achieving sustainability, on the basis that the actions of all members of the community
are required. The building of relationships between people in community and between
people and the environment locally and globally, lead to a desire to maintain them in a
healthy state. The concentration of decision-making in the hands of any ‘closed elite’
such as politicians or scientists, for example, is problematic as it concentrates power
and limits the view of reality (Theobald, 1997, 76).
The expenditure on community involvement, social research, communication and
facilitation skills in Watershed Torbay was much greater than budgeted. It was
recognised by the lead agency that this component was critical in the success of the
project. While regional natural resource management bodies do have funding for
facilitation, coordination and ‘capacity building’, it has been suggested in section 4.5
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that commitments may not be sufficient to the task of building the strong relationships
and connections within the community needed to bring about change.
There are an abundant processes and tools available to support action research. A
selection will be discussed that are important to action research including partnerships;
sharing values, stories, places and celebrating; planning and acting together; and
reflecting and feedback loops.

7.5.1 Partnerships – committing to work together, sharing
power
As outlined in section 7.4, the relational worldview supports the legitimisation of all
forms of knowledge and the participation of all sections of the community to assist in
knowledge creation, interpretation and use. This process, then, requires the formation
of partnerships of the ‘strongest’ kind. It is recognised that partnership has become a
popularised term covering a wider range of relationships, and the nature of intended
partnering needs to be well defined (Langford, 2002; Oliver, 2003b; Oliver, Whelan et
al., 2005; Keen, Brown et al., 2005b).
Consultation has also gained considerable support across Australian state and federal
governments, but consultation is not participation. It is important to identify the kinds
of consultation methods used and the purpose of consultation. Giving information and
gathering input is not the same as shared decision-making (Duxbury, 2001).
Specifically, shared decision-making involves planning with stakeholders rather than for
stakeholders. Shared decision-making processes depend on the explicit recognition that
all stakeholders values and interests are legitimate (Roseland, 1998, 183).

Keen, Brown and Dyball (2005b, 16) synthesis types of participation into six types
depending on the level of ability for people to establish their own agenda and carry
them out: coercing – token engagement with large power imbalance; informing – oneway flow of information; consulting – information is sought but power is in hands of
one group; enticing – information is jointly considered but one group maintains power
and agreement is gained from other groups through incentives; co-learning – insiders
and outsiders share knowledge, work together but decision-making constrained by
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institutional and social context; and co-acting – people set out own agenda and carry it
out.
It is important to recognise that different levels of participation and partnership may be
appropriate to different situations. The important role of regional bodies, in
conjunction with their constituents, is to identify the type of partnerships required and
the suitable level of participation. It is the open process of jointly determining the
nature of partnering and participation that leads to development of stronger
relationships. Participatory decision-making processes such as search conferences and
force-field analysis can then be used to help all partners in achieving their jointly
determined goals. As discussed in section 6.2.3, commitment to partnerships may not
result in involvement from all groups due to differences in power, distance and
resources available.
Regional groups will need to recognise where support may be needed to make it
possible for some community sectors to be involved (Young, 2003). This could
include difficulties experienced due to living long distances from meeting locations;
lack of childcare facilities; inability to access information due to poor or lack of
internet facilities; a history of not being includes such as Aboriginal people, low
income earners and young people; inability to print out information; lack of experience
in presenting a point of view in a meeting situation; and a wide range of other potential
barriers. If such differences in power and resources are not attended to, participation
in partnerships and involvement processes will be biased towards agencies and
organisations with better resourcing, those close to the main population centres, men,
and those experienced in meeting processes.
A key way of strengthening partnerships is to take action together. This has been a
key to the success of the landcare movement in Australia. Groups of people at
different scales of whole communities, families, neighbours, catchment groups, school
groups, and volunteers from the city on community projects have participated in
restoration and repair work. The taking of collective action is highly motivating.
While the level of landscape change required goes well beyond demonstration work,
as described in section 4.3, the need to provide opportunities for collective action
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continues. It is important for community groups to be provided with the assistance to
continue organising projects where people from across the rural and urban community
can contribute.

7.5.2 Sharing values, stories, places and celebrating
The shore is an ancient world, for as long as there has been an earth and sea there has
been this place of the meeting of land and water. Yet it is a world that keeps alive the
sense of continuing creation and of the relentless drive of life. Each time that I enter it,
I gain some new awareness of its beauty and its deeper meanings, sensing that intricate
fabric of life by which one creature is linked with another, and each with its
surroundings (Carson, 1999, 4).

The sharing of values, stories, history, knowledge, and experience of places and
people in community is central to relationship building for sustainability. The
importance of community and place was discussed in detail in section 6.2.1. Through
sharing and experiencing on a personal and community level people are able to
identify with the underlying connections and interdependencies that exist between
people and their environments. This sense of place recognises the cultural content of
natural landscapes and the interplay between people and environment in both rural and
urban areas.
Regional natural resource management bodies can incorporate information and values
about place as central knowledge in the relational worldview. They can initiate a
range of activities that celebrate the cultural, social, and environmental richness that
lies in every place.
The history of a community and region can be thought of as an important place asset,
essential for nurturing connections between people and environment and place, and
providing intertemporal connections - essential connections between the current
inhabitants ad the people who came before and those who will come along in the future
(Beatley, 2004, 53).

Regional bodies need to be aware that the processes of identifying ‘priority assets’ and
funding targeted areas negate the sense of place that can be experienced by each
person where they live. It is desirable to engage every member of a regional
community. While major funding may be directed toward particular landscape and
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cultural features, activities are needed that may not cost a lot but involve whole
communities in understanding, sharing, and experiencing the importance of their
place.
Some of the activities that built sense of place in the Watershed Torbay project were
catchment bus tours and barbeques; the large maps of the catchment in local halls;
workshops on local environmental issues, such as the Lake Powell invertebrate
sampling and bird identification workshops; research field days; canoe trips on Lake
Powell; photographic exhibitions of places and people doing landcare in the
catchment; and the newsletter including items on history, poetry and images about the
catchment and many more.
The inclusion of social time at any event through sharing meals, stories and taking
action in the field are important for building connections. The regional bodies could
aim to make every activity they run incorporate elements of personal sharing and some
kind of celebration.
The embracing of the urban environments as part of natural resource management is
an important step in acknowledging the importance of community and place across the
regions. All environments, not just protected areas, need attention and caring. Periurban environments are increasingly seen as important areas needing environmental
management. This acknowledgement needs to extend to all urban environments,
which require the same attention as rural landscape in terms of engaging communities
in connecting with place. Such connection can then be built on with understanding,
appreciation, and action for its protection.
Regional bodies have undertaken ‘asset’ assessment and ‘prioritisation’ as part of the
investment plan development process. Due to management of the social, cultural and
natural landscapes being given to separate agencies this process has generally
delivered separate lists of assets on the basis on features such as wetlands, built
infrastructure threatened by salinity, biodiversity, recreation sites and cultural heritage
sites. This process detracts from the importance of the whole landscape and the sense
of place experienced by people living in or visiting places not designated on such lists.
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Stocker and Burke (2006, 2) describe a process they call overlay mapping for placebased sustainability education, which they have used to map sustainability values of
communities with a number of schools and a group of university students. This
methodology uses overlay mapping to include ‘people’s experiences of relationship to
place as part of reflexive sustainability assessment’. They used four overlays –
ecological, social, cultural and economic – to help ‘understand what aspects of our
places sustain us and we in turn care for, to map these values, to identify sustainability
hotspots, to share ideas with others’ (Stocker and Burke, 2006, 4). Through this
process the projects were able to identify ‘assets’ that would typically be recorded,
then included a range of other important community values, and showed ‘hotspots’
where different values intersected. Regional bodies need to find similar ways of
capturing the importance of place.

7.5.3 Reflecting and feedback loops
Regional natural resource management bodies are required to develop detailed
monitoring and evaluation frameworks for the investment plans being implemented.
As discussed in section 7.2, it is important that monitoring is not confined to
measuring outputs for the benefit of accountability to funding providers.
Benchmarking human impact on the biophysical environment, using tools such as
ecological footprint analysis (Simpson, Petroeschevsky et al., 2000; Loh, 2002; Rees,
2003), or sustainability assessment (Newman, 2006) is important to gauge current
impacts across a whole region that can be repeated at intervals.
In the Watershed Torbay project catchment health indicators were developed as one
way of answering the question: how will the catchment community know if the work
they are undertaking is improving the health of their catchment? The collation of
meaningful information and communicating it in easy-to-understand terms proved to
be difficult, as there has been very little investment, to date, in providing the changing
state of biophysical and social values information back to communities on a regular
basis. This is a challenge for regional bodies.
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The literature on social marketing processes indicates that ‘just in time’ feedback on
behaviour is an important factor in behaviour change (McKenzie-Mohr and Smith,
1999; Kotler, Roberto et al., 2002; U.S. Department of Health & Human Services,
National Institutes of Health et al., 2004). The case study of farmgate balances
discussed in section 7.2.2 is an example of a tool able to feedback on the impact on
farmer behaviour, at least on an annual basis. The same tools could be used to
calculate nutrient surplus for whole catchments.
Monitoring and feedback provided to communities through the mechanistic worldview
has focused on monetary values. These are important but are only one set of values
and of less importance than environmental sustainability, social health and wellbeing.
Appropriate feedback mechanisms are required at the level of farms, communities,
catchments and regions to trigger appropriate behaviour change. Regional bodies are
in a position to lead in this area.

7.6 Conclusions
This thesis set out to explore the question: if the approach of the Australian landcare
movement to date has not redirected the unsustainable practices of current farming
systems, what approach will?
My purpose in exploring this question was to inform my practice as a reflective
practitioner to support social change toward greater sustainability.
The opportunity for praxis through the focus project Watershed Torbay lies at the heart
of this thesis and was described in Chapter 5. Throughout the thesis, bodies of
literature were reviewed to provide better understanding of: aspects of philosophy,
Chapter 2; history of Australia’s colonisation, Chapter 3; the history of the landcare
movement in Australia, particularly from the 1989 Decade of Landcare, to the present
regional delivery model for natural resource management, Chapter 4; and finally, the
theoretical underpinnings for the relational worldview, Chapter 6.
Exploration of the history and nature of the worldview that informs the values,
assumptions, approach to knowledge, and development of institutions underpinning
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the Australian landcare movement, provided a rich source of reflection for the focus
project. The naming of the current worldview as mechanistic was helpful in
encapsulating the main ontological framing based on the dominant thinking from the
16th century. However, such naming can lead to a dualistic position which has not
been the intention of this thesis. As discussed in Chapter 2, a key critique of the
mechanistic worldview concerns the dualisms constructed. Through exploring the
history of the mechanistic worldview and its expression through the history of
colonisation of Australia, it became clear that there are always multiple visions at play.
The mechanistic worldview has held dominance since the Industrial Revolution, due to
a combination of factors explored in this thesis.
As this study has outlined, while the mechanistic worldview has provided gains in
terms of separating church and state, recognition of the rights of individuals, and
greater material wellbeing for a proportion of the world’s population – particularly
those in the more developed countries – there have been consequences in terms of
environmental damage globally and on a localised scale, growing levels of inequity in
those benefiting from ‘progress’, and unacceptable levels of insecurity through
proliferation of nuclear weaponry. In terms of Australian agricultural systems, the
increasing levels of environmental degradation and growing awareness of impacts
from global issues, such as climate change, have led to greater reflection on the
reasons for this decline. The current worldview has been found inadequate in
responding appropriately to the issues raised.
Through reviewing the Australian landcare movement it became apparent that the
worldview expressed through government-sponsored programs and policies for
landcare, and the agricultural sector in general, was different to the vision for landcare
and development of the landcare ethic through the community-based network. It was
suggested that the limited success of the landcare movement in bringing about
widespread behaviour change was due to the way Australians see the natural world
and their relationship to it. It has been shown in this thesis that agricultural systems
created within the exploitative, colonialist western mechanistic worldview continue in
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government policy, research and the financial and social support institutions available
to landcare.
In responding to the thesis research question, it was concluded that, from the review of
landcare, it is very difficult to see how natural resource degradation trends can be
stabilised, much less reversed, within structures based on continuation of the
mechanistic worldview.
Through the Watershed Torbay project there was an opportunity for me to work with
all key stakeholders as a phronetic, reflective practitioner from a relational worldview.
From this point of view the establishment and strengthening of relationships between
key players within the catchment community, between the community and its history,
and all players and the environment, became the end purpose. The approach to
knowledge, through the implementation of a civic science approach to research and an
action research approach to preparing the restoration plan, were developed within the
overall relational philosophy. This praxis provided a rich source of reflection. The
focus on building connection and relationships was noticeable to those involved. As
outlined in Chapter 5, the development of the project as action learning research
established the basis for all involved to be part of the learning. As outlined by Brown,
Keen and Dyball (Arrowsmith and Duxbury, 2006) players such as government
agencies, community members and researchers come from different perspectives, and
can take a range of learning from a project.
The avenues for reflective practice in the Watershed Torbay project provided
opportunity for the different learning to be articulated and have been summarised in
the project successes and learning document (Arrowsmith and Duxbury, 2006). The
success of the project has been recognised by national and state awards for strength of
partnerships, communication work and the way the research program was integrated
into the restoration plan development.
In offering an alternative worldview based on relationships, the intent of this thesis has
been to proffer an all-embracing approach that does not favour dualism.
Ontologically, the relational worldview recognises quality of connection and
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relationship as the end purpose. Relationships with one’s own moral framework, and
relationships with people and place in community, are seen as central connections that
require strengthening. As discussed in Chapter 6, the relational worldview requires
ecological and values rationality rather than economic rationality to achieve
sustainability. The thesis recognises the relevance of the Australian Aboriginal
concept of ‘caring for country’ in perpetuity, to the relational worldview. The notion
of ‘obligation’ in terms of Aboriginal cosmology provides a spiritual, cultural and
practical dimension to the relational worldview.
The notion of sufficiency provides another perspective on decision-making based on
the concept of human restraint to meet environmental constraints. Sustainability has
been seen as a loose term able to be adopted to any worldview and of little value.
Conversely, sustainability is both aspirational and a necessity in a relational worldview
seeking connection, and therefore sensitivity to and responsibility for the environment.
Epistemologically, the relational worldview recognises that there is a multitude of
ways of seeing and experiencing the world, and the importance of giving voice to all
players with a connection to decisions being made. The relational worldview
recognises that there are a many different forms of knowledge that can be grouped
under the typology of epistemic or scientific knowledge, techne or technical/practical
capability, and knowledge about values and interests. The relational worldview
legitimises values and the subjective. This approach to knowledge recognises that
science research, which has been given prominence in the mechanistic worldview as
the way of locating and understanding objective ‘truth’, while valuable, is only one
source of information.
However, all knowledge is influenced by the context within which it is conducted, and
by the biases of that situation and the researchers’ own beliefs and attitudes. In the
relational epistemology described in this thesis, the place of such knowledge is in
providing an understanding of the context within which decisions on values and
interests will be made. Likewise, technical knowledge, the ability to make and create,
is vital for providing information about how decisions can be implemented.
Throughout the thesis the importance of values has been emphasised as the central
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form of knowledge required for making deliberate ethical decisions, for the benefit not
only of individuals but also of communities and the environment.
In this final chapter I have attempted to show how the relational worldview has
relevance beyond the individual Watershed Torbay project. While tension between
the mechanistic worldview and the landcare ethic, commensurate with the relational
worldview, continues in the policies and programs of government and business,
regional natural resource management bodies do have opportunity to implement
regional strategies aiming for sustainability. Recognition of the tensions between
approaches is the first critical step. Taking a deliberate worldview – and through this
thesis the relational worldview is proffered – will assist regional bodies understand the
conflicts in values that arise within a larger framework. It will need to be driven by
local and regional community action, recognising that bureaucracies and politicians
are rarely the initiators of change but are key partners to it.
There is hope. The landcare movement is a significant social network based on
values. There is a high level of awareness about land and water degradation trends,
and support for sustainability. Regional natural resource management bodies can be
the advocates of their regional communities. If emphasis is placed on strengthening
relationships that acknowledge the values and knowledge of all regional players and
community members, the chances of negotiating more sustainable outcomes are likely
to improve. Part of the preparation to involve, listen, learn and reflect is in the
selection of appropriate processes, tools and techniques that match the values of the
relational worldview and goals of sustainability.
So we must all be prepared to change; not just Landcarers, but every one of us. Our
landscapes, like our indigenous people, have endured for tens of thousands of years. It
is our task to ensure that Landcare similarly endures, that it becomes part of the spiritual
essence of our being in this country (Brazil, 2006, 9).
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A life worth living
Someone to love
Somewhere to love*
Loving oneself*
Something to do
Something to hope for
(*my additions)
~ Allan K. Chalmers ~
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Appendix 1: Watershed Torbay: Research Program
Prepared by Naomi Arrowsmith Regional Manager Department of Environment,
Project Manager Watershed Torbay 2002
Theme: Environmental Flows
Project title

Community question

Ecological Water Requirements for Marbelup
Brook, Lake Powell and Lake Manarup

How much water is needed to protect the values
of Marbelup Brook, Lake Powell and Lake
Manarup?

Ecological Water Requirements for estuaries,
including Torbay Inlet

How much salt and freshwater is needed to
protect the values of Torbay Inlet?

Water demands from Marbelup Brook and other
tributaries

How much water does the local community use
from Marbelup Brook and what are the likely future
demands?

Typha invasion in Lake Powell

What are the historic and future trends for Typha
invasion in Lake Powell?

Project title

Associate
Investigators

Chief Investigator

Ecological Water Requirements for Marbelup
Brook, Lake Powell and Lake Manarup

Peter Davies (CENRM)

Ecological Water Requirements for estuaries,
including Torbay Inlet
Water demands from Marbelup Brook and other
tributaries
Typha invasion in Lake Powell

Ray Froend (Edith
Cowan)
Peter Davies
(CENRM)

PhD
Peter Helsby (WRC)

Naomi Arrowsmith
(WRC)

Mieke Bourne (Murdoch
University, Hons)

Jane Chambers
(Murdoch
University)

Theme: Managing the Lower Drainage District
Project title

Community question
Who wins and loses under current and proposed changes
to management of the drainage district?

Water balance and operation of Lower
Drainage District

What might be a good compromise?
How can we better management the drainage district to
promote better water quality?

Project title
Water balance and operation of Lower
Drainage District
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Chief
Investigator

Associate
Investigators

Aditya Kumar
(WRC)

Andrew Maughan
(WRC)

Theme: Algal bloom processes and drivers
Project title

Community question

Sediment nutrient supply and release.

To what extent are the algal blooms in Lake
Powell and Torbay Inlet caused by nutrients
released from sediments at the bottom of the
Lake/Inlet?

Algal bloom drivers

Is nitrogen or phosphorus driving toxic algal
blooms?

Project title

Chief Investigator

Sediment nutrient supply and release.

Malcolm Robb (WRC)

Algal bloom drivers

Malcolm Robb (WRC)

Associate
Investigators
Dave Heggie and Dave
Fredericks (AGSO)
Centre for Water
Research

Theme: Catchment nutrient sources
Project title
Identifying current and historical
catchment land uses.

Community question
What are the current and historical land uses that
contribute to nutrients in the catchment waterways?
Where are the hotspots?
A. Do the predicted nutrient loads associated with
different land uses match observed patterns in streams?

Catchment nutrient balance

B. How does the storage, movement and release of
nutrients change over extended time periods in response
to alternative management and land use scenarios?

Identifying streams with best
management attributes.

Where will riparian vegetation be most and least
effective?

Characterising groundwater input of
nutrients.

Is groundwater a major contributor of nutrient pollution in
the Torbay catchment?

Project title

Chief
Investigator

Associate
Investigators

Identifying current and historical
catchment land uses.

Kristina Fleming
(RIC)

David Jan (RIC)

Catchment nutrient balance

Brad Degans
(WRC)

Dave Weaver
(Ag)

Identifying streams with best
management attributes.

Masters student

Characterising groundwater input of
nutrients for Lake Powell

Brad Degens

Dave Weaver

Peter Davies
Dave Weaver
Ruhi
Ferdowsian (Ag)
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Appendix 2: Cover letter and ‘Torbay Catchment Census’ survey form

7 August 2002
Dear

Survey of Landholder land use and attitudes in the Torbay Catchment
We have money to spend in Torbay Catchment through the Watershed Torbay project, and we
need your input in planning where and how to direct efforts to improve management of our
farmland and natural environment in the catchment.
The survey should take no more than 30 minutes to complete. We want to know what
problems you think exist, what you want for the future of your community, what landcare
work you have already done on your farm or in the community and what would help with
further changes.
The survey information will be put together in a summary report that will be available to the
community on request. All information given during the survey is confidential and no names
or other information that might identify you will be used in any publication arising from the
study. Your involvement is entirely voluntary.
Murdoch University postgraduate student Louise Duxbury is helping to put the survey
together. It is being sent to every landholder in the catchment. The Torbay catchment
includes the sub-catchment areas of Five and Seven Mile Creeks, Marbelup Brook, and
Unndiup Creek, and the settlements of Elleker, Torbay, Cuthbert and Redmond.
For further information on the survey contact:
Louise Duxbury Phone 9840 9231 louiseduxbury@westnet.com.au or Murdoch University Dr
Laura Stocker on 9360 2889.
Please help us to help you and your catchment by filling out this survey and returning it by
Friday 13 September!
Yours sincerely

John Simpson 9841 8912
9841 0107
Chair Watershed
Torbay Steering Committee
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Andrew Marshall 9845 1081

Naomi Arrowsmith

Chair
Torbay Catchment Group

Watershed Torbay
Project Manager

Torbay Catchment Census
This survey will help the Torbay catchment community develop a whole catchment
river restoration plan that takes your views into account when allocating funds and
resources.
Please fill out all questions appropriate to you. Some questions may not be relevant to
your situation and can be left unanswered.
 The survey is on both sides of the paper please answer all relevant questions.
 Your input will remain totally confidential and will appear in a report in summary
form only.
 If you have any queries please contact Louise Duxbury Phone 9840 9231.
 Please return the survey in the reply paid envelope by 13 September 2002.

Please Don’t add this to your pile!
Return it by 13 September 02

Torbay Catchment Survey
1. What do you know about the Watershed Torbay Project?

(Please tick one box only)
 I have never heard of it
 I have heard of it but don’t know much about it
 I know a little about it
 I am somewhat familiar with it
 I know quite a lot about it

Land use information
2. What is the total area of your landholding/s in the Torbay catchment area? ………….
(ha) and Location Number/s. ……………. ………………………………………………….
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3. What are your main land use/s on your landholding/s within Torbay catchment?
A. Please circle your main land
uses 
Residential only
(Please go to Question 4)

B. Please provide details about your current main land uses

Beef cattle

•Total number of cattle including calves ...........................................................
•Number of calves (up to 3mths old) ................................................................
•Total hectares of cattle grazing .......................................................................

Sheep

•Total number of sheep including ewes ............................................................
•Number of ewes ..............................................................................................
•Total hectares of sheep grazing ........................................................................

Horticulture

•Specify crops grown .........................................................................................

•Total hectares of horticulture ...........................................................................
•Source/s of water for irrigation (please circle)
Dam Soak Bore Creek Tank Other (specify)............................................
Broadacre cropping

•Specify crops grown .........................................................................................
............................................................................................................................
•Total hectares of broadacre cropping ...............................................................

Dairy farming

•Total number of cows including calves.............................................................
•Number of calves (up to 3 mths old) ................................................................
•Total hectares of dairy cattle grazing ..............................................................

Piggery

•Total number of sows .......................................................................................

Bluegum plantations
Agroforestry – commercial
trees integrated into other farm
enterprises

Total hectares of bluegum plantations ...............................................................

Ungrazed cleared paddocks
Aquaculture

• Total Hectares of ungrazed cleared paddocks .................................................

• Total Hectares of agroforestry plantings .........................................................

•Type ………………………Number of ponds .................................................
Tourism

•Number of beds ………………Occupancy Rates ...........................................

Other (eg horses, poultry,
goats)
Other (business run from home)

•Type and number of animals ............................................................................
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•Specify business (eg.craft, consulting, marketing)
............................................................................................................................

4a. Are you a member of a voluntary community group?
(eg catchment group, progress association, fire brigade, coastcare)
No 
Yes  Please name the
group/s……………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………….
4b. Have you volunteered labour for community landcare work?
(eg plantings, weed control, coastal, wetland or rivercare work)
No 

Yes 

4c. Have you implemented any of the following works on your property and
what is the extent of your work? (If you do not have a farm go to question 5)
(tick as many boxes as needed)
relevant

Please specify how often or quantity as

Fencing of waterways



.............................. kms of foreshore fencing

Revegetation of waterways



............................................. hectares to date

Installed stock watering points away from waterways
Used slow release fertilisers (eg rock phosphate)



..................................... type/s & rate (kg/ha)
..................................... hectares in past 2 yrs

Applied lime/dolomite to acid soils



.................................... hectares in past 2 yrs
..................................... type/s & rate (kg/ha)

Used fertiliser products other than



superphosphate (eg neomin, zeoliteetc)

.............................................. product names
.................hectares past 2 yrs & rate (kg/ha)

Farm organically/biodynamically



........................................................ hectares

Had soils tested for nutrients



........................ hectares testing in past 2 yrs

Did you follow the recommendations of the soil tests? 

If no, why?....................................................

Planted perennial pastures



................................ hectares planted to date

Tree planting for shelter or biodiversity



................................ hectares planted to date

Re-fenced according to soil type



........................................................ hectares

Fenced off native vegetation



............................................. hectares to date

Surface water management drains



.......................................... kms in past 2 yrs

Constructed wetlands



........................................... number/hectares

Monitoring groundwater levels with bores



............................ number of bores last 2 yrs

Working to a whole property plan



................. when did you start using the plan
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5. Which of the following factors have influenced your decisions to undertake landcare
activities on your farm or on public land? (Please tick one box per factor)
Not an
influence

Slight
importance

Medium
importance

High
importance

Obtaining external funding
Financial position of the business or farm
Worsening landcare problems eg salinity,
waterlogging, algal blooms, soil acidity,
weeds, state of native vegetation deteriorating
Having access to new information or advice
about the state of the environment and how to
reduce impacts
Wanting to hand on the property in good
condition for future generation
Being committed to long term farm plan
Being confident of success in conservation
works undertaken
Belonging to landcare group/progress
association
Being committed to biodiversity
Aesthetics
Concern about climate change

Any other factors that have influences your decisions on landcare (please specify)
………………………………………………………………………………………
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The Watershed Torbay project steering committee, with input from three community forums at
Torbay, Elleker and Redmond, has come up with a draft list of issues in the Torbay catchment.

6a. What do you think are the key issues relating to land and water management in
Torbay catchment?

(Please tick the issues that are important to you)
Tick the issues
of importance to
you

Issues in the Torbay Catchment

Soil acidity
Salinity of land
Bluegum plantations taking up agricultural land
Economic viability of farming
Weeds
Feral animals
Degradation of waterways
Condition of native vegetation
Impacts of recreation on environment
Bore water quality
Harmful bacteria from animal waste in our drinking water supply
Chemical sprays
Lack of information about what goes into the creeks
Decline in fisheries
Impacts on water availability to agriculture and the stream ecology if water from
Marbelup Brook was extracted for Albany drinking water
Algal blooms in the drains, Lakes and Torbay Inlet at the bottom of the catchment
Management of the lower drainage district
Waterlogging of agricultural and residential land
Increasing number of new residents
Decreasing number of people involved in community groups
Changes in landuse and subdivisions
Threat of proposed mining/quarry in catchment
People reluctant to change land use and lifestyle behaviour
Other (please
specify)

6b. What do you think are the most important actions that can be done by landholders,
Torbay Catchment Group or key government agencies to address the issues?

...............................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................
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The Watershed Torbay steering committee, with input from three community forums, has listed
key things to measure to see if the environment in the catchment is improving or going
backwards.

7. Please number the six catchment characteristics in order of importance to you.
Number six items in
order of importance
to you. 1 – being most
important 6 least
important

Characteristics that can be used to measure the health of the Torbay catchment and community

Quality of water in waterways and lakes
Whether management of the drainage system meets the needs of the environment and landholders
Level of rehabilitation of waterways and drains with vegetation and bank stabilising
Extent of native vegetation cover in the catchment
Level of protection of native vegetation and fauna
Status of fisheries in the Inlet and waterways
Extent of weed infestation in the catchment
Income levels of people living in the catchment
Level of community participation in local organisations
Level of business and employment in the catchment
Degree of satisfaction about living in the catchment area
Level of management of recreation sites

8. How important/effective do you think the following factors would be in helping private
landholders protect and manage land in Torbay catchment? (If you do not have a farm
please go to question 9)
Not
effective

Slightly
effective

Medium
effective
-ness

Very
effective

Rate rebates for long term protection & management of bush
Rate rebates for long term protection & management of drains and
waterways
Allow development on part of the property in exchange for protection of
conservation values elsewhere on the property
Ability to sub-divide areas of bushland from the property to sell as a
conservation/lifestyle block
Technical assistance & information for bush, waterways and wetland
management
Technical assistance and information for pastures & fertiliser management
Provision of independent soil test advice and recommendations
Funding assistance to help landholders protect and manage bush,
waterways and wetlands
Subsidies to help landholders do yearly soil tests
Funding assistance to help landholders establish perennial pastures
A levy to be paid by landholders for the salt and nutrients leaving their
property

Are there other incentives that would help you undertake landcare work on your
property?
……………………………………………………………..…………………………
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9. What are the barriers to changing landuse practices on your farm or
increasing your involvement in community landcare activities?
Strongly
agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Not
relevant
to me

Lack of financial resources
Lack of time
Insufficient or inadequate information
Doubts about likely success
Age or poor health
Off-property commitments
Too much paperwork involved in obtaining grants or
subsidies to undertake work
Local government rural strategies
Local landcare/progress groups don’t meet my needs
Comfortable with the way things are now, I don’t
want to change

Are there other barriers for you to change your landuse practices or increase your involvement in
community landcare activities? .........................................................................................................................

10. Who do you think should be responsible for fixing catchment issues?
(Please tick to indicate your response to each statement)
Statement:

Strongly
agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Don’t
Know

Society has a right to expect farmers to farm in a way
that maintains land and water in good environmental
health
More government funding is needed to address the
problems in the Torbay catchment
Rural landholders should be solely responsible for
funding landcare activities in the catchment
The wider community should contribute more money
and resources to address degradation issues on
farming land
Land management decisions should be made only by
farmers on their farms
It is the government’s role to make decisions on
allocation and management of resources for the
whole community and the environment
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11. What do you think the balance between production and environmental
protection should be? (Please tick to indicate your response to each statement)
Strongly
agree

Statement:

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Don’t
Know

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Don’t
Know

Neutral

Torbay catchment needs to maximise agricultural
production even though this may cause some
environmental damage
Government should give higher priority to policies to
conserve and protect the environment
It is more important to protect conservation values
for the long term than support production in the short
term
The current agricultural system in Torbay catchment
is sustainable in the long term and doesn’t need to be
changed
Torbay catchment needs more fast growing
plantations like bluegums
The economy in Torbay catchment needs diversity
with more ecotourism and crafts
Torbay catchment can have more sustainable
agricultural systems by increasing perennial pastures,
more integrated tree plantings, fertiliser use based on
regular soil testing and fencing of waterways and
native vegetation

12. What are your views on change and innovation in farming?

(Please tick to indicate your response to each statement)
Statement:

Strongly
agree

Agree

Neutral

My child/children will farm this property after me
My farm is sustainable in the long term
It is important to keep up with new farming
practices
New machinery/ideas in farming have not
improved upon traditional techniques
It is important to visit other farms to look at their
methods
Farmers should be supported by government
agencies to undertake innovation
Successful farmers take financial risks
Farmers can make a positive difference to the state
of the environment
There are technological solutions to the
environmental problems in the catchment

13. What is your age in years?

(tick the appropriate age bracket)
18 – 29 years
30 – 39 years




40 – 49 years
50 – 59 years




60 – 69 years
70 – 79 years
80 and over

14. Do you live on your property within Torbay catchment?
No 
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Yes  How long have you lived on the property …... ...years





15. What is the gender of the person filling out this survey?
 Male

 Female

16. What percentage of your income (if any) do you earn from your property?

None 

Some 

Half 

Majority 

All 

Adults………. Children ……….

17. How many people live in your household?

18. What is your highest level of formal education?

(This question is only to check that we have a representative sample of respondents in
the Catchment. Please tick the appropriate box)
Did not go to school





Primary School



Completed Year 10



Completed Year 12



Completed University postgraduate studies



Completed a trade or certificate
course at TAFE or agricultural college



Other (please specify)
……………………………………………..



Diploma or associate diploma at TAFE, or
agriculture college
Part of a degree course at University,
agricultural college or TAFE
Completed a University degree course




19. How do you prefer to get your information about managing land and water resources
and about projects like the Watershed Torbay project?
Very useful

Useful

Not useful

Newsletter
Community coordinators
Radio
Neighbours
Family members
Field days
Workshops/forums
Training courses
Government agencies
Torbay catchment group
Webpage or internet sources
Private advisors
Email

Other …………………………………………..
20. Please provide any further comments you would like recorded

……..…………………………………………..………………………………………
…..…………………………………………..…………………………………………..
…………………………………………..……………………………………………….
.…………………………………………..…………………………………………..…
……………
Thank you for your input into the future of Torbay catchment!
Please return this form by 13 September 2002 in the self addressed envelope enclosed
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Appendix 3: Instructions for Torbay catchment random phone surveying,
phone interview form and invitation to focus groups
Survey instructions
Surveyors: Louise Duxbury communications coordinator, Karen McKeough Torbay
catchment coordinator, Steve May Torbay catchment project officer 9 April 2006

Database selection
•

Ring the lines numbered 5 that have been highlighted on the database pages
you have.

•

Ring the number at least three times at different times of the day before giving
up on that listing.

•

If the highlighted listing is an absentee landholder, does not response, is not in
the catchment – then go to the very next listing on the database which is a
number 6.

•

If the next listing is also not a viable line go to the next listing – number 7 and
so on.

•

Record progress with every number on the database so we can see responses
from different landholders, to make corrections on the database, so we better
understand individual landholders and when, how to contact etc.

If they say no to the short questions
•

If the landholder is successfully contacted do all you can to get them to
participate in the short set of questions.

•

If they do not want to - offer to ring back at a different time. Confirm that the
questions really do take only five minutes and that there are only 6 short
questions. Reassure them that the answers will not be identified with the
participant and that answers from male or female are fine.

•

If landholder says no to the short set of questions – ask if the time is not
convenient – make another time.

•
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If still no ask why they don’t want to answer.

If they say no to participating in the discussion group
Offer the larger landholders the later date for a discussion group and try to persuade
them. Some arguments to use:
•

We are looking for input beyond the people who are involved in the Torbay
Catchment Group to make sure we are providing help across the whole
catchment.

•

We have made a random selection of landholders so your input would be
greatly appreciated and really important.

•

The discussion group is a one off and will be properly run so it only goes for
the 2 hours set aside.

•

It would be really valuable to have your input because it will be different to
others that we get and that is important.

•

We want to make sure that the money the catchment group has obtained really
hits the right mark with landholders whether they are larger landholders or
smaller ones. We need to provide different sorts of support.

If they still say no
– need to ask them why they don’t want to participate.

Numbers for each Discussion Group
•

I am looking for a minimum of 6 households to be represented at each group
and a maximum of 9 – we can only have 9 if there is only one person per
household otherwise there will be too many people. So there is also a
maximum number of people of 10 at each session as well.
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Survey questions and invitation to focus groups
Farmer name:
Location:

Gender: Male

Female

I’m working on the Torbay restoration plan for the Torbay Catchment group. Your name has
been randomly pulled out of the Torbay catchment landholder list. The group is looking for
your input on how to best direct the funding which has been obtained to both help the
environment and improve farm efficiency. We want to make sure the money and advice hits the
right mark. Can you give me five minutes of your time for a couple of questions about your
property?

What size is your place? ……….
What do you do on your property?……………………………
> 10ha medium to larger landholding

< 10ha small landholding

1.

*Do you regularly soil test?

1.

*Have you ever soil tested?

2.

*If yes, do you apply fertiliser on the

2.

Have you used the soil test advice?

3.

What fertilisers and amendments do you

basis of advice from soil tests?
3.

What main fertilisers and amendments
do you use? (eg lime, dolomite)

4.

5.

*Do you have any perennials on your

use, if any?
4.

place? (eg kikuyu, perennial rye grass,

place? (eg kikuyu, perennial rye grass,

Rhodes grass, panic, signal)

Rhodes grass, panic, signal)

*Have you fenced off waterways or

5.

native vegetation and/or planted trees?
6.

Do you have any perennials on your

Are you part of a landcare or farmer
group?

*Have you fenced off waterways or native
vegetation and/or planted native trees?

6.

*Are you part of a landcare group,
progress association or farmer group?

Invitation to focus group discussions
Medium larger landholders

Small landholders

If yes to * questions 1, 2, 4 or 5

If yes to * questions 1, 5 or 6

More involved: As I mentioned we’d like to help

More involved: As I mentioned we’d like to help

farmers reduce nutrient losses and save money

landholders get involved with better management

from their farms. Would you and your partner

of their properties and the catchment by sharing

and any other family members involved in

experiences. Would you and your partner and any

managing your farm be willing to come to a small

other family members involved in managing your

discussion group to talk about soil and fertiliser

place be willing to come to a small meeting of
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efficiency to capture what has been important to

landholders? The meeting would focus how we

you and how we can help? The meeting will be

can best provide help. The meeting will be on

on Wednesday 26 April at Andrew and Liz

Wednesday 10 May at Terri and Tim Harwood’s

Marshall’s house 49647 South Coast Hwy

17 Mutton Bird Road 7.15pm. We provide a slap

Kronkup at 7.15pm. We provide a slap up supper,

up supper and people who come along to one of

a chance to talk and people who come along to

the discussion groups go into a lucky draw for a

one of the discussion groups go into a lucky draw

meal for 2 at an Albany restaurant.

for a meal for 2 at an Albany restaurant.
Or

What is the best way to give you a reminder by

Wednesday 17 May venue to be advised 7.15

email or phoning the day before? (get email

What is the best way to give you a reminder by

address)

email or phoning the day before? (get email
address)
Less involved: As I mentioned we’d like to help

Non-adopter: As I mentioned we’d like to help

farmers reduce nutrient losses and save money

landholders get involved with better management

from their farms. Would you and your partner

of their properties and the catchment by sharing

and any other family members involved in

experiences. Would you and your partner and any

managing your farm be willing to come to a small

other family members involved in managing your

discussion group to talk about soil and fertiliser

place be willing to come to a small meeting of

efficiency. We want to know what is important to

landholders? The meeting would focus how we

you and how we can help. The meeting will be on

can best provide help to landholders. The meeting

Thursday 27 April at Phillip and Sheila Marshall’s

will be on Thursday 11 May at Elleker hall Lower

house south coast highway Kronkup 7.15pm –

Denmark Road 7.15pm – 9.15pm. We provide a

9.15pm. We provide a slap up supper, a chance to

slap up supper and people who come along to one

talk and people who come along to one of the

of the discussion groups go into a lucky draw for a

discussion groups go into a lucky draw for a meal

meal for 2 at an Albany restaurant.

for 2 at an Albany restaurant.

What is the best way to give you a reminder by

What is the best way to give you a reminder by

email or phoning the day before? (get email

email or phoning the day before? (get email

address)

address)
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Appendix 4: Focus group questions
Focus groups
Larger landholders: questions
Qu. 1 What have you done in terms of soil testing on your property up to this point and what has been
your experience?
Qu. 2 With soil testing there are quite a lot of people who consider it to be both expensive and difficult,
do you share that view?
Qu. 3 So in terms of soil testing, how do you think it could be presented to the community as a less
difficult thing to do?
Qu. 4 What would you think are some of the ways we can support people who currently find soil
testing difficult, expensive or unnecessary? Who do you go to for advice, who do you trust?
Qu. 5 If we can talk about what you are currently doing regarding fertilisers and whether this has
changed over time because of information, soil tests or whatever…
Qu. 6 I wanted to ask you about your experience with perennials?
Qu. 7 What might stop you from trialing some other varieties? What might make perennials more
attractive to you and to other landholders?
Qu. 8 If we were saying that the key thing we need to do is see how we can reduce nutrients coming
off farms and being wasted, what would you think could be done on your place?
Qu. 9 What do you think is the best help we could provide landholders in terms of fertiliser efficiency,
soil performance, reducing nutrient loss?
Qu.10 What do you think about the Torbay Catchment Group and have you considered being
involvement?
Qu. 11 What do you appreciate or value most about where you live? (Focus Group 4 only)

Smaller landholders: questions
Qu. 1 Can you give us a picture of why you live where you live. Please close your eyes and think about
what you appreciate or value most about where you live?
Qu .2 Can you describe any concerns you have had about the catchment and how these concerns affect
you?
Qu. 3 What has motivated you to do things to improve the environment on your own place or in the
catchment? When is the time you felt motivated and inspired to improve the environment on
your property or in the catchment and what was happening at that time, what helped you, who
was there to help?
Qu. 5 I would now like to focus on nutrients. Anyone who has a few acres has land that is a potential
contributor too. I would like to ask what nutrients you do use?
Qu. 6 What advice, would you give to someone who was going to buy a small property say 8 – 10ha
that would be really useful to them?
Qu. 7 Can I now bring the discussion to septic tanks as there isn’t any deep sewerage down this way
and will not be for sometime. How well do you think your septic tanks are functioning?
Qu. 8 If I said to you that testing of soil was a really important thing to do before any fertilising what is
your response? Has it occurred to you before to do soil testing?
Qu. 9 What do you think are some of the things the catchment group could do to support you in the
things that you think you would like to be do for the catchment?
Qu. 10 We will go round and see if there are any more thoughts.
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